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Introduction
Digital connectivity has led to the expanding and deepening of transactions in the financial 
sector. The increasing reliance on digital channels for financial transactions offers greater 
choices, more flexibility and improved convenience to the stakeholders. However, the 
increasing levels of interconnectedness, if unchecked, could pose serious security threats to 
the stability of the financial sector. Financial sector is among the sectors most susceptible 
to cyber-attacks. Large scale digital adoption, while providing tremendous convenience, 
also comes with increased risk in the form of cyber risk. National boundaries have lost their 
relevance, thereby posing difficulties in controlling cyber risks and recovering lost funds 
in the event of a cyber-attack. Cyber risk is now recognised as a potential risk to financial 
stability globally. It is therefore essential to enhance the resilience of the finance sector, by 
continuously monitoring and mounting the defences against cyber risks. Many countries 
and international bodies have formulated cybersecurity regulations and legislations to 
effectively manage the cybersecurity-related risks responsibly. However, constant up-
gradation and refinements to the cybersecurity frameworks and a harmonious approach 
by regulators will be the key to contain the impact of the cybercrimes.  

To facilitate the exchange of information and sharing of experiences for building a resilient 
cyber security system, the BRICS Finance and Central Bank Deputies Meeting, held on May 
14, 2020 under the Russian Chair, approved the setting up of the BRICS Rapid Information 
Security Channel (BRISC). Under Workstream 1 of the BRISC, it was proposed to come out 
with an e-booklet on BRICS Digital Information Security Regulation, to build the knowledge 
network on digital information security in the financial sector across BRICS. This e-booklet 
would act as a guiding document for policy makers to understand the regulatory approaches 
followed by the BRICS members in financial sector to contain the impacts of the cyberattacks.  

The information security regulations given in the booklet have been classified as per 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) framework. Accordingly, it is 
attempted to categorise the information under these five broad categories − 

 � Identify: Develop the organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to 
systems, assets, data, and capabilities.

 � Protect: Develop and implement the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of 
critical infrastructure services.

 � Detect: Develop and implement the appropriate activities to identify the occurrence 
of a security event.

 � Respond: Develop and implement the appropriate activities when facing a detected 
security event.

 � Recover: Develop and implement the appropriate activities for resilience and to 
restore any capabilities or services that were impaired due to a security event.

Category-wise sharing of information will help in identifying regulations followed by each 
jurisdiction in each of the five functional areas, as mentioned above. While not all countries 
follow this method of classification, all efforts have been made to ensure that the booklet 
provides a comparative glimpse of the regulations. 

The publication of this e-booklet would not have been possible without the valuable inputs 
given by the BRISC members; whose comprehensive research helped in the compilation 
of this document. The editorial team played a significant role by providing their comments 
and revisions at all stages. The names of the BRISC members and the editorial team are 
set out in Annex. It is hoped that this e-booklet would serve as a single point reference 
document for the readers, to gain an overview of the cybersecurity-related regulations in 
the BRICS countries.  
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Resolutions are applied to-
gether with internal controls 
system and risk management 
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A. Regulations

Resolution 4658 provides for the cyber security policy and is closely related to cyber risk 
management. It is important to highlight that, in the Brazilian regulatory framework, 
Resolution 4658 is usually applied together with Resolution 2554 and Resolution 4557, which 
provides for the risk management framework, including the management of operational 
risk (Articles 32 and 33 provide for IT risk management structure). Finally, the Guide to 
Supervision Practices brings a set of practices that Supervision expects to find in financial 
institutions, according to the institution’s risk exposure and the size and complexity of its 
operations. 

The broad coverage of the Brazilian Financial System Regulation related to IT (Information 
Technology) and cyber risks are given below. The translation of these regulations is given in 
Appendix A1

1. Resolution 2554 of September 24, 1998

Provides for the establishment and implementation of internal controls system. Financial 
institutions and other institutions authorized by the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB) should 
establish and implement internal controls for their activities and financial, operational, and 
managerial information systems, and to ensure compliance with the applicable legal rules 
and regulations.

The internal controls, regardless of the size of the institution, should be effective and 
consistent with the nature, complexity, and risk of the institution’s operations.

2. Resolution 4557 of February 23, 2017

Provides for the structure for risk management and the structure for capital management.

3. Resolution CMN 4893 of February 26, 2021

Provides for the cyber security policy and the requirements for contracting services of data 
processing, data storage and cloud computing to be observed by financial institutions and 
other institutions licensed by the BCB.

4. Resolution BCB 85 of April 08, 2021

Provides for the cyber security policy and the requirements for contracting services of 
processing, data storage and cloud computing to be observed by payment institutions 
licensed by the BCB.

5. Guide to Supervision Practices (GSP)

The Guide to Supervision Practices aims to provide greater transparency to the aspects 
considered in the assessment of supervised entities, providing them with a better 
understanding of the practices expected by the supervisory body. It is noteworthy that 
the GSP does not represent a set of new requirements imposed by the regulation, but a 
compilation of the expectations of the Supervision, which is based on the best practices in 
risk management and Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing Terrorism (PML/FT).

B. Functional Categorisation
The National Financial System (SFN) regulation has a series of provisions that addresses 
issues present in the functions of NIST, although their references are not organized as 
established in the cybersecurity framework. A broad categorization of these regulations are 
illustrated below2:

1  The titles of the regulations are hyperlinked to the translated regulation in Appendix.
2  Financial Stability Report, October 2020 - https://www.bcb.gov.br/en/publications/financialstabilityre-
port
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Identify
Resolution CMN 4893 and Resolution BCB 85

 � Sharing relevant incident information.

 � Establishment of the objectives of the cybersecurity policy and definition of guidelines 
to be considered in the identification of relevant services of data processing and 
storage, and cloud computing.

 � Vulnerability detection tests.

Resolution CMN 4557 and Resolution CMN 2554 

 � Definition of risk appetite.

 � Identification of critical business processes and potential evaluation effects resulting 
from the interruption of these processes.

 � Continuous evaluation of the different risks associated with the activities of the 
institution.

 � Periodic security testing of information systems.

Guide to Supervision Practices 

 � Existence of an information governance system.

 � Alignment between security strategy and business strategy.

 � Implementation of vulnerability analysis.

Protect
Resolution CMN 4893 and Resolution BCB 85

 � Implementation of mechanisms for dissemination of cybersecurity culture.

 � Senior management commitment to continuous improvement of procedures related 
to cybersecurity.

 � Dissemination and training.

 � Implementation of security controls - encryption, information leak prevention, 
protection against malicious software, among others.

 � Access control implementation.

 � Security measures for transmission and data storage.

 � Segregation of data and access controls to protect customer information.

 � Development of initiatives for sharing information about relevant incidents.

Resolution CMN 4557 and Resolution CMN 2554 

 � Establishment of strategies to ensure continuity of activities and limit losses arising 
the interruption of critical business processes.

 � Implementation of information protection and security mechanisms with objective 
to preventing, detecting, and reducing vulnerability to digital attacks.

Guide to Supervision Practices 

 � Implementation of mechanisms for dissemination of risk and security cultures.

 � Establishment of security system information.

 � Establishment of policies: data and information classification, cyber, among others.

 � Segregation of IT environments.
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 � Implementation of audit track.

 � Implementation of mechanisms of physical and logical security.

Detect
Resolution CMN 4893 and Resolution BCB 85

 � Controls for intrusion prevention and detection.

 � Handling of information on incidents occurred in service providers.

Resolution CMN 4557 and Resolution CMN 2554 

 � Information protection and security mechanisms aiming to prevent, detect and 
reduce vulnerability to digital attacks.

Guide to Supervision Practices 

 � Monitoring and attack prevention.

Respond
Resolution CMN 4893 and Resolution BCB 85 

 � Establishment of Incident Response Plans.

 � Reporting to the BCB on occurrence of relevant incidents.

 � Analysis of the root-cause and impact of incidents.

 � Mitigation of the effect of relevant incidents.

Guide to Supervision Practices 

 � Incident management.

Recover
Resolution CMN 4893 and Resolution BCB 85

 � In line with actions aimed at continuity business: execution of procedures in case 
of interruption of contracted relevant services, setting recovery time for restart or 
normalization of interrupted relevant activities or services.

Resolution CMN 4557 and Resolution CMN 2554 

 � Establishment of continuity plans for restart and recover the activities.

Guide to Supervision Practices 

 � Establishment of business continuity plans.
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To counter unauthorised funds transfers and other illicit financial operations, the Bank of 
Russia has established regulations under the framework comprised of three main groups: 

 � information security requirements covering the technological aspects of processing 
protected information (technological information security safeguards);

 � information security requirements covering applicable software of automated sys-
tems and applications;

 � information security requirements covering information technology infrastructures.

The regulations under this framework are:

 � for national payment system participants, including participants of the Bank of Rus-
sia Payment System, concerning funds transfers (Bank of Russia Regulations No. 
719-P and No. 747-P);

 � for credit institutions concerning banking activities (Bank of Russia Regulation No. 
683-P);

 � for non-credit financial institutions concerning financial market activities (Bank of 
Russia Regulation No. 757-P).

A. Regulations
The translated version of the regulations mentioned below is given in Appendix.

1. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 719-P, dated 4 June 2020, “On the requirements 
for ensuring information security when executing money transfers and on the 
procedure for monitoring the compliance with information security require-
ments when executing money transfers”
Source: https://www.cbr.ru/Queries/UniDbQuery/File/90134/1119 

(Translation awaited)

The Regulation establishes requirements for ensuring by money transfer operators, bank 
payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, payment applica-
tion providers, payment system operators, payment infrastructure service operators the 
protection of information in the process of money transfers, as well as the procedure of 
control by the Bank of Russia over compliance with information protection requirements in 
the process of money transfers within the framework of the Bank of Russia.

The Regulation will enter into force from January 1, 2022, except for specific provisions for 
which other terms are stipulated and will replace the Regulation of the Bank of Russia dat-
ed June 9, 2012 No 382-P “On Requirements for Ensuring Protection of Information in mon-
ey transfers and on the Procedure of Control by the Bank of Russia over Compliance with 
Requirements for Ensuring Protection of Information in money transfers.”

The Regulation will also apply to operators of information exchange services and providers 
of payment applications.

2. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 747-P, dated 23 December 2020, “On the Require-
ments regarding Data Protection within the Bank of Russia Payment System”
Source: https://www.cbr.ru/Queries/UniDbQuery/File/90134/1243

(Translation awaited)

This Regulation establishes the requirements regarding the data protection in the Bank 
of Russia payment system. These requirements are obligatory for the Bank of Russia pay-
ment system participants that are credit institutions (their branches), as well as operations 
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centres or payment clearing centres of other payment systems when providing operational 
services and payment clearing services during funds transfers using the Faster Payments 
System. These requirements cover automated systems, software, and computer and tele-
communications equipment used for processing protected data. 

The Regulation also stipulates that basic set of organisational and technical measures” 
should be applied to data infrastructure facilities used for connecting to the Bank of Russia 
payment system, while ensuring the required level of conformity to the requirements of the 
standard (maturity level).

In addition, the Regulation determines the procedure for ensuring cryptographic protec-
tion of data in business applications and processes, the requirements concerning the use 
of identification and strict authentication procedures regarding the parties involved, and 
measures to counter unauthorized transactions. Moreover, the Regulation establishes the 
procedure for submitting reports to the Bank of Russia, the payment system’s operator, by 
the payment system participants.

3. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 683-P, dated 17 April 2019, “On Mandatory Re-
quirements for Credit Institutions to Ensure Data Protection in Banking to 
Counter Unauthorized Funds Transfers”
Source: https://www.cbr.ru/Queries/UniDbQuery/File/90134/812

Regulation No. 683-P sets mandatory requirements for credit institutions concerning en-
suring data protection in banking to counter unauthorised funds transfers. These require-
ments cover data infrastructure facilities, applied software of automated systems and 
applications, and protected data processing technology. The requirements are applied to 
protect the data that is prepared, processed and stored in the automated systems forming 
part of data infrastructure facilities and used in banking operations related to funds trans-
fers. 

National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 “Security of financial 
(banking) operations-Protection of financial institutions’ information” envisages that the 
technologies used to process protected data in accordance with Regulation No. 683-P 
should be regulated and their compliance with the requirements should be monitored; 
they should ensure integrity and reliability of protected data and feature a developed sys-
tem for recording actions taken in respect of access to protected data and results of such 
activities, during all technological stages of the process, including recording actions per-
formed both by employees and clients using automated systems and software.

Other requirements concern identifying incidents related to violations of data protection 
requirements in banking and communicating with the Bank of Russia (Financial CERT) to 
exchange information on security incidents and results of investigation thereof, as well as 
response measures taken in their regard.

4. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 757-P, dated 20 April 2021, “On establishing man-
datory requirements for non-credit financial institutions concerning ensuring 
information protection when performing activities in the financial markets to 
counter illegal financial transactions”
Source: https://www.cbr.ru/Queries/UniDbQuery/File/90134/2334

(Translation awaited)

The Bank of Russia has set mandatory requirements for non-bank financial institutions 
(NFIs) concerning data protection to prevent illegal financial transactions. The require-
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ments are mainly similar to those for credit institutions established by Regulation 683-P. The 
document also contains the list of protected information types, data protection requirements 
for data infrastructure facilities, software, and technologies for processing protected data. The 
requirements are differentiated depending on the data protection level applicable to the par-
ticular NFI.

Standards
5. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 “Security of Fi-

nancial (Banking) Operations. Information Security of Financial Institutions. Basic 
Set of Organisational and Technical Measures”
S o u r c e : h t t p : / / p r o t e c t . g o s t . r u / d o c u m e n t 1 . a s p x ? c o n t r o l = 3 1 & b a -
seC=6&page=0&month=7&year=2021&search=57580&id=230678

This standard establishes the information security levels and the respective requirements for 
the basic set of information security measures to be applied by financial institutions to comply 
with the information security requirements prescribed by Bank of Russia regulations. The pro-
visions of this standard must be used by credit institutions, non-bank financial institutions and 
national payment system participants. The basic set of information security measures defined 
by this standard applies to all information systems, including automated systems (AS) used by 
financial institutions to perform business processes and/or technical processes related to the 
provision of financial services, banking services or money transfer services.

6. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 “Infor-
mation Technology. Security Techniques. Evaluation Criteria for IT Security. Part 3. 
Security assurance requirements.”1

Source: http://protect.gost.ru/document1.aspx?control=31&ba-
seC=6&page=0&month=7&year=2021&search=%D0%93%D0%9E%D0%A1%D0%A2%20
%D0%A0%20%D0%98%D0%A1%D0%9E/%D0%9C%D0%AD%D0%9A%2015408-3-2013&-
id=184748 

7. Bank of Russia Standard STO BR BFBO-1.5-2018 “On the forms and timeframes for 
the Bank of Russia’s interaction with information exchange participants when de-
tecting incidents related to the violations of information protection requirements”
Source: http://cbr.ru/statichtml/file/59420/st-15-18.pdf

This standard establishes how the Bank of Russia interacts with credit institutions, non-credit 
financial institutions, and national payment system entities in identifying violations of infor-
mation protection requirements. The forms of requests and the submission of information are 
provided.

8. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018 “Security of Fi-
nancial (Banking) Operations. Information Protection of Financial Organizations. 
Conformity Assessment Methods”

http://protect.gost.ru/document1.aspx?control=31&baseC=6&page=0&month=7&-
year=2021&search=57580.2&id=230678

This standard stipulates the requirements for the methodology and recording of results of the 
evaluation of data protection conformance in a financial institution when choosing and im-

1  The standard is identical to international standard ISO/IEC 15408-3:2008 “Information technology - Security 
techniques - Evaluation criteria for IT security - Part 3. Security assurance components”.
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plementing organisational and technical data protection measures by the requirements of 
GOST R 57580.1 applied by financial institutions to comply with the data protection require-
ments established by Bank of Russia regulations. 

9. Standard of the bank of Russia STO BR IBBS-1.0-2014 “Information security 
maintenance of organizations in the banking system of the Russian federation”
https://www.cbr.ru/Content/Document/File/51217/st-10-14_en.pdf

This standard applies to the Bank of Russia, credit institutions and representative offices 
of foreign banks. In order to manage information security risks, each institution creates 
an authorized body – its information security service, which could be a separate unit or 
persons responsible for ensuring information security. Thus, an information security policy 
is developed, along with models of threats and violators and the respective procedures. 
Besides, general requirements are set for ensuring information security through antivi-
rus tools, banking payments and IT processes when using the Internet and cryptographic 
means of data protection. Special attention is paid to processing personal data. Information 
security management system is described in detail. The procedure for developing internal 
documents concerning information security is established, and the general procedure for 
conducting self-assessment and audit with regard to information security.

Guidelines
10. Bank of Russia Guidelines for the Advancement of Information Security in the 

Financial Sector for 2019–2021

http://www.cbr.ru/content/document/file/83253/onrib_2021.pdf

The Guidelines for the Advancement of Information Security in the Financial Sector for 
2019–2021 set priority goals and objectives for improving information security and cyber 
resilience, including the following:

 � information security and cyber resilience that would enhance the financial stability 
of each financial market institution; 

 � operational reliability and business continuity of credit and financial institutions; 

 � countering cyber-attacks, including with the use of innovative financial technolo-
gies; 

 � protecting the rights of financial services consumers. 

The Guidelines describe the prerequisites for and trends in the development of information 
security in the credit and financial sector in the Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia’s 
objectives and priority activities in the sphere of information security and cyber resilience, 
as well as measures to be taken in this area. The measures stipulated in the Guidelines were 
developed, among other purposes, to implement a range of objectives as part of federal 
projects under the “Digital Economy in the Russian Federation” national programme.

B. Functional Categorisation
Please find below a detailed description of information security requirements with regard 
to the information technology infrastructures stipulated by National Standard of the Rus-
sian Federation  GOST R 57580.1-2017, as well as various Bank of Russia regulations, with a 
breakdown for the Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recovery functions. 
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Identify
Bank of Russia regulations establishing information security requirements determine the 
list of protected information types to which those requirements apply. It is implied that 
financial institutions identify such information for the purposes of compliance with Bank 
of Russia requirements when compiling, processing and storing it in automated systems.

According to GOST R 57580.1-2017, to manage the operational risk related to information 
security, financial institutions have to take measures to identify, classify and keep record of 
IT systems, including automated systems.

When identifying and keeping record of IT systems, financial institutions must account for 
the basic levels of information infrastructure, including but not limited to the following: 

a) system levels:

- hardware level;

- networking hardware level;

- level of network applications and services;

- level of server virtualisation components and software infrastructure services;

- level of operation systems, database management systems, and application servers;

b) level of automated systems and applications used to render financial services as part of 
the financial institutions’ business or technological processes.

To ensure that the organisational and technical information protection measures used are 
adequate, financial institutions are required to develop a threat model and an information 
security violator model. Recommendations on the basic outlines for these models are pro-
vided in the Annex to GOST R 57580.1-2017.

Protect
List of technological information protection measures:

- verifying (double-checking) the correctness of compiling (preparing) electronic 
messages;

- verifying the correctness of completing electronic message fields and electronic 
signature holder’s rights (input check);

- monitoring of electronic message duplication;

- monitoring the structure of electronic messages;

- protection of protected information when transferring it via communication chan-
nels;

- ensuring that clients sign electronic messages through a method that ensures the 
message’s integrity and confirms that the authorised person indeed compiled the 
message in question; 

- receiving confirmation from clients that financial (banking) operations have been 
completed;

- comparative verification of outgoing electronic messages and respective incoming 
electronic messages;

- comparative verification of the results of financial banking operations and informa-
tion contained in electronic messages;

- sending notifications to clients with regard to completion of banking operations if 
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such notifications are stipulated by Russian law or respective contracts.

Information protection requirements covering applicable software of automated systems 
and applications oblige financial institutions to use the Internet to execute:

- certification pursuant to the requirements established by the authorised executive 
body of the Russian Federation, or

- evaluation of compliance with the requirements to the estimated trust level set out 
by National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 con-
cerning applicable software of automated systems and applications distributed by 
credit institutions among their clients and software that processes protected infor-
mation in the sections used for receiving electronic messages.

To enforce the information security requirements for IT infrastructures, National Standard 
of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 stipulates the following information 
protection processes that implement the Protect function:

1. Process “Information security in access administration”, including the following 
sub-processes:

- administering accounts and rights of logical access subjects;

- identification, authentication, authorisation (discriminate access) in logical access;

- information protection in physical access;

- identification, classification and accounting of resources and access objects.

2. Process “Protection of computer networks”, including the following sub-processes:

- segments and firewalls in computer networks;

- protection of information transferred via computer networks;

- protection of wireless networks.

3. Process “Protection from malicious code”.

4. Process “Prevention of information leaks”.

5. Process “Protection of virtualisation environments”.

6. Process “Protection of information in cases of remote logical access via mobile devic-
es”.

The description of information protection processes in the National Standard of the Russian 
Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 includes measures grouped according to the requirements 
for information protection processes that they help implement.

Detect
Bank of Russia regulations make it obligatory to register any incidents related to violation 
of information security requirements, including incidents that have resulted or may result 
in unauthorised banking operations or failure to provide services, in particular those on the 
list of incident types (the “information protection incidents”). This list is provided in Bank of 
Russia Standard STO BR BFBO-1.5-2018. 

In order to enforce the information security requirements for IT infrastructures, National 
Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 stipulates the following informa-
tion protection processes (and sub-processes) that implement the Detect function:

1. Identification of network breaches and attacks, which should provide:

- monitoring of network traffic content;
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- registration of information protection events related to the results of monitoring 

network traffic content.

2. Verification of integrity and security of IT infrastructures, which should provide:

- monitoring of occurrence of any known (described) information protection vulnera-
bilities of IT systems;

- organising and monitoring of placement, storage and updates of IT infrastructure 
software;

- monitoring the content and integrity of IT infrastructure software;

- registering information protection events related to the results of monitoring the 
integrity and protection of information infrastructure.

Respond
Bank of Russia regulations oblige financial institutions to inform the Bank of Russia about 
information protection incidents. Besides, forms and timeframes established by Bank of 
Russia Standard STO BR BFBO-1.5-2018 provide for detailed and extensive data to be sub-
mitted on information protection incidents, including the date and time of the incident’s 
registration, incident type, the object for which the threat materialised, and information on 
whether the financial institution requires the Bank of Russia’s assistance. 

To enforce the information security requirements for IT infrastructures, National Standard of 
the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 stipulates the following information protection 
processes (and sub-processes) that implement the Respond function:

1. Monitoring and analysis of information protection that should provide for:

- monitoring of registration data on information protection events accumulated by 
information protection tools and systems, as well as IT systems, in particular,  under 
the requirements for the basic setup of information protection methods;

- collection, protection and storage of registration data on information protection 
events;

- analysis of registration data on information protection events;

- registration of information protection events related to the processing of registra-
tion data on information protection events.

2. Detection of and response to information protection incidents, providing for:

- detection and registration of information protection incidents;

- response to information protection incidents;

- storage and protection of information on information protection incidents;

- registration of information protection events related to the results of identifying and 
responding to information protection incidents.

Recovery
Bank of Russia Standard STO BR BFBO-1.5-2018 allows financial institutions to inform the 
Bank of Russia about the actions taken in order to eliminate the information protection 
incident, while also allowing the Bank of Russia to provide recommendations on possible 
actions with regard to the incident. 
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es through onsite and offsite 
surveillance mechanisms.
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In India, the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In) under Ministry of 
Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), Government of India is the national nodal 
agency for responding to computer security incidents. The CERT-In supports all sectors 
including financial sector. The functions of CERT-In include strengthening of cyber-security 
by providing proactive & reactive services as well as guidelines, threat intelligence and 
assessment of preparedness of various agencies across the sectors, including the financial 
sector. CERT-In provides the requisite leadership for the CSIRT-Fin (Computer Security 
Incident Response Team-Finance Sector) operations under its umbrella for responding to, 
containment and mitigation of cyber security incidents reported from the financial sector.

The Cyber Security and Information Technology Examination Group (CSITEG) of Department 
of Supervision in the Reserve Bank of India, regulates and supervises area of cybersecurity 
and IT, in the banks, urban co-operative banks, non-banking financial companies, credit 
Information companies and select All India financial Companies in the country.

To strengthen the cyber security of the supervised entities, referred to as ‘entities’ hereinafter, 
CSITEG takes regulatory measures on IT and cyber security by issuance of directions/ 
guidelines in the form of circulars and advisories. On the supervisory front, CSITEG conducts 
onsite IT examinations and monitors the cyber security posture of these entities through 
various offsite surveillance mechanisms.   

A. Regulations
 � The Information Technology Act, 2000 is an Act of the Indian Parliament notified on 17 

October 2000. It is the Act to provide legal recognition for transactions carried out by 
means of electronic data interchange and other means of electronic communication, 
commonly referred to as “electronic commerce” (https://www.meity.gov.in/content/in-
formation-technology-act-2000)

 � Cyber Security Framework in Banks dated June 02, 2016 (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/
notification/PDFs/NT41893F697BC1D57443BB76AFC7AB56272EB.PDF)

 � Select portions relevant to cyber security of Master Direction - Information Technology 
Framework for the NBFC Sector dated June 08, 2017 (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/
notification/PDFs/MD53E0706201769D6B56245D7457395560CFE72517E0C.PDF)

 � Basic Cyber Security Framework for Primary (Urban) Cooperative Banks (UCBs) 
dated October 19, 2018 (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Notification/PDFs/
NT636E1566334F9A4F998C838D5AC6173A96.PDF)

 � Comprehensive Cyber Security Framework for Primary (Urban) Cooperative Banks 
(UCBs) – A  Graded Approach dated December 31, 2019 (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/
rdocs/notification/PDFs/NOTI129BB26DEA3F5C54198BF24774E1222E61A.PDF)

 � Cyber Security controls for Third party ATM Switch Application Service Providers 
dated December 31, 2019 (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/notification/PDFs/
NT13060CC89309DEC4BFB8B7CBC33FAA05FE5.PDF)

 � The Master Direction on Digital Payment Security Controls dated 
February 18, 2021  (https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/notification/PDFs/
MD7493544C24B5FC47D0AB12798C61CDB56F.PDF)
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B. Functional Categorisation
The regulations enumerated in this booklet cover the regulations under the central bank. 
The key aspects of these regulations are categorised as per the five functions enumerated 
under NIST cybersecurity framework, viz., identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. 

Identify
 � Maintain an up-to-date inventory of assets, including business data/information containing 

customer data/information, business applications, supporting IT infrastructure and 
facilities – hardware/software/network devices, key personnel, services, etc. indicating 
their business criticality. The banks may have their own framework/criteria for identifying 
critical assets.

 � Software/Application development approach should be based on threat /modelling and 
security testing based on global standards and secure rollout.

 � Maintain an up-to-date and preferably centralised inventory of authorised/unauthorised 
software(s). 

 � Have a clearly defined framework including requirements justifying the exception(s), 
duration of exception(s), process of granting exceptions, and authority for approving and 
for review of exceptions granted on a periodic basis by officer(s) preferably at senior 
levels who are well equipped to understand the business and technical context of the 
exception(s).

 � Prepare and maintain an up-to-date network architecture diagram at the organisation 
level including wired/wireless networks. 

 � Maintain an up-to-date/centralised inventory of authorised devices connected to bank’s 
network (within/outside bank’s premises) and authorised devices enabling the bank’s 
network. The bank may consider implementing solutions to automate network discovery 
and management.  

 � Besides business functionalities, security requirements relating to system access 
control, authentication, transaction authorization, data integrity, system activity logging, 
audit trail, session management, security event tracking and exception handling are 
required to be clearly specified at the initial and ongoing stages of system development 
/ acquisition / implementation.

 � Ensure that adoption of new technologies shall be adequately evaluated for existing / 
evolving security threats and IT/security teams of the Bank reach reasonable level of 
comfort and maturity with such technologies before introducing for critical systems of 
the Bank.

 � Follow a documented risk-based strategy for inventorying IT components that need 
to be patched, identification of patches and applying patches, so as to minimize the 
number of vulnerable systems and the time window of vulnerability/exposure.

 � Periodically evaluate the access device configurations and patch levels to ensure that 
all access points, nodes between (i) different VLANs in the Data Centre (ii) LAN/WAN 
interfaces (iii) Bank’s network to external network and interconnections with partner, 
vendor and service provider networks are to be securely configured.

 � In respect of critical business applications, banks may consider conducting source code 
audits by professionally competent personnel/service providers or have assurance from 
application providers/OEMs that the application is free from embedded malicious / 
fraudulent code.
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 � Banks should act as the identity provider for identification and authentication of 

customers for access to partner systems using secure authentication technologies.

 � Document and implement email server specific controls.

 � Banks shall be accountable for ensuring appropriate management and assurance on 
security risks in outsourced and partner arrangements.

 � Banks shall carefully evaluate the need for outsourcing critical processes and selection 
of vendor/partner based on comprehensive risk assessment.

 � Among others, banks shall regularly conduct effective due diligence, oversight and 
management of third-party vendors/service providers & partners.

 � Establish appropriate framework, policies and procedures supported by baseline system 
security configuration standards to evaluate, assess, approve, review, control and monitor 
the risks and materiality of all its vendor/outsourcing activities shall be put in place.

 � Appoint/designate Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) in the bank to apply security 
best practices and strengthen security of IT infrastructure

 � Regularly carry out security audit of IT infrastructure, web applications and websites on 
periodic basis to check resilience of cyber assets against malicious attacks

 � Banks shall ensure and demonstrate that the service provider (including another bank) 
adheres to all regulatory and legal requirements of the country. Banks may necessarily 
enter into agreement with the service provider that amongst others provides for right of 
audit by the Bank and inspection by the regulators of the country.

 � Reserve Bank of India shall have access to all information resources (online/in person) 
that are consumed by banks, to be made accessible to RBI officials by the banks when 
sought, though the infrastructure / enabling resources may not physically be located in 
the premises of banks.

 � Further, banks have to adhere to the relevant legal and regulatory requirements relating 
to geographical location of infrastructure and movement of data out of borders.

 � Banks shall thoroughly satisfy themselves about the credentials of the vendor / third-
party personnel accessing and managing the Bank’s critical assets.

 � Background checks, non-disclosure and security policy compliance agreements shall be 
mandated for all third-party service providers

 � Define and implement policy for restriction and secure use of removable media / BYOD 
on various types/categories of devices, including, but not limited to workstations PCs/ 
Laptops/ Mobile devices/servers, etc. and secure erasure of data on such media after use.

 � Consider implementing centralised policies through Active Directory or Endpoint 
management systems to whitelist/ blacklist /restrict removable media use

 � Put in place a fully effective Incident Response programme with due approval of the 
Board / Top Management.

 � Develop a comprehensive set of metrics that provide for prospective and retrospective 
measures, like key performance indicators and key risk indicators. Some illustrative 
metrics include coverage of anti-malware software and their updating percentage, 
patch latency, extent of user awareness training, vulnerability related metrics, etc.

 � Entities shall formulate a policy for digital payment products and services with the 
approval of their Board. The contours of the policy, while discussing the parameters of any 
“new product” including its alignment with the overall business strategy and inherent 
risk of the product, risk management/ mitigation measures, compliance with regulatory 
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instructions, customer experience, etc., should explicitly discuss about payment security 
requirements from Functionality, Security and Performance (FSP) angles.

 � Periodically conduct VA/PT of internet facing web/mobile applications, servers & network 
components throughout their lifecycle (pre-implementation, post implementation, after 
changes etc.).

 � Penetration testing of public facing systems as well as other critical applications are to 
be carried out by professionally qualified teams.

 � Periodically conduct application security testing of web/mobile applications throughout 
their lifecycle (pre-implementation, post implementation, after changes) in environment 
closely resembling or which is a replica of the production environment.

 � Red Teams may be used to identify the vulnerabilities and the business risk, assess the 
efficacy of the defences and check the mitigating controls already in place by simulating 
the objectives and actions of an attacker.

 � Identify a Supply Chain Risk Management strategy including priorities, constraints, risk 
tolerances, and assumptions used to support risk decisions associated with managing 
supply chain risks.

 � Develop a comprehensive data loss/leakage prevention strategy to safeguard sensitive 
(including confidential) business and customer data/information.

Protect
 � Appropriately manage and provide protection within and outside organisation borders/

network, taking into consideration how the data/information are stored, transmitted, 
processed, accessed and put to use within/outside the bank’s network, and the level of 
risk they are exposed to, depending on the sensitivity of the data/information.

 � Continuously monitor the release of patches by various vendors / OEMs, advisories issued 
by CERT-in and other similar agencies and expeditiously apply the security patches as 
per the patch management policy of the bank. If a patch/series of patches is/are released 
by the OEM/manufacturer/vendor for protection against well-known/well publicised/
reported attacks exploiting the vulnerability patched, the banks must have a mechanism 
to apply them expeditiously following an emergency patch management process.

 � Ensure that all the network devices are configured appropriately and periodically assess 
whether the configurations are appropriate to the desired level of network security

 � Put in appropriate controls to secure wireless local area networks, wireless access points, 
wireless client access systems.

 � Establish Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for all major IT activities including for 
connecting devices to the network.

 � Document and apply baseline security requirements / configurations to all categories 
of devices (end-points / workstations, mobile devices, operating systems, databases, 
applications, network devices, security devices, security systems, etc.), throughout the 
lifecycle (from conception to deployment) and carry out reviews periodically,

 � Periodically evaluate critical device (such as firewall, network switches, security devices, 
etc.) configurations and patch levels for all systems in the bank’s network including in 
data centres, third party hosted sites, shared-infrastructure locations.

 � Incorporate/Ensure information security across all stages of application life cycle.

 � Secure coding practices may also be implemented for internally /collaboratively 
developed applications
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 � The development, test and production environments need to be properly segregated.

 � Ensure that software/application development practices proactively address the 
vulnerabilities based on best practices baselines such as Open Web Application Security 
Project (OWASP) and adopt principle of defence-in-depth to provide layered security 
mechanism.

 � Consider implementing measures such as installing a “containerized” app on mobile/
smart phones for exclusive business use that is are encrypted and separated from other 
smartphone data / applications; implement measures to initiate a remote wipe on the 
containerized app, rendering the data unreadable, in case of requirement may also be 
considered.

 � Put in place systems and processes to identify, track, manage and monitor the status 
of patches to operating system and application software running at end-user devices 
directly connected to the internet and in respect of Server operating Systems / databases 
/ applications / middleware, etc.

 � Changes to business applications, supporting technology, service components and 
facilities should be managed using robust configuration management processes, 
configuration baseline that ensure integrity of any changes thereto

 � Provide secure access to the Bank’s assets/services from within/outside Bank’s network 
by protecting data/information at rest (e.g. using encryption, if supported by the device) 
and in-transit (e.g. using technologies such as VPN or other secure web protocols, etc.).

 � Carefully protect customer access credentials such as logon user id, authentication 
information and tokens, access profiles, etc. against leakage/attacks

 � Disallow administrative rights on end-user workstations/PCs/laptops and provide access 
rights on a need to know basis and for specific duration when it is required following an 
established process.

 � Implement centralised authentication and authorisation system or accessing and 
administering applications, operating systems, databases, network and security devices/
systems, point of connectivity (local/remote, etc.) including enforcement of strong 
password policy, two-factor/multi-factor authentication depending on risk assessment 
and following the principle of least privileges and separation of duties.

 � Implement appropriate (e.g. centralised) systems and controls to allow, manage, log and 
monitor privileged/super user/ administrative access to critical systems (Servers/OS/DB, 
applications, network devices etc.).

 � Implement controls to minimize invalid logon counts, deactivate dormant accounts.

 � Implement measures to control installation of software on PCs/laptops, etc.

 � Implement controls for remote management/wiping/locking of mobile devices including 
laptops, etc.

 � Implement measures to control use of VBA/macros in office documents, control 
permissible attachment types in email systems.

 � Implement multi-factor authentication framework / mechanism to provide positive 
identify verification of bank to customers.

 � Customer identity information should be kept secure.

 � Implement secure mail and messaging systems, including those used by bank’s partners 
& vendors, that include measures to prevent email spoofing, identical mail domains, 
protection of attachments, malicious links etc.
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 � Limit media types and information that could be transferred/copied to/from such devices.

 � As default rule, use of removable devices and media should not be permitted in the 
banking environment unless specifically authorised for defined use and duration of use.

 � Build a robust defence against the installation, spread, and execution of malicious code 
at multiple points in the enterprise.

 � Implement anti-malware, antivirus protection including behavioural detection systems 
for all categories of devices - (endpoints such as PCs/laptops/ mobile devices etc.), 
servers (operating systems, databases, applications, etc.), web/internet gateways, 
email-gateways, wireless networks, SMS servers etc. including tools and processes for 
centralised management and monitoring. Employ end-point detection and response 
system for all such end-points. 

 � Consider implementing whitelisting of internet websites/systems.

 � Consider implementing secure web gateways with capability to deep scan network 
packets including secure (HTTPS, etc.) traffic passing through the web/internet gateway.

 � Subscribe to Anti-phishing/anti-rouge app services from external service providers for 
identifying and taking down phishing websites/rouge applications.

 � This shall include protecting data processed in end point devices, data in transmission, 
as well as data stored in servers and other digital stores, whether online or offline.

 � Similar arrangements need to be ensured at the vendor managed facilities as well.

 � Define and communicate to users/employees, that vendors’ & partners’ security policy 
is covering secure and acceptable use of Bank’s network/assets including customer 
information/data, educating them about cybersecurity risks and protection measures 
at their level.

 � Encourage them to report suspicious behaviour incidents to the incident management 
team.

 � Conduct targeted awareness/ training for key personnel (at executive, operations, 
security related administration/operation and management roles, etc.).

 � Evaluate the awareness level periodically.

 � Establish a mechanism for adaptive capacity building for effective Cybersecurity 
Management. Making cyber security awareness programs mandatory for new recruits 
and web-based quiz & training for lower, middle & upper management every year. (Recent 
and past cyber-attacks show; cyber adversaries are also targeting bank employees).

 � Board members may be sensitised on various technological developments and cyber 
security related developments periodically.

 � Board members may be provided with training programmes on IT Risk / Cybersecurity 
Risk and evolving best practices in this regard so as to cover all the board members at 
least once a year.

 � Improve and maintain customer awareness and education with regard to cybersecurity 
risks.

 � Encourage customers to report phishing mails/ phishing sites and on such reporting 
take effective remedial action.

 � Educate the customers on the downside risk of sharing their login credentials / passwords 
etc. to any third-party vendor and the consequences thereof.

 � For digital payment applications that are licensed by a third party vendor, entities shall 
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have an escrow arrangement for the source code for ensuring continuity of services in 
case the vendor defaults or is unable to provide services.

 � The security controls for digital payment applications must focus on how these 
applications handle, store and protect payment data. The APIs for secure data storage 
and communication have to be implemented and used correctly in order to be effective. 
Entities shall refer to standards such as Open Web Application Security Project - Mobile 
Application Security Verification Standard (OWASP-MASVS), Open Web Application 
Security Project - Application Security Verification Standard (OWASP-ASVS) and other 
relevant OWASP standards, security and data protection guidelines in ISO 12812, threat 
catalogues and guides developed by NIST (including for Bluetooth and Long-Term 
Evolution (LTE) security), for application security and other protection measures. Such 
testing has to necessarily verify for vulnerabilities including, but not limited to OWASP/ 
OWASP Mobile Top 10, application security guidelines/ requirements developed/ shared 
by operating system providers/ OEMs.

 � Entities shall mention/ incorporate a section on the digital payment application clearly 
specifying the process and procedure (with forms/ contact information, etc.) to lodge 
consumer grievances. A mechanism to keep this information periodically updated shall 
also be put in place. The reporting facility on the application shall provide an option for 
registering a grievance. Customer dispute handling, reporting and resolution procedures, 
including the expected timelines for the response should be clearly defined.

 � Entities shall provide digital payment products and services, to a customer only at her/ 
his option based on specific written or authenticated electronic requisition along with a 
positive acknowledgement of the terms and conditions.

 � Entities may explore the feasibility of implementing a code that checks if the device 
is rooted/ jailbroken prior to the installation of the mobile application and disallow the 
mobile application to install/ function if the phone is rooted/ jailbroken.

 � Implement Information Security Management System (ISMS) in particular ISO27001 best 
practices in the bank

 � Incident Response and recovery plan, Business Continuity Disaster Recovery plan shall 
be put in place and tested periodically.  

 � Participate in cyber drills.

Detect
 � Have mechanisms to centrally /otherwise control installation of software/ applications 

on end-user PCs, laptops, workstations, servers, mobile devices, etc. and mechanisms 
to block /prevent and identify installation and running of unauthorised software/
applications on such devices/systems.

 � Put in place mechanisms for monitoring of breaches / compromises of environmental 
controls relating to temperature, water, smoke, access alarms, and service availability 
alerts (power supply, telecommunication, and servers), access logs, etc. Appropriate 
physical security measures shall be taken to protect the critical assets of the Bank.

 � Have mechanisms to identify authorised hardware / mobile devices like laptops, mobile 
phones, tablets, etc.

 � Have mechanism to automatically identify unauthorised device connections to the 
bank’s network and block such connections.

 � Put in place mechanism to detect and remedy any unusual activities in systems, servers, 
network devices and endpoints.
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 � Security Operation Centre to monitor the logs of various network activities and to have 
the capability to escalate any abnormal / undesirable activities.

 � Deploy a Security Information and Event Management(SIEM) system in SoC for 
management of log from security devices and critical servers. The SIEM may be 
configured to automate event correlation between multiple devices and alert and threat 
generation.

 � Monitor any abnormal changes in the pattern of logon.

 � Get the removable media scanned for malware/anti-virus prior to providing read/write 
access.

 � Consult all the stakeholders before finalising the scope, frequency and storage of log 
collection.

 � Manage and analyse audit logs in a systematic manner so as to detect, understand or 
recover from an attack.

 � Enough care is to be taken to capture audit logs pertaining to user actions in a system. 
Such arrangements should facilitate forensic auditing, if need be.

 � Implement and periodically validate settings for capturing appropriate logs / audit trails 
of each device, system software and application software, ensuring that logs include 
minimum information to uniquely identify the log for example by including a date, 
timestamp, source addresses, destination addresses, and various other useful elements 
of each packet and/or event and/or transaction.

 � Risk based transaction monitoring or surveillance process shall be implemented as part 
of fraud risk management system across all delivery channels.

 � Entities should provide a mechanism on their mobile and internet banking application 
for their customers to, with necessary authentication, identify/ mark a transaction as 
fraudulent for seamless and immediate notification to his entities. On such notification 
by the customer, they may endeavour to build the capability for seamless/ instant 
reporting of fraudulent transactions to the corresponding beneficiary/ counterparty’s 
entities; vice-versa have mechanism to receive such fraudulent transactions reported 
from other entities.

Respond
 � Report the incidents to RBI and CERT-In as per extant guidelines. 

 � Regulated Entities shall maintain updated contact details of service providers, 
intermediaries, external agencies and other stakeholders (including other entities) for 
coordination in incident response. Entities shall put in place a mechanism with the 
stakeholders to update and verify such contact details and shall also formulate specific 
SOPs to handle incidents related to payment ecosystem to mitigate the loss either to the 
customer or Entities. 

 � Define incidents, method of detection, methods of reporting incidents by employees, 
vendors and customers and periodicity of monitoring, collection/sharing of threat 
information, expected response in each scenario/incident type, allocate and communicate 
clear roles and responsibilities of personnel manning/handling such incidents, provide 
specialised training to such personnel, post incident review, periodically test incident 
response plans, incident management procedure. 

 � As a threat mitigation strategy, identify the root cause of incident and apply necessary 
patches to plug the vulnerabilities. 
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 � Prepare and implement a Cyber Crisis Management Plan (CCMP) of the bank including 

detailed contingency plan for dealing with crisis arising out of cyber-attacks in respective 
areas  

 � Responding to cyber incidents: Have written incident response procedures including 
the roles of staff / outsourced staff handling such incidents; response strategies shall 
consider readiness to meet various incident scenarios based on situational awareness 
and potential/post impact, consistent communication & co-ordination with stakeholders 
during response. 

 � Responding to cyber incidents: Have a mechanism to dynamically incorporate lessons 
learnt to continually improve the response strategies. 

 � The vulnerabilities detected in the incident are to be remedied promptly in terms of 
the bank’s risk management/treatment framework so as to avoid exploitation of such 
vulnerabilities. 

 � The bank should notify the customer, through alternate communication channels, of 
all payment or fund transfer transactions above a specified value determined by the 
customer. 

 � Have support/ arrangement for network forensics/forensic investigation/DDOS 
mitigation services on stand-by. 

 � Document and communicate strategies to respond to advanced attacks containing 
ransom ware/cyber extortion, data destruction, DDOS, etc. 

 � Contain the level of cyber-attack by implementing shielding controls/quarantining the 
affected devices/systems. 

Recover
 � Recovery from cyber incidents: In terms of improvements or lessons learnt from the 

incident, bank’s BCP/DR capabilities shall adequately and effectively support its cyber 
resilience objectives and designed to enable the bank to recover rapidly from cyber-
attacks/other incidents and safely resume critical operations aligned with recovery time 
objectives, while ensuring security of processes and data is protected.

 � Recovery from cyber incidents: Banks shall ensure such capabilities in all interconnected 
systems and networks, including those of vendors and partners and readiness 
demonstrated through collaborative & co-ordinated resilience testing, that meet the 
Bank’s recovery time objectives.

 � Such testing shall also include testing of crisis communication to customers and other 
internal and external stakeholders and also test the reputation management. Adequate 
capacity shall be planned and maintained, in consideration thereof. 
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well as timelines of incident 
reporting.
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A. Regulations

The main cybersecurity regulation issued by the PBC is the Notice of the People’s Bank of 
China on Issuing the Reporting System for Computer Security Incidents of Banks, which 
defines the cyber incident cases which banks must report and the key elements, process 
as well as timelines of incident reporting. The standard, Implementation guidelines for 
classified protection of cybersecurity of financial industry—Part 1: Fundamentals and 
vocabulary, introduces the basic requirements in cyber incident reporting for financial 
institutions. The standard, Financial Cyber Security Guidelines of Implementation for 
Crowdsourced Cyber Security Testing, defines the organizational structure and process 
of implementing Crowdsourced Cyber Security Testing as well as the responsibilities of 
relevant parties during the implementation.

The references to Circulars on cyber security:

1.    Yinfa No. 280 [2002], Notice of the People’s Bank of China on Issuing the Reporting 
System for Computer Security Incidents of Banks 

(http://www.pbc.gov.cn/en/3688253/3689009/3788456/4006036/index.html)

2.  Financial Cyber Security Guidelines of Implementation for CrowdsourcedCyber Security 
Testing

(available in Chinese: https://www.cfstc.org/bzgk/gk/view/bzxq.jsp?i_id=1909)

3. Implementation guidelines for classified protection of cybersecurity of financial 
industry—Part 1: Fundamentals and vocabulary” (JR/T 0071.1—2020)  

(available in Chinese: https://www.cfstc.org/bzgk/gk/view/bzxq.jsp?i_id=1885)

B. Functional Categorisation
Identify

 � Computer security incidents of banks shall include:

(1) hardware and software failure of the information system;

(2) failure of the network communication system;

(3) failure of the power supply system;

(4) the infection of the system with a computer virus;

(5) the flood, fire, and lightning suffered by the data processing center;

(6) invasion or attack of the bank network;

(7) the disclosure of sensitive data in the information system;

(8) the data theft from the information system; and

(9) the theft of the bank data processing equipment.

 � A computer security incident that meets any of the following requirements must be 
reported:

(1) Interruption or abnormal operation of the computer information system for 
more than four hours.

(2) Causing a direct economic loss of more than RMB1 million.
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(3) Seriously threatening the security of bank funds.

(4) Causing the bank to be unable to operate normally, and affecting more than one 
county-level administrative region.

Protect
1. Financial institutions (FIs) should establish a video monitoring system and an environment 
monitoring system for the server room to implement comprehensive monitoring of 
important facilities such as air-cooled equipment, water and electricity equipment, fire-
fighting facilities, and access control systems in the server room. Video records and server 
room access records should be kept for at least 3 months.

2. Different network areas should be divided and network addresses be assigned to each 
network area for the purpose of easy management and control. Deployment of critical 
network areas at borders should be avoided. Reliable technical isolation should be adopted 
between important network areas and other network areas.

3. FIs should use validation technology to ensure the integrity of data in the process of 
network communication  as well as  transmission and storage. 

4. Access and data flow across the boundaries should be communicated through a 
controlled interface provided by network boundary control devices.

5. Access control rules should be set up between network boundaries or areas according to 
access control policies. Except for allowed communications, the controlled interface should 
reject all communications by default.

6.  Encryption or other protective measures should be employed to ensure the confidentiality 
of authentication information during the transmission and storage process.

7. Local data backup and recovery function for important data should be available. Off-site 
data backup function which uses communication network to transfer important data to 
the backup site in batches at regular intervals should be provided.

Detect
1. FIs should be able to detect intrusions into critical nodes and provide alerts in the event 
of a serious intrusion.

2. FIs should be able to detect possible known vulnerabilities and patch them in a timely 
manner after adequate testing and evaluation.

3. FIs should install anti-malicious software or configure software with corresponding 
functions, and ensure that upgrades and updates to the anti-malicious library are carried 
out regularly and consistently.

Respond
 � A bank where a computer crime occurs shall, in accordance with the relevant provisions, 

report the case to the security department of the local branch of the PBC, and send a 
copy thereof to the computer security department.

 � The report on a computer security incident shall include:

(1) when and where the computer security incident occurs, the entity and its person 
in charge and his or her contact information;
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(2) the category of the computer security incident, the software and hardware 
systems involved, and the cause of the incident;

(3) the consequences and coverage of the computer security incident;

(4) the reasons for the occurrence of the computer security incident;

(5) the liable persons or the persons involved in the case; and

(6) emergency measures taken after the occurrence of the computer security 
incident.

 � After a computer security incident occurs in a bank, the bank shall, according to 
escalation procedures, report it to the superior entity of the system within 12 hours after 
the occurrence of the incident, and at the same time send a report to the computer 
security department of the local branch or sub-branch of the PBC. If the entity where 
an incident occurs has no superior entity, it shall directly send a report to the computer 
security department of the local branch or sub-branch of the PBC.

 � After receiving the report on a computer security incident from the banking system, 
the branch or sub-branch of the PBC shall, within 12 hours, report it to the computer 
security departments of the branches and operation offices of the PBC, and central sub-
branches of the PBC in capital cities of provinces (autonomous regions). The branches, 
operation offices, and central sub-branches of the PBC in capital cities of provinces 
(autonomous regions) that have received the report shall, within 24 hours of occurrence 
of the incident, send a report to the computer security department of the PBC.

 � Any entity or individual shall have the right to report to the local branch or sub-branch 
of the PBC the hidden dangers of computer security existing in the bank. The relevant 
department of the PBC that receives the report shall, in no time, make a preliminary 
assessment of the report and, if necessary, immediately organize the inspection and 
disposal of the hidden dangers of computer security.

 � Computer security incidents must be reported in a timely manner, the content shall 
be complete, objective and accurate. The implementation of the reporting system for 
computer security incidents of banks shall be subject to computer security inspection.

 � There are also several requirements for financial institutions operating “Classified 
Security Protection Level II” systems1, mainly:

• Financial institutions should report the identified cyber security vulnerabilities 
and suspicious events.

• Financial institutions should establish incident reporting and disposal 
management systems, which define the reporting, handling and response 
process of different cyber incidents, and specific management duties.

• Financial institutions should analyse the causes of the incidents, collect evidence, 
document the response process, and summarise experiences, in the process of 
cyber incidents reporting and response.

Recover
-NIL-

1  Implementation guidelines for classified protection of cybersecurity of financial industry—Part 1: Fun-
damentals and vocabulary (JR/T 0071.1—2020)
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The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) established a cyber-resilience governance structure 
at the financial services industry level, called the Cyber Resilience Sub-committee with the 
objective of cooperation and collaboration at financial sector level.

The Prudential Authority, mandated with promoting and enhancing the safety, soundness 
and integrity of financial institutions and market infrastructures, also developed various 
regulations, guidance and supervisory practices for the financial sector that addresses 
cybersecurity directly and indirectly. 

A. Regulations
1. Guidance Note 5 of 2014: Outsourcing of functions within banks

Published Date: 2014-07-11
Last Modified Date: 2020-10-01
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/publication-detail-pages/prudential-
authority/pa-deposit-takers/banks-guidance-notes/2014/6320

2. Directive 2 of 2019: Reporting of material information technology and/or cyber 
incidents
Published Date: 2019-09-12
Last Modified Date: 2020-10-01, 09:30 PM
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/publication-detail-pages/prudential-
authority/pa-deposit-takers/banks-directives/2019/9487

3. Guidance Note 4 of 2017: Cyber resilience
Published Date: 2017-05-19
Last Modified Date: 2020-10-01
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/publication-detail-pages/prudential-
authority/pa-deposit-takers/banks-guidance-notes/2017/7803

4. Prudential Standards: Governance and Operational standards for Insurers (GOI) 
Governance and Operational Standards for Insurers 5
Governance and Operational Standards for Insurers 3.2
Date: July 1, 2018
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/prudential-authority/pa-insurance/
pa-post-insurance/Draft_Prudential_Standards_-_9_March_2018

5. Guidance Note 2 of 2016: Flavour of the year
Published Date: 2016-02-09
Last Modified Date: 2020-10-01
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/publication-detail-pages/prudential-
authority/pa-deposit-takers/banks-guidance-notes/2016/7109

6. Guidance Note 2 of 2021: Flavour of the year
Published Date: 2021-02-12
Last Modified Date: 2021-02-22
https://www.resbank.co.za/en/home/publications/publication-detail-pages/prudential-
authority/pa-deposit-takers/banks-guidance-notes/2021/G2-2021-Flavour-of-the-year-
topics
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B. Functional Categorisation
The broad categorisation of regulatory instruments and practices under five NIST category 
are given below:    

Issued Regulatory Instruments

1. Guidance Note 5 of 2014 
(Identify, Protect, Detect and Respond) 

Issued to banks to conduct supplier risk assessments, due diligence as well as 
monitoring and reporting prior to engagements in any outsourced arrangements 
with third parties. This includes an assessment of the cyber resilience of suppliers. 

Identify

 � Paragraph 5.1 (b) states that a bank must plan for outsourcing activities, including 
performing risk assessments surrounding the outsourcing of material business 
activities and functions.

 � Paragraph 5.1 (c) states that a bank must have due diligence processes in place for 
the selection of service providers.

Protect

 � Paragraph 5.1 (d) states that a bank must have a legal contract in place for all 
outsourcing of material business activities and functions with third parties.

 � Paragraph 5.1 (h) states that a bank must have administrative measures and 
reporting in place that facilitate oversight, accountability, monitoring and risk 
management.

Detect

 � Paragraph 5.1 (e) states that a bank must have a monitoring process in place to 
manage outsourced material business activities and functions.

Respond

 � Paragraph 5.1 (g) states that a bank must develop viable contingency and business 
continuity plans.

2. Directive 2 of 2019
 (Respond and Recover)

Issued to banks to formally report all material IT and/or cyber incidents to the PA. 

Respond 

 � Paragraph 2.1.3 states that banks must implement a sufficiently robust incident 
management framework to manage and report IT and cyber incidents.

Recover

 � Paragraph 2.1.6 states that banks must submit a root cause and impact analysis 
report, with available information to the PA within 14 calendar days from the date 
of notification.
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3. Guidance Note 4 of 2017 

(Identify and Protect) 

Refers to cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures and was issued to banks. 
The PA is of the view that the principles applied in the risk management categories 
and overarching components as set out by the CPMI and IOSCO are also applicable to 
the banking industry. 

Identify

 � Paragraph 2.3.4 states that with regards to security testing, specifically also 
referring to penetration testing, when using third parties banks are required to 
make use of reputable external service providers for such testing which may, for 
instance, be evidenced through certification or accreditation.

Protect

 � Paragraph 2.3.3 states that the recovery time objectives for a bank should be based 
on a thorough business impact assessment and take all other relevant legislative 
and regulatory requirements into consideration. In addition, high availability and 
failover should be taken into account when designing resilience principles to 
minimise the impact on customers.

 � Paragraph 2.3.5 states that the PA does not require banks to join specific 
information sharing initiatives. However, the bank’s situational awareness must 
include cyber threat intelligence which is applicable to the local market and its 
operations in South Africa. Participation in a banking sector computer security 
incident response team is strongly encouraged.

4. Governance and Operational Standards for Insurers 5 

(Identify, Protect, Detect and Respond) 

Issued to insurers for outsourcing of material business activities and also addresses 
confidentiality, privacy and the security of information related to outsourcing. 

Issued to insurers to address the appropriateness, effectiveness, efficiency, integrity, 
confidentiality and reliability of the information technology and data quality systems. 

Identify

 � Paragraph 4.3 states that an insurer must, when outsourcing any business 
activity or function, identify and manage all risks introduced by the outsourcing 
arrangement.

 � Paragraph 7.2 (a) states that the insurer must demonstrate that it has assessed 
the costs and benefits and potential risk to its insurance business inherent in the 
proposed outsourcing.

 � Paragraph 7.2 (b) states that the insurer must demonstrate that it has identified 
potential service providers to undertake.

Protect 

 � Paragraph 4.2 states that an insurer must have a board-approved policy and 
related procedures for assessing the risks involved with outsourcing, which policy 
and related procedures must be consistent with this Standard.

 � Paragraph 4.5 states that an insurer must when outsourcing any function or 
activity avoid, and where this is not possible mitigate, any conflicts of interest 
between the insurance business of the insurer, the interests of policyholders or 
the business of the other person that performs the outsourcing. 
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 � Paragraph 6.3 states that the Prudential Authority may object to any arrangement 
to outsource a material business activity if it is convinced that the proposed 
outsource is inconsistent with this Standard.

Detect

 � Paragraph 7.1 states that prior to entering into any such arrangement, an insurer 
must notify the Prudential Authority of a proposed outsourcing of a material 
business activity.

 � Paragraph 7.2 (g) states that the insurer must demonstrate that it has assessed 
the service provider’s governance, risk management, and internal controls and its 
ability to comply with applicable laws. 

Respond

 � Paragraph 7.2 (g) states that the insurer must demonstrate that it assessed 
whether the service provider’s operational capability or financial position pose a 
material risk to the service provider’s ability to deliver the proposed outsourced 
function or activity.

 � Paragraph 7.2 (i) states that the insurer must demonstrate that it developed 
appropriate contingency plans to ensure the continuous functioning of the 
insurance business of the insurer in the event that the outsourcing arrangement 
is terminated or found to be ineffective. 

5. Governance and Operational Standards for Insurers 3.2 

(Respond)

Requires insurers to notify the PA of major disruptions that has a potential to have 
a material impact on their risk profile or effect its financial soundness or security 
requirements. 

Respond

 � Paragraph 10.1 states that an insurer must notify the Prudential Authority as soon 
as possible, but no later than 24 hours, after experiencing a major disruption 
that has the potential to have a material impact on the insurer’s risk profile, 
or affect its financial soundness. The insurer must explain to the Prudential 
Authority the nature of the disruption, the action being taken, the likely effect and 
the timeframe for returning to normal operations. The insurer must notify the 
Prudential Authority when normal operations resume.

6. The Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA), previously known as the 
Financial Services Board, issued a notice in terms of Section 6(3)(d) of the 
Financial Markets Act, 2012, to all licensed market infrastructures (MIs) to report 
all significant events to the Registrar without delay and within 48 hours of 
becoming aware of the significant event. The notice requires MIs to report to the 
FSCA, however, there is an informal agreement to notify the PA as well. (Respond)   
 
Respond

 � Section 6(3)(d) of the Financial Markets Act, 2012, requires that all licensed market 
MIs to report all significant events to the Registrar without delay and within 48 
hours of becoming aware of the significant event. 
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Draft Regulatory Instruments

7. Information Technology (IT) Risk Joint Standard

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

The PA and the FSCA are in the process of developing this standard which sets out the 
principles for IT risk management that financial institutions must comply with, in line 
with sound practices and processes in managing IT. The standard also incorporates 
elements of cyber and information security and will be released for public consultation. 

8. Cyber Security Joint Standard: 

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

The PA and the FSCA are in the process of developing this standard which sets out 
the principles for cyber security, resilience and practices that financial institutions 
must comply with to maintain operational resilience while managing cyber risks. 

Issued Practices

9. Guidance Note 2 of 2016

(Identify, Protect, Detect and Respond)

Flavour of the year issued to banks with the objective to have discussions with Board 
of directors (Boards) of FIs to determine the exposure and impact of cyber and 
information security. 

Identify

 � Paragraph 4.2 (a) relates to how the board ensures that it has the necessary 
awareness, knowledge and understanding in order to be able to provide oversight 
of cyber security and any possible impact on strategy.

 � Paragraph 4.2 (c) relates to the bank’s approach to managing cyber security and 
its inclusion and integration in the bank’s enterprise risk management framework.

Protect

 � Paragraph 4.2 (d) relates an overview of the bank’s primary cyber security 
governance structures.

 � Paragraph 4.2 (f) relates to the bank’s approach in addressing the shortage of 
cyber security skills, creating awareness with customers and employees and the 
availability of an adequate budget.

Detect

 � Paragraph 4.2 (e) relates to the recent initiatives to bolster cyber defences and 
future plans.

Respond 

 � Paragraph 4.2 (g) relates to how the board is addressing the legal implications 
of cyber risks and what considerations have been made with regard to cyber 
insurance.

 � Paragraph 4.2 (h) relates the bank’s approach to managing cyber risks that are 
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introduced through outsourcing and third party service provider arrangements.

 � Paragraph 4.2 (i) relates to the bank’s approach in sharing of threat intelligence 
within the banking industry as well as the board’s views in terms of the interaction 
with the proposed government cyber structures, such as the Cyber Hub.

10. Letters

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

Issued to MIs in 2019 for the Flavour of the year with the objective to have discussions 
with Boards of MIs to determine the exposure and impact of cyber and information 
security. 

11. Guidance Note 2 of 2021

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

Flavour of the year issued to banks with the objective to have discussions with Boards 
of FIs to determine the exposure and impact of new technologies including cyber and 
information security. 

12. IT Risk Questionnaire 

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

An annual questionnaire was developed and issued to the industry in 2020 in order 
to obtain insights related to the IT risk posture within the financial institution (FI), 
industry and sector.

 

13. Survey 

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

Issued to insurers and market infrastructures in 2021 to determine the exposure and 
impact of new technologies including cyber and information security. 

Draft Practices

14. Cybersecurity Questionnaire

(Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover)

An annual questionnaire is being developed to obtain insights related to the cyber 
security posture within the Financial Institution (FI), industry and sector. 
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Appendix

Translated Regulation

A. List of Translation Regulation: Brazil

1. Brazil - Resolution 2554 of September 24, 1998

2. Brazil - Resolution 4557 of February 23, 2017

3. Resolution CMN 4893 of February 26, 2021

4. Resolution BCB 85 of April 08, 2021

5. Brazil - Guide to Supervision Practices (GSP)

B. List of Translation Regulation: Russia

1. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 719-P, dated 4 June 2020

2. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 747-P, dated 23 December 2020

3. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 683-P, dated 17 April 2019 

4. Bank of Russia Regulation No. 757-P, dated 20 April 2021

5. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017

6. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 http://
protect.gost.ru/document1.aspx?control=31&baseC=6&page=0&month=7&year=2021
&search=%D0%93%D0%9E%D0%A1%D0%A2%20%D0%A0%20%D0%98%D0%A1%D0
%9E/%D0%9C%D0%AD%D0%9A%2015408-3-2013&id=184748

7. Bank of Russia Standard STO BR BFBO-1.5-2018

https://www.iso.org/ru/standard/46413.html 

8. National Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018

9. Standard of the bank of Russia STO BR IBBS-1.0-2014

10. Bank of Russia Guidelines for the Advancement of Information Security in the 
Financial Sector for 2019–2021.




Disclaimer  


This document represents the best effort of the Central Bank of Brazil (‘Banco 
Central do Brasil’ - BCB) to provide an English version of the original regulation or legislation. 
Hence, it should not be deemed as an official translation. In case of any inconsistency, the 
original version in Portuguese prevails. This version of the regulatory document is not 
enforceable and BCB does not warrant that it reflects the complete and current legal 
framework. Further questions regarding this document’s content may be forwarded to BCB. 


Resolution 2554 


Provides for the establishment and implementation of the internal control 
system. 


The Brazilian Central Bank, under Art. 9 of law no. 4595 dated December 31, 
1964, announces that the National Monetary Council, considering the contents of Art. 4., 
Section VIII, of said Law; Art. 9 and 10 of Law no. 6099 dated September 12, 1974; and the 
amendments introduced by Law no. 7132 dated October 26, 1983, in the session held on 
September 24, 1998, 


Rules that: 


Art. 1. Financial institutions and other institutions authorized to work by the 
Brazilian Central Bank shall establish and implement internal controls for the activities they 
develop, for their financial, operational, and managing information systems, and for assuring 
the compliance with the applicable legal rules and regulations. 


Paragraph 1. The internal controls, regardless of the size of the institution, 
shall be effective and consistent with the nature, complexity and risk of the operations 
performed by the institution. 


Paragraph 2. The institution’s senior management is responsible for: 


I – Effectively establishing and implementing a structure of internal controls by 
defining control activities applicable to all business in the institution; 


II – Establishing the objectives and procedures related to the above mentioned 
controls; 


III – Systematically checking if the procedures defined in Section II are used 
and complied with. 


Art. 2. The internal controls, whose provisions must be accessible to all 
employees in the institution to assure that their duties in relation to the process and that the 
responsibilities assigned to the several levels in the organization are known, shall provide 
for: 


I – Defining the responsibilities within the institution; 


II – Separating the activities assigned to the institution’s personnel to avoid 
conflict of interests, as well as to minimize and to properly monitor the areas identified and 
deemed as of potential conflict; 


III – Establishing means to identify and evaluate internal and external factors 
that may adversely affect the institution to achieve its objectives; 


IV – Establishing communication channels assuring that employees have access, 
according to their position level, to reliable, timely and understandable information that are 
deemed important to their work and responsibilities; 







V – Continuously evaluating the various risks associated with the institution’s 
activities; 


VI – Systematically monitoring the activities performed so that it is possible to 
evaluate if the institution’s objectives are being met, if the set limits and applicable laws and 
rules are complied with; and to assure that any deviation is immediately corrected; 


VII – Periodically testing the information systems for safety, particularly the 
electronic ones. 


Paragraph 1. The internal controls shall be periodically reviewed and updated 
so that new features covering new risks or issues not previously addressed to are 
incorporated. 


Paragraph 2. The internal audit activity shall be built in the internal control 
system. 


Paragraph 3. When the activity mentioned in Paragraph 2 is not performed by 
a specific unit of the institution itself or by an institution in the same financial conglomerate, 
it can be exercised by: 


I – An independent auditor, properly registered with the "Comissão de Valores 
Mobiliários" – CVM – (Securities Commission), provided that such auditor is not the one 
responsible for the financial-statement audit; 


II – Auditors from the trade association or from the central agency to which the 
institution is affiliated; 


III – Auditors from the trade association of other institutions, which Central 
Bank authorizes to operate by means of an agreement, previously approved by the Bank, 
between the entity that the institution is affiliated to and the service provider entity. 


Paragraph 4. In case the internal audit activity is carried out by an in-house 
unit, such unit shall report directly to the board or, in case it does not exist, directly to the 
institution’s senior management. 


Paragraph 5. In case the internal audit activity is carried out as provided in 
Paragraph 3, the official responsible for its execution shall report directly to the board or, in 
case it does not exist, directly to the institution’s senior management. 


Paragraph 6. The activities described in Paragraph 3., Sections II and III, shall 
only be exercised by credit cooperatives, stock and securities brokers, foreign exchange 
brokers, securities distribution companies, micro-entrepreneur and small business credit 
companies, credit, financing and investment companies, leasing companies, real estate credit 
companies, savings and loan associations and mortgage companies. 


Paragraph 7. In any of the situations provided for in this article, the institution 
shall maintain at its disposal and ensure unrestricted access of the Central Bank of Brazil to 
the work papers, reports and any other documents prepared by the institution's internal 
audit. 


Art. 3. At least every semester, a report of the systematic monitoring of the 
activities related to the internal control system shall be issued, containing: 


I – the conclusions of the examinations conducted; 


II – the recommendations about possible shortcomings and a schedule for 
remedying them, if applicable; 







III – a report issued by the responsible officer for the corresponding area about 
the shortcomings found in previous examinations and the measures taken to remedy them. 


Sole Paragraph. The conclusions, recommendations and report referred to in 
Sections I, II and III in this Art. shall: 


I – be submitted to the board or, in case it does not exist, to senior 
management, as well as to the institution’s external auditors; 


II – remain available to the Brazilian Central Bank for a period of five (5) years. 


Art. 4. In addition to the responsibilities listed in Art. 1., Paragraph 2, the 
institution’s senior management shall foster high ethical and integrity standards and an 
organizational culture that shows and emphasizes to all employees the importance of internal 
controls and the duties of each one in the process. 


Art. 5. The internal control system shall be implemented by December 31, 
1999, according to the following schedule: 


I – definition of internal structures that will allow establishing and monitoring 
such internal controls – by January 31, 1999; 


II – definition and availability of the corresponding procedures – by June 30, 
1999. 


Sole Paragraph. The institution’s external auditors shall specifically mention 
the compliance with the schedule set forth in this Art. in their audit report. 


Art. 6. The Brazilian Central Bank is authorized to: 


I – mandate the adoption of additional controls when it determines that the 
controls implemented by the institution are inadequate; 


II – impose more restrictive operational limits to the institution that fails to 
comply with the determination stated in Section I within the timeframe set forth; 


III – establish rules and adopt measures that are deemed necessary to perform 
the provisions set forth herein, including the amendments to the schedule referred to in Art. 
5. 


Art. 7. This Resolution shall be effective as of the date of its publication. 


  


Brasília, September 24, 1998 


Gustavo H. B. Franco 


President 
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This document represents the best effort of the Central Bank of Brazil (‘Banco Central do Brasil’ - BCB) to provide an English 


version of the original regulation or legislation. Hence, it should not be deemed as an official translation. In case of any 


inconsistency, the original version in Portuguese prevails. This version of the regulatory document is not enforceable and BCB 
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DEREG  Prudential Regulation 


Latest update: April 7, 2020 


E-mail: prudencial.dereg@bcb.gov.br Phone: +55 61 3414-1360 


The Brazilian main prudential financial regulation can be access at BCB Website 


 


RESOLUTION 4,557 OF FEBRUARY 23, 2017 
 


Provides for the implementation of a structure for risk 


management, a structure for capital management and a 


policy for information disclosure. (As amended by 


Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 
 


The Central Bank of Brazil, in the form of art. 9 of Law 4,595 of December 31, 1964, 


announces that the National Monetary Council, at its meeting held on February 23, 2017, based on art. 4, 


item VIII of this Law, art. 2, section VI, and art. 9 of Law 4,728 of July 14, 1965, art. 20, paragraph 1 of 


Law 4,864 of November 29, 1965, art. 7 and art. 23, sub-item “a” of Law 6,099 of September 12, 1974, 


art. 1, item II of Law 10,194 of November 14, 2001, art. 6 of Decree-Law 759 of August 12, 1969, and art. 


1, paragraph 1 of Complementary Law 130 of April 17, 2009, 


 


R E S O L V E D : 


 


Art. 1. This Resolution provides for the implementation of a structure for risk 


management, a structure for capital management and a policy for information disclosure. (As amended by 


Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


CHAPTER I 


SCOPE OF APPLICATION 


 


 Art. 2. Financial institutions and other institutions licensed by the Central Bank of 


Brazil that are allocated to Segment 1 (S1), Segment 2 (S2), Segment 3 (S3) or Segment 4 (S4), as defined 


in Resolution 4,553 of January 30, 2017, must implement, in accordance with arts. 5 to 60 and 65 to 67 of 


this Resolution: 


 


 I - a structure for continuous and integrated risk management; 


 


 II - a structure for continuous capital management; and 


 


 III - policy for information disclosure related to: 


 


 a) the structure for risk management; 
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 b) the structure for capital management; 


 


 c) calculation of risk weighted assets (RWA), as defined in Resolution 4,193 of 


March 1, 2013; 


 


 d) adequacy of regulatory capital (PR), as defined in Resolution 4,192 of March 1, 


2013; 


 


 e) liquidity standards, as defined in Resolutions 4,401 of February 27, 2015 and 4,616 


of November 30, 2017; 


 


 f) leverage ratio (RA), as defined in Resolution 4,615 of November 30, 2017; and 


 


 g) remuneration policy, as defined in Resolution 3,921 of November 25, 2010.  


 


    (Item III included by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


 Paragraph 1. The structures mentioned in the heading must: 


 


 I - be commensurate with the business model, nature of operations and complexity of 


the institution’s products, services, activities and processes;  


 


 II - be proportional to the magnitude and materiality of risk exposures, according to 


criteria defined by the institution itself; 


 


 III - be adequate to the institution’s risk profile and systemic importance; and 


 


 IV - allow for the assessment of risks arising from the macroeconomic environment 


and the markets in which the institution operates. 


 


 Paragraph 2. Each management structure mentioned in the heading must be unified 


for institutions in a same prudential conglomerate, as defined in Resolution 4,280 of October 31, 2013. 


 


 Paragraph 3. The institutions mentioned in the heading must adopt a forward-looking 


stance in managing risks and in managing capital. 


 


 Art. 3. Institutions licensed by the Central Bank of Brazil that are allocated to 


Segment 5 (S5), as defined in Resolution 4,553 of 2017, must implement a simplified structure for 


continuous risk management in accordance with arts. 61 to 67 of this Resolution. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The simplified structure mentioned in the heading must: 


 


 I - be commensurate with the business model, nature of operations, and complexity 


of the institution’s products, services and activities;  


 


 II - be proportional to the magnitude and materiality of risk exposures, according to 


criteria defined by the institution itself; and 


 


 III - be adequate to the institution’s risk profile. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The management structure mentioned in the heading must be unified for 
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institutions in a same prudential conglomerate, as defined in Resolution 4,280 of 2013. 


 


 Art. 4. A credit cooperative system may implement a centralized risk management 


structure and a centralized capital management structure, regardless of the categories its cooperatives are 


allocated to.  


 


 Paragraph 1. The centralized structures mentioned in the heading must consider, for 


each constituting member of the system:  


 


 I - material risks incurred by the institution; 


 


 II - impacts caused by the risks mentioned in item I on the institution’s liquidity and 


capital;  


 


 III - risks related to companies controlled by the institution or to entities in which the 


institution has an equity interest. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The exercise of the discretion mentioned in the heading implies 


documentation, in internal bylaws and policies, of the functions performed by each institution included in 


the centralized structures. 


 


 Paragraph 3. The structures mentioned in the heading must be located in a credit 


cooperative system member that is supervised by the Central Bank of Brazil. 


 


 Paragraph 4. The member of the credit cooperative system mentioned in paragraph 3 


must be indicated to Central Bank of Brazil.  


 


 Paragraph 5. The exercise of the discretion mentioned in the heading does not waive 


the responsibilities of each cooperative in its own risk management and capital management according to 


this Resolution, including the indication to the Central Bank of Brazil of the directors mentioned in arts. 


44 and 47, or 62.  


 


CHAPTER II 


RISK APPETITE STATEMENT (RAS) 


 


 Art. 5. Risk appetite levels must be documented in the Risk Appetite Statement 


(RAS). 


 


 Paragraph 1. The following aspects must be reflected in the RAS: 


 


 I - the types and levels of risks that the institution is willing to assume; 


 


 II - the institution’s ability to manage its risks in an effective and prudent manner; 


 


 III - the institution’s strategic goals; and 


 


 IV - the competitive conditions and the regulatory landscape in which the institution 


operates. 


  


 Paragraph 2. The exercise of the discretion mentioned in art. 4 entails the 


documentation of risk appetite levels, considering each member of the credit cooperative system allocated 
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to S2, S3 or S4. 


 


CHAPTER III 


RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 


 


Section I 


Risk management structure requirements 


  


Art. 6. The risk management structure must allow for the identification, measurement, 


evaluation, monitoring, reporting, control and mitigation of: 


 


 I - credit risk, as defined in art. 21, when deemed material by the institution; 


 


 II - market risk, as defined in art. 25, when deemed material by the institution; 


 


 III - interest rate risk in the banking book (IRRBB), as defined in art. 28, when 


deemed material by the institution; 


 


 IV - operational risk, as defined in art. 32; 


 


 V - liquidity risk, as defined in art. 37; 


 


 VI - socio-environmental risk, as defined in Resolution 4,327 of April 25, 2014; and


  


 VII - other risks deemed material according to criteria defined by the institution, 


including those risks not considered in the calculation of the risk-weighted assets (RWA), according to 


Resolution 4,193 of March 1, 2013.  


 


 Sole paragraph. The risk management must be integrated across risks, allowing for 


the identification, measurement, evaluation, monitoring, reporting, control and mitigation of adverse 


effects arising from interactions between them.  


 


 Art. 7. The risk management structure must comprise: 


 


 I - clearly documented policies and strategies for risk management, establishing limits 


and procedures designed to maintain the exposures to risks at levels consistent with the ones set in the 


RAS; 


 


 II - effective processes for tracking and timely reporting exceptions to the risk 


management policies, limits and levels of risk appetite set in the RAS; 


 


 III - risk management systems, routines and procedures; 


 


 IV - periodic assessment of the adequacy of risk management systems, routines and 


procedures; 


 


 V - adequate policies, procedures and controls to ensure a prior identification of risks 


inherent to: 


 


 a) new products and services; 
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 b) material modifications to the existing products or services; 


 


 c) material changes in processes, systems, operations and the institution’s business 


model; 


 


 d) hedge strategies and risk-taking initiatives; 


 


 e) material corporate reorganizations; and 


 


 f) changes in the macroeconomic perspectives; 


 


 VI - clearly documented roles and responsibilities in risk management that establish 


duties to the different levels of the institution’s personnel, as well as to providers of outsourced services; 


  


VII - stress test programme, as defined in art. 11; 


 


 VIII - continuous evaluation of the effectiveness of the risk mitigation strategies, 


considering, among other aspects, the stress tests results; 


 


 IX - clearly documented policies and strategies for business continuity management; 


 


 X - timely reports for the senior management, the risk committee and the board on: 


 


 a) aggregate risk exposures and their main determinants;  


 


 b) compliance of risk management with the RAS and with the policies and limits 


mentioned in the heading; 


 


 c) evaluation of the risk management systems, routines and procedures, including the 


identification of any deficiencies in the structure, as well as actions to address them; 


 


 d) actions to mitigate risks and the assessment of their effectiveness; 


 


 e) current state of the risk culture; and 


 


 f) stress tests assumptions and results. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The risk management policies mentioned in the heading, item I, must 


prescribe: 


 


 I - necessary authorizations, as well as timely and appropriate actions to be taken by 


senior management and, when necessary, the board, in case of exceptions to policies, procedures, limits 


and RAS stipulations; 


 


 II - instruments, financial services and hedging strategies expected to be employed 


by the institution, in compliance with the RAS terms. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The systems mentioned in the heading, item III, include information 


systems deemed adequate, both under normal circumstances and in periods of stress, to assess, measure 


and report on the size, composition and quality of the institution’s risk exposures.  
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 Paragraph 3. Reporting provided by the information systems mentioned in paragraph 


2 must: 


 


 I - reflect the institution’s risk profile and liquidity needs; 


 


 II - be provided, on a timely basis and in a suitable form, to the board and senior 


management; 


 


 III - apprise any deficiencies or limitations in risk estimation and in the assumptions 


of quantitative models and scenarios. 


 


 Art. 8. The following information must be disseminated to all levels of the 


institution’s personnel and to the relevant providers of outsourced services, in a language and a degree of 


information commensurate with their assignment: 


  


I - risk appetite documented in the RAS, along with its connections with daily risk-


taking decisions and activities; 


 


 II - procedures for reporting noncompliance with risk appetite expressed in the RAS;  


 


 III - risk management policies, strategies, procedures and limits prescribed in the risk 


management structure. 


 


 Sole paragraph. The dissemination of information mentioned in the heading must be 


carried out through a structured communication process. 


 


 Art. 9. Risk management models, when relevant, must be subject to a periodic 


evaluation of: 


 


 I - the adequacy and robustness of assumptions and methodologies; 


 


 II - its performance, including backtesting when applicable.  


 


 Sole paragraph. The evaluation mentioned in the heading must not be performed by 


the unit responsible for the development of the models or by a risk-taking unit.  


 


 Art. 10. The institution must allocate a sufficient quantity of technically qualified 


personnel to risk-taking areas.  


 


Section II 


Stress test programme 


 


 Art. 11. For the purposes of the stress test programme, the following definitions 


apply: 


 


 I - stress test programme: a coordinated set of procedures and routines, 


comprehending specific methodologies, documentation and governance, aiming mainly at the 


identification of potential vulnerabilities;  


 


 II - stress test: a defined-purpose exercise that involves a forward-looking assessment 


of potential impacts arising from adverse events and circumstances related to the institution itself or to a 
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specific portfolio;  


 


 III - sensitivity analysis: a stress test methodology that allows for the assessment of 


the impact of variations on a specific material parameter on the institution’s capital, liquidity or on a 


portfolio value; 


 


 IV - scenario analysis: a stress test methodology that allows for the assessment of the 


impact, over a specific time horizon, of simultaneous and coherent variations on a range of material 


parameters on the institution’s capital, liquidity or a on portfolio value; 


 


 V - reverse stress test: a stress test methodology performed to identify adverse events 


and circumstances related to a predefined result, capital or liquidity value, including those that may threaten 


the institution viability; and 


 


 VI - feedback effects: adverse consequences arising from actions taken by the 


institution or the market in response to an original scenario.  


 


 Art. 12. The stress test programme must: 


 


 I - comprise the material risks mentioned in art. 6; 


 


 II - assess the impact of significant risk concentrations; 


 


 III - use, accordingly to risk management needs, the following stress test 


methodologies: 


 


 a) sensitivity analysis; 


 


 b) scenario analysis; 


 


 c) reverse stress test; 


 


 IV - prescribe the use of assumptions and parameters that are adequately severe; and 


 


 V - be clearly documented and detail the following aspects: 


 


 a) governance and processes related to the programme; 


 


 b) object, frequency and methodology of each stress test; 


 


 c) actions to correct weaknesses revealed by the programme, including an assessment 


of their feasibility in periods of stress; 


 


 d) methodologies for defining relevant scenarios, when such methodologies are 


employed; 


 


 e) role played by the institution’s experts in definitions related to stress tests; and 


 


 f) methodological limitations of stress tests, including those related to model 


selection, its assumptions and databases used. 
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 Sole paragraph. In conducting the stress test programme, the institution must consider 


the collaboration of experts from relevant units, including those related to risk-taking, risk management, 


and economic, financial and capital management activities.  


 


 Art. 13. The institution must ensure, relative to the stress test programme: 


 


 I - the use of its results in identifying, measuring, evaluating, monitoring, controlling 


and mitigating risks; 


 


 II - its complementary use in assessing the adequacy and robustness of the 


assumptions and methodologies related to the models mentioned in art. 9. 


 


 Art. 14. The stress tests must: 


  


I - be performed in an integrated manner across risks and business areas, considering: 


 


 a) different levels of aggregation of exposures, in accordance to the tests purposes; 


and 


 


 b) the prudential conglomerate as a whole;  


 


 II - consider adverse effects arising from interactions between risks and prescribe the 


use of a common scenario, when the scenario analysis methodology is required. 


 


 Art. 15. In developing scenarios, the following aspects must be considered, when 


relevant: 


 


 I - historical and hypothetical elements; 


 


 II - short- and long-term, idiosyncratic and systemic risks, from a national or an 


external origin;  


 


 III - risk interactions; 


 


 IV - risks related to the prudential conglomerate as a whole, as well as to its individual 


components; 


 


 V - risk of granting financial support to an entity not belonging to the institution’s 


conglomerate (step-in risk); 


 


 VI - asymmetries, non-linearities, feedback effects, and breakdown of correlations 


and other assumptions. 


 


 Paragraph 1. Each scenario and its severity must be consistent with the stress test 


purpose.  


 


 Paragraph 2. The low probability of a scenario should not necessarily imply its 


exclusion from the stress test programme. 


 


 Art. 16. The systems used in the stress test programme must be flexible enough to 


allow for the:  
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 I - inclusion of and changes in scenarios, when the scenario analysis methodology is 


required; 


 


 II - consideration of changes in the business model; and 


 


 III - aggregation of operations by risk sources, counterparties and business lines. 


 


 Art. 17. Stress test results must be considered in: 


 


 I - strategic decisions; 


 


 II - the revision of risk appetite levels; 


 


 III - the revision of the policies, strategies and limits established for risk and capital 


management purposes; 


 


 IV - the structured communication process mentioned in art. 8; 


 


 V - the assessment of the institution’s capital and liquidity, as well as in the 


development of contingency plans; 


 


 VI - the capital adequacy assessment mentioned in art. 40, item VI; and 


 


 VII - the recovery plan, as established by Resolution 4,502 of June 30, 2016.  


 


 Art. 18. The senior management and the board must be actively involved in the stress 


test programme, indicating guidelines and approving scenarios when the scenario analysis methodology is 


required. 


 


 Art. 19. The Central Bank of Brazil may determine: 


 


 I - adjustments to the stress test programme, including the use of scenarios that differ 


from those originally used, as well as additional stress tests if deficiencies are identified in the original 


programme; and 


 


 II - stress tests run on scenarios provided by the supervisor. 


 


Section III 


Business continuity management 


 


 Art. 20. The policies for the business continuity management mentioned in art. 7, item 


IX, must establish: 


 


 I - a business impact analysis that includes: 


 


 a) identification, classification and documentation of critical business processes; 


 


 b) assessment of potential effects arising from disruptions to the processes mentioned 


in sub-item “a”; 
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 II - strategies to ensure the continuity of activities and to limit losses in the event of 


a disruption to critical business processes;  


 


 III - business continuity plans that establish procedures and deadlines for resumption 


and recovery of activities, as well as communication actions, in case of a disruption to critical business 


processes;  


 


 IV - tests and revisions of business continuity plans with an adequate frequency. 


 


 Paragraph 1. Business continuity policy and plans must consider the outsourced 


services, when relevant. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The management reports mentioned in art. 7, item X, must comprise the 


results of the tests and revisions mentioned in the heading, item IV.  


 


 


Section IV 


Credit risk management 


 


 Art. 21. For the purpose of this Resolution, credit risk is defined as the possibility of 


losses deriving from: 


 


 I - a counterparty’s failure to meet its obligations under the contracted terms; 


 


 II - a devaluation or a reduction in remunerations or expected earnings of a financial 


instrument arising from a deterioration in the credit quality of the counterparty, the intermediary party or 


the mitigation instrument; 


 


 III - a forbearance of financial instruments; or 


 


 IV - recovery costs of problem assets, as defined in art. 24. 


 


 Paragraph 1. For the purposes of credit risk management, the following definitions 


apply: 


 


 I - counterparty: the borrower, guarantor or issuer of an acquired security; 


 


 II - forbearance of financial instruments: a renegotiation that implies advantages 


being granted to the counterparty as a result of deterioration in the credit quality of the counterparty, the 


intermediary party or the mitigation instrument. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The advantages mentioned in paragraph 1, item II, include those 


embedded in the original financial instruments or in new instruments used to liquidate or refinance them.   


 


 Paragraph 3. The definition of credit risk comprises: 


 


 I - counterparty credit risk, understood as the possibility of losses deriving from non-


compliance with obligations related to the settlement of operations that involve bilateral flows, including 


the negotiation of financial assets or derivatives;  


 


 II - country risk, understood as the possibility of losses deriving from non-compliance 
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with obligations of a counterparty or a mitigation instrument located abroad, including the sovereign risk, 


when the exposure is incurred against the central government of a foreign jurisdiction;  


 


 III - transfer risk, understood as the possibility of barriers to the currency conversion 


of values received abroad; 


 


 IV - the possibility of disbursements to honor financial guarantees, as defined in 


Resolution 4,512 of July 28, 2016;  


 


 V - the possibility of losses associated with the non-compliance with obligations 


under the contracted terms by an intermediary party, a provider of a mitigation instrument or a collector of 


debts; 


 


 VI - concentration risk, understood as the possibility of losses deriving from 


significant exposures: 


 


 a) to the same counterparty; 


 


 b) to counterparties in the same economic sector, geographic region or industry; 


 


 c) to counterparties whose revenues depend on the same commodity or activity; 


 


 d) to financial instruments whose risk sources, including currencies and indexes, are 


materially related;  


 


 e) to the same financial product or service; and 


 


 f) that have their risk mitigated by the same type of instrument.  


 


 Art. 22. Connected counterparties must constitute a single counterparty for the 


purpose of credit risk management.  


 


 Paragraph 1. Connected counterparties are those that share the credit risk incurred by 


the institution, including through a control relationship.  


 


 Paragraph 2. For the purposes of this Resolution, the control relationship must be 


substantiated in the occurrence of at least one of the following criteria:  


 


 I - one counterparty directly or indirectly owns more than 50% of the voting rights of 


the other counterparty; 


 


 II - a voting agreement between one counterparty and shareholders of the other 


counterparty ensures the former a preponderance in organizational deliberations of the latter; 


 


 III - one counterparty has the power to appoint or remove the majority of the 


administration members of the other counterparty; or 


 


 IV - one counterparty has the power to exercise a significant influence in decisions 


related to the operational management of the other counterparty. 


 


 Paragraph 3. The institution must document the criteria that uphold the identification 
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of each group of connected counterparties.  


 


 Paragraph 4. In exceptional cases, the institution is waived from considering 


counterparties connected by control as a single counterparty, as long as it can be demonstrated that such 


counterparties do not share the credit risk incurred by the institution.  


 


 Paragraph 5. For the purposes of credit risk management, the Central Bank of Brazil 


has the discretion to consider two or more counterparties as connected, in case they verifiably share the 


credit risk incurred by the institution.  


 


 Art. 23. The framework mentioned in art. 7 must also comprise, for the purposes of 


credit risk management: 


  


 I - the management of exposures with similar characteristics, at both individual and 


aggregate levels, capturing aspects such as the material sources of credit risk, the identification of 


counterparties or intervenient parties, the form of aggregating exposures and the use of mitigation 


instruments; 


 


 II - policies that establish criteria for the identification of material risk factors, for the 


purpose of concentration risk management; 


 


 III - mechanisms for managing the credit risk related to:  


 


 a) instruments in the trading book, mentioned in art. 26; 


 


 b) instruments in the banking book, mentioned in art. 26, paragraph 2; 


 


 IV - the management of the credit risk associated with off-balance sheet exposures; 


 


 V - the use of relevant and reliable information in the evaluation and measurement of 


credit risk; 


 


 VI - the estimation, according to consistent criteria, of expected losses associated with 


credit risk, as well as comparisons of such estimates with losses actually incurred; 


 


 VII - criteria for reviewing the credit quality of counterparties, intervenient parties 


and mitigation instruments; 


 


 VIII - mechanisms ensuring that the levels of provisions are in compliance with the 


accounting regulation in force and sufficient to face the expected losses mentioned in item VI;  


 


 IX - an adequate assessment of risk retention in sale or transfer of financial assets; 


 


 X - the establishment of limits for the exposure to concentration risk as mentioned in 


art. 21, paragraph 3, item VI; 


 


 XI - clearly documented policies and procedures for monitoring the total indebtedness 


of counterparties, in which all risk factors are considered, including those associated with unhedged foreign 


exchange exposures;  


 


  XII - clearly defined and documented criteria and procedures, accessible to those 
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involved in the processes of granting and monitoring operations subject to credit risk, including: 


 


 a) prior analysis, granting and renegotiation of operations subject to credit risk; 


 


 b) collection and documentation of the information deemed necessary for a thorough 


appreciation of the credit risk associated with operations; 


 


 c) periodic assessment of the sufficiency of mitigation instruments; 


 


 d) identification and prevention of a deterioration in the credit quality of the 


counterparty; 


 e) treatment of exceptions to the limits and risk appetite levels established in the RAS; 


 f) collection of debts; 


 


 g) forbearance of exposures characterized as problem assets, in terms of art. 24;  


 


 XIII - clearly defined and documented criteria that guide the board’s decision on 


incurring an exposure to credit risk that: 


 


 a) exceeds the concentration limit established in risk management policies, either in 


absolute values or as a percentage of Regulatory Capital (PR); 


 


 b) is inconsistent with the risk profile or with the products and services offered by the 


institution; 


 


 XIV - a system that classifies exposures according to the nature of the operation and 


its credit risk, based on consistent and verifiable criteria, in which aspects as the following are considered: 


 


 a) economic and financial circumstances, as well as other updated personal 


information on the counterparty and, when existent, the intervenient party; 


 


 b) use of instruments that provide an effective mitigation of the credit risk associated 


with the operation; 


 


 c) period of delinquency in meeting financial obligations under contracted terms; 


 


 XV - criteria and procedures for the identification, monitoring and control of 


exposures characterized as problem assets, in terms of art. 24; 


 


 XVI - documentation and storage of information on losses associated with credit risk, 


including those related to forbearance, as defined in art. 21, paragraph 1, item II, and to debt recovery; 


 


 XVII - information systems to identify and aggregate, on a timely basis, the exposures 


subject to concentration risk, as defined in art. 21, paragraph 3, item VI. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The estimation of the expected losses mentioned in the heading, item 


VI, must consider: 


 


 I - the classification of the exposure, according to the heading, item XIV; 


 


 II - the current macroeconomic environment and expected changes in the short term; 
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 III - the probability of the exposure becoming a problem asset; 


 


 IV - the expectation of a credit recovery, including advantages granted, costs of 


collection and deadlines. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The expected loss estimate must be revised semiannually or: 


 


 I - monthly, when the exposure is past due; 


 


 II - immediately, when the exposure becomes a problem asset.  


  


 Paragraph 3. The management reports mentioned in art. 7, item X, must comprise the 


following aspects related to credit risk: 


 


 I - exposures subject to country and transfer risks, segregated by jurisdiction; 


 


 II - evaluation and estimation of the exposures’ performance, including their 


classification and provisions; 


 


 III - exposures subject to concentration risk, as established in art. 21, paragraph 3, 


item VI; 


 


 IV - information on material exposures characterized as problem assets, including 


their characteristics, track record and recovery expectations;  


  


 V - information on triggering of mitigation instruments and exposures under 


forbearance. 


 


 Art. 24. For the purposes of credit risk management, an exposure must be 


characterized as a problem asset when at least one of the following events occurs: 


 


 I - the obligation is more than 90 (ninety) days past due; 


 


 II - there are indicatives that the obligation will not be fully paid without a collateral 


or financial guarantee being triggered. 


 


 Paragraph 1. Indications that an obligation will not be fully paid include cases in 


which: 


 


 I - the institution considers that the counterparty no longer has financial capacity to 


pay its obligation under the contracted terms; 


 


 II - the institution recognizes, for accounting purposes, a significant deterioration in 


the credit quality of the borrower or counterparty; 


 


 III - the operation related to the exposure has been forborne; 


 


 IV - the institution files for the counterparty’s bankruptcy or takes a similar measure; 


and 
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 V - the counterparty files a plea or undergoes a court order that limits, delays or 


precludes its obligations form being paid under the contracted terms.   


 


 Paragraph 2. Exposures characterized as problem assets may only have this condition 


changed in face of evidences that the counterparty’s ability to meet obligations under the contracted terms 


is recovered. 


   


 Paragraph 3. Criteria for identifying the evidences mentioned in paragraph 2 must be 


established by the institution and clearly documented.  


 


Section V 


Market risk management and IRRBB management 


  


 Art. 25. For the purposes of this Resolution, market risk is defined as the possibility 


of losses arising from movements in the market values of instruments held by the institution.   


 


 Sole paragraph. The definition expressed in the heading comprises: 


 


 I - the risk associated with changes in interest rates and in equity prices, for 


instruments in the trading book; and 


 


 II - the risk associated with changes in foreign exchange rates and in commodities 


prices, for instruments either in the trading book or in the banking book. 


 


 Art. 26. The trading book comprises all positions in instruments not subject to any 


trading restrictions, including derivatives, held with the intent of trading or as a hedge of other elements of 


the trading book.  


 


 Paragraph 1. Instruments held with intent of trading are those designated by the 


institution for: 


  


 I - resale; 


 


 II - benefitting from movements in prices, either effective or expected; or 


 


 III - arbitrage. 


 


 Paragraph 2. Instruments not included in the trading book must constitute the banking 


book. 


  


 Art. 27. The institution must have clearly defined policies in place to determine which 


instruments will be included in the trading book, as well as procedures to ensure a consistent compliance 


with the trading book classification criteria.  


  


 Paragraph 1. In case the institution does not maintain a trading book, the policy and 


procedures mentioned in the heading must ensure that no instrument is held with the intent of trading.  


 


 Paragraph 2. In the definition of the policy and procedures mentioned in the heading, 


the institution must comply with the criteria established by the Central Bank of Brazil.  


 


 Art. 28. IRRBB is defined as the risk, either current or prospective, from impacts 
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arising from adverse movements in the interest rates, on the institution’s results and capital, for instruments 


in the banking book.  


 


 Art. 29. The structure mentioned in art. 7 must also comprise, for the purposes of 


market risk management and IRRBB management:  


 


 I - systems that consider all relevant sources of risk and make use of reliable data on 


market and liquidity, both internal and external; 


 


 II - adequate documentation of shifts between the trading and the banking book, and 


on internal risk transfers, according to criteria established by the Central Bank of Brazil. 


 


 Sole paragraph. For the purposes of this Resolution, an internal risk transfer refers to 


an internal written record of a transfer of risk within the banking book, between the banking and the trading 


book, or within the trading book of an institution.  


 


 Art. 30. The IRRBB management must comprise: 


 


 I - the assessment and control of the main determinants of this risk, including 


maturity, rate, index and currency mismatches between assets and liabilities; and 


 


 II - the identification, measurement and control of this risk, based on methodologies 


consistent with the banking book characteristics and with the maturity, liquidity and risk sensitivity of the 


instruments.  


 


 Paragraph 1. For institutions allocated to S1, S2 or S3, the identification, 


measurement and control of IRRBB as mentioned in the heading, item II, must be based on both the 


economic value approach and the earnings-based approach. 


 


 Paragraph 2. Regardless of the provision in paragraph 1, the Central Bank of Brazil 


may define, for institutions allocated to S1, S2, S3 or S4, specific methodologies and minima requirements 


for IRRBB identification, measurement and control, including those methodologies based on the economic 


value approach and the earnings-based approach.    


 


 Paragraph 3. For the purposes of this Resolution, the following definitions apply: 


  


 I - economic value approach: assessment of the impact arising from interest rates 


movements on the current cash flows of instruments in the banking book; and 


 


 II - earnings-based approach: assessment of the impact arising from interest rates 


movements on the earnings of instruments in the banking book. 


 


 Paragraph 4. IRRBB appetite levels must be documented in the RAS, considering 


each of the approaches mentioned in paragraph 3.  


 


 Art. 31. The management reports mentioned in art. 7, item X, must also comprise the 


following aspects related to IRRBB: 


 


 I - results of the IRRBB measurement, based on the economic value approach and on 


the earnings-based approach; 
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 II - assumptions in the modelling of: 


 


 a) embedded optionalities; 


 


 b) changes in the time structure of cash flows of deposits that have no contractual 


maturity; and 


 


 c) aggregation of currencies. 


 


Section VI 


Operational risk management 


 


 Art. 32. For the purposes of this Resolution, operational risk is defined as the 


possibility of losses resulting from external events or from failure, deficiency or inadequacy of internal 


processes, personnel or systems.  


  


 Paragraph 1. The definition mentioned in the heading includes the legal risk 


associated with inadequacy or deficiency in contracts subscribed by the institution, sanctions due to non-


compliance with legal provisions, and compensation for damages to third parties arising from the 


institution’s activities.  


 


 Paragraph 2. Events of operational risk include: 


 


 I - internal fraud; 


 


 II - external fraud; 


 


 III - inadequate labor practices and deficient workplace safety; 


 


 IV - unfair business practices related to clients, products and services; 


 


 V - damage to physical assets owned or used by the institution; 


 


 VI - situations that lead to business disruption; 


 


 VII - flaws in systems, processes or infrastructures related to information technology 


(IT); 


 


 VIII - flaws in execution, delivery, and process management. 


 


 Art. 33. The framework mentioned in art. 7 must also comprise, for the purposes of 


operational risk management:  


 


 I - policies establishing criteria for decision on the outsourcing of services and 


selecting their providers, including minima contractual conditions to mitigate operational risk; 


 


 II - allocation of adequate resources to evaluate, manage and monitor the operational 


risk arising from outsourced services that are relevant to the regular operation of the institution; 


 


 III - implementation of an IT governance framework consistent with the RAS; 
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 IV - use of IT systems, procedures and infrastructure that: 


 


 a) ensure data and systems integrity, security and availability; 


 


 b) are robust and adequate to the business model and its changes, under normal 


circumstances and in periods of stress; 


 


 c) include mechanisms for information protection and security, aiming at the 


prevention, detection and reduction of digital attacks; 


 


 V - a consistent and comprehensive process to: 


 


 a) timely collect relevant information to be included in the operational risk database; 


 


 b) classify and aggregate material operational losses; and 


 


 c) timely assess the root cause of each material operational loss; 


 


 VI - a periodic scenario analysis to estimate the institution’s exposures to rare and 


highly severe operational risk events. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The IT outsourcing contracts subscribed by the institution must 


prescribe the access of the Central Bank of Brazil to: 


 


 I - the terms of the contract; 


 


 II - the documentation and information related to the services provided; and 


 


 III - the provider’s facilities. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The scenario analysis results mentioned in the heading, item VI, must 


be considered in the revision of the risk management framework and of capital allocation. 


 


 Art. 34. The institution must develop an operational risk database containing values 


associated with operational losses, including provisions and expenses related to each event of loss, as well 


as other operational risk data. 


 


 Paragraph 1. For the purpose of this Resolution, operational loss is defined as the 


quantifiable value associated with the events of operational risk mentioned in art. 32. 


 


 Paragraph 2. Operational losses associated with market risk and credit risk must be 


included in the database mentioned in the heading.   


 


 Paragraph 3.  The database mentioned in the heading must be considered in the 


operational risk management. 


 


 Art. 35. The management reports mentioned in art. 7, item X, must include 


information related to relevant operational losses. 


 


 Art. 36. The institution must ensure that adequate training in operational risk is 


provided to personnel at all levels, including the providers of relevant outsourced services. 
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Section VII 


Liquidity risk management 


 


 Art. 37. For the purpose of this Resolution, liquidity risk is defined as: 


 


 I - the possibility of the institution not being able to duly honor its expected and 


unexpected obligations, both current and future, including those arising from guarantees provided, without 


affecting its daily operations or incurring significant losses; and 


 


 II - the possibility of the institution not being able to trade a position at the market 


price, due to its significant size in relation to the volume normally transacted or due to some market 


discontinuity. 


 


 Art. 38. The framework mentioned in art. 7 must also prescribe, for the purposes of 


liquidity risk management:   


 


 I - policies, strategies and procedures ensuring: 


 


 a) the identification, measurement, evaluation, monitoring, reporting, control and 


mitigation of liquidity risk in different time horizons, including intraday, under normal circumstances and 


in periods of stress, comprising a daily assessment of operations with a maturity lesser than 90 (ninety) 


days; 


 


 b) an adequate supply of liquid assets to be promptly converted in cash under stress 


circumstances; 


 


 c) a funding profile that is adequate to the liquidity risk arising from assets and off-


balance sheet exposures; and 


 


 d) an adequate diversification of the sources of funding; and 


 


 II - a liquidity contingency plan.  


 


 Paragraph 1. The liquidity risk management must consider all operations carried out 


in the financial and capital markets, as well as contingent or unexpected exposures, such as those arising 


from settlement services, the provision of endorsements and guarantees, and undrawn credit lines. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The institution must consider the liquidity risk individually for each 


country of operation and for the currency of the exposure, acknowledging possible restrictions to the 


transfer of funds and to currency conversion, such as those caused by operational problems or by decisions 


imposed by any given country.  


 


 Paragraph 3. The liquidity contingency plan mentioned in the heading, item II, must 


be regularly revised and establish clearly defined and documented responsibilities, strategies and 


procedures to face stress conditions. 


 


CHAPTER IV 


CAPITAL MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 


 


  Art. 39. For the purposes of this Resolution, capital management is defined as 


the continuous process of: 
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 I - monitoring and controlling the capital held by the institution; 


 


 II - assessing the capital deemed necessary to face the risks incurred by the institution; 


and 


 III - planning capital targets and needs, considering the institution’s strategic goals. 


  


 Art. 40. The capital management framework must comprise: 


 


 I - clearly documented policies and strategies for capital management, establishing 


procedures aimed at maintaining the Regulatory Capital (Patrimônio de Referência – PR), the Tier I and 


the Common Equity Tier I (CET1), as defined in Resolution 4,192 of March 1, 2013, compatible with the 


risks faced by the institution and with the minimum regulatory capital requirement; (As amended by 


Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


  


II - systems, routines and procedures for capital management;  


 


 III - assessment of the impacts on the institution’s capital as indicated by the stress 


tests results; 


 IV - a capital plan; 


 


 V - a capital contingency plan; 


 


 VI - a capital adequacy assessment; 


 


 VII - timely reports for the senior management, the risk committee and the board on: 


 


 a) deficiencies in the capital management framework and actions to address them; 


and 


 


 b) adequacy of the levels of PR, Tier I and CET1 considering the risks incurred by 


the institution; 


  


VIII - clearly documented policies and strategies for capital management, establishing 


procedures aimed at maintaining RA compatible with the minimum regulatory capital requirement defined 


in Resolution 4,615 of 2017. (Item VIII included by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


  


Paragraph 1. The capital contingency plan mentioned in the heading, item V, must 


establish responsibilities, strategies and procedures, periodically revised and clearly defined and 


documented, to face stress conditions.  


  


Paragraph 2. The capital adequacy assessment must be performed according to the 


following methodologies established by the Central Bank of Brazil: 


 


 a) Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (Icaap), for institutions allocated 


to S1; 


 b) Simplified Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (IcaapSimp), for 


institutions allocated to S2. 


 


 Paragraph 3. The institutions allocated to S2 that performed Icaap on December 31, 


2016, remain subject to such methodology while the criteria for IcaapSimp have not been established.  
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 Art. 41. The capital plan mentioned in art 40, item IV, must comprehend at least a 


three-year horizon and be consistent with the strategic planning, prescribing:  


 


 I - targets and projections for capital; 


 


 II - main sources of capital. 


 


 Sole paragraph. The following aspects must be taken into account in the development 


of the capital plan: 


 


 I - threats and opportunities related to the economic and business environment; 


 


 II - projections of values of assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet exposures, as well 


as of incomes and expenses; 


 


 III - targets for growth or market participation; 


  


 IV - the dividend policy; and 


 


 V - the RAS. 


 


 Art. 42. In case the institution’s assessment of capital needs indicates a value higher 


than the PR, Tier I and CET1 requirements, the allocated capital must compatible with the results of internal 


evaluations. 


 


CHAPTER V 


RISK AND CAPITAL GOVERNANCE AND POLICY FOR INFORMATION DISCLOSURE  


(Wording of title of Chapter V as amended by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


Section I 


Risk governance 


 


 Art. 43. The risk management must be performed by a specific unit in the institutions 


mentioned in art. 2. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The unit referred to in the heading must be segregated from business 


units and from the unit that conducts the internal audit, as established in art. 2 of Resolution 2,554 of 


September 24, 1998. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The unit referred to in the heading must be sufficiently staffed by 


members with expertise and qualification in managing risks, in accordance with the following 


requirements: 


 


 I - be knowledgeable of the market as well as of products and services provided by 


the institution;  


  


 II - have access to regular training;  


  


 III - be able to challenge the risks incurred by the business units; and 


 


 IV - understand the limitations and uncertainties associated with risk management 
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methodologies.  


  


 Art. 44. The institution must appoint a chief risk officer (CRO) responsible for the 


specific unit mentioned in art. 43. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The CRO’s responsibilities comprise: 


 


 I - overseeing the development, implementation and performance of the risk 


management structure, including its improvements;  


 


 II - implementing policies, processes, reports, systems and models consistent with the 


institution’s RAS and strategic goals;    


  


 III - providing adequate training on risk management policies, processes, reports, 


systems and models, even when these models are developed by third parties, to the staff of the specific unit 


mentioned in art. 42; 


 


 IV - providing subsidies to and participating in the strategic decision-making 


processes related to risk management and, where applicable, to capital management, as an assistance to the 


board.  


 Paragraph 2. As long as the absence of conflicts of interest is ensured, the CRO may 


perform other functions in the institution, including those related to the capital adequacy assessment 


mentioned in art. 40, item VI.  


 


 Paragraph 3. The CRO’s responsibilities must be expressed in the institution’s 


internal regiment or in a similar document. 


 


 Paragraph 4. The institution must establish adequate conditions for the independency 


of the CRO’s performance and for the CRO’s direct access, without of the presence of other directors, to 


the risk committee, the CEO and the board.  


 


 Paragraph 5. The CRO must be ensured access to all information deemed necessary 


to fulfill the job’s responsibilities.  


 


 Paragraph 6. The board must approve both the appointment and the dismissal of the 


CRO. 


 


 Paragraph 7. The institution must inform the CRO’s name to the Central Bank of 


Brazil.  


 


 Paragraph 8. The dismissal of the CRO must be timely disclosed in the institution’s 


website, and the reasons for such removal must be communicated to the Central Bank of Brazil, which may 


require additional information.  


 


 Art. 45. The institution must constitute a risk committee. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The risk committee’s responsibilities comprise: 


 


 I - proposing recommendations to the board on the issues mentioned in art. 48, item 


II, at least annually;  
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 II - assessing the risk appetite levels documented in the RAS, as well as strategies for 


its management, considering risks both individually and on an integrated basis;  


 


 III - overseeing the CRO’s conduct and performance; 


 


 IV - overseeing the senior management’s compliance with the terms of the RAS;   


 


 V - assessing the adherence of the risk management processes to the established risk 


policies; and 


 


 VI - keeping records of its own deliberations and decisions.  


 


 Paragraph 2. The risk committee must be constituted by at least three members.  


 


 Paragraph 3. The institution’s bylaws or a similar document must expressly regulate 


the following aspects with regard to the risk committee: 


 


 I - maximum number of members; 


 


 II - operating rules, including attributions and periodicity of meetings; 


 


 III - means of reporting to the board; 


 


 IV - tenure of members, when applicable. 


 


 Paragraph 4. Members of the risk committee must not be or have been the institution’s 


CRO or a member of the audit committee in the last six months.   


 


 Paragraph 5. The risk committee must be constituted of a majority of members who: 


 


 I - are not and have not been employees in the institution in the last six months; 


 


 II - are not spouses or relatives either in direct or indirect line, or by affinity up to the 


second degree, of the persons mentioned in item I; 


 


 III - do not receive any form of remuneration from the institution, save from the one 


related to the functions of risk committee member or board member;  


 


 IV - have an attested experience in managing risks; 


 


 V - do not control the institution nor participate in the decision-making process at the 


executive level.  


 


 Paragraph 6. The risk committee must be chaired by a member who complies with 


the requirements mentioned in paragraph 5 and who is not and has not been the board’s or any other 


committee’s chair in the last six months. 


 


 Paragraph 7. The risk committee must coordinate its activities with the audit 


committee in order to facilitate the exchange of information, the improvements deemed necessary to the 


risk governance structure and the effective treatment of the risks incurred by the institution.   
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 Paragraph 8. The responsibilities specified in paragraph 1, items I, II, III, V and VI, 


must be taken over by the senior management of institutions that are not required to constitute a risk 


committee. 


 


Section II 


Capital governance 


 


  Art. 46. Capital management must be performed by a specific unit in the institutions 


mentioned in art. 2. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The unit referred to in the heading must be segregated from the one 


conducting internal audit, in the terms of art. 2 of Resolution 2,554 of September 24, 1998. 


 


 Paragraph 2. The unit referred to in the heading must have a sufficient quantity of 


experienced and qualified staff with regular access to training for the purposes of capital management. 


 


 Art. 47. The institution must appoint a director responsible for the capital 


management framework. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The appointed director may perform other functions in the institution, 


except those that may result in a conflict of interest.  


 


 Paragraph 2. The appointed director’s name must be informed to the Central Bank of 


Brazil.  


 


 Paragraph 3. The mandate of the director mentioned in the heading comprises: 


 


 I - overseeing the development, implementation and performance of the capital 


management structure, including its improvements; 


 


 II - responsibility for the processes and controls related to the calculation of the RWA 


amount, for the calculation of the minimum PR, Tier 1, and CET1, and for compliance with the Additional 


Principal Capital; and 


 


 III - responsibility for the processes and controls related to the verification and 


compliance with the minimum requirement of RA, when applicable to the institution.  


  


    (Paragraph 3 included by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


Section III 


Board’s and senior management’s responsibilities 


 


 Art. 48. For the purposes of this Resolution, the board’s competences comprise: 


 


 I - defining and revising, jointly with the risk committee, the senior management and 


the CRO, the risk appetite levels expressed in the RAS; 


 


 II - approving and revising, at least annually: 


 


 a) the risk management policies, strategies and limits mentioned in art. 7, item I; 
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 b) the capital management policies and strategies mentioned in art. 40, item I; 


 


 c) the stress test programme mentioned in art. 7, item VII; 


 


 d) the business continuity management policies mentioned in art. 7, item IX; 


 


 e) the liquidity contingency plan mentioned in art. 38, item II; 


 


 f) the capital plan mentioned in art. 40, item IV; 


 


 g) the capital contingency plan mentioned in art. 40, item V; and 


 


 h) the policy for information disclosure mentioned in art. 56; (Included by Resolution 


4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


 III - assuring the institution’s adherence to the risk management policies, strategies 


and limits; 


 


 IV - assuring the prompt correction of any deficiencies in the risk and the capital 


management structures;  


 


 V - approving relevant changes, induced from the risks mentioned in art. 7, item V, 


in risk management policies and strategies, as well as in systems, routines and procedures; 


 


 VI - authorizing, when necessary, exceptions to policies, procedures, limits and levels 


of risk appetite expressed in the RAS; 


 


 VII - disseminating a risk culture within the institution;  


 


 VIII - assuring the adequacy and sufficiency of resources for an independent, 


objective and effective performance of the activities related to risk management and to capital management; 


 


 IX - establishing the risk committee’s organization and attributions; 


 


 X - assuring that the institution’s compensation structure does not encourage 


behaviors inconsistent with the levels of risk appetite expressed in the RAS;  


 


 XI - assuring that capital and liquidity levels are adequate and sufficient. 


 


 Art. 49. In case an institution’s board is nonexistent, the senior management must be 


invested with the board’s responsibilities as established in this Resolution.  


 


 Art. 50. The senior management must conduct risk-taking activities in compliance 


with the policies and strategies mentioned in art. 7, item I.  


 


Section IV 


Joint responsibilities 


 


 Art. 51. The board, the risk committee, the CRO and the senior management must: 


 


 I - comprehensively understand the risks that may affect the institution’s capital and 
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liquidity; 


 


 II - understand the limitations of the available information on risk and capital 


management; 


 


 III - ensure the institution’s compliance with the RAS; 


 


 IV - understand the limitations and uncertainties related to the risk evaluation, to the 


models, even when developed by third parties, and to the methodologies used in risk management; 


 


 V - ensure that personnel in different institutional levels understand and continually 


monitor risks. 


 


 Art. 52. The risk and capital management processes must be periodically submitted 


to internal auditing.     


 


CHAPTER VI 


RISK AND CAPITAL MANAGEMENT FOR PRUDENTIAL CONGLOMERATES 


 


 Art. 53. The unified structure for managing the risks of a prudential conglomerate, as 


required in art. 2, paragraph 2, must consider the risks associated with the conglomerate and with each 


member institution, as well as identify and monitor the risks associated with other companies controlled 


by conglomerate’s members or those in which they have an equity interest. 


 


 Art. 54. The unified structure for managing the capital of a prudential conglomerate, 


as required in art. 2, paragraph 2, must consider possible impacts on the conglomerate’s capital and 


liquidity arising from the risks mentioned in art. 6. 


 


 Art. 55. The Central Bank of Brazil must be informed on the prudential 


conglomerate’s member institution that will bear the responsibility for complying with the following 


provisions:   


 


 I - appointment of the CRO responsible for managing the conglomerate’s risks, as 


prescribed in art. 44; 


 


 II - appointment of the director responsible for managing the conglomerate’s capital, 


as prescribed in art. 47; 


 


 III - constitution of the conglomerate’s risk committee, as prescribed in art. 45. 


 


 Sole paragraph. The responsibilities assigned in this Resolution to the board and to 


senior management apply to the board and senior management of the institution mentioned in the heading.  


 


CHAPTER VII 


TRANSPARENCY 


  


 Art. 56. A policy for information disclosure that evidences the institution´s 


compliance with prudential requirements must be established, according to details to be established by the 


Central Bank of Brazil. 


  


Paragraph 1. The policy mentioned in the heading must include: 
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 I - the specification of information to be disclosed;  


 


 II - the governance of the information disclosure process, including the respective 


attributions and chain of command; 


 


 III - the detailing the internal controls applied to ensure the reliability of the 


information disclosed, as well as the adequacy of its content; and 


 


 IV - the criteria of relevance employed to disclose information, based on the needs of 


external users for decision-taking in economic matters.  


 


 Paragraph 2. The information mentioned in the heading must constitute a public 


access report that contains: 


 


 I - a description of the structure for risk management; 


  


 II - a description of the structure for capital management; and  


 


 III - details on the calculation of the RWA amount, on the adequacy of PR, liquidity 


indicators, leverage ratio (RA) and on the remuneration of directors. 


 


 Paragraph 3. The form of the report mentioned in paragraph 2 will be established by 


the Central Bank of Brazil.  


 


    (Wording of Art. 56 as amended by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


 Art. 56-A. The institution must appoint a director responsible for the disclosure of 


information pursuant to art. 56. 


 


 Paragraph 1. The responsibilities of the director mentioned in the heading comprise: 


 


 I - to consolidate the information to be disclosed in the report referred to in paragraph 


2 of art. 56; 


 


 II - to ensure the compliance of the prudential information disclosed in relation to the 


information contained in the management reports established in this Resolution; and 


 


 III - to propose to the Board updates to the policy for information disclosure.  


 


 Paragraph 2. Once the absence of conflicts of interest is ensured, the director 


responsible for the disclosure of information may perform other functions in the institution.  


 


    (Art. 56-A included by Resolution 4,745 of August 29, 2019.) 


 


 Art. 57. The composition and responsibilities of the risk committee must be disclosed 


in the institution’s website.  
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CHAPTER VIII 


SPECIFIC EXEMPTIONS BY SEGMENT 


 


 Art. 58. Institutions allocated to S2 are exempt from incorporating the reverse stress 


test methodology in their stress test programme, as mentioned in art. 12, item III, sub-item “c”. 


 


 Art. 59. Institutions allocated to S3 are exempt from: 


 


 I - reporting on the current state of the risk culture, as mentioned in art. 7, item X, 


sub-item “e”; 


 


 II - observing the restriction mentioned in art. 9, sole paragraph, when performing the 


periodic evaluation of the risk management models; 


 


 III - incorporating, in the stress test programme, the scenario analysis methodology 


and the reverse stress test methodology mentioned in art. 12, item III, sub-items “b” and “c”; 


 


 IV - documenting, with respect to the stress test programme, the aspects mentioned 


in art. 12, item V, sub-items “c” and “d”; 


 


 V - developing scenarios for the purpose of the stress test programme, as prescribed 


in art. 15; 


 


 VI - employing flexible systems for the purposes of the stress test programme, 


according to the criteria established in art. 16; 


 


 VII - considering stress tests results in the structured communication process, as 


required in art. 17, item IV; 


 


 VIII - performing a scenario analysis on operational risk, as required in art. 33, item 


VI and paragraph 2; 


 


 IX - complying with the provisions established in art. 45, paragraphs 4 to 6, when 


constituting the risk committee.  


 


 Art. 60. Institutions categorized into S4 are exempt from: 


 


 I - reporting on the current state of the risk culture, as mentioned in art. 7, item X, 


sub-item “e”; 


 


 II - disseminating information through a structured communication process, as 


prescribed in art. 8, sole paragraph; 


 


 III - observing the restriction mentioned in art. 9, sole paragraph, when performing 


the periodic evaluation of the risk management models; 


 


 IV - incorporating, in the stress test programme, the scenario analysis methodology 


and the reverse stress test methodology mentioned in art. 12, item III, sub-items “b” and “c”; 


 


 V - documenting, with respect to the stress test programme, the aspects mentioned in 
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art. 12, item V, sub-items “c”, “d”, “e” and “f”; 


 


 VI - considering the experts’ collaboration in conducting the stress test programme, 


as required in art. 12, sole paragraph; 


 


 VII - using the stress test programme as a complementary tool in assessing the 


adequacy and robustness of models’ assumptions and methodologies, as required in art. 13, item II; 


 


 VIII - complying with the criteria mentioned in art. 14 when performing stress tests; 


 


 IX - developing scenarios for the purpose of the stress test programme, as prescribed 


in art. 15; 


 


 X - employing flexible systems for the purposes of the stress test programme, 


according to the criteria established in art. 16; 


 


 XI - considering stress tests results in the structured communication process, as 


required in art. 17, item IV; 


 


 XII - documenting the information mentioned in art. 29, item II; 


 


 XIII - documenting, in the RAS, the IRRBB appetite for each approach mentioned in 


art. 30, paragraph 4; 


 


 XIV - including additional aspects related to the IRRBB in management reports, as 


required in art. 31; 


 


 XV - implementing a process to collect, classify, aggregate and assess data on 


operational loss, as mentioned in art 33, item V; 


 


 XVI - performing a scenario analysis on operational risk as required in art. 33, item 


VI and paragraph 2; 


 


 XVII - implementing an operational risk database, as required in art. 34; 


 


 XIX - constituting a risk committee, as required in art. 45. 


 


CHAPTER IX 


RISK MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE FOR INSTITUTIONS ALLOCATED TO S5 


 


 Art. 61. The simplified and continued risk management framework mentioned in art. 


3 must: 


 


 I - allow for the identification, measurement, evaluation, monitoring, reporting, 


control and mitigation of the relevant risks incurred by the institution;  


 


 II - prescribe policies, strategies, routines and procedures for risk management, 


periodically reviewed by the institution’s administration. 


 


 Sole Paragraph. The risk management processes must be periodically submitted to 


internal auditing.  
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 Art. 62. The institutions mentioned in art. 3 must appoint a director responsible for 


the simplified and continuous risk management structure. 


 


 Sole paragraph. For the purposes of the responsibility mentioned in the heading, the 


appointed director may perform other functions in the institution, except those that may result in a conflict 


of interest.  


  


 Art. 63. The unified structure for managing the risks of a prudential conglomerate, as 


mentioned in art. 3, paragraph 2, must consider the risks associated with the conglomerate and with each 


member institution, as well as identify and monitor the risks associated with other companies controlled 


by conglomerate’s members or those in which they have an equity interest.  


 


 Art. 64. The Central Bank of Brazil must be informed on the prudential 


conglomerate’s member institution that will bear the responsibility for complying with the provisions 


established in this Resolution and for appointing the director responsible for managing the conglomerate’s 


risks, as required in art. 62. 


 


CHAPTER X 


FINAL PROVISIONS 


 


 Art. 65. The following documents must be made available to the Central Bank of 


Brazil for five years: 


 


 I - the RAS; 


 


 II - the documentation on the risk management structure; 


 


 III - the documentation on the capital management structure; 


 


 IV - the reports mentioned in this Resolution. 


 


 Art. 66. Regardless of determining the adoption of prudential preventive measures 


mentioned in Resolution 4,019 of September 29, 2011, the Central Bank of Brazil may require 


improvements to the management of risks or the management of capital, in case they are deemed 


inadequate or insufficient.  


 


 Art. 67. The structures for risk management and capital management must be 


implemented, from the date of publication of this Resolution: 


 


 I - within one hundred and eighty days, for institutions allocated to S1;  


 


 II - within three hundred and sixty days, for institutions allocated to S2, S3, S4 or S5. 


 


 Paragraph 1. Institutions allocated to S2 or S3 must establish, within one hundred and 


eighty days from the date of publication of this Resolution, an implementation plan on the structures for 


the management of risks and the management of capital.  


 


 Paragraph 2. The plan mentioned in paragraph 1 must be approved by the board.  


 


 Paragraph 3. After one hundred and eighty days from the publication of this 
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Resolution, the institutions mentioned in the heading, item I, are exempt from complying with the 


provisions of Resolution 3,380 of June 29, 2006; Resolution 3,464 of June 26, 2007; Resolution 3,721 of 


April 30, 2009; Resolution 3,988 of June 30, 2011; and Resolution 4,090 of May 24, 2012. 


  


Art. 68. This Resolution enters into force: 


 


 I - within three hundred and sixty days from the date of its publication, for the 


provision of art. 69; 


 


 II - on the date of its publication, for the provisions of all articles except for art. 69.  


 


 Art. 69. Resolution 3,380 of 2006; Resolution 3,464 of 2007; Resolution 3,721 of 


2009; Resolution 3,988 of 2011; and Resolution 4,090 of 2012 are revoked.  


 


 Sole paragraph. Any citation to the resolutions mentioned in the heading in regulation 


issued by the National Monetary Council or the Central Bank of Brazil henceforth refer to this Resolution.  


  


 


Ilan Goldfajn 


Governor of the Central Bank of Brazil 
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1. Control Group Definition 


1.1. Information Technology (IT) risk management comprises the set of policies, processes, 
practices, procedures, governance bodies (e.g., committees or forums), people, systems, 
tools, equipment and other resources employed by the Supervised Entity (SE) to manage its 
exposure to IT risks, including aspects of Cyber Security and Information Security (IS) 
inherent to its activities. 


1.2. The SE should manage its IT risk in line with its nature, size, complexity, structure and IT 
risk profile. SE should have  IT systems, processes and infrastructure that are robust and 
appropriate to the needs of its business model, both in normal operating circumstances and 
in periods of stress, as defined in the current regulatory framework, especially regarding 
operational risk management and cyber security policy. 


1.3. It is expected that the ES’s IT management is continuously improved in order to adequately 
address the needs of business model changes, mitigating the risk related to frustration of 
business strategy due to inadequacy of the SE’s IT strategy or inadequate control of its 
exposure to IT risks. 


1.4. The supervisor should comprehensively assess the ES’s IT risk management, considering the 
wide use of computing resources and not limiting its assessment to the IT infrastructure 
provided by the ES’s IT unit. The assessment should include IT resources developed or 
contracted directly by the SE’s different areas, commonly referred to as departmental 
solutions or Shadow IT, as well as relevant services of processing, data storage and cloud 
computing provided by third parties. 


2. Evaluation Goals 


2.1. To determine the adequacy level of policies, processes, practices, procedures, governing 
bodies (e.g., committees or forums), people, systems, tools, equipment and other resources 
employed by the SE in managing the risks inherent to IT use in all its operational, managerial 
and administrative activities. 


2.2. As mentioned above, the evaluation of IT risk management components should consider 
the SE’s size, complexity and degree of IT dependency, as well as the level of inherent risk 
in its operational, managerial and administrative activities. 


3. Risk Group Summary 


3.1. The table below features the control elements and their respective evaluated items: 


Element Evaluated items 


Information Technology (IT) and 
Information Security (IS) Governance 
 


Governance 


Management 


Provision of IT Solutions 


Operations 


Monitoring and Evaluation 


Information Integrity Control Data Governance and Infrastructure 


Data Processing, Handling and Control 


Data Quality 


 


4. Control elements 
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4.1. Information Technology (IT) and Information Security (IS) Governance 


4.1.1. The goal of this control element is to evaluate IT processes, verifying the adequacy of their 
capabilities in relation to the SE’s operational and business requirements. 


4.1.2. Evaluation of the capability of IT processes should be based on inherent IT risk and consider 
best market practices whenever possible. The assessment should be comprehensive, allowing 
a prospective view of emerging risks, given the financial system's characteristic of making 
extensive use of technological innovation in the operationalization of new products and 
business models. 


4.1.3. In general, SE is expected to have a technological risk management compatible with its size 
and operational profile and adequate IT processes to ensure the provision of IT solutions 
and services in line with SE’s strategic direction and planned business model, observing the 
current regulatory framework. 


4.1.4. The aforementioned IT solutions and services include those provided by third parties, as well 
as those developed or contracted directly by the SE’s different departments (departmental 
solutions/Shadow IT). Of particular note is the contracting of relevant services of data 
processing and storage and cloud computing. 


4.1.5. Management of IS and cyber risk should not be limited to IT issues, encompassing 
implementation of controls and mechanisms required to ensure security and protection of 
data and information throughout their life cycle (creation, custody, handling, transportation 
and disposal). 


4.1.6. The evaluation of this control element can be supported by specific supervision inspections 
focused on determining the effectiveness and efficacy of IT processes with regard to: 


a) Adequacy of resources, physical environment, organizational structure, procedures and 
controls to ensure SE’s business continuity; 


b) Alignment of IT strategy with SE’s strategy and compatibility of IT risk management, 
including IS risk, with ES’s risk appetite; 


c) Adequacy of resources, physical environment, organizational structure, procedures and 
controls to ensure the protection of data and information, the appropriate treatment for IS 
incidents, including relevant cyber incidents, the adequate recording and control of the 
effects of such incidents, as well as the recording in the operational losses database, if 
applicable, of events arising from electronic incidents and fraud; and 


d) Adequacy of IT infrastructure used by the SE in the operationalization and support of a 
business process and of the controls established to mitigate associated IT risks. 


 


 


Evaluated items 


Governance 


 The SE is expected to have a governance framework that ensures alignment between the 
guidelines and actions developed by its IT area and the strategic direction established by 
its Senior Management, so that IT systems, processes and infrastructure are robust and 
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tailored to current needs and planned business model changes. 


 The SE is expected to have a governance framework that ensures alignment between the 
guidelines and actions developed by its IS area and the strategic direction established by 
its Senior Management, so that the implementation of corporate strategy is accompanied 
by the implementation of mechanisms to ensure the security and protection of data, 
information and systems. 


 The SE is expected to have a governance framework that ensures that the management 
of IT risks, including cyber risks and other risks related to IS, is compatible with its size 
and operational profile. 


 The following items are expected: 


o The establishment of mechanisms for dissemination of risk and IS cultures and the 
means (policies, processes, actions and the like) required for defining risk appetite; 


o IT risk management aligned with defined risk appetite; 
o Definition of governance framework supported by necessary means to ensure that  


actions developed are aligned with defined business model, as well as with planned 
changes, and that SE’s Senior Management is involved in the definition of IT and 
IS areas’ strategy and long-term planning, including actions related to cyber security; 


o Definition of IT, IS and business continuity strategies, as well as existence and 
functioning of governance structures that allow monitoring the execution of these 
strategies. 
Timely communication to all stakeholders, including regulators, of IT risks 
considered relevant in the context of integrated risk management and other relevant 
aspects, such as the occurrence of IS incidents, including those related to the cyber 
spaceand; interruptions of services that escalate to crisis  , which may affect the 
proper operation of the SE. 


Management 


 The SE is expected to have the necessary means to achieve its strategic goals, avoiding 
losses and materialization of risks due to lack of planning, inadequate organizational 
structure, lack of investments, unskilled staff and management deficiencies in the areas 
responsible for IT and IS. 


 The following is expected: 


o Establishment of policies, roles and responsibilities, committees and forums, 
norms, processes, procedures, methodologies and other mechanisms required for 
proper IT management and the development of a set of actions, typically 
consolidated in an Information Technology Master Plan, aiming at the 
implementation of the SE’s corporate strategy. The following factors are 
considered: 


 Organizational structure of the IT area, its positioning in the SE’s 
organizational chart and adequacy of staff size and technical qualification; 


 Communication between the IT area and other areas, for example, for 
clarification on policies and procedures to be observed in the use of IT 
solutions and services; 
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 Clear definition of roles and responsibilities of IT area, business areas and 
control and audit units; 


 Policies that comprehensively address the use of IT resources, including those 
provided by third parties service providers and those developed or contracted 
directly by the different areas of the SE (departmental solutions/ “Shadow 
IT”); 


 Availability of budget and sufficient material and human resources to enable 
the adequate implementation of IT actions, including compliance with 
regulatory requirements; 


 Alignment between IT  actions and the SE’s strategic goals; and 


 Compliance with external regulations, including legal requirements such as 
banking secrecy law, general law on personal data protection and observance 
of intellectual property rights. 


o The establishment of an IS framework for the adequate IS management and the 
development actions, typically consolidated in an IS Master Plan, aiming to ensure 
that the implementation of SE’s corporate strategy is accompanied by the 
establishment of necessary mechanisms to guarantee security and protection of data, 
information and systems. The IS framework comprises policies, including cyber 
security policy, roles and responsibilities, committees and forums, norms, processes, 
procedures, methodologies and other mechanisms necessary for IS functions. The 
following factors are considered:  


 Adequacy of the IS framework to the SE’s operational profile; 


 Organizational structure of IS area and its position in the SE’s organizational 
chart and the adequacy of the staff size and technical qualification; 


 Clear definition of roles and responsibilities of each of these organizational 
components: IS area, business areas, control and auditunits; 


 Definition of  a Cyber Security Policy and other IS-related policies addressing 
data and information classification, access control to information, 
outsourcing of IT solutions and services and activities involving the handling 
of sensitive information; 


 Definition of specific guidelines and controls to ensure traceability of 
information and security and protection of data and information throughout 
their life cycle (creation, custody, handling, transportation and disposal). 


 Availability of sufficient human and material resources to enable the 
implementation of IS actions, including compliance with regulatory 
requirements; 


 Implementation of security controls required to access financial market 
messaging services, such as the requirements set out in the National Financial 
System Network (“Rede do Sistema Financeiro Nacional” - RSFN) Security 
Manual and in the Swift Customer Security Program (CSP), among others; 
and 
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 Compliance with cyber security regulations. 


o Identification, evaluation and management of technology risks, considering aspects 
such as: 


 The SE’s current business model; 


 Potential planned changes in the SE’s business model; 


 The SE’s operational profile; 


 Outsourcing of IT solutions and services, observing the regulations on 
contracting such services, as well as activities involving the handling of 
sensitive information, such as cryptographic keys; 


 Risk appetite set by Senior Management/Board; 


 Business continuity strategy and guidelines for devising incident scenarios 
considered in business continuity tests, in accordance with the industry’s best 
practices and current regulations; 


 Impacts arising from technological innovation, in particular, the assimilation 
of innovative technologies to operationalize the SE’s business models; 


 Use of legacy IT resources and technologies, especially those in obsolescence; 


 Electronic fraud; 


 Reporting of material risks, including submission of regulatory information, 
such as Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (Icaap) report; and 


 Implementation of programs of awareness and dissemination of IS risk and 
IS culture, including topics of cyber security. 


o Establishment of adequate processes, methodologies, practices, procedures and 
controls for: 


 Identification, prioritization and planning of demands for IT solutions and 
services; 


 Execution of IT projects; 


 Definition of corporate IT architecture; 


 Relationship with third party service providers, including, for example, the 
definition service agreements and the formalization of confidentiality clause 
in contracts signed with third parties, observing the regulation on contracting 
of such services; 


 Management of service agreements agreed between IT area and other areas 
of the ES; 


 Establishment of a quality assurance framework; and 


 Adequate recording of losses due to failures in IT systems, processes or 
infrastructure, as well as electronic fraud and IS incidents, including incidents 
related to the cyber space. 
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Provision ofIT Solutions 


 The SE is expected to employ appropriate IT solutions and services for the 
operationalization and support of its business models, business processes and control 
processes. The SE is expected to avoid losses and materialization of risks due to the 
provision of IT solutions and services that do not consider the needs of their different 
areas or do not provide adequate means to assure availability, confidentiality and integrity 
of data, information and information systems, in line with related regulations . 


 The following is expected: 


o Establishment of processes, practices, procedures and controls for the acquisition, 
development, maintenance and deactivation of IT solutions and services that 
include: 


 Implementation of functional and non-functional requirements defined by 
the users of different areas (managerial, operational and control) involved, as 
well as regulatory requirements; 


 Provision of adequate and sufficient managerial information for the sound 
operation of business processes; and 


 Adequate knowledge management, aiming to document business rules and 
other relevant information, as well as  timely updating the documentation 
when performing maintenance procedures. 


o Establishment of appropriate processes, practices, procedures and controls for the 
verification and validation of IT solutions and services provided by IT area or third 
parties, observing: 


 Procedures to ensure the implementation of functionalities and business 
rules, according to definitions approved by managers and/or users; 


 Validation of non-functional requirements  (vulnerability tests, load/ 
performance tests, integration tests, among others) to ensure that the 
solutions to be deployed are adequate to support the business process; and 


 Involvement of all stakeholders, especially when the business process requires 
interfacing with other organizations with which SE has relationships. 


o Establishment of policies, norms, procedures and methodologies for the secure 
development of IT solutions and services, as well as other controls required to 
ensure data and information security. Items considered include, but are not limited 
to: 


 Vulnerability analysis of IT solutions; 


 Degree of involvement of IS area in projects; 


 Adequate implementation of access control, including observance of defined 
rules for: logical access to information, traceability resources to be employed 
and the security level of the procedures to be adopted (user identification and 
authentication, access authorization, segregation of duties, traceability, 
confidentiality of information, fraud prevention and disposal of information); 
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 Compliance with data and information classification policy  when developing 
IT solutions and services; 


 Definition of responsibilities and attributions of IT solutions and services 
managers, especially those in which sensitive information is processed or 
stored; 


 Segregation of different environments (e.g., development, testing, 
production) employed to develop and host IT solutions; 


 Existence of controls and restrictions to the access production data by system 
developers, data analysts and programmers, in order to preserve the integrity 
and confidentiality of information; and 


 Existence of audit trails that allow the traceability of information processing. 


o Implementation of control procedures for the proper management of IT solutions 
and services developed or directly contracted by SE’s different areas  (departmental 
solutions/Shadow IT) in order to guarantee the security of the data and processed 
information, as well as the continuity and adequate operation of the business 
processes based on those solutions and services. Examples of activities typically 
considered: development and maintenance of IT solutions, administration of 
databases, IS and cyber security controls, and technical support to users. 


o Establishment of appropriate processes, practices, procedures and controls to: 


 Deployment of IT solutions and services in IT environments; 


 Management of emergency changes of IT solutions and services; 


 Post-implementation review of deployed changes of IT solutions and 
services; and 


 Maintenance and updating of IT solutions and services, verifying the 
definition, formalization and effectiveness of action plans aiming at timely 
correction of identified deficiencies, including findings made by the different 
lines of defense of the SE and implementation of demands to meet legal and 
regulatory requirements. 


 Finally, also are factors to consider when evaluating the adequacy of IT solutions and 
services used by the SE in the operation of its business processes: 


o Degree of automation of the control procedures, in order to guarantee the quality 
in routines of entry, processing, storage and retrieval of information, as well as the 
degree of automation in generating files, documents and reports; 


o Flow and degree of integration of IT solutions, seeking to identify weaknesses in 
the information flow that may compromise its integrity (accuracy, adequacy, 
traceability, retrieval, consistency and timeliness of information processed and 
stored) ; 


o Structuring of procedures for capturing, validating and updating information in 
order to ensure data availability and integrity, in line with the provisions of cyber 
security regulations; 


o Existence of adequate controls in IT solutions and information flow that guarantee 
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confidentiality, integrity, availability and completeness of the information in a timely 
manner for managerial decision making and provision of regulatory information in 
compliance with deadlines stated in regulations ; and 


o Confidentiality, integrity, availability and confidentiality of information processed 
and stored. 


Operations 


 It is expected that the IT infrastructure deployed to support the SE’s business processes 
is adequately operated to serve the users of managerial, operational and control areas. 
Examples of factors considered are: 


o Performance monitoring and evaluation; and 


o Proper management of IT resources and assets, including proper inventory and 
configuration management. 


 It is expected that the installed IT infrastructure capacity is sufficient to guarantee SE’s 
adequate operation, compliance with established processing timeframes and the 
processing of expected transaction load. It is also expected that capacity planning 
correctly predicts the adequate size of IT infrastructure, smoothly absorbing future 
demand for processing and storage capacity; 


 The service agreements executed between the IT area and the other areas should be 
formalized and fully accomplished, ensuring the provision of solutions and services in 
line with business expectations, including aspects related to business continuity, typically 
stated in business plans and business impact analyses (BIA); 


 The service agreements between the IT area and third party service providers should be 
adequate to business requirements and expectations, and observe the regulation about 
contracting such services; 


 The IT area is expected to provide adequate technical support to other  SE’s areas, 
considering solutions and services provided by the IT area itself and by third parties. The 
following are examples of factors considered: 


o Recording, response and follow-up of service requests; 


o Recording and management of incidents and problems, including root-cause and 
impact analysis of incidents relevant to the SE’s activities, as well as the control of 
their effects; and 


o Provision of training for appropriate use of IT solutions and services. 


 In line with the established IS framework and the SE’s risk profile, and in compliance 
with regulations on cyber security, processes, practices, procedures and controls should 
be set up, comprising: 


o Implementation of physical and logical security mechanisms to protect IT assets, 
including physical security of the SE’s data centers and facilities and safe disposal 
of equipment; 


o Implementation of access control to the different areas, compatible with the nature 
of activities performed by each of them, including recording of accesses granted by 
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managers in charge; 


o Adequacy of facilities for storing physical documents, microfilm and magnetic 
media, taking into consideration operational procedures and access controls; 


o Adequate backup of information in electronic media, observing security 
requirements and specific controls for the retrieval and preservation of information, 
including regular testing of backup media; 


o Implementation of procedures and controls that include, at least: 


 Distributed denial of-service attack contention (DDoS); 


 Data loss prevention (DLP); 


 Management of physical and logical accesses - authentication, authorization 
and related activities; 


 Encryption and management of cryptographic keys, especially keys held by 
third parties service providers; 


 Network security and connectivity (for example, network segregation); 


 Security of servers and terminals; 


 Protection against malicious software; 


 Intrusion prevention/detection systems. 


 Scanning of IT environment for vulnerabilities; 


 Periodic penetration/intrusion testing (Pentest); 


 Patch management; 


 Establishment of traceability mechanisms; 


 Management of data and information backups; and 


 Management of electronic documents and data storage devices. 


o Management of IS incidents, including incidents related to the cyber space, typically 
performed in a Security Operations Center (SOC), including activities such as 
monitoring security events and trend analysis, recording, classification and 
remediation of incidents, definition of plans, routines, procedures, controls and 
technologies to be used in incident prevention and response, crisis management 
procedures, log requirements management, and monitoring of Internet and other 
sources for collecting information about such incidents; 


o Assessment of controls for IS risk management, including cyber risk, considering 
branches and other financial entities of the prudential conglomerate, as well as non-
financial companies that, although not directly involved in the provision of financial 
services in the conglomerate, share the same IT environment; 


o Establishment of procedures and controls aimed at ensuring the implementation of 
cyber security policy, including initiatives for information sharing, among others; 


o Physical and logical security assessment, covering internal security, perimeter 
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security and security services performed by service providers; 


 Establishment of policies, roles and responsibilities, committees and forums, norms, 
processes, practices, procedures, methodologies and other mechanisms  to ensure, from 
IT perspective, that the SE’s operation is in line with the defined business continuity 
strategy. The following factors are considered: 


o Identification, classification and documentation of critical business processes and 
assessment of potential effects of the interruption of these processes, which 
corresponds to the business impact analysis (BIA); 


o Establishment of business continuity plans and strategies to limit losses, in line with 
the business continuity strategy and risk appetite defined by Senior Management. 
These should be timely updated as a result of changes in business or IT 
infrastructure; 


o Periodic testing to assess the effectiveness and adequacy of business continuity 
plans; analysis of test results; root cause analysis of incidents; remediation of 
incidents that impact the availability of IT solutions and services; and development 
of activities related to crisis management and scenario analysis, including  
operational disruptions caused by relevant cyber incidents or failures of relevant 
data processing, data storage and cloud computing services; 


o Adequate management for the continuity of services provided by third party service 
providers, including relevant services for data processing, data storage and cloud 
computing; 


o Involvement of third party service providers in the tests of business continuity 
plans, as well as the definition of the role of the SE’s control and audit units in 
monitoring the corrective plans created to address deficiencies identified in those 
tests; and 


o Availability of adequately structured and tested technological facilities and resources 
to support the workplace contingency plan. 


Monitoring and Evaluation 


 The SE is expected to have sufficient resources and staff (size and qualification) to 
develop control activities focused on IT and IS, including cyber security and 
management of relevant third party services providers, e.g., related to data processing 
and data storage, and cloud computing. The following are examples of factors 
considered: 


o Realizing of control activities in IT environments; and 


o Frequency and scope of independent evaluations performed. 


 As in the previous item, the SE is expected to have sufficient resources and staff (size 
and qualification) to perform internal audit activities focused on IT and IS. The following 
are examples of factors considered: 


o Periodicity and methods of performing internal audit in IT environments; and 


o Compliance with regulatory requirements. 
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 It is expected that the areas responsible for controls and audit functions have a 
configuration compatible with the SE’s exposure to IT risk, IS and cyber risks. It is also 
expected that these areas are able to establish a concrete landscape on the effectiveness 
and efficacy of IT risk management, business continuity management and IS framework, 
and to assess the adequacy of technological infrastructure used to support the SE’s 
business processes. The following factors are considered: 


o Technical capacity; 


o Positioning of areas within the organizational chart; 


o Degree of implementation of recommended corrective actions; and 


o Senior Management support to provided recommendations. 


 Policies, practices, procedures and controls should be established to identify and manage 
fraud attempts through electronic channels used (Internet, mobile, ATM, cards and 
others). 


 


4.2. Information Integrity Control 


4.2.1. This element evaluates the controls to mitigate the risks incurred by the SE in the processing 
and handling of data that may impact the integrity of information used in the 
operationalization of its business processes or provided to other entities or related parties. 


 


Evaluated items 


Data Governance and Infrastructure 


In the evaluation of this item, it is expected that: 


 SE has a Data Governance structure responsible for policies and procedures and subject 
to periodic review and involvement of Senior Management, IT, business, internal control 
and operational risk areas, so that data consumed and produced by SE are under this 
policy, ensuring its accuracy, integrity and availability in order to enable decision making 
with more assertive information. (Segments S1 and S2); 


 Critical systems are adherent to corporate policies, and that  end user applications are 
ancillary and properly inventoried; 


 Integration between systems preserves information integrity throughout the processes 
and that source data are reconciled with the information contained in management 
reports and documents delivered to supervisory entities. 


 Documentation describing the methodology of transformations occurred in the data 
flow for the elaboration of Cadoc's sent to the BCB is updated, according to current 
regulations;  


Data Processing, Handling and Control 


In the evaluation of this item, it is expected that: 
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 The reconciliation process verifies data integrity in the processing and handling steps to 
mitigate the risk of intentional and unintentional errors in system integration; 


 Manual amendments are established in corporate policies and procedures with storage 
of supporting documentation; 


 ES has the ability to restore the original data in the most granular level from the 
information of  aggregated data; (segments S1 and S2) 


 ES has a Data Quality Management structure that defines the requirements, analyzes and 
evaluates the quality of the data, communicating the results to stakeholders and Senior 
Management; (segments S1 and S2) 


 The quality of SE data is subject to periodic evaluation performed by an unit independent 
of Data Curator or Custodian and its results are formally communicated to Senior 
Management with remedial processes documented in Action Plans; (segments S1 and 
S2) 


 Internal Audit schedule data quality checks in its life cycle, with communication of 
findings and conclusions to Senior Management. Additionally, for segments S1 and S2, 
these verifications are expected to consider adherence to Data Governance policy. 


 Data Quality  


In the evaluation of this item, it is expected that the documents delivered to this Autarchy 
will have the following characteristics: 


 Information Integrity: the records that supported the creation of the Cadoc are authentic, 
accurate and complete, that is, with the presence of all the records and attributes that 
should compose the Cadoc; 


 Consistency between distinct Cadocs dealing with related information is consistent with 
each other for a base date and between the same document for different base dates; 


 Punctuality in the deliveries of the Cadocs, that is, that the documentation production 
process is mature enough to guarantee their delivery within the deadline; 


 Timeliness sending Databases requested by Banking Supervision, that is, that the SE can 
produce the information in electronic medium within the deadline and that the 
communication is sufficiently fluid and precise in order to avoid multiple releases of data.  
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Registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 23 September 2020 under 
No. 59991 
 


 
THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 


 
REGULATION 


No. 719-P, dated 4 June 2020 
 


ON THE REQUIREMENTS 
TO PROTECT INFORMATION RELATED TO FUNDS TRANSFERS 


AND ON THE PROCEDURES FOR THE BANK OF RUSSIA TO CONTROL 
THE COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS 


TO PROTECT INFORMATION RELATED TO FUNDS TRANSFERS 
 


This Regulation, pursuant to Part 3 of Article 27 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On 
the National Payment System’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 
2019, No. 31, Art. 4423), establishes requirements for ensuring by funds transfer operators, bank payment 
agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, payment application providers, payment 
system operators, payment infrastructure service operators the protection of information when making 
funds transfers, as well as the procedure for the Bank of Russia to monitor the compliance with 
information protection requirements when making funds transfers as part of the supervision conducted 
by the Bank of Russia in the national payment system. 
 


Chapter 1. General Provisions 
 


1.1. Funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators, in terms of requirements to ensure protection of 
information when making funds transfers applied to automated systems, software, computer hardware, 
telecommunications equipment, the operation and use of which are to be provided when funds transfers 
are carried out by funds transfer operators (hereinafter, information infrastructure objects), shall ensure: 


implementation of the information security levels established by this Regulation for information 
infrastructure objects used for processing, transmission, storage of information specified in Paragraph 1 
of Clause 1.3 of this Regulation, for the purpose of making funds transfers as determined in the national 
standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations’. 
Information Protection of Financial Organisations. Basic Set of Organisational and Technical Measures’ 
approved by Order of the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology No. 822-st, dated 
8 August 2017, ‘On the Approval of the National Standard of the Russian Federation’ (Moscow, FSUE 
Standartinform, 2017) (hereinafter, GOST R 57580.1-2017); 


annual penetration testing and analysis of information security vulnerabilities of information 
infrastructure objects, taking into account the specifics provided for in Clauses 3.8 and 3.9 of this 
Regulation; 


conducting an assessment of compliance with the information security levels set out in this 
Regulation (hereinafter, information security compliance assessment), in accordance with the national 
standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. 
Information Protection of Financial Organisations. Conformity Assessment Methods’ approved by Order 
of the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology No. 156-st, dated 28 March 2018, ‘On the 
Approval of the National Standard of the Russian Federation’ (Moscow, FSUE Standartinform, 2018) 
(hereinafter, GOST R 57580.2-2018), taking into account the specifics provided in Subclauses 2.3, 2.4, 3.6–
3.9, 4.4, 4.5, 6.7 and 6.8 of this Regulation. 







Information security compliance assessment shall be carried out with the involvement of third-party 
organisations licensed to carry out technical protection of confidential information for the work and 
services stipulated in Subclauses ‘b’, ‘e’ or ‘f’ of Clause 4 of the Regulation on Licensing Activities for the 
Technical Protection of Confidential Information, approved by Government Resolution of the Russian 
Federation No. 79, dated 3 February 2012, ‘On Licensing Activities for the Technical Protection of 
Confidential Information’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2012, No. 7, Art. 863; 2016, 
No. 26, Art. 4049) (hereinafter, respectively, inspection organisation, Resolution of the Government of 
the Russian Federation No. 79). 


Funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure storage of the report prepared by the 
inspection organisation on the results of the information security compliance assessment for at least five 
years starting from the date of its issue by the inspection organisation. 


1.2. Funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators, as part of the requirements for ensuring information 
protection when making funds transfers, applied in relation to the application software of automated 
systems and applications, taking into account the specifics stipulated in Clauses 3.8–3.10, 4.6 and 6.10 of 
this Regulation, shall provide for the certification in the certification system of the Federal Service for 
Technical and Export Control or assessment of compliance with the requirements for the estimated 
confidence level (hereinafter, ECL) not lower than ECL 4, in accordance with the requirements of the 
national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 ‘Information technology. 
Security techniques. Evaluation criteria for IT security. Part 3. Security assurance requirements’, approved 
by Order of the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology No. 1340-st, dated 
8 November 2013, ‘On the Approval of the National Standard of the Russian Federation’ (Moscow, FSUE 
Standartinform, 2014) (hereinafter, GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013), and processing the information 
specified in Paragraph 1 of Clause 1.3 of this Regulation: 


of the application software of automated systems and applications that are distributed to 
customers of funds transfer operators for carrying out actions directly related to the transfer of funds; 


of the software operated at the sites used to receive documents related to funds transfers drawn 
up in electronic form (hereinafter, electronic messages) for execution in automated systems and 
applications using the information and telecommunications network (hereinafter, Internet). 


In order to assess the compliance of the application software of automated systems and 
applications, funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), taking into account the specifics 
provided for in Clause 3.11 of this Regulation, information exchange service operators, payment 
infrastructure service operators must involve inspection organisations. 


1.3. Funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators, in terms of requirements to ensure information 
security when carrying out funds transfers applied to the technology of processing information prepared, 
processed and stored at the sites of identification, authentication and authorisation of funds transfer 
operators’ customers when performing actions for the purpose of funds transfer; formation (preparation), 
transmission and receipt of electronic messages; certification of the right of customers of funds transfer 
operators to manage funds; execution of funds transfers; recording the results of funds transfers; storage 
of electronic messages and information on performed funds transfers (hereinafter, respectively, 
protected information, technological areas), shall ensure: 


integrity and reliability of protected information; 


regulation, implementation, control (monitoring) of the technology for processing protected 
information; 







recording of the results of actions related to access to protected information. 


1.4. Funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure registration of the results of the 
following actions related to access to protected information: 


identification, authentication and authorisation of customers of funds transfer operators when 
carrying out actions for the purpose of funds transfer; 


receipt of electronic messages from customers of funds transfer operators; 


receipt (transmission) of electronic messages in the interaction of funds transfer operators, bank 
payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, payment infrastructure service 
operators in carrying out funds transfers, including to certify the right of customers of funds transfer 
operators to manage funds and to record the results of funds transfers; 


implementation of measures aimed at verifying the correct formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages (double check), applied in accordance with Subclause 1.9 of Clause 1 of Annex 1 to this 
Regulation; 


implementation of employees’ access to protected information and the actions of funds transfer 
operators’ customers with protected information performed with the use of automated systems and 
software. 


The following actions performed by employees using automated systems and software shall be 
subject to registration: 


date (day, month, year) and time (hours, minutes, seconds) of the employee’s actions with 
protected information; 


an identifier assigned to the employee, which allows to identify the employee in the automated 
system and software; 


a code corresponding to the technological area; 


the result of the action performed by the employee with protected information (successful or 
unsuccessful); 


information used to identify the devices through or in relation to which the automated system or 
software is accessed in order for an employee to perform actions with protected information. 


The following data on actions performed by customers of funds transfer operators using automated 
systems, software shall be subject to registration: 


date (day, month, year) and time (hours, minutes, seconds) of the funds transfer operator 
customer’s actions with protected information; 


an identifier assigned to the funds transfer operator’s customer which allows the identification of 
the funds transfer operator’s customer in the automated system, software; 


a code corresponding to the technological area; 


the result of the action performed by the funds transfer operator’s customer with the protected 
information (successful or unsuccessful); 


information used to identify the devices through or in relation to which the automated system or 
software is accessed in order for the funds transfer operator’s customer to perform actions with protected 







information. 


1.5. Funds transfer operators, payment infrastructure service operators with regard to information 
protection requirements for funds transfers applied to informing the Bank of Russia of incidents (events) 
related to violation of information protection requirements for funds transfers, including those on the list 
of incident types agreed with the federal executive body authorised to ensure the functioning of the state 
system for detection, prevention and mitigation of computer attacks on information resources of the 
Russian Federation and posted by the Bank of Russia on the Bank of Russia website (hereinafter, 
information security incidents, list of incident types), shall inform the Bank of Russia on: 


identified information security incidents included in the list of incident types; 


planned disclosures of information security incidents, including posting the information on official 
websites, issuing press releases and holding press conferences, no later than one business day before the 
day of the event. 


The informing of the Bank of Russia shall be ensured by submitting the data specified in Paragraphs 
2 and 3 of this clause. Information on the form and deadline for the provision of this information shall be 
subject to agreement with the federal executive body authorised in the field of ensuring the functioning 
of the state system for detecting, preventing and eliminating the consequences of computer attacks on 
information resources of the Russian Federation in accordance with Part 6 of Article 5 of Federal Law 
No. 187-FZ, dated 26 July 2017, ‘On the Security of Critical Information Infrastructure of the Russian 
Federation’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2017, No. 31, Art. 4736) (hereinafter, 
Federal Law No. 187-FZ), and shall be posted on the Bank of Russia website. 


1.6. If protected information contains personal data, measures shall be taken to ensure the security 
of personal data when processing it in accordance with Article 19 of Federal Law No. 152-FZ, dated 
27 July 2006, ‘On Personal Data’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2006, No. 31, 
Art. 3451; 2011, No. 31, Art. 4701). 


Personal data protection shall be ensured in accordance with Order of the Federal Service for 
Technical and Export Control No. 21, dated 18 February 2013, ‘On Approval of the Set and Content of 
Organisational and Technical Measures to Ensure the Security of Personal Data during Processing in 
Personal Data Information Systems’ registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 
14 May 2013 under No. 28375, on 25 April 2017 under No. 46487. 


1.7. Information security during funds transfers with the use of data encryption tools (hereinafter, 
DET) by funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment system operators, payment infrastructure service operators shall be ensured in 
accordance with Federal Law No. 63-FZ, dated 6 April 2011, ‘On Electronic Signature’ (Collection of 
Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No, 15, Art. 2036; 2019, No. 52, Art. 7794) (hereinafter, 
Federal Law No. 63-FZ), Regulation on the development, production, implementation and use of 
encryption (cryptographic) means of protecting information (Regulation PKZ-2005), approved by Order of 
the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 66, dated 9 February 2005, ‘On Approval of the 
Regulation on the Development, Production, Implementation and Use of Encryption (Cryptographic) 
Means of Protecting Information (Regulation PKZ-2005) registered with the Ministry of Justice of the 
Russian Federation on 3 March 2005 under No. 6382, on 25 May 2010 under No. 17350 (hereinafter, 
Regulation PKZ-2005), and technical documentation for DET. 


The protection of personal data using data encryption tools is ensured in accordance with Order of 
the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 378, dated 10 July 2014, ‘On Approval of the 
Set and Content of Organisational and Technical Measures to Ensure the Security of Personal Data during 
Processing in Personal Data Information Systems using Cryptographic Information Protection Tools 
Necessary to Fulfil the Requirements Established by the Government of the Russian Federation for the 
Protection of Personal Data for Each of Security Levels‘, registered with the Ministry of Justice of the 







Russian Federation on 18 August 2014 under No. 33620. 


In the event that funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange 
service operators, payment infrastructure service operators apply Russian-produced DET, the DET shall 
have certificates from the authorised state body. 


1.8. The interaction between funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), 
information exchange service operators, payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure that 
electronic messages are signed with an enhanced electronic signature. 


1.9. The recognition of electronic messages signed with an electronic signature as equivalent to 
paper documents signed with a handwritten signature shall be carried out in accordance with Article 6 of 
Federal Law No. 63-FZ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 15, Art. 2036; 2019, 
No. 52, Art. 7794). 


1.10. This Regulation shall not apply to relations regulated by Federal Law No. 187-FZ. 


When ensuring the security of automated systems, software, computer hardware and 
telecommunications equipment, the operation and use of which is ensured by funds transfer operators, 
payment infrastructure service operators and which are critical information infrastructure objects of the 
Russian Federation, this Regulation shall apply along with the requirements of Federal Law No. 187-FZ. 
 


Chapter 2. Requirements for funds transfer operators, payment application providers (if they are 
engaged by funds transfer operators) to ensure the protection of information when carrying out funds 
transfers 
 


2.1. Funds transfer operators shall ensure that the information security requirements for banking 
activities related to funds transfers are complied with in accordance with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 
683-P, dated 17 April 2019, ‘On Mandatory Requirements for Credit Institutions to Ensure Data Protection 
in Banking to Counter Unauthorised Funds Transfers’, registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 
Federation on 16 May 2019 under No. 54637 (hereinafter, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 683-P). 


2.2. Requirements for the protection of information in the course of funds transfers shall be 
complied with by funds transfer operators to ensure the security of the protected information specified 
in Clause 1 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 683-P, as well as of the protected information on: 


cash balances in the bank accounts of funds transfer operators’ customers; 


electronic money balances of the funds transfer operators’ customers; 


configuration defining the operating parameters of the information infrastructure and the 
configuration defining the operating parameters of the information protection equipment. 


2.3. Funds transfer operators shall ensure that information security compliance assessments are 
carried out at least once every two years. 


2.4. Funds transfer operators shall ensure a compliance level no lower than the fourth compliance 
level stipulated by GOST R 57580.2-2018. 


2.5. Funds transfer operators that are systemically important credit institutions, credit institutions 
recognised by the Bank of Russia as significant in the payment services market, shall ensure certification 
of the application software of automated systems and applications not lower than confidence level 4 in 
accordance with Order of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control No. 131, dated 
30 July 2018, ‘On Approval of the Requirements on Information Security, Establishing Assurance Levels in 
the Technical Protection of Information and Information Technology Security Means’, registered with the 
Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 14 November 2018 under No. 52686 (hereinafter, Order 







of the FSTEC of Russia No. 131). 


Funds transfer operators not specified in Paragraph 1 of this clause shall ensure certification of the 
application software of automated systems and applications not lower than confidence level 5 in 
accordance with Order of the FSTEC of Russia No. 131. 


2.6. Funds transfer operators shall establish a procedure for the reporting by their engaged bank 
payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators of detected information security 
incidents. Funds transfer operators must, at the request of the Bank of Russia, send to the Bank of Russia 
information on information security incidents received from bank payment agents (subagents) and 
information exchange service operators engaged by them. 


2.7. Funds transfer operators shall, on the basis of customer applications transmitted in the ways 
set out in the funds transfer operators’ agreements with customers, establish limits on the parameters of 
transactions that can be carried out by customers of funds transfer operators using the Internet, including 
those specified in Clause 2.10 of this Regulation. 


2.8. When carrying out funds transfers via the Internet and deploying software used by customers 
of funds transfer operators in the course of funds transfers on computer equipment for which no direct 
control of information protection against the malicious code effects is provided by funds transfer 
operators, funds transfer operators shall ensure the implementation of technological measures and (or) 
restrictions on the parameters of funds transfer transactions as defined in the agreements between funds 
transfer operators and their customers. 


2.9. The technological measures specified in Clause 2.8 of this Regulation shall provide for the 
implementation of: 


mechanisms for identification and authentication of the funds transfer operator’s customer when 
generating (preparing) and confirming electronic messages in accordance with the requirements of the 
legislation of the Russian Federation; 


mechanisms for two-factor authentication of the funds transfer operator’s customer when 
performing actions for the purpose of funds transfer; 


mechanisms and (or) protocols for the generation and exchange of electronic messages that protect 
electronic messages from distortion, falsification, forwarding, unauthorised access and (or) destruction, 
false authorisation, including the authentication of incoming electronic messages; 


mutual (bilateral) authentication of the exchange participants by means of computer technology of 
funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, 
payment infrastructure service operators, funds transfer operators’ customers; 


the ability of the funds transfer operator’s customer to use independent software environments to 
generate (prepare) and confirm electronic messages; 


the ability of the funds transfer operator’s customer to control the details of the funds transfer 
order when generating (preparing) electronic messages (electronic message package) and confirming 
them; 


the ability to set time limits on the execution by the funds transfer operator’s customer of electronic 
messages’ confirmation; 


the functions of the funds transfer operator’s software transferred to the funds transfer operator’s 
customer and used for installation on the mobile devices of the funds transfer operator’s customer 
associated with detecting the modification of the mobile device of the funds transfer operator’s customer 
using undeclared features, including deactivation (disabling) of the access isolation mechanism 







(hereinafter, undeclared modification of the customer’s mobile device), as well as notification of the funds 
transfer operator’s customer of cases of undeclared modification of the customer’s mobile device, 
indicating the risks of using such a device (if technically possible). 


2.10. When implementing restrictions on the parameters of funds transfer operations, the following 
restrictions may apply to: 


the maximum amount of funds transfer per an operation and (or) for a certain period of time; 


the list of possible recipients of funds; 


a time period in which funds transfers can be made; 


the geographic location of devices using which the preparation and (or) confirmation of electronic 
messages can be carried out by the funds transfer operator’s customer; 


a list of device identifiers which can be used to generate (prepare) and (or) confirm electronic 
messages by the funds transfer operator’s customer; 


a list of services related to making funds transfers. 


Funds transfer operators may apply other restrictions on the parameters of funds transfer 
transactions as set out in the funds transfer operators’ agreements with customers. 


2.11. Control over compliance of bank payment agents (subagents) with information security 
requirements for funds transfers shall be carried out by funds transfer operators in accordance with 
agreements between funds transfer operators and bank payment agents engaged by them. 


Funds transfer operators, when engaging bank payment agents (subagents), shall, based on the risk 
management framework, define for them the criteria for the necessity and frequency of penetration 
testing and analysis of information security vulnerabilities of information infrastructure objects, 
information protection compliance assessment, certification or compliance assessment of the application 
software of automated systems and applications. 


Funds transfer operators shall obtain information on the compliance of information exchange 
service operators providing information exchange services to funds transfer operators with the 
requirements to ensure protection of information when carrying out funds transfers in accordance with 
the agreements between the funds transfer operators and information exchange service operators. 


2.12. Funds transfer operators’ implementation of information security requirements for funds 
transfers shall ensure that the value of the indicator describing the level of funds transfers without 
customer consent formed on a quarterly basis does not exceed 0.005 per cent. 


The value of the indicator representing the level of funds transfers without the customer’s consent 
shall be calculated as the ratio of the amount of funds in respect of which notifications were received 
from funds transfer operators’ customers to write off funds from their bank accounts without their 
consent for the estimated quarter (except as required by the legislation of the Russian Federation) to the 
total amount of funds written off from the bank accounts of funds transfer operators’ customers. 


2.13. When funds transfer operators confirm funds transfers using electronic mail, including when 
providing bank transaction and bank account references (statements) to funds transfer operators’ 
customers, funds transfer operators shall implement mechanisms to confirm the customer’s email 
address to which the funds transfer operator sends notifications of completed funds transfers. 


2.14. When engaged by funds transfer operators, payment application providers that supply 
applications for use by funds transfer operators’ customers shall ensure that such applications comply 







with the information protection requirements set out in relation to the development, certification and 
(or) assessment of the compliance of applications with information protection requirements, provided 
that the specified requirements are present in the agreements entered into by the payment application 
providers with the funds transfer operators in accordance with Clause 29 of Article 3 of Federal Law 
No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the National Payment System’ (Collection of Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 2019, No. 31, Art. 4423) (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 161-
FZ). 
 


Chapter 3. Requirements for information protection by bank payment agents (subagents) (if 
engaged for the purpose of funds transfer) when making funds transfers 
 


3.1. Bank payment agents (subagents) shall ensure the protection of information when participating 
in funds transfers in relation to the following transactions: 


acceptance of cash from an individual, including through the use of payment terminals and ATMs; 


disbursement of cash to an individual, including through payment terminals and ATMs. 


3.2. Bank payment agents engaged in payment aggregator transactions shall ensure protection of 
information in the process of generation (preparation) of electronic messages when providing for 
acceptance of electronic means of payment by legal entities, individual entrepreneurs and other persons 
specified in Part 13 of Article 14.1 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian 
Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 2019, No. 27, Art. 3538), when participating in the funds transfer in 
favour of legal entities, individual entrepreneurs and other persons specified in Part 13 of Article 14.1 of 
Federal Law No. 161-FZ, under transactions using electronic means of payment. 


3.3. Protected information for the transactions specified in Clause 3.1 of this Regulation by payment 
agents (subagents) includes the information in accordance with the column ‘Protected information’ of 
Lines 1 and 2 of Annex 2 to this Regulation. 


3.4. Protected information for the payment aggregator transactions specified in Clause 3.2 of this 
Regulation by payment agents (subagents) includes the information in accordance with the column 
‘Protected information’ of Line 3 of Annex 2 to this Regulation. 


3.5. Bank payment agents (subagents) shall ensure the implementation of a minimum level of 
information security for the information infrastructure objects in accordance with GOST R 57580.1-2017. 


By decision of bank payment agents (subagents), the information security level for the information 
infrastructure objects, in accordance with GOST R 57580.1-2017, may be increased based on a risk 
analysis. 


3.6. Bank payment agents engaged in payment aggregator transactions must ensure that 
information security compliance assessment is carried out at least once every two years. 


3.7. Bank payment agents engaged in payment aggregator transactions must ensure at least 
compliance level 4 in accordance with GOST R 57580.2-2018. 


3.8. Bank payment agents (subagents), other than bank payment agents engaged in payment 
aggregator transactions, shall, based on the criteria established by funds transfer operators, conduct 
penetration testing and vulnerability analysis of information security of information infrastructure 
objects, information security compliance assessment, certification or compliance assessment of the 
application software of automated systems and applications. 


3.9. Bank payment agents (subagents) engaged in payment aggregator transactions, shall, based on 
the criteria established by funds transfer operators, conduct penetration testing and vulnerability analysis 
of information security of information infrastructure objects, certification or compliance assessment of 







the application software of automated systems and applications. 


3.10. If a decision is taken that certification of the application software of automated systems and 
applications is required, bank payment agents (subagents) shall ensure certification of at least confidence 
level 6 in accordance with Order of the FSTEC of Russia No. 131. 


3.11. At the discretion of bank payment agents (subagents), the compliance assessment of the 
application software of automated systems and applications shall be carried out independently or with 
the involvement of an inspection organisation. 


3.12. Bank payment agents (subagents) shall ensure, when carrying out the transactions specified 
in Clauses 3.1 and 3.2 of this Regulation, the implementation of technological measures to provide for the 
protection of information in accordance with Annexes 1 and 2 to this Regulation. 
 


Chapter 4. Requirements for information exchange service operators (in the provision of 
information exchange services) to ensure the protection of information when making funds transfers 
 


4.1. Information exchange service operators shall ensure the protection of information when 
providing contractual information exchange services to funds transfer operators in relation to the 
following transactions: 


funds transfers using electronic means of payment based on electronic messages from funds 
transfer operators’ customers; 


funds transfers using electronic means of payment based on electronic messages from foreign 
payment service providers. 


4.2. Protected information for the information exchange service operators’ transactions specified 
in Clause 4.1 of this Regulation includes the information in accordance with the column ‘Protected 
information’ of Lines 4 and 5 of Annex 2 to this Regulation. 


4.3. Information exchange service operators shall ensure the implementation of the standard 
information security level for information infrastructure objects in accordance with GOST R 57580.1-2017. 


By decision of information exchange service operators, the information security level for the 
information infrastructure objects, in accordance with GOST R 57580.1-2017, may be increased based on 
a risk analysis. 


4.4. Information exchange service operators shall ensure that information security compliance 
assessments are carried out at least once every two years. 


4.5. Information exchange service operators shall ensure at least compliance level 4 in accordance 
with GOST R 57580.2-2018. 


4.6. If a decision is taken to certify the application software of automated systems and applications, 
information exchange service operators shall ensure certification of at least confidence level 5 in 
accordance with Order of the FSTEC of Russia No. 131. 


4.7. Information exchange service operators shall ensure, when carrying out the transactions 
specified in Clause 4.1 of this Regulation, the implementation of technological measures to provide for 
the protection of information in accordance with Annexes 1 and 2 to this Regulation. 
 


Chapter 5. Requirements for payment system operators to ensure the protection of information 
when making funds transfers 
 


5.1. The payment system operator, in order to implement the provisions of Clause 11 of Part 3 of 







Article 28 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 
3872), as part of the risk management framework in the payment system, shall define in the payment 
system rules and other documents the procedure for ensuring information protection in the payment 
system for funds transfer operators that are payment system participants, payment infrastructure service 
operators, taking into account the requirements for ensuring information protection when performing 
funds transfers (hereinafter, requirements for ensuring information protection in the payment system). 


The payment system operator shall determine the information security requirements in the 
payment system in relation to the following activities: 


managing information security risk in the payment system as a type of operational risk in the 
payment system arising from the following sources: flaws in information security processes, including 
flaws in applied technological information security measures, flaws in the application software of 
automated systems and applications, as well as non-compliance with the requirements to the specified 
activity processes by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants, payment 
infrastructure service operators (hereinafter, information security risk in the payment system); 


establishing the composition of information security risk intensity indicators in the payment system; 


implementation by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment 
infrastructure service operators of mechanisms aimed at compliance with the information security 
requirements for funds transfers and control of their compliance by funds transfer operators that are 
payment system participants and payment infrastructure service operators; 


implementation by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment 
infrastructure service operators of the processes of detection and identification of information security 
risk in the payment system with respect to the information infrastructure objects of payment system 
participants, payment infrastructure service operators; 


identification and analysis of information security risk in the payment system by funds transfer 
operators that are payment system participants and by payment infrastructure service operators; 


implementation by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment 
infrastructure service operators of processes for responding to information security incidents and 
restoring the normal functioning of information infrastructure objects in the event of information security 
incidents; 


implementation by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment 
infrastructure service operators of interaction in the exchange of information on information security 
incidents; 


implementation by funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment 
infrastructure service operators of measures to counter funds transfers without the customer’s consent, 
as determined in Clauses 2.2 and 2.4 of Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4926-U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On 
the Form and Procedure for Funds Transfer Operators, Payment System Operators, and Payment 
Infrastructure Operators to Inform the Bank of Russia about All Actual and/or Attempted Funds Transfers 
Without the Customer’s Consent and Receive from the Bank of Russia’s Database Information about 
Actual and Attempted Funds Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent, and on the Procedure for Funds 
Transfer Operators, Payment System Operators, and Payment Infrastructure Operators to Counter Funds 
Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent’, registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 
Federation on 12 December 2018 under No. 52988; 


implementation by payment system operators of processes for applying restrictions in relation to 
funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment infrastructure service 
operators, on the parameters of funds transfer transactions in the event that the information security risk 
intensity indicators in the payment system have been exceeded, including the conditions for lifting such 







restrictions. 


5.2. In order to reduce information security risk in the payment system, the payment system 
operator shall implement mechanisms to improve the requirements specified in Clause 5.4 of this 
Regulation, including accumulation and consideration of experience in responding to information security 
incidents and restoring the functioning of the payment system after their implementation. 


5.3. A payment system operator shall establish requirements for the content, form and frequency 
with which funds transfer operators that are payment system participants and payment infrastructure 
service operators must send information to the payment system operator in order to analyse the 
information protection in the payment system when carrying out funds transfers. 


The operator of a nationally important payment system shall notify the federal executive authority 
authorised in the field of security of the requirements established by it for the content, form and 
frequency of sending the information specified in Paragraph 1 of this clause in terms of the use of DET. 


5.4. The payment system operator shall ensure that funds transfer operators that are payment 
system participants and payment infrastructure service operators have records and access to data on: 


information security incidents detected in the payment system; 


methods for analysing and responding to information security incidents. 
 


5.5. The operator of an important payment system shall, in accordance with the payment system 
rules, ensure the use: 
 


in the hardware security modules of the payment system’s information infrastructure of DET 
implementing cryptographic algorithms not defined by the national standards of the Russian Federation 
(hereinafter, foreign cryptographic algorithms), having confirmation of compliance with the requirements 
established by the federal executive body in the field of security; 
 


in the hardware security modules of the payment system’s information infrastructure of DET 
implementing foreign cryptographic algorithms and cryptographic algorithms defined by the national 
standards of the Russian Federation (hereinafter, cryptographic algorithms of the Russian Federation), 
having confirmation of compliance with the requirements established by the federal executive body in 
the field of security; 
 


DET implementing foreign cryptographic algorithms and cryptographic algorithms of the Russian 
Federation, having confirmation of compliance with the requirements established by the federal 
executive body in the field of security, in other technical means of the payment system’s information 
infrastructure, used in the course of funds transfers, the types of which are determined by the Bank of 
Russia in coordination with the federal executive body in the field of security. 
 


In order to ensure the smooth functioning of the payment system’s information infrastructure and 
its resistance to external influences, the operator of the nationally important payment system shall define 
in the payment system rules the share of technical means of the information infrastructure of the 
nationally important payment system, in which the use of DET specified in Paragraph 4 of this clause, is 
ensured, based on the requirements set out in Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3342-U, dated 25 July 2014, 
‘On the Requirements for Information Technologies Used by Payment Infrastructure Service Operators 







for the Payment System to be Recognised as Nationally Important’, registered with the Ministry of Justice 
of the Russian Federation on 9 October 2014 under No. 34269. 
 


Funds transfer operators, information exchange service operators, payment infrastructure service 
operators shall have the right to use foreign-made DET to ensure information protection in the course of 
funds transfers to the extent that does not contradict the requirements of this paragraph. 


The development and operation of the DET specified in Paragraphs 2–4 of this clause shall be carried 
out in accordance with Regulation PKZ-2005. 


5.6. The payment system operator, as part of the requirements for ensuring information security in 
the payment system, shall determine the procedure for the development, certification and (or) 
compliance assessment with respect to the application software of automated systems and applications, 
including payment applications provided by payment application providers to funds transfer operators’ 
customers that are payment system participants. 
 


Chapter 6. Requirements for payment infrastructure service operators (when running an 
operations centre, payment clearing centre and settlement centre) to ensure the information security 
of funds transfers 
 


6.1. Payment infrastructure service operators that carry out the activities of operations centres 
(hereinafter, OC), when providing operational services, shall ensure the information security in the 
exchange of electronic messages between funds transfer operators, between funds transfer operators 
and their customers, payment infrastructure service operators running payment clearing centres 
(hereinafter, PCC), payment infrastructure service operators running settlement centres (hereinafter, SC), 
and between PCCs and SCs. 


6.2. A PCC shall, when providing payment clearing services, ensure the protection of information in 
the following operations: 


accepting electronic messages of funds transfer operators for execution, including checking 
compliance of electronic messages of funds transfer operators with established requirements, 
determining sufficiency of funds for execution of electronic messages of funds transfer operators and 
identifying payment clearing positions; 


transferring to SCs of the electronic messages of PCCs, and the accepted electronic messages of 
funds transfer operators for execution; 


sending notices (confirmations) to funds transfer operators regarding the acceptance for execution 
of electronic messages of the funds transfer operators, as well as transmitting notices (confirmations) 
regarding the execution of electronic messages of the funds transfer operators. 


6.3. A SC shall ensure information protection when executing electronic messages of PCCs, funds 
transfer operators received from PCCs, by debiting and crediting the bank (correspondent) accounts of 
the funds transfer operators. 


6.4. Protected information upon performance by payment infrastructure service operators of the 
transactions specified in Clauses 6.1–6.3 of this Regulation shall include information in accordance with 
the column ‘Protected information’ of Lines 6–10 of Annex 2 to this Regulation. 


6.5. Payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure the implementation of the following 
information security levels for information infrastructure objects in accordance with GOST R 57580.1-
2017: 







payment infrastructure service operators rendering payment infrastructure services within 
systemically important payment systems shall implement the enhanced information security level; 


payment infrastructure service operators not specified in Paragraph 2 of this clause shall implement 
the standard information security level. 


6.6. The payment infrastructure service operators which must implement the standard information 
security level that have become payment infrastructure service operators which must implement the 
enhanced information security level, shall ensure implementation of the enhanced information security 
level not later than eighteen months after becoming the payment infrastructure service operators 
specified in Paragraph 2 of Clause 6.5 of this Regulation. 


6.7. Payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure that information security compliance 
assessment is carried out at least once every two years. 


6.8. Payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure at least compliance level 4 in accordance 
with GOST R 57580.2-2018. 


6.9. Payment infrastructure services operators, which are required to implement the standard 
information security level, have the right to independently determine the need for certification or 
compliance assessment with the requirements for ECL no lower than ECL 4 in accordance with the 
requirements of GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 for the application software of automated systems and 
applications. 


6.10. If a decision is taken to certify the application software of automated systems and applications, 
payment infrastructure service operators that are required to implement the enhanced information 
security level shall ensure certification of at least confidence level 4 in accordance with Order of the FSTEC 
of Russia No. 131. 


If a decision is taken to certify the application software of automated systems and applications, 
payment infrastructure service operators, which must implement the standard information security level, 
shall ensure certification of at least confidence level 5 in accordance with Order of the FSTEC of Russia 
No. 131. 


6.11. Payment infrastructure service operators shall ensure, when carrying out the transactions 
specified in Clauses 6.1–6.3 of this Regulation, the implementation of technological measures to provide 
for the protection of information in accordance with Annexes 1 and 2 to this Regulation. 
 


Chapter 7. The procedure for the implementation by the Bank of Russia of control over 
compliance with the requirements for ensuring information security when making funds transfers 
 


7.1. When supervising the compliance of funds transfer operators that are credit institutions, 
payment system operators, or payment infrastructure service operators with information protection 
requirements for funds transfers, the Bank of Russia carries out the following measures as part of its 
supervision in the national payment system. 


7.1.1. Analyses information (including reporting data) on the activities of payment system 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators, funds transfer operators, which are credit 
institutions, in order to monitor compliance with information security requirements for funds transfers. 


7.1.2. Requests and receives documents and information, including those containing personal data: 


from payment system operators, payment infrastructure service operators and funds transfer 
operators that are credit institutions – in terms of compliance with the requirements to ensure 
information security when carrying out funds transfers; 







from funds transfer operators that are credit institutions – in terms of ensuring control over 
compliance: 


by bank payment agents (subagents) engaged in the provision of funds transfer services with the 
requirements to ensure the protection of information when carrying out funds transfers; 


by information exchange service operators that provide information exchange services to funds 
transfer operators that are credit institutions, with the requirements to ensure the protection of 
information when carrying out funds transfers; 


by payment application providers that supply payment applications to funds transfer operators that 
are credit institutions, for use by the customers of the said funds transfer operators, with information 
security requirements when carrying out funds transfers. 


7.1.3. Conducts inspections of payment system operators, payment infrastructure service operators 
and funds transfer operators that are credit institutions and inspections of payment system operators and 
payment infrastructure service operators that are not credit institutions. 


7.2. The Bank of Russia conducts inspections of payment system operators, payment infrastructure 
service operators and funds transfer operators that are credit institutions in accordance with the 
procedure established in Part 4 of Article 73 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central 
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2002, 
No. 28, Art. 2790; 2019, No. 29, Art. 3857) (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 86-FZ). 


The Bank of Russia conducts inspections of payment system operators and payment infrastructure 
service operators that are not credit institutions according to the procedure established in Part 3 of Article 
33 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 
2019, No. 31, Art. 4423). 


7.3. The Bank of Russia shall apply measures to payment system operators, payment infrastructure 
service operators and funds transfer operators that are credit institutions in accordance with the 
procedure established in Part 12 of Article 74 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ (Collection of Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 2002, No. 28, Art. 2790; 2019, No. 18, Art. 2198). 


The Bank of Russia shall take actions and apply enforcement measures in relation to payment 
system operators and payment infrastructure service operators that are not credit institutions in 
accordance with the procedure established in Part 4 of Article 32 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ (Collection of 
Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 2019, No. 31, Art. 4423). 
 


Chapter 8. Final Provisions 
 


8.1. This Regulation is subject to official publication and, in accordance with the decision of the Bank 
of Russia Board of Directors (Minutes of Meeting of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors No. 1, dated 
24 January 2020) shall come into effect from 1 January 2022, except for provisions for which other terms 
of their entry into effect are specified in this paragraph. 


Paragraphs 1, 2 and 6 of Clause 5.5 of this Regulation shall come into effect from 1 January 2024. 


Paragraphs 3–5 of Clause 5.5 of this Regulation shall come into effect from 1 January 2031. 


8.2. As of the effective date of this Regulation, the following documents shall no longer be valid: 


Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect 
Information Related to Funds Transfers and on the Procedures for the Bank of Russia to Control the 
Compliance with the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers’ registered with the 
Ministry of Justice the Russian Federation on 14 June 2012 under No. 24575; 







Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3007-U, dated 5 June 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation 
No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers 
and on the Procedures for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the Requirements to Protect 
Information Related to Funds Transfers’ registered with the Ministry of Justice the Russian Federation on 
1 July 2013 under No. 28930; 


Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3361-U, dated 14 August 2014, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia 
Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds 
Transfers and on the Procedures for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the Requirements 
to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers’ registered with the Ministry of Justice the Russian 
Federation on 10 September 2014 under No. 34017; 


Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4793-U, dated 7 May 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation 
No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers 
and on the Procedures for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the Requirements to Protect 
Information Related to Funds Transfers’ registered with the Ministry of Justice the Russian Federation on 
22 June 2018 under No. 51411. 
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Annex 1 
to Bank of Russia Regulation 


No. 719-P, dated 4 June 2020, 
‘On the Requirements 


to Protect Information Related to 
Funds Transfers and on the Procedures for 


the Bank of Russia to Control 
the Compliance with 
the Requirements to 
Protect Information 


Related to 
Funds Transfers’ 


 
TECHNICAL MEASURES 


ON ENSURING THE PROTECTION OF INFORMATION DURING 
FUNDS TRANSFERS 







 
1. To ensure the protection of information during transactions related to funds transfers by bank 


payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, payment infrastructure service 
operators, the following technological measures may be applied. 


1.1. Implementation of a mechanism for identification, authentication and authorisation of 
customers of funds transfer operators when they perform actions for the purpose of funds transfer. 


1.2. Implementation of a two-factor authentication mechanism for customers of funds transfer 
operators when they perform actions for the purpose of funds transfer. 


1.3. Application of mechanisms and (or) protocols for the generation and exchange of electronic 
messages that protect electronic messages from distortion, falsification, forwarding, unauthorised access 
and (or) destruction, false authorisation, including the authentication of incoming electronic messages. 


1.4. Mutual (bilateral) authentication of the exchange participants by means of computer 
technology of funds transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service 
operators, payment infrastructure service operators, funds transfer operators’ customers. 


1.5. The use of a simple or enhanced electronic signature in accordance with Federal Law No. 63-
FZ. 


1.6. The use of an enhanced electronic signature to verify the integrity and authenticity of electronic 
messages in accordance with Federal Law No. 63-FZ. 


1.7. Receipt of confirmation from the funds transfer operator of the right of the funds transfer 
operator’s customer to manage the funds. 


1.8. Verification of the consistency (reconciliation) between the results of funds transfer 
transactions and the information contained in electronic messages. 


1.9. Implementation of measures aimed at verifying the correct formation (preparation) of 
electronic messages (double check). 


1.10. Ensuring that protected information, information on events to be recorded, information on 
information security incidents are stored for a period of five years from the date the information is 
generated in an unaltered form. 


1.11. Recovery of protected information in the event of intentional (accidental) destruction 
(distortion) or failure of computer equipment. 


2. Bank payment agents (subagents), information exchange service operators, payment 
infrastructure service operators shall ensure implementation of technological measures to provide for 
information protection during funds transfers in the relevant technological areas when carrying out 
transactions related to funds transfers. 


3. Within the framework of the operational risk management system, in the event of impossibility 
of technical implementation of certain technological measures to ensure information protection during 
funds transfers, as well as taking into account economic feasibility, bank payment agents (subagents), 
information exchange service operators, payment infrastructure service operators may develop other 
(compensating) measures aimed at neutralisation of actual threats to the security of protected 
information. 
 
 
 
 







 
Annex 2 


to Bank of Russia Regulation 
No. 719-P, dated 4 June 2020, 


‘On the Requirements 
to Protect Information Related to 


Funds Transfers and on the Procedures for 
the Bank of Russia to Control 


the Compliance with 
the Requirements to 
Protect Information 


Related to 
Funds Transfers’ 


 
TABLE 


OF TECHNOLOGICAL MEASURES TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF INFORMATION 
IN CARRYING OUT FUNDS TRANSFERS 


AT THE TECHNOLOGICAL AREAS 
 







Ite
m 
No


. 


Transaction Protected information 
Technolo
gical area 


Action Technological measures 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 


Bank payment agents (subagents) 


1 Acceptance of cash 
from an individual, 
including through 
the use of payment 
terminals and ATMs 


Information contained in 
electronic messages from 
individuals. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages transmitted 
in the course of interaction 
between bank payment agents 
(subagents) and funds transfer 
operators, including electronic 
messages drawn up by bank 
payment agents (subagents) on 
behalf of funds transfer 
operators. 


Information contained in 
registers generated on the basis 
of electronic messages 
(hereinafter, electronic message 
register) of individuals. 


Key DET information used in 
the exchange of electronic 
messages between bank 
payment agents (subagents) and 
funds transfer operators 


FTR <1> 


Formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages by individuals 


  +  +      
 


Receipt of electronic messages by the bank 
payment agent (subagent) 


  + + +      
 


Formation (transmission) by the bank 
payment agent (subagent) of electronic 
messages, transmission of electronic messages 
to funds transfer operators 


  + +  +  + +  


 


Formation of a register of electronic 
messages of individuals by the bank payment 
agent (subagent) 


  +   +  + +   


 
-------------------------------- 


<1> FTR – formation (preparation), transmission and receipt of electronic messages. 







 


   


SI <1> 


Storage by the bank payment agent 
(subagent) of electronic messages exchanged 
during its interaction with individuals and 
funds transfer operators 


         + + 


2 Disbursement of 
cash to an 
individual, including 
through payment 
terminals and ATMs 


Information used for 
identification, authentication 
and authorisation of individuals 
when accessing remote banking 
services. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages from 
individuals. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages transmitted 
during interactions between 
bank payment agents 
(subagents) and funds transfer 
operators, including when 
confirming the right of 
individuals to receive cash. 


Information on cash 
withdrawal transactions carried 
out by individuals. 


Key DET information used in 
the exchange of electronic 
messages between bank 
payment agents (subagents) and 
funds transfer operators 


IAA <2> 
Provision of access to remote banking 


systems for individuals to disburse cash based 
on requests from individuals 


+ +          


FTR 


Formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages by individuals 


  +  +       


Formation of a register of electronic 
messages of individuals by the bank payment 
agent (subagent) 


  +   +  + +   


Receipt of electronic messages by the bank 
payment agent (subagent) 


  + + +       


Formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages by the bank payment agent 
(subagent) and transmission of electronic 
messages to funds transfer operators 


  + +  +  + +   


 
-------------------------------- 


<1> SI – storage of electronic messages and information on funds transfers made. 







<2> IAA – identification, authentication and authorisation of customers of funds transfer operators when carrying out actions for the purpose of funds transfer. 
 


   


CR <1> 


Receipt of confirmation by the bank 
payment agent (subagent) from the funds 
transfer operator of the right of the individual 
to receive cash 


  + +  + +     


ER <2> 
Issue of cash to individuals by the bank 


payment agent (subagent) 
  +     +    


SI 


Storage by the bank payment agent 
(subagent) of electronic messages exchanged 
during its interaction with individuals and 
funds transfer operators 


         + + 


Bank payment agents carrying out payment aggregator transactions 


3 Formation 
(preparation) of 
electronic 
messages when 
ensuring the 
acceptance of 
electronic means of 
payment by legal 
entities, individual 
entrepreneurs and 
other persons 
specified in Part 13 
of Article 14.1 of 
Federal Law No. 
161-FZ, when 
participating in the 
transfer of funds in 


Information contained in 
electronic messages when 
ensuring acceptance of 
electronic means of payment 
by bank payment agents 
engaged in payment 
aggregator transactions. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages sent by 
bank payment agents 
engaged in payment 
aggregator transactions, to 
funds transfer operators and 
information exchange service 
operators. 


Information contained in 
registers of electronic 


FTR 


Formation of electronic messages by the 
bank payment agent which is a payment 
aggregator, transmission and receipt of 
formed electronic messages by the bank 
payment agent engaged in payment 
aggregator transactions 


  + + +   + +   


SI 


Storage by the bank payment agent 
engaged in payment aggregator transactions 
of information on funds transfer transactions 
made 


         + + 







favour of legal 
entities, individual 
entrepreneurs and 
other persons 
specified in Part 13 
of Article 14.1 of 
Federal Law No. 
161-FZ, under 
transactions using 
electronic means of 
payment 


messages when ensuring 
acceptance of electronic 
means of payment by bank 
payment agents engaged in 
payment aggregator 
transactions. 


Information on funds 
transfer transactions made. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between bank 
payment agents engaged in 
payment aggregator 
transactions, funds transfer 
operators and information 
exchange service operators 


Information exchange service operators 


4 Provision of 
information 
exchange services 
for funds transfers 
using electronic 
means of payment 
based on electronic 
messages from 
funds transfer 
operators’ 
customers 


Information used for 
identification, authentication 
and authorisation of funds 
transfer operators’ 
customers when carrying out 
funds transfers. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages from 
funds transfer operators’ 
customers. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages 
exchanged in the interaction 
between information 
exchange service operators 


IAA 
Performance of actions related to funds 


transfers by funds transfer operators’ 
customers 


+           


FTR 


Formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages by the funds transfer operator’s 
customer, transmission and receipt by the 
information exchange service operator of 
electronic messages 


  + + +       


Formation of a register of electronic 
messages of funds transfer operators’ 
customers by the information exchange 
service operator 


  +     + +   


CR Receipt by the information exchange   + +  + +     







and funds transfer operators, 
funds transfer operators’ 
customers. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between 
information exchange service 
operators, funds transfer 
operators, funds transfer 
operators’ customers. 


Information on funds 
transfers contained in the 
registers of electronic 
messages of funds transfer 
operators’ customers. 


Information used to 
certify the right of funds 
transfer operators’ 
customers to manage funds. 


Information on funds 
transfers made 


service operator of confirmation from the 
funds transfer operator on the right of the 
funds transfer operator’s customer to 
manage the funds 


ER 


Execution by the information exchange 
service operator of transactions related to 
funds transfer through the exchange of 
electronic messages with funds transfer 
operators, including on the basis of the 
register of electronic messages of the funds 
transfer operators’ customers 


  + +  +  + +   


Receipt by the information exchange 
service operator of the results of funds 
transfers, including through the exchange of 
electronic messages with funds transfer 
operators 


  + +  +  +    


SI 


Storage by the information exchange 
service operator of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with funds 
transfer operators’ customers, funds transfer 
operators 


         + + 


Storage by the information exchange 
service operator of the results of funds 
transfer transactions 


         +  


5 Provision of 
information 
exchange services 
for funds transfers 
using electronic 


Information contained in 
electronic messages from 
foreign payment service 
providers. 


Information contained in 


FTR 


Formation (preparation) of electronic 
messages by the foreign payment service 
provider, transmission and receipt of 
electronic messages by the information 
exchange service operator 


  + + +       







means of payment 
based on electronic 
messages from 
foreign payment 
service providers 


electronic messages 
exchanged in the interaction 
between information 
exchange service operators 
and foreign payment service 
providers. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between 
information exchange service 
operators and foreign 
payment service providers. 


Information contained in 
the registers of electronic 
messages from foreign 
payment service providers. 


Information used to 
certify the right of funds 
transfer operators’ 
customers to manage funds. 


Information on funds 
transfers made 


Formation by the information exchange 
service operator of a register of electronic 
messages from foreign payment service 
providers 


  +     + +   


CR 


Receipt by the information exchange 
service operator of confirmation from the 
funds transfer operator on the right of the 
funds transfer operator’s customer to 
manage the funds 


  + +  + +     


ER 


Execution by the information exchange 
service operator of transactions related to 
funds transfer through the exchange of 
electronic messages with funds transfer 
operators 


  + +  +  + +   


Receipt by the information exchange 
service operator of the results of funds 
transfers, including through the exchange of 
electronic messages with funds transfer 
operators 


  + +  +  +    


SI 


Storage by the information exchange 
service operator of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with foreign 
payment service providers, funds transfer 
operators 


         + + 


Storage by the information exchange 
service operator of the results of funds 
transfer transactions 


         +  


Payment infrastructure service operators performing the activities of operations centres (OC) 







6 Ensuring the 
exchange of 
electronic 
messages between 
funds transfer 
operators, between 
funds transfer 
operators and their 
customers, PCCs, 
SCs, between PCCs 
and SCs 


Information contained in 
the electronic messages of 
funds transfer operators sent 
by OCs or received from 
PCCs, SCs. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between funds 
transfer operators, OCs, 
PCCs, SCs 


FTR 


Receipt and transmission of electronic 
messages between funds transfer operators 
and their customers, payment infrastructure 
service operators 


  + +  +   +   


SI 


Storage by the OC of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with funds 
transfer operators, their customers, and 
payment infrastructure service operators          + + 


Payment infrastructure service operators running payment clearing centres (PCC) 


7 Acceptance of 
electronic 
messages of funds 
transfer operators 
for execution, 
including checking 
compliance of 
electronic 
messages of funds 
transfer operators 
with established 
requirements, 
determining 
sufficiency of funds 
for execution of 
electronic 
messages of funds 
transfer operators 
and identifying of 
payment clearing 


Information contained in 
the electronic messages of 
funds transfer operators sent 
to PCCs or received from 
OCs. 


Information on payment 
clearing positions. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between funds 
transfer operators, OCs, and 
PCCs 


FTR 


Receipt by the PCC of electronic messages 
from funds transfer operators 


  + +  +      


Sending the PCC of electronic messages to 
funds transfer operators, containing notices 
concerning the acceptance of electronic 
messages from the funds transfer operators 
for execution 


  +   +  + +   


ER 


Verification by the PCC of the compliance 
of electronic messages from funds transfer 
operators with the established requirements 


  +         


Determination by the PCC of the 
sufficiency of funds for the execution of 
electronic messages from funds transfer 
operators, including through the exchange of 
electronic messages with payment 
infrastructure service operators 


  + +  +  + +   


Identification by the PCC of payment   +     +    







positions clearing positions for the execution of 
accepted electronic messages from funds 
transfer operators 


SI 
Storage by the PCC of electronic messages 


exchanged in its interactions with payment 
infrastructure service operators 


         + + 


8 Transferring to SCs 
of the electronic 
messages of PCCs, 
and the accepted 
electronic 
messages of funds 
transfer operators 
for execution 


Information contained in 
the electronic messages of 
OCs, PCCs on transactions 
performed on the bank 
(correspondent) accounts of 
payment system 
participants. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between OCs, 
PCCs 


FTR 


Formation by the PCC of electronic 
messages on transactions on bank 
(correspondent) accounts of funds transfer 
operators, transmission of electronic 
messages to payment infrastructure service 
operators 


  + +  +  + +   


SI 


Storage by the PCC of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with payment 
infrastructure service operators          + + 


9 Sending notices 
(confirmations) to 
funds transfer 
operators regarding 
the acceptance for 
execution of 
electronic 
messages of the 
funds transfer 
operators, as well 
as transmitting 
notices 
(confirmations) 
regarding the 


Information on funds 
transfer transactions made. 


Information contained in 
the electronic messages of 
OCs, PCCs on transactions 
performed on the bank 
(correspondent) accounts of 
payment system 
participants. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between funds 
transfer operators, OC 


FTR 


Sending by the PCC of electronic messages 
to funds transfer operators, containing 
notifications of receipt, execution of accepted 
electronic messages of funds transfer 
operators 


  + +  +  +    


SI 


Storage by the PCC of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with payment 
infrastructure service operators 


         + + 







execution of 
electronic 
messages of the 
funds transfer 
operators 


Payment infrastructure service operators running settlement centres (SC) 


10 Execution of 
electronic 
messages of PCCs, 
funds transfer 
operators, received 
from PCCs, by 
debiting and 
crediting the bank 
(correspondent) 
accounts of funds 
transfer operators 


Information contained in 
the electronic messages of 
OCs, PCCs on the execution 
of transactions on the bank 
(correspondent) accounts of 
funds transfer operators. 


Information contained in 
electronic messages upon 
interaction of SCs with OCs 
and PCCs. 


Key DET information used 
in the exchange of electronic 
messages between OCs, SCs. 


Information on funds 
transfer transactions made. 


FTR 


Receipt by the SC of electronic messages 
of PCCs, funds transfer operators, received 
from PCCs, OCs, for debiting and crediting the 
bank (correspondent) accounts of funds 
transfer operators 


  + +  +      


Sending by the SC to the PCC of electronic 
messages containing notifications of 
execution of electronic messages received 
from the PCC by debiting and crediting the 
bank (correspondent) accounts of funds 
transfer operators 


  + +  +  + +   


ER 


Execution by the SC of electronic messages 
received from the PCC, funds transfer 
operators by debiting and crediting the bank 
(correspondent) accounts of funds transfer 
operators 


  +     +    


SI 


Storage by the SC of information on debits 
and credits made on the bank 
(correspondent) accounts of funds transfer 
operators 


         + + 


Storage by the SC of electronic messages 
exchanged in its interactions with payment 
infrastructure service operators 


         +  







 
-------------------------------- 


<1> CR – certification of the right of customers of funds transfer operators to manage funds. 


<2> ER – execution of funds transfer operations, recording the results of their execution. 
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THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 


 
REGULATION 


No. 747-P, dated 23 December 2020, 
 


ON REQUIREMENTS 
FOR DATA PROTECTION IN THE BANK OF RUSSIA PAYMENT SYSTEM 


 
This Regulation is based on Clause 19 of Part 1 and Part 9 of Article 20 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, 


dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the National Payment System’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian 
Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 2019, No. 31, Art. 4423) and in accordance with the decision of the 
Bank of Russia Board of Directors (Minutes of the Meeting of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors No. 
PSD-30, dated 18 December 2020), which establishes requirements for information protection in the Bank 
of Russia Payment System. 


1. The requirements to the protection of information in the Bank of Russia Payment System 
(hereinafter, information protection requirements) should be observed by the direct participants of the 
Bank of Russia payment system having access to funds transfer services with the help of electronic funds 
transfer instructions (hereinafter, instructions) envisaged by Paragraph 2, Clause 3.10 of Bank of Russia 
Regulation No. 732-P, dated 24 September 2020, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’ registered with 
the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 10 November 2020 under No. 60810 (hereinafter, 
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 732-P, dated 24 September 2020) and being credit institutions (branches 
thereof) (hereinafter, exchange participants) as well as by an operations centre, payment clearing centre 
of another payment system when rendering operational services and payment clearing services when 
transferring funds with the help of the faster payments service (hereinafter, OPCC), an information 
exchange operator when providing information exchange services to the exchange participants when 
making funds transfer with the help of the faster payments service (hereinafter, IEO FPS). 


The information protection requirements should be observed by exchange participants, OPCC and 
IEO FPS taking into account the requirements to ensure protection of information when making funds 
transfers established in accordance with Part 3 Article 27 Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011, 
‘On the National Payment System’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 
3872; 2019, No. 31, Art. 4423) (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011). 


2. The information protection requirements established by this Regulation are applied to 
automated systems, software, computer equipment, telecommunications equipment applied to process 
the protected information mentioned in Clause 2.1 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 
9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers and on the 
Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the Requirements to Protect Information 
Related to Funds Transfers’ registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 14 June 
2012 under No. 24575, on 1 July 2013 under No. 28930, on 10 September 2014 under No. 34017, on 22 
June 2018 under No. 51411 (hereinafter, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012) 
(hereinafter, jointly, information infrastructure objects). 
 


3. When making funds transfers in the Bank of Russia payment system (hereinafter, making funds 
transfers) with the help of the faster payments service and the non-faster payments service (hereinafter, 
FNPS participants), the exchange participants should place information infrastructure objects used to 
make funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service and the non-faster payments service in 
dedicated (separate) segments (segment groups) of computer networks. 







With regard to information infrastructure objects within the dedicated segment (segment group) of 
computer networks, FNPS participants should apply information security measures implementing the 
standard level (Level 2) of information protection defined by national the standard of the Russian 
Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. Information Protection of 
Financial Institutions. Basic Set of Organizational and Technical Measures’ approved by order of the 
Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 822-st, dated 8 November 2017, ‘On the 
Approval of the National Standard’ (M., FSUE Standartinform, 2017) (hereinafter, GOST R 57580.1-2017). 
 


4. When making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service, exchange participants 
(hereinafter, FPS participants) should place information infrastructure objects used to make funds 
transfers with the help of the faster payments service in dedicated (separate) segments (segment groups) 
of computer networks. 


With regard to information infrastructure objects within the dedicated segment (segment group) of 
computer networks, FPS participants should apply information security measures implementing the 
standard level (Level 2) of information protection defined by the national standard of the Russian 
Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017. 
 


5. IEO FPS shall place information infrastructure objects in dedicated (separate) segments (segment 
groups) of computer networks. 


With regard to information infrastructure objects within the dedicated segment (segment group) of 
computer networks, IEO FPS should apply information security measures implementing the standard level 
(Level 2) of information protection defined by GOST R 57580.1-2017. 


6. OPCC shall place information infrastructure objects used when providing operational services and 
payment clearing services to the FPS participants in dedicated (separate) segments (segment groups) of 
computer networks. 


With regard to information infrastructure objects within the dedicated segment (segment group), 
OPCC should apply information security measures implementing the enhanced level (Level 1) of 
information protection defined by GOST R 57580.1-2017. 


7. FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall define in their internal documents 
the composition of, and the procedure for, applying organisational information protection measures and 
the composition of, and the procedure for, using technical means of information protection. 
 


7.1. FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall approve internal documents in the 
frameworks of the following processes (areas) of information protection defined in GOST R 57580.1-2017: 


ensuring information security in access control; 


securing computer networks; 


monitoring the integrity and security of information infrastructure; 


protection against malicious code; 


prevention of information leaks; 


information security incident management; 


securing the virtualisation environment; 







protection of information during remote logical access using mobile (portable) devices. 


7.2. FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall define in their internal documents 
information envisaging: 


technology for preparation, processing, transmission and storage of messages containing electronic 
instructions (hereinafter, electronic messages) and protected information at information infrastructure 
objects; 


composition and rules for application of technical measures for protecting information used to 
control the integrity and to confirm authenticity of electronic messages at the stage of their generation 
(preparation), processing, transmission and storage, including the procedure for using data encryption 
tools (hereinafter, DET) and managing DET key information; 


action plan aimed at ensuring business continuity and/or restoring activities related to funds 
transfers; 


persons admitted to work with DET; 


persons responsible for ensuring DET operation and security (hereinafter, DET responsible user); 


persons having rights to manage cryptographic keys, including those responsible for their 
generation and ensuring their security. 


7.3. OPCC and IEO FPS shall define in their internal documents the composition and rules for 
application of technical measures for protecting information used to control the integrity and to confirm 
authenticity of electronic messages containing details and other information, required to proceed with 
electronic message generation when making funds transfer using the faster payments service 
(hereinafter, information messages), at the stage of their generation (preparation), processing, 
transmission and storage (if any). 


OPCC and IEO FPS shall ensure application of technical measures for protecting information used to 
control the integrity and to confirm authenticity of electronic messages information messages (if any) at 
the stage of their generation (preparation), processing, transmission and storage. 


8. Protection of information by FNPS participants, FPS participants and OPCC with DET shall be 
carried out in accordance with the Regulation on the development, production, implementation and 
operation of encryption (cryptographic) information security tools approved by Order of the Federal 
Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 66, dated 9 February 2005, ‘On Approval of the Regulation 
on the Development, Production, Implementation and Operation of Encryption (Cryptographic) 
Information Security Tools (Regulation PKZ-2005)’, registered by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 
Federation on 3 March 2005 under No. 6382, and on 25 May 2010 under No. 17350, and technical 
documentation for DET. 


9. Generation and signing of electronic messages of FNPS participant and OPCC are carried out in 
the information infrastructure (automated system) of the FNPS participant and OPCC. 


10. Transmission and acceptance of electronic messages of FNPS participant are carried out using 
an automated workstation for the exchange of electronic messages with the Bank of Russia Payment 
System. The automated workstation for the exchange of electronic messages with the Bank of Russia 
Payment System shall be arranged with the help of the Bank of Russia software in accordance with the 
provisions for information security where compliance is envisaged by the contract executed between the 
Bank of Russia and FNPS participant. 


11. FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall ensure storage of incoming and 
outgoing electronic messages verified with an electronic signature and means to verify the electronic 







signature for not less than five years from the signature date of electronic messages. 


12. In the exchange of electronic messages between the Bank of Russia and OPCC, the Bank of Russia 
and FNPS participants shall apply an electronic signature with the verification key certificates issued by 
the Bank of Russia for the FNPS and OPCC participants. 


In the exchange of electronic messages between OPCC and FPS participants, an electronic signature 
shall be applied with the verification key certificate issued by OPCC for the FPS participants. 
 


In the exchange of electronic messages between OPCC, FPS participants and IEO FPS an electronic 
signature shall be applied with the verification key certificate issued by OPCC for the FPS participant, 
including in the exchange of electronic messages between OPCC and IEO FPS, OPCC and IEO FPS providing 
the FPS participant with the service to ensure signing of outgoing electronic messages and/or encryption 
at the application level of electronic messages, verification of an electronic signature in incoming 
electronic messages and/or decryption at the application level of incoming electronic messages. 
 


Storage and use of cryptographic keys of the participant to sign outgoing electronic messages 
and/or decrypt at the application level of incoming electronic messages shall be carried out in the IEO FPS 
information infrastructure in hardware security modules with the confirmation of conformity with the 
requirements introduced by a federal executive body in the field of security at exercising regulation 
pursuant to Clause ‘x’, Part 1, Article 13 of Federal Law No. 40-FZ, dated 3 April 1995, ‘On the Federal 
Security Service’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 1995, No. 15, Article 1269; 2019, No. 
49, Article 6963) (hereinafter, requirements established by the federal executive body in the field of 
security). The access to cryptographic keys of FPS participant shall be ensured only for the FPS participant 
being the owner of the electronic signature key certificate. 
 


In the exchange of electronic messages between OPCC and IEO FPS, the cryptographic keys of FPS 
participant to sign outgoing electronic messages and/or encrypt at the application level incoming 
electronic messages, which are kept and used in IEO FPS information infrastructure, shall be generated by 
the FPS participant independently in hardware security modules. FPS participant shall independently 
generate and transmit to OPCC a request for a key certificate to verify an electronic signature. 


13. Cryptographic keys of FNPS participant used in the exchange of electronic messages between 
the Bank of Russia and FNPS participant shall be generated by the FNPS participant. 


OPCC cryptographic keys used in the exchange of electronic messages between the Bank of Russia 
and OPCC shall be generated by OPCC, unless otherwise provided for by the cooperation agreement 
between the Bank of Russia and the external payment system operator in accordance with Part 37, Article 
15 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011 (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 
2011, No. 27, Article 3872; 2019, No. 31, Article 4423) (hereinafter, cooperation agreement). 


FPS participant cryptographic keys used in the exchange of electronic messages between an OPCC 
and FPS participant shall be generated by the FPS participant, unless otherwise provided for by the 
operational services agreement, payment clearing services agreement when transferring funds using the 
faster payments service executed between the FPS participant and OPCC in accordance with Part 1, Article 
17, Part 1, Article 18 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011 (Collection of Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 2011, No. 27, Article 3872; 2014, No. 19, Article 2317; 2018, No. 49, Article 7524) 
(hereinafter, agreement on the provision of services between FPS participant and OPCC). 


14. Organisational measures and/or technical means of information protection used in the 
exchange of electronic messages when making funds transfers shall be applied with regard to the 







following requirements. 


14.1. FPS participants shall ensure that electronic messages are certified with an electronic 
signature when they are transferred to the clients of the FPS participant. 


14.2. FPS participants and OPCC shall protect electronic messages during their exchange between 
FPS participants and OPCC by means of: 


enhanced electronic signature to control the integrity and confirm authenticity of electronic 
messages whose composition is defined by the service agreement between FPS participant and OPCC; 


encryption of electronic messages at the application level in accordance with the Open Systems 
Interconnection Reference Model envisaged by the national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 
ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 ‘Information Technology. Open Systems Interconnection. Basic Reference Model. 
Part 1. The Basic Model’, approved by Resolution of the State Committee of the Russian Federation for 
Standardisation and Metrology No. 78, dated 18 March 1999 (M., IPK Izdatelstvo Standartov, 1999) 
(hereinafter, GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99), with the use of DET which have passed the compliance 
assessment procedure with the requirements introduced by a federal executive body in the field of 
security; 
 


application of technical means of information protection ensuring two-way authentication and 
encryption of information at the level of presentation and below in accordance with the Open Systems 
Interconnection Reference Model specified in GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 which have passed the 
compliance assessment procedure with the requirements introduced by a federal executive body in the 
field of security. 
 


FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall ensure protection of electronic messages in their exchange 
between OPCC, FPS participants and IEO FPS pursuant to the requirements envisaged by Paragraphs 2–4 
of this Subclause. 


FPS participants shall ensure implementation of the technology for preparation, processing and 
transmission of electronic messages and protected information to check the conformity (reconciliation) 
of the details of the outgoing messages to the address of OPCC with those of the corresponding incoming 
electronic messages of the clients of FPS participants and those of the electronic messages containing 
electronic instructions on the basis of which an FPS participant carries out transactions to debit funds 
from the accounts of clients. 


14.3. FNPS participants shall ensure protection of electronic messages during their transfer to the 
Bank of Russia by means of: 


generation of electronic messages and control of the details of electronic messages in the 
information infrastructure of FNPS participant pursuant to Clause 1 of the Procurement Rules for 
Generation of Electronic Messages and Control of the Details Thereof in the Information Infrastructures 
of FNPS Participant as well as the Procurement Rules for the Processing of Electronic Messages and 
Control of the Details Thereof in OPCC Information Infrastructure established in the appendix hereto in 
accordance with Part 5, Article 5 of the Federal Law ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’ (as amended by 
Federal Law No. 17-FZ, dated 3 February 1996) (the Gazette of the Congress of People’s Deputies of the 
RSFSR and the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR of 1990, No. 27, Art. 357; Collection of Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 1996, No. 6, Art. 492; 2019, No. 30, Art. 4151) (hereinafter, Procurement Rules); 


use of two enhanced electronic signatures – electronic signature used in the electronic message 
generation loop and electronic signature applied in the electronic message details control loop – to 
control the integrity and authenticity of electronic messages; 







application of the third security option envisaged by the Electronic Messages Album posted on the 
Bank of Russia website (hereinafter, Internet, Bank of Russia website, respectively) maintained by the 
Bank of Russia pursuant to Clause 5.2 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 732-P, dated 24 September 2020; 


encryption of electronic messages at the application of technical means of information protection 
ensuring two-legged authentication and encryption of information at the application level in accordance 
with the Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model specified in GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 with 
the use of DET which have passed the compliance assessment procedure with the requirements 
introduced by a federal executive body in the field of security; 
 


application of technical means of information protection ensuring two-way authentication and 
encryption of information at the level of data link or at the network level in accordance with the Open 
Systems Interconnection Reference Model specified in GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 which have passed the 
compliance assessment procedure with the requirements introduced by a federal executive body in the 
field of security. 


14.4. OPCC shall ensure protection of electronic messages at their transfer to the Bank of Russia by 
means of: 


processing of electronic messages and control of electronic messages details in OPCC information 
infrastructure pursuant to Clause 2 of the Procurement Rules; 


use of two enhanced electronic signatures – electronic signature used in the electronic message 
processing loop and electronic signature used in the electronic message details control loop – to control 
the integrity and authenticity of electronic messages; 


encryption of electronic messages at the application of technical means of information protection 
ensuring two-way authentication and encryption of information at the application level in accordance 
with the Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model specified in GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 with 
the use of DET which have passed the compliance assessment procedure with the requirements 
introduced by a federal executive body in the field of security; 


application of technical means of information protection ensuring two-way authentication and 
encryption of information at the level of data link or at the network level in accordance with the Open 
Systems Interconnection Reference Model specified in GOST R ISO/MEK 7498-1-99 which have passed the 
compliance assessment procedure with the requirements introduced by a federal executive body in the 
field of security. 


15. Application of information security measures by FPS participants shall ensure the value of the 
indicator characterising the level of funds transfer without a customer’s consent when making funds 
transfers with the help of the faster payments service generated quarterly and not exceeding 0.005%. 


The indicator value characterising the level of funds transfer without a customer’s consent when 
making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service shall be calculated as a ratio of funds 
about which notifications from clients of FPS participants have been received on debiting funds from their 
bank accounts during the quarter under review, unless required by the legislation of the Russian 
Federation, to the total amount of funds debited from the bank accounts of clients of FPS participants by 
transferring funds with the help of the faster payments service. 


16. Under the frameworks of implementation of measures to counter funds transfers without a 
customer’s consent when making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service, FPS 
participant being a payer bank (hereinafter, FPS participant being a payer bank), FPS participant being a 
payee bank (hereinafter, FPS participant being a payee bank), OPCC, IEO FPS shall ensure compliance with 
the following requirements. 







FPS participant being a payer bank shall perform: 


identification of transactions meeting the criteria for making funds transfers without a customer’s 
consent introduced by the Bank of Russia and posted on the Bank of Russia website in accordance with 
Part 5.1, Article 8 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011 (Collection of Legislation of the Russian 
Federation, 2011, No. 27, Art. 3872; 2019, No. 27, Art. 3538) (hereinafter, criteria of funds transfers 
without a customer’s consent) under the frameworks of its risk management framework when making 
funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service; 


suspension under the procedure established by Part 5.1, Article 8 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 
27 June 2011 on execution of an instruction under the identified transaction which meets the criteria for 
making funds transfer without a customer’s consent with regard to the information on risk intensity of a 
transaction without a customer’s consent (hereinafter, transaction risk intensity indicator) included in the 
electronic message received from OPCC in the format established by the agreement on the provision of 
services between FPS participant and OPCC containing, inter alia, the information on the transaction risk 
intensity indicator generated by FPS participant being a payee bank; 


generation of the transaction risk intensity indicator based on the assessment of transaction risks 
within the risk management framework implemented by FPS participant with its transmission in an 
electronic message to OPCC in the format envisaged by an agreement on the provision of services 
between FPS participant and OPCC, should the criteria for making funds transfer without a customer’s 
consent have not been identified. 


FPS participant being a payee bank shall generate the transaction risk intensity indicator within its 
risk management framework applied to identify transactions meeting the criteria for making funds 
transfer without a customer’s consent and send this indicator in an electronic message to OPCC in the 
format envisaged by an agreement on the provision of services between FPS participant and OPCC. 


The OPCC shall: 


identify transactions meeting the criteria for making funds transfer without a customer’s consent 
based on risk assessment models of the transactions for making funds transfers established by the Bank 
of Russia (hereinafter, Bank of Russia transaction risk assessment models), transaction risk intensity 
indicators when making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service received from FPS 
participants; 


suspend the procedures for acceptance for execution, including subsequent procedures for 
acceptance for execution and execution of instructions under the transaction identified meeting the 
criteria for making funds transfer without a customer’s consent when making funds transfers with the 
help of the faster payments service between the agreement on the provision of services between FPS 
participant and OPCC; 


notify the FPS participant without delay of the identification of transactions meeting the criteria for 
making funds transfer without a customer’s consent pursuant to the agreement on the provision of 
services between FPS participant and OPCC; 


notify the Bank of Russia of the identification of transactions meeting the criteria for making funds 
transfer without a customer’s consent pursuant to the cooperation agreement between the Bank of 
Russia and OPCC; 


generate the transaction risk intensity indicator based on the Bank of Russia transactions risk 
assessment models and send FPS participant being a payer bank the transaction risk intensity indicators 
generated by OPCC and FPS participant being a payee bank in an electronic message in the format 
envisaged by an agreement on the provision of services between FPS participant and OPCC, should the 
criteria for making funds transfer without a customer’s consent have not been identified. 







The decision-making procedure on the presence of the criteria for making funds transfers without 
a customer’s consent by FPS participant on the basis on the transaction risk intensity indicator received 
in an electronic message from FPS participant, OPCC when making funds transfer transactions with the 
help of the faster payments service shall be established by FPS participant within its risk management 
framework pursuant to Part 5.1, Article 8 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ, dated 27 June 2011. 


The format and procedure for filling in and transmission of an electronic message containing 
transaction risk intensity indicators are defined pursuant to the agreement on the provision of services 
between FPS participant and OPCC. 


16.1. Under the frameworks of implementation of measures to identify and eliminate the reasons 
and consequences of computer attacks aimed at information infrastructure objects of FPS participant 
and/or its clients, OPCC and to prevent cases and/or attempts to make funds transfers without a 
customer’s consent in the future, FPS participant, OPCC shall ensure compliance with the following 
requirements. 


FPS participant being a payer bank, on having revealed the information on computer attacks 
realised with the use of identifiers of the clients of FPS participant, aimed to receive information on the 
clients of FPS participants from the instructions on making funds transfers being generated by the client 
of FPS participant (hereinafter, search of identifiers of FPS participant’s clients), when making funds 
transfers with the help of the faster payments service, shall block the identifier of FPS participant’s client 
used to make searches of identifiers of FPS participant’s clients and notify the Bank of Russia and OPCC 
thereof without delay. 


OPCC shall reveal searches of identifiers of FPS participant’s clients on the side of FPS participants, 
block the identifier of FPS participant’s client used to make searches of identifiers of FPS participant’s 
clients at each case of reveal of a search of identifiers of FPS participant’s clients, including in the absence 
of notification on the blocking of FPS participant, for a term envisaged in the agreement on the provision 
of services between FPS participant and OPCC, and send FPS participant and the Bank of Russia 
notifications on the blocking of an identifier of FPS participant’s client. 


Upon receipt by an FPS participant being a payer bank of a notification on blockage of the identifier 
of FPS participant’s client when making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service from 
OPCC, FPS participant shall check the information received in accordance with an agreement between the 
client of FPS participant and FPS participant the Bank of Russia is notified on the results thereof pursuant 
to Clause 2.13.1 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012. 


FPS participant shall make a decision to unblock the identifier of FPS participant’s client based on 
the results of the check made and communicate its decision to OPCC in accordance with the agreement 
on the provision of services between FPS participant and OPCC. 


OPCC shall unblock the identifier of FPS participant’s client pursuant to the agreement on the 
provision of services between FPS participant and OPCC. 


17. Upon receipt by the Bank of Russia of a notification about the blocking of the identifier of FPS 
participant’s client when making funds transfers with the help of the faster payments service from the 
FPS participant or OPCC, the Bank of Russia shall inform on searches of identifiers of FPS participant’s 
clients on the side of FPS participants and on the identifier of FPS participant’s client used to make 
searches of identifiers of FPS participant’s clients by sending a notification to FPS participants and OPCC. 
For the purpose of the analysis of information protection when making funds transfers in the Bank of 
Russia Payment System, FNPS participants, FPS participants and OPCC shall inform the Bank of Russia on 
the violation of the requirements for ensuring information security when making funds transfers which, 
inter alia, led or could lead to making funds transfers without a customer’s consent or failure to provide 
funds transfer services within the frameworks of implementation of the requirements established in: 







Clause 2.13.1 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012; 


Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2831-U, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On Reporting by Payment System 
Operators, Payment Infrastructure Operators, Funds Transfer Operators on Information Protection During 
Funds Transfers’, registered by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation under on 14 June 2012 
under No. 24573, on 24 July 2013 under No. 29142, and on 1 June 2018 under No. 51248; 


Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4926-U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On the Form and Procedure for Funds 
Transfer Operators, Payment System Operators, and Payment Infrastructure Operators to Inform the 
Bank of Russia about All Actual and/or Attempted Funds Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent and 
Receive from the Bank of Russia’s Database Information about Actual and Attempted Funds Transfers 
Without the Customer’s Consent, and on the Procedure for Funds Transfer Operators, Payment System 
Operators, and Payment Infrastructure Operators to Counter Funds Transfers Without the Customer’s 
Consent’, registered by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 12 December 2018 under No. 
52988. 


IEO FPS shall inform FPS participant of the violation of the requirements for ensuring information 
security when making funds transfers which, inter alia, have led or could lead to making funds transfers 
without a customer’s consent or failure to provide funds transfer services pursuant to an agreement 
between the FPS participant and IEO FPS. 


18. Should an incident be revealed related to incompliance with the information security 
requirements which has led or may lead to making funds transfer without the consent of FNPS participant, 
the latter shall have the right to send to the Bank of Russia an application to suspend electronic message 
exchange. 


Upon receipt of an application to suspend electronic message exchange, the Bank of Russia shall 
suspend electronic message exchange and delete electronic messages, including those received from 
FNPS participant before and not executed, until receipt from FNPS participant of an application to cancel 
the suspension of electronic message exchange. 


Based on the results of elimination of incident reasons, the FNPS participant shall send an 
application to cancel the suspension of electronic message exchange; upon receipt thereof the Bank of 
Russia cancels the earlier introduced suspension of electronic message exchange the FNPS participant. 


18.1. The application to suspend electronic message exchange, should the incident be revealed 
related to incompliance with the information security requirements, and the application to cancel the 
suspension of electronic message exchange (hereinafter, jointly, applications) shall be sent with the help 
of the Bank of Russia’s technical infrastructure (automated system). 


Provided it is impossible to send an application with the help of the Bank of Russia’s technical 
infrastructure (automated system), the application shall be sent with the help of a reserve mean of 
interaction. 


Once it is again possible to send applications with the help of the Bank of Russia’s technical 
infrastructure (automated system), the FNPS participant shall repeatedly send its application with the 
help of the Bank of Russia’s technical infrastructure (automated system). 


18.2. The information on the Bank of Russia’s technical infrastructure (automated system) as well 
as on a reserve mean of interaction of the FNPS participant with the Bank of Russia with the help thereof 
shall be posted on the Bank of Russia website. 


18.3. In order to send applications, the FNPS participant shall appoint officials authorised to send 
and/or sign applications (hereinafter, authorised person) and send to the Bank of Russia information on 
the authorised persons, including their surnames, names, patronymics (if any), job titles, contact phone 
numbers, and, if any, facsimile numbers and email addresses. 







18.4. Simultaneously with sending applications, the FNPS participant shall send a copy of application 
to suspend electronic message exchange or cancel such suspension of electronic message exchange 
signed with an authorised person and attested with a seal of the FNPS participant by facsimile or by email 
in accordance with the contact details posted on the Bank of Russia website. 


No later than one business day after sending an application, the FNPS participant shall send an 
original hard copy of the application to the address posted on the Bank of Russia website. 


18.5. Upon receipt of an application with the help of the Bank of Russia’s technical infrastructure 
(automated system), the Bank of Russia shall ensure control of integrity and confirm the authenticity of 
the information contained therein. 


Upon receipt of an application with the help of a reserve mean of interaction, the Bank of Russia 
shall ensure checking of the conformity of the application details to the information specified in Subclause 
18.3 of this Clause. 


Should the result of the control of integrity and confirmation of the authenticity of the application, 
as well as the check of the conformity of the application details be unsatisfactory, the Bank of Russia shall 
not accept the application for execution and notify the FNPS participant thereof. 


Notification of the FNPS participant shall be performed with the help of the Bank of Russia’s 
technical infrastructure (automated system). 


Provided it is impossible to notify the FNPS participant with the help of the Bank of Russia’s technical 
infrastructure (automated system), the notification shall be performed with the help of a reserve mean 
of interaction. 
 


19. To assess compliance of FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS with the 
requirements to ensure information security when making funds transfers (hereinafter, compliance 
assessment), the following criteria are introduced: 
 


compliance assessment shall be performed within the selected segments (segment group) of 
computer networks specified in Clauses 3–6 of this Regulation; 
 


compliance assessment shall be performed in accordance with the provisions of the national 
Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. 
Information Protection of Financial Institutions. Conformity Assessment Methods’ approved by Order of 
the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 156-st, dated 28 March 2018, ‘On the 
Approval of the National Standard of the Russian Federation’ (M., FSUE Standartinform, 2018) 
(hereinafter, GOST R 57580.2-2018); 
 


compliance assessment shall be performed at least once every two years. 
 


FNPS participants, FPS participants, OPCC and IEO FPS shall ensure, with regard to information 
infrastructure objects placed in separate selected segments (segment group) of computer networks 
specified in Clauses 3–6 hereof, the level of compliance not less than Level 4 pursuant to GOST R 57580.2-
2018. 


20. The Bank of Russia performs control of compliance with the requirements to protect information 







related to funds transfers in accordance with Chapter 3 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 
9 June 2012. 


21. This Regulation becomes effective ten days after its official publication excluding the provisions 
with another effective dates envisaged by this clause. 


Clauses 3, 4, Subclause 7.1, Clause 7, Paragraphs 1–4, Clause 19 of this Regulation shall come into 
effect from 1 July 2021. 


Clause 5, Paragraphs 3–5, Clause 12 of this Regulation shall come into effect from 1 January 2022. 


Paragraphs 4 and 5, Subclause 14.2, Paragraph 6, Subclause 14.3, Clause 14 of this Regulation shall 
come into effect from 1 July 2022. 


Paragraph 5, Clause 19 of this Regulation shall come into effect from 1 January 2023. 


22. From the effective date this Regulation, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 672-P, dated 
9 January 2019, ‘On Requirements for Data Protection in the Bank of Russia Payment System’, registered 
by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 21 March 2019 under No. 54109, shall become null 
and void. 
 


Governor of the Central Bank 
of the Russian Federation 


E.S. NABIULLINA 
 
 
 
 
 


Annex 
to Bank of Russia Regulation 


No. 747-P, dated 23 December 2020, 
‘On Requirements for Data Protection 


in the Bank of Russia Payment System’ 
 


PROCUREMENT 
RULES TO ENSURE GENERATION OF 


ELECTRONIC MESSAGES AND CONTROL OF DETAILS 
IN THE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE FNPS PARTICIPANT 


AS WELL AS PROCUREMENT RULES TO 
PROCESS ELECTRONIC MESSAGES AND CONTROL OF DETAILS THEREOF 


IN OPCC INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
 


1. Generation of electronic messages and control of electronic message details in the FNPS 
participant’s information infrastructure shall be performed taking into consideration the aspects as 
follows. 


1.1. Electronic message generation loop and electronic message details control loop in FNPS 
participant’s information infrastructure shall be implemented with the help of various work stations, 
various cryptographic keys, and recruiting separate employees for each circuit. 


1.2. Information infrastructure objects of the electronic message generation loop and electronic 
message details control loop in FNPS participant’s information infrastructure shall be implemented in 
various segments of computer networks, including those implemented with the use of visualisation 
technology. The way of appropriate interaction between the specified segments of computer networks 







shall be documented and agreed with the information security service of FNPS participant. 


1.3. In the electronic message generation loop, with regard to a source document in hard or in 
electronic copy or an incoming electronic message, the following procedures shall be performed: 


generation of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment System; 


control of details of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment 
System; 


signing of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment System with an 
electronic signature used in the electronic message generation loop, in case of a satisfactory outcome of 
details control specified in Paragraph 3 of this Subclause; 


sending of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment System to the 
electronic message details control loop. 


1.4. The following procedures shall be implemented in the electronic message details control loop: 


control of details of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment 
System for the compliance with the details of the source document in hard or in electronic form or those 
of an incoming electronic message; 


control of the absence of duplication of outgoing electronic messages; 


signing of an outgoing electronic message to be sent to the Bank of Russia Payment System with an 
electronic signature used in the electronic message details control loop, in case of a satisfactory outcome 
of details control specified in Paragraph 2 of this Subclause. 


2. Processing of electronic messages and control of their details in OPCC information infrastructure 
shall be performed with the regard to the following aspects. 


2.1. Electronic message processing loop and electronic message details control loop in the OPCC 
information infrastructure shall be implemented with the help of various work stations, various 
cryptographic keys, and with the involvement of different employees for each circuit. 


2.2. Information infrastructure objects of electronic message processing loop and electronic 
message details control loop in the OPCC information infrastructure shall be realised in various segments 
of computer networks, including those realised with the use of visualisation technology. The way of 
appropriate interaction between the specified segments of computer networks shall be documented and 
agreed with the information security service of OPCC. 


2.3. Sending of electronic messages shall be performed in such a way to ensure transmitting of all 
incoming electronic messages to the electronic message processing loop only from the electronic message 
details control loop, and all outgoing electronic messages from the electronic message processing loop to 
the electronic message details control loop. 


2.4. The following procedures shall be implemented in the electronic message details control loop: 


control of an incoming electronic message; 


verification of the electronic signature of an incoming electronic message; 


structural and logical control of an incoming electronic message, including inspection of compliance 
of the details (data) of an incoming electronic message; 


control of the absence of duplication of incoming electronic messages; 







placement of incoming electronic messages to the reference base of incoming electronic messages 
(hereinafter, RBIEM) without deletion of an electronic signature to control results of the protected 
information processing as part of the outgoing inspection procedure. 


The composition of electronic messages to the placed in the RBIEM shall be defined pursuant to the 
agreement on the provision of services between the FPS participant and OPCC. 


2.5. The following procedures shall be implemented in the electronic message processing loop: 


control of an incoming electronic message; 


verification of the electronic signature of an incoming electronic message; 


structural and logical control of an incoming electronic message, including inspection of compliance 
of the details (data) of an incoming electronic message; 


processing of the information contained in an incoming electronic message and generation of an 
outgoing electronic message; 


signing of an outgoing electronic message with an electronic signature used applied in the electronic 
message processing loop; 


transmitting of an outgoing electronic message signed with an electronic signature used in the 
electronic message processing loop to the electronic message details control loop. 


2.6. The following procedures shall be implemented in the electronic message details control loop: 


checking in an outgoing electronic message of an electronic signature used in the electronic 
message processing loop; 


checking of an electronic signature in electronic messages in the RBIEM on the basis of which the 
outgoing electronic message has been generated; 


checking of the detail values of an outgoing electronic message with the detail values of electronic 
messages in the RBIEM on the basis of which the outgoing electronic message has been generated; 


control of the absence of duplication of outgoing electronic messages; 


signing of an outgoing electronic message with an electronic signature used in the electronic 
message details control loop (without deletion of an electronic signature used in the processing loop). 
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THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 


REGULATION 
dated 17 April 2019 No. 683-P 


ON 


MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR CREDIT INSTITUTIONS TO ENSURE DATA 
PROTECTION IN BANKING TO COUNTER UNAUTHORISED FUNDS TRANSFERS 


In pursuance of Article 57.4 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, 'On the Central Bank 


of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)' (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2002, 


No. 28, Art. 2790; 2003, No. 2, Art. 157; No. 52, Art. 5032; 2004, No. 27, Art. 2711; No. 31, Art. 3233; 


2005, No. 25, Art. 2426; No. 30, Art. 3101; 2006, No. 19, Art. 2061; No. 25, Art. 2648; 2007, No. 1, Art. 


9, Art. 10; No. 10, Art. 1151; No. 18, Art. 2117; 2008, No. 42, Art. 4696, Art. 4699; No. 44, Art. 4982; 


No. 52, Art. 6229, Art. 6231; 2009, No. 1, Art. 25; No. 29, Art. 3629; No. 48, Art. 5731; 2010, No. 45, 


Art. 5756; 2011, No. 7, Art. 907; No. 27, Art. 3873; No. 43, Art. 5973; No. 48, Art. 6728; 2012, No. 50, 


Art. 6954; No. 53, Art. 7591, Art. 7607; 2013, No. 11, Art. 1076; No. 14, Art. 1649; No. 19, Art. 2329; 


No. 27, Art. 3438, Art. 3476, Art. 3477; No. 30, Art. 4084; No. 49, Art. 6336; No. 51, Art. 6695, Art. 


6699; No. 52, Art. 6975; 2014, No. 19, Art. 2311, Art. 2317; No. 27, Art. 3634; No. 30, Art. 4219; No. 


40, Art. 5318; No. 45, Art. 6154; No. 52, Art. 7543; 2015, No. 1, Art. 4, Art. 37; No. 27, Art. 3958, Art. 


4001; No. 29, Art. 4348, Art. 4357; No. 41, Art. 5639; No. 48, Art. 6699; 2016, No. 1, Art. 23, Art. 46, 


Art. 50; No. 26, Art. 3891; No. 27, Art. 4225, Art. 4273, Art. 4295; 2017, No. 1, Art. 46; No. 14, Art. 


1997; No. 18, Art. 2661, Art. 2669; No. 27, Art. 3950; No. 30, Art. 4456; No. 31, Art. 4830; No. 50, Art. 


7562; 2018, No. 1, Art. 66; No. 9, Art. 1286; No. 11, Art. 1584, Art. 1588; No. 18, Art. 2557; No. 24, Art. 


3400; No. 27, Art. 3950; No. 31, Art. 4852; No. 32, Art. 5115; No. 49, Art. 7524; No. 53, Art. 8411, Art. 


8440), this Regulation sets out mandatory requirements for credit institutions to ensure data protection in 


banking to counter unauthorised funds transfers. 


1. The requirements for ensuring data protection in banking to counter unauthorised funds transfers 


shall be applied to protect the following types of data to be prepared, processed and stored in automated 


systems forming part of data infrastructure facilities and to be used in performing banking operations 


related to funds transfers ('automated systems', 'protected data' and 'banking operations', respectively): 


data contained in the documents prepared when performing banking operations in electronic format 


('electronic messages'), drafted by employees of credit institutions ('employees') and/or customers of 


credit institutions ('customers') 
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data required for authorisation of customers when taking actions to perform banking operations and 


verify customers' rights to dispose of cash funds 


data on the banking operations performed 


key data of cryptographic information protection facilities ('CIPF') used in banking operations 


('cryptographic keys'). 


If protected data contain personal data, credit institutions shall take measures to ensure personal 


data safety during their processing in accordance with Article 19 of Federal Law No. 152-FZ, dated 27 


July 2006, 'On Personal Data' (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2006, No. 31, Art. 


3451; 2009, No. 48, Art. 5716; No. 52, Art. 6439; 2010, No. 27, Art. 3407; No. 31, Art. 4173, Art. 4196; 


No. 49, Art. 6409; 2011, No. 23, Art. 3263; No. 31, Art. 4701; 2013, No. 14, Art. 1651; No. 30, Art. 


4038; No. 51, Art. 6683; 2014, No. 23, Art. 2927; No. 30, Art. 4217, Art. 4243; 2016, No. 27, Art. 4164; 


2017, No. 9, Art. 1276; No. 27, Art. 3945; No. 31, Art. 4772; 2018, No. 1, Art. 82) (the 'Federal Law "On 


Personal Data"'). 


2. The requirements for data protection in banking activities related to funds transfers shall 


include: 


requirements for data protection in banking which apply to automated systems, software, computer 


facilities and telecommunication equipment operated and used by a credit institution to perform banking 


operations ('data infrastructure facilities') 


requirements for data protection in banking which apply to applied software of automated systems 


and applications 


requirements for data protection in banking which apply to protected data processing technology 


other requirements for data protection in banking in accordance with Clauses 6–9 hereof. 


3. Credit institutions shall meet the following requirements for data protection in banking activities 


related to funds transfers which apply to data infrastructure facilities. 


ConsultantPlus: note. 


Subclause 3.1 of Clause 3 will become effective from 1 January 2021. 


3.1. Credit institutions shall implement the following levels of data protection for data infrastructure 


facilities used to process, transfer and store protected data for the purposes of banking operations, as 


defined in the national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 'Security of Financial 


(Banking) Operations. Protection of the Information of Financial Institutions. Core Set of Organisational 


and Technical Measures' approved by Order of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and 


Metrology No. 822-st, dated 8 August 2017, 'On Approving the National Standard' (Moscow, FSUE 


Standartinform, 2017). 


Systemically important credit institutions, credit institutions performing the functions of a payment 


infrastructure service operator of systemically important credit institutions and important credit 


institutions in the payment service market shall implement an enhanced data protection level. 


Credit institutions other than those specified in Paragraph 2 of this subclause shall implement a 


standard data protection level. 
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Credit institutions required to implement a standard data protection level which have become credit 


institutions required to implement an enhanced data protection level shall ensure that an enhanced data 


protection level is implemented within 18 months after they became credit institutions specified in 


Paragraph 2 of this subclause. 


3.2. Credit institutions shall ensure annual testing for intrusion and analysis of information security 


vulnerabilities of data infrastructure facilities. 


ConsultantPlus: note.  


Clause 4 shall become effective from 1 January 2020. 


4. Credit institutions shall meet the following requirements for data protection in banking activities 


related to funds transfers which apply to applied software of automated systems and applications. 


4.1. Credit institutions shall ensure the use of applied software of automated systems and 


applications distributed by a credit institution to its customers for the purpose of performing banking 


operations as well as software processing protected data on sites that are used to receive electronic 


messages for execution in automated systems and applications using the internet, that have been duly 


certified in the certification system of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Сontrol with regard to 


its conformance to information security requirements, including requirements for the analysis of 


vulnerabilities and control of the absence of undocumented features, or that have undergone analysis of 


vulnerabilities based on the requirements for an evaluation assurance level (EAL) not lower than EAL 4 


according to the national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/MEK 15408-3-2013 


'Information Technology. Security Methods and Techniques. Information Technology Security 


Assessment Criteria. Part 3. Security Assurance Components' approved by Order of the Federal Agency 


on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 1340-st, dated 8 November 2013, 'On Approving the 


National Standard' (Moscow, FSUE Standartinform, 2014). 


In respect of the applied software of automated systems and applications not specified in Paragraph 


1 of this subclause, credit institutions shall determine the need for certification or analysis of 


vulnerabilities and control of the absence of undocumented features on their own. 


4.2. To analyse vulnerabilities in the applied software of automated systems and applications, credit 


institutions shall engage organisations duly licensed to operate in the field of technical protection of 


confidential data for the work and services stipulated by Subclauses 'b', 'e' or 'f' of Clause 4 of the 


Regulation on the Licensing of Technical Protection of Confidential Data approved by Decree of the 


Government of the Russian Federation No. 79, dated 3 February 2012, 'On the Licensing of Technical 


Protection of Confidential Data' (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2012, No. 7, Art. 


863; 2016, No. 26, Art. 4049) ('Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 79 '). 


5. Credit institutions shall meet the following requirements for data protection in banking activities 


related to funds transfers which apply to protected data processing technology. 


5.1. Credit institutions shall ensure that electronic messages are signed in a manner that makes it 


possible to ensure their integrity and ascertain that the electronic message was drafted by an authorised 


person. 


Recognition of electronic messages signed with an electronic signature as equivalent to documents 


in hard copy signed with a hand-written signature shall be carried out in compliance with Article 6 of 


Federal Law No. 63-FZ, dated 6 April 2011, 'On Electronic Signature' (Collection of Legislation of the 
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Russian Federation, 2011, No. 15, Art. 2036; No. 27, Art. 3880; 2012, No. 29, Art. 3988; 2013, No. 14, 


Art. 1668; No. 27, Art. 3463, Art. 3477; 2014, No. 11, Art. 1098; No. 26, Art. 3390; 2016, No. 1, Art. 65; 


No. 26, Art. 3889) (the 'Federal Law On Electronic Signature'). 


5.2. Credit institutions must ensure the regulation, implementation and control (monitoring) of the 


protected data processing technology indicated in Paragraphs 2–4 of Clause 1 hereof when carrying out 


the following actions ('technological sites'): 


identification, authentication and authorisation of customers during actions taken to perform 


banking operations 


generation (preparation), transfer and acceptance of electronic messages 


verification of customers' right to dispose of cash funds 


performance of a banking operation and recording of the results thereof 


storage of electronic messages and data on the banking operations performed. 


5.2.1. The protected data processing technology used at all technological sites specified in this 


clause shall ensure the integrity and reliability of protected data. 


The protected data processing technology used at the technological site specified in Paragraph 3 of 


Subclause 5.2 of this clause shall also ensure: 


verification of the accuracy of generation (preparation) of electronic messages (double control) 


verification of the accurate filling of fields in electronic messages and of the rights of an electronic 


signature holder (incoming control) 


control of electronic message duplication (if such procedure is additionally established by the credit 


institution with due regard to the provisions of Paragraph 9 of Clause 2.1 of Bank of Russia Regulation 


No. 383-P, dated 19 June 2012, 'On Funds Transfer Rules' registered with the Ministry of Justice of the 


Russian Federation on 22 June 2012 under No. 24667, 14 August 2013 under No. 29387, 19 May 2014 


under No. 32323, 11 June 2015 under No. 37649, 27 January 2016 under No. 40831, 31 July 2017 under 


No. 47578, and 24 December 2018 under No. 53109) 


structural control of electronic messages 


protection of protected data during its transfer via communication channels. 


The protected data processing technology used at the technological site specified in Paragraph 4 of 


Subclause 5.2 of this clause shall also ensure: 


that the customer signs electronic messages in the manner specified in Subclause 5.1 of this clause; 


that confirmation of the performed banking operation is received from the customer. 


The protected data processing technology used at the technological site specified in Paragraph 5 of 


Subclause 5.2 of this clause shall also ensure: 


verification of the correspondence of outgoing electronic messages to the corresponding incoming 


electronic messages; 
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verification of the correspondence of the results of banking operations to the information contained 


in electronic messages; 


that notices of the performance of banking operations are sent to the customers when such 


notification is provided for by the legislation of the Russian Federation or the agreement. 


5.2.2. Credit institutions must register the results of actions for accessing protected data at all 


technological sites specified in Subclause 5.2 of this clause, which includes registration of employees' 


actions and registration of customers' actions performed using automated systems and software. 


5.2.3. The following data on employees' actions performed using automated systems and software 


shall be registered: 


date (day, month, year) and time (hours, minutes, seconds) of the banking operation 


ID assigned to the employee to identify the employee in the automated system or software 


technological site code 


result of the banking operation (successful/failed) 


identification data used for addressing the device using which and in respect of which the 


automated system or the software has been accessed to perform banking operations (computer and/or 


router network address). 


5.2.4. The following data on customers' actions performed using automated systems and software 


shall be registered: 


date (day, month, year) and time (hours, minutes, seconds) of the customer's actions taken to 


perform a banking operation 


ID assigned to the customer to identify the customer in the automated system or software 


technological site code 


result of the customer's action taken to perform a banking operation (successful/failed) 


identification data used for addressing the device using which the automated system or the software 


has been accessed to perform banking operations (computer and/or router network address), subscriber's 


international identifier (subscriber's personal number of an individual customer), international identifier 


of user equipment (terminal equipment) of an individual customer, telephone number and/or other 


identifier of the device). 


5.2.5. Credit institutions shall store: 


the data specified in Paragraphs 2 and 4 of Clause 1 hereof 


the data specified in Subclauses 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 of this clause and in Clause 8 hereof. 


Credit institutions shall ensure the integrity and accessibility of data provided in this subclause for 


no less than five years from the date of its generation (receipt). 


6. Data protection assurance using CIPF in banking activities related to funds transfers shall be 
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carried out in compliance with the Federal Law 'On Electronic Signature'; the Federal Law 'On Personal 


Data'; Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1119, dated 1 November 2012, 'On 


Approving Requirements for Personal Data Protection at Their Processing in Personal Data Information 


Systems' (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2012, No. 45, Art. 6257); the Regulation 


on the Design, Production, Implementation and Operation of Encryption (Cryptographic) Tools of Data 


Protection (Regulation PKZ-2005) approved by Order of the Federal Security Service of the Russian 


Federation No. 66, dated 9 February 2005, and registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 


Federation on 3 March 2005 under No. 6382 and 25 May 2010 under No. 17350 ('Regulation PKZ-


2005'); Order of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 378, dated 10 July 2014, 'On 


Approving the Scope and Content of Organisational and Technical Measures for Personal Data Security 


at Their Processing in Personal Data Information Systems Using the Data Encryption Tools Needed to 


Meet the Requirements Established by the Government of the Russian Federation for Personal Data 


Protection for Each Security Level' registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 18 


August 2014 under No. 33620; and technical documents for CIPF. 


If the technical documents for CIPF include requirements for the evaluation of the influence of the 


hardware, software and hardware, software network (system) tools for confidential communication with 


which the CIPF are supposed to be normally operated regarding to their compliance with the 


requirements placed thereon, such evaluation shall be carried out in accordance with Regulation PKZ-


2005 under the terms of reference agreed upon with the federal executive authority in charge of security 


assurance. 


6.1. If the credit institution uses Russian CIPF, such CIPF shall have certificates of conformance 


issued by the federal executive authority in charge of security assurance. 


6.2. Cryptographic keys shall be made by the customer (on its own) and/or by the credit institution. 


6.3. Secure generation of CIPF cryptographic keys shall be ensured by a scope of technological 


data protection measures, organisational data protection measures and technical data protection tools in 


accordance with the technical documents for the CIPF. 


7. Credit institutions shall prepare recommendations for their customers on protection of data from 


the effect of program codes leading to the disturbance of normal operation of computer equipment 


('malicious code') in order to counter unauthorised funds transfers. 


Credit institutions shall communicate to information customers on the possible risks of 


unauthorised access to protected data for the purpose of performing banking operations by persons who 


are not entitled to perform them and on measures for mitigating those risks: 


measures for preventing unauthorised access to protected data, inter alia, in the event of the loss 


(theft) of the device used by the customer to perform a banking operation 


measures for controlling the configuration of the device used by the customer to perform a banking 


operation and promptly identifying the effect of malicious code. 


8. Credit institutions shall classify events that resulted or may result in the performance of banking 


operations without the customer's authorisation or failure to provide services related to banking 


operations, including events included in the list of incident types agreed upon with the federal executive 


authority in charge of security assurance and published by the Bank of Russia on the Bank of Russia 


website (the 'list of incident types'), as incidents related to the breach of requirements for data protection 
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in banking activities related to funds transfers ('data protection incidents'). 


Credit institutions shall establish the procedure for registration of data protection incidents and for 


information exchange with the risk management unit created in pursuance of Clause 3.6 of Bank of 


Russia Ordinance No. 3624-U, dated 15 April 2015, ' On the Requirements for the Risk and Capital 


Management System of a Credit Institution or a Banking Group ' registered with the Ministry of Justice of 


the Russian Federation on 26 May 2015 under No. 37388, 28 December 2015 under No. 40325, 7 


December 2017 under No. 49156 and 5 September 2018 under No. 52084 in their internal documents. 


Information on data protection incidents shall be sent to the risk management unit for the purpose of their 


inclusion in the analytical database of losses suffered as a result of materialisation of operational risk in 


accordance with the procedure established by the internal documents of the credit institution. 


Credit institutions must register data protection incidents. 


In respect of each data protection incident, credit institutions shall register: 


protected data processed at the technological site(s) where unauthorised access to the protected data 


occurred; 


the result of the response to the data protection incident, including actions to refund money or 


electronic money. 


Credit institutions must inform the Bank of Russia: 


of identified data protection incidents included in the list of incident types; 


of planned events to disclose information on data protection incidents, including the posting of 


information on official websites, issuance of press releases and holding of press conferences, not later 


than one business day before the day of the event. 


Information on the recommended form and time frame for submission of information by credit 


institutions to the Bank of Russia shall be published on the Bank of Russia website. 


ConsultantPlus: note.  


Clause 9 shall become effective from 1 January 2021. 


9. Credit institutions shall ensure the evaluation of conformance to the data protection level 


established in Subclause 3.1 of Clause 3 hereof ('evaluation of data protection conformance') at least 


every two years. Evaluation of data protection conformance shall be carried out with the involvement of 


third-party organisations duly licensed to perform the work and services stipulated by Subclauses 'b', 'e' or 


'f' of Clause 4 of the Regulation on the Licensing of Technical Protection of Confidential Data approved 


by Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 79 of (an 'inspection authority'). 


9.1. Evaluation of data protection conformance shall be carried out in compliance with the national 


standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018 'Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. 


Protection of the Information of Financial Institutions. Conformity Evaluation Methodology' approved by 


Order of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 156-st, dated 28 March 2018, 


'On Approving the National Standard' (Moscow, FSUE Standartinform, 2018) ('GOST R 57580.2-2018'). 


Credit institutions shall keep the report prepared by the inspection authority on the results of the 


evaluation of data protection conformance for no less than five years from the date of its issuance by the 
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inspection authority. 


9.2. Credit institutions shall ensure at least conformance level 3 as per GOST R 57580.2-2018 


starting from 1 January 2021. 


Credit institutions shall ensure at least conformance level 4 as per GOST R 57580.2-2018 starting 


from 1 January 2023. 


10. This Regulation shall not apply to relations governed by Federal Law No. 187-FZ, dated 26 July 


2017, 'On the Security of Critical Data Infrastructure of the Russian Federation' (Collection of Legislation 


of the Russian Federation, 2017, No. 31, Art. 4736). 


11. This Regulation, in accordance with the decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors 


(Minutes of the meeting of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors No. 39, dated 21 December 2018), 


shall become effective ten days after its official publication <*>, except for the provisions for which this 


clause sets out different effective dates. 


  


<1> Officially published on the Bank of Russia website on 21 May 2019. 


Clause 4 hereof will enter into force on 1 January 2020. 


Subclause 3.1 of Clause 3 and Clause 9 hereof will enter into force on 1 January 2021. 


 


Governor of the Central Bank 


of the Russian Federation 


E. S. NABIULLINA 


 


Approved by: 
 


Director 


of the Federal Security Service 


of the Russian Federation 


A. V. BORTNIKOV 


 


Director 


of the Federal Service for Technical 


and Export Control 


V. V. SELIN 
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THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 


 
REGULATION 


No. 757-P, dated 20 April 2021 
 


ON MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS 
FOR NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 


TO ENSURE DATA PROTECTION 
IN OPERATIONS IN THE FINANCIAL MARKETS 


TO COUNTER ILLEGAL 
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 


 
This Regulation, based on Article 76.4-1 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central 


Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2002, No. 
28, Art. 2790; 2018, No. 27, Art. 3950), establishes mandatory requirements for non-bank financial institutions 
to ensure the protection of information when operating in the financial markets, as provided for in Part 1 of 
Article 76.1 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank 
of Russia)’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2002, No. 28, Art. 2790; 2020, No. 31, Art. 5018), 
in order to counter illegal financial transactions. 
 


Chapter 1. General requirements for the protection of information when operating in the financial 
markets to counter illegal financial transactions 
 


1.1. Non-bank financial institutions, in order to counter illegal financial transactions when operating in 
the financial markets, as provided for in Part 1 of Article 76.1 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On 
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ shall protect the following information being 
received, prepared, processed, transmitted and stored in automated systems used by non-bank financial 
institutions (hereinafter, respectively, automated systems, protected information, information protection): 


information contained in documents drawn up when carrying out financial transactions electronically by 
employees of non-bank financial institutions and (or) customers of non-bank financial institutions (hereinafter, 
electronic messages); 


information required by non-bank financial institutions to authorise their customers for the purpose of 
carrying out financial transactions and certifying customers’ right to manage funds, securities or other 
property; 


information on financial transactions carried out by non-bank financial institutions and their customers; 


key information of data encryption tools used by non-bank financial institutions and their customers in 
financial transactions (hereinafter, cryptographic keys). 


If protected information contains personal data, non-bank financial institutions shall apply measures to 
ensure the security of personal data when processing it in accordance with Article 19 of Federal Law No. 152-
FZ, dated 27 July 2006, ‘On Personal Data’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2006, No. 31, 
Art. 3451; 2021, No. 1, Art. 54) (hereinafter, Federal Law ‘On Personal Data’). 


1.2. Information protection by means of data encryption tools (hereinafter, DET) shall be provided by 
non-bank financial institutions in accordance with the DET technical documentation as well as the following 
federal laws and regulations of the Russian Federation: 


Federal Law No. 63-FZ, dated 6 April 2011, ‘On Electronic Signature’ (Collection of Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 2011, No. 15, Art. 2036; 2021, No. 9, Art. 1467) (hereinafter, Federal Law ‘On Electronic 







Signature’); 


Federal Law ‘On Personal Data’; 


Government Resolution of the Russian Federation No. 1119, dated 1 November 2012, ‘On Approval of 
Requirements for Protection of Personal Data During their Processing in Personal Data Information Systems’ 
(Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2012, No. 45, Art. 6257); 


Order of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 66, dated 9 February 2005, ‘On the 
Approval of the Regulation on the Development, Production, Implementation and Operation of Encryption 
(Cryptographic) Information Security Tools (Regulation PKZ-2005)’, registered with the Ministry of Justice of 
the Russian Federation on 3 March 2005 under No. 6382, on 25 May 2010 under No. 17350 (hereinafter, 
Regulation PKZ-2005); 


Order of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation No. 378, dated 10 July 2014, ‘On 
Approval of the Set and Content of Organisational and Technical Measures to Ensure the Security of Personal 
Data during Processing in Personal Data Information Systems using Cryptographic Information Protection Tools 
Necessary to Fulfil the Requirements Established by the Government of the Russian Federation for the 
Protection of Personal Data for Each of Security Levels‘, registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 
Federation on 18 August 2014 under No. 33620. 


1.3. If there are requirements in the DET technical documentation to assess the impact of hardware, 
both software and hardware, or software tools of the confidential communication network (system) with which 
the DET are intended to function as a standard feature, non-bank financial institutions shall carry out the said 
assessment in accordance with Regulation PKZ-2005 as provided for in the technical specifications agreed upon 
with the federal executive authority in charge of security. 


If a non-bank financial institution uses Russian-made DET, such DET must have certificates of compliance 
from the federal executive body in charge of security. 


The security of the processes of manufacturing DET cryptographic keys is ensured by a set of technical 
measures for protecting information, organisational measures for protecting information and technical 
measures for protecting information in accordance with the DET technical documentation. 


1.4. Non-bank financial institutions shall protect information in relation to automated systems, software, 
computer hardware, telecommunication equipment (hereinafter, information infrastructure objects) operated 
in accordance with the requirements of the national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 
‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. Information Protection of Financial Organisations. Basic Set of 
Organisational and Technical Measures’ approved by Order of the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and 
Metrology No. 822-st, dated 8 November 2017, ‘On the Approval of the National Standard’ (Moscow, FSUE 
Standartinform, 2017) (hereinafter, GOST R 57580.1-2017). GOST R 57580.1-2017 shall be applied following 
determination by the non-bank financial institution of the level of information protection implemented during 
the calendar year provided for in GOST R 57580.1-2017 (hereinafter, information security level), subject to the 
following requirements. 


1.4.1. A non-bank financial institution shall determine the information security level annually no later 
than the tenth business day of the calendar year of determining the information security level (hereinafter, 
date of determining the information security level). 


1.4.2. The requirements of GOST R 57580.1-2017 that correspond to the enhanced information security 
level shall be complied with by the following non-bank financial institutions (hereinafter, non-bank financial 
institutions implementing the enhanced information security level): 


central counterparties; 


central depository; 
 







financial transaction registrars. 


1.4.3. The requirements of GOST R 57580.1-2017 that correspond to the standard information security 
level shall be complied with by the following non-bank financial institutions (hereinafter, non-bank financial 
institutions implementing the standard information security level): 


specialised depositories of investment funds, mutual funds and non-governmental pension funds with 
assets serviced under specialised depository service agreements exceed one trillion rubles; 


clearing institutions; 


trade organisers; 


insurance companies whose asset value has exceeded twenty billion rubles during the last six 
consecutive calendar months as at 31 December of the year preceding the date on which the level of 
information protection is determined; 


non-governmental pension funds engaged in mandatory pension insurance; 


non-governmental pension funds engaged in non-state pension provision activities, whose pension 
reserves have exceeded ten billion rubles during the last six consecutive calendar months as at 31 December 
of the year preceding the date when the level of information protection is determined; 


repositories that are not financial transaction registrars; 


brokers, dealers, managers, depositories and registrars that have determined at least one of the activity 
indicators set out in Column 2 of the Annex to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 481-P, dated 27 July 2015, ‘On 
Licensing Requirements for and Conditions of Professional Activity in the Securities Market, Restrictions on 
Holding Together Certain Types of Professional Activity in the Securities Market, and on the Procedure and 
Timeframes for Submitting to the Bank of Russia Reports on Terminating Obligations Related to Professional 
Activity in the Securities Market in Case of Cancellation of a Securities Market Professional Participant Licence’, 
registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 25 August 2015 under No. 38673, on 
29 July 2016 under No. 43030, on 20 October 2017 under No. 48630, on 22 January 2019 under No. 53485, on 
26 January 2021 under No. 62231 (hereinafter, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 481-P), the quarterly range 
specified in Column 5 of the Annex to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 481-P as the annual range, as at 31 
December of the year preceding the date when the level of information protection was determined; 


brokers, dealers, managers, depositories and registrars specified in Paragraph 10 of Subclause 2.1.11 of 
Clause 2.1 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 481-P; 
 


investment platform operators which, during the last three quarters as at 31 December of the year 
preceding the date on which the level of information protection is determined, have provided services to more 
than one hundred thousand persons with whom investment service agreements and (or) investment 
promotion service agreements have been concluded; 
 


financial platform operators which, during the last three quarters as at 31 December of the year 
preceding the date on which the level of information protection is determined, have provided services to more 
than one hundred thousand persons with whom financial platform operator service agreements have been 
concluded; 
 


operators of information systems in which digital financial assets are issued which, during the last three 
quarters as at 31 December of the year preceding the date on which the level of information protection is 
determined, have provided services to more than twenty-five thousand persons with whom agreements have 
been concluded for the provision of operator services of the information system in which digital financial assets 







are issued; 
 


operators of digital financial asset exchange which, during the last three quarters as at 31 December of 
the year preceding the date on which the level of information protection is determined, have provided services 
to more than twenty-five thousand persons with whom agreements for the provision of digital financial assets 
exchange have been concluded. 
 


1.4.4. The requirements of GOST R 57580.1-2017 that correspond to the minimum information security 
level shall be complied with by the following non-bank financial institutions (hereinafter, non-bank financial 
institutions implementing the minimum information security level): 


specialised depositories of investment funds, unit investment funds and non-governmental pension 
funds not specified in Subclause 1.4.3 of this clause; 


brokers, dealers, managers, depositories and registrars not specified in Subclause 1.4.3 of this clause; 


management companies of investment funds, unit investment funds and non-governmental pension 
funds; 


forex dealers; 


financial platform operators not specified in Subclause 1.4.3 of this clause; 


operators of information systems in which digital financial assets are issued, not specified in Subclause 
1.4.3 of this clause; 


operators of digital financial asset exchange, not specified in Subclause 1.4.3 of this clause; 


insurance companies not specified in Subclause 1.4.3 of this clause; 


mutual insurance companies; 


insurance brokers; 


persons specified in Paragraph 3 of Clause 5 of Article 6.1 of Law of the Russian Federation No. 4015-1, 
dated 27 November 1992, ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business in the Russian Federation’ (Gazette 
of the Congress of People’s Deputies of the Russian Federation and the Supreme Soviet of the Russian 
Federation, 1993, No. 2, Art. 56; Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 1998, No. 1, Art. 4; 2020, 
No. 30, Art. 4738). 


1.4.5. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced information security level and non-
bank financial institutions implementing the standard information security level (hereinafter, jointly, non-bank 
financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels) shall perform 
annual testing of information infrastructure objects for penetrations and analysis of information security 
vulnerabilities of information infrastructure objects. 


If information security vulnerabilities of information infrastructure objects are identified, non-bank 
financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels must remedy the 
identified vulnerabilities in the manner and within the timeframe set forth in the documents governing 
information security threat neutralisation procedures developed by such non-bank financial institutions. 


1.5. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
must ensure compliance assessment of the level of information protection defined by them (hereinafter, 
information security level compliance assessment) subject to the following requirements. 


1.5.1. Information security level compliance assessment shall be carried out by non-bank financial 







institutions with the involvement of third-party organisations licensed to carry out the work and services 
stipulated in Subclauses ‘b’, ‘d’ or ‘e’ of Clause 4 of the Regulation on Licensing Activities for the Technical 
Protection of Confidential Information, approved by Government Resolution of the Russian Federation No. 79, 
dated 3 February 2012, ‘On Licensing Activities for the Technical Protection of Confidential Information’ 
(Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2012, No. 7, Art. 863; 2016, No. 26, Art. 4049) (hereinafter, 
inspection organisation). 


1.5.2. An information security level compliance assessment shall be carried out by non-bank financial 
institutions with the involvement of inspection organisations in accordance with the requirements of the 
national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.2-2018 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. 
Information Protection of Financial Organisations. Conformity Assessment Methods’ approved by Order of the 
Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology No. 156-st, dated 28 March 2018, ‘On the Approval of 
the National Standard of the Russian Federation’ (Moscow, FSUE Standartinform, 2018) (hereinafter, GOST R 
57580.2-2018). 


1.5.3. Information security level compliance assessment by non-bank financial institutions implementing 
the enhanced information security level shall be carried out at least once a year, and at least once every three 
years by non-bank financial institutions implementing the standard information security level. 


1.6. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
must maintain the report produced by the inspection organisation on the results of the information security 
level compliance assessment for at least five years from the date of its issue by the inspection organisation. 
 


1.7. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
shall ensure a level of compliance no lower than the third level of compliance as stipulated by Subclause ‘d’ of 
Clause 6.9 of GOST R 57580.2-2018. 
 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
shall ensure a level of compliance no lower than the fourth level of compliance stipulated by Subclause ‘e’ of 
Clause 6.9 of GOST R 57580.2-2018. 


1.8. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
must ensure the use, in conducting financial transactions, of software of automated systems and applications 
distributed by non-bank financial institutions to their customers for the purpose of carrying out actions under 
financial transactions, as well as the software that processes protected information when receiving electronic 
messages for execution in automated systems and applications using the information and telecommunications 
network (hereinafter, ‘Internet’) that were certified in the certification system of the Federal Service for 
Technical and Export Control (hereinafter, certification) or passed an assessment of compliance with the 
requirements for the estimated confidence level (hereinafter, ECL) not lower than ECL 4, in accordance with 
the requirements of the national standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013 
‘Information technology. Security techniques. Evaluation criteria for IT security. Part 3. Security assurance 
requirements’, approved by Order of the Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and Metrology No. 1340-st, 
dated 8 November 2013, ‘On the Approval of the National Standard’ (Moscow, FSUE Standartinform, 2014) 
(hereinafter, GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3-2013) (hereinafter, assessment of the compliance of the application 
software of automated systems and applications). 


Non-bank financial institutions that do not implement the enhanced and standard information security 
levels should independently determine the need for certification or compliance assessment of the application 
software of automated systems and applications. 


For software and applications not referred to in Paragraph 1 of this paragraph, non-bank financial 
institutions shall independently determine the need for certification or compliance assessment of the 
application software of automated systems and applications. 


At the discretion of the non-bank financial institution, the compliance assessment of the application 







software of automated systems and applications shall be carried out independently or with the involvement 
of an inspection organisation. 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced information security level, in case of 
certification of the application software of automated systems and applications, shall ensure their certification 
at least at confidence level 4 in accordance with the Information Security Requirements establishing confidence 
levels for technical information security means and information technology security means approved by Order 
of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control No. 76, dated 2 June 2020, ‘On Approval of the 
Requirements on Information Security, Establishing Levels of Confidence in the Technical Protection of 
Information and Information Technology Security Means’, registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian 
Federation on 11 September 2020 under No. 59772 (hereinafter, Order of the FSTEC of Russia No. 76). 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the standard information security level, in case of 
certification of the application software of automated systems and applications, shall ensure their certification 
at least at confidence level 5 in accordance with the Information Security Requirements establishing confidence 
levels for technical information security means and information technology security means approved by Order 
of the FSTEC of Russia No. 76. 


1.9. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
must ensure the integrity of electronic messages and confirm that they have been drafted by an authorised 
person. 


To ensure the integrity of electronic messages and confirm their drafting by an authorised person, non-
bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels shall take 
measures to provide for the use of an enhanced qualified electronic signature, enhanced unqualified electronic 
signature or other DET performing the information protection function with authentication of the message 
sender. 


The requirements specified in Paragraph 2 of this clause regarding the implementation of measures for 
the use of an enhanced qualified electronic signature, enhanced unqualified electronic signature or other DET 
performing the function of information protection with authentication of the message sender, shall not apply 
if, in order to ensure the integrity of electronic messages and confirmation of their drafting by an authorised 
person, dedicated segments of computer networks are used when transmitting electronic messages and these 
measures are identified by non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard 
information security levels as irrelevant in the information security threat and perpetrator model. 


The recognition of electronic messages signed with an electronic signature as equivalent to paper 
documents with a handwritten signature shall be carried out in accordance with Article 6 of the Federal Law 
‘On Electronic Signature’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2011, No. 15, Art. 2036; 2019, 
No. 52, Art. 7794). 


1.10. Non-bank financial institutions implementing enhanced and standard information security levels 
shall ensure regulation, implementation, control (monitoring) of technology for secure processing of protected 
information specified in Paragraphs 2–4 of Clause 1.1 of this Regulation: when identifying, authenticating and 
authorising their customers in order to conduct financial transactions; when forming (preparing), transmitting 
and receiving electronic messages; when certifying customers’ rights to manage funds, securities or other 
property; when carrying out a financial transaction, recording the results of the transaction (if there are 
records); when storing electronic messages and information on financial transactions carried out (hereinafter, 
jointly, technological areas) on the basis of risk analysis, in compliance with the following requirements. 


1.10.1. The technology used to process protected information in the technological areas must ensure 
the integrity and invariability of protected information. 


1.10.2. The technology for processing protected information used in the identification, authentication 
and authorisation of customers of non-bank financial institution, for the purpose of carrying out financial 
transactions shall ensure that the following measures are taken: 


when using a unified personal data information system that ensures processing, including collection and 







storage, of biometric personal data, its verification and transmission of information on the extent to which it 
matches the submitted biometric personal data of a citizen of the Russian Federation – implementation of the 
technical and organisational measures stipulated by Order of the Federal Service for Technical and Export 
Control No. 21, dated 18 February 2013, ‘On Approval of the Set and Content of Organisational and Technical 
Measures to Ensure the Security of Personal Data during Processing in Personal Data Information Systems’, 
registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 14 May 2013 under No. 28375, on 
25 April 2017 under No. 46487, on 8 July 2020 under No. 58877, by Order of the Federal Security Service of the 
Russian Federation No. 378, dated 10 July 2014, ‘On Approval of the Set and Content of Organisational and 
Technical Measures to Ensure the Security of Personal Data during Processing in Personal Data Information 
Systems using Cryptographic Information Protection Tools Necessary to Fulfil the Requirements Established by 
the Government of the Russian Federation for the Protection of Personal Data for Each of Security Levels‘, 
registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 18 August 2014 under No. 33620, to 
neutralise security threats relevant to the processing, including the collection and storage, of biometric 
personal data, its verification and the transmission of information on the extent to which it matches the 
submitted biometric personal data of a citizen of the Russian Federation; 


when using a unified identification and authentication system, compliance with the information security 
requirements in accordance with the Technical Requirements for the Interaction of Information Systems in a 
Unified System of Interdepartmental Electronic Interaction approved by Order of the Ministry of 
Communications and Mass Media of the Russian Federation No. 210, dated 23 June 2015, ‘On Approval of the 
Technical Requirements for the Interaction of Information Systems in a Unified System of Interdepartmental 
Electronic Interaction’ registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 25 August 2015 
under No. 38668, on 2 June 2017 under No. 46934. 


1.10.3. The technology for processing protected information used in generating (preparing), transmitting 
and receiving electronic messages must ensure that the following activities are carried out: 


verifying the correctness of generation (preparation) of electronic messages (double check); 


verifying the correctness of filling in the fields of electronic message and the rights of an electronic 
signature owner (incoming control); 


control of electronic message duplication; 


structural control of electronic messages; 


protection, including cryptographic one, of protected information during its transmission over 
communication channels. 


1.10.4. The technology for processing protected information used when certifying the customers’ rights 
to manage funds, securities or other property by non-bank financial institutions shall ensure that the following 
measures are taken: 


receipt of the customer’s electronic messages signed in the manner specified in Clause 1.9 of this 
Regulation; 


receipt of the customer’s confirmation of the financial transaction carried out. 


1.10.5. The technology for processing protected information used in the execution of a financial 
transaction, recording the results of the transaction (if any), shall ensure that the following measures are taken: 


verification of the consistency (reconciliation) of the output electronic messages with the corresponding 
input electronic messages; 


verification of the consistency (reconciliation) of the results of financial transactions with the 
information contained in electronic messages; 


sending notifications to customers of non-bank financial institutions regarding the performance of 







financial transactions where such notification is required by the legislation of the Russian Federation governing 
the activities of non-bank financial institutions or by agreement. 


Non-bank financial institutions shall implement mechanisms to confirm the authenticity of the 
customer’s email address to which the non-bank financial institution sends notifications of financial 
transactions, including when providing financial transaction references (statements) to customers. 


1.11. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security 
levels must ensure registration of the results of actions related to access to protected information in all 
technological areas, including registration of actions of their employees and customers performed using 
automated systems and software, in compliance with the following requirements. 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security levels 
must record the following information on the actions of their employees and customers carried out using 
automated systems and software: 


in respect of an employee – date (day, month, year) and time (hours, minutes, seconds) of a financial 
transaction, in respect of a customer – actions performed for the purpose of conducting a financial transaction; 


an identifier assigned to an employee (customer) that allows the employee (customer) to be identified 
in an automated system, software; 


a code corresponding to the technological area; 


in respect of an employee – the result of the financial transaction, in respect of a customer – actions 
performed for the purpose of conducting a financial transaction; 


information used to identify the device used to access the automated system, software to perform 
financial transactions: the network address of the employee’s (customer’s) computer and (or) communication 
device (router), the international customer-subscriber identifier (individual subscriber number of a customer 
who is a natural person), the international user equipment identifier (terminal equipment) of a customer who 
is a natural person, the telephone number and (or) other identification of the customer’s device. 


1.12. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced and standard information security 
levels shall provide for: 


storage of information specified in Paragraphs 2 and 4 of Clause 1.1 of this Regulation, information on 
the recording of data specified in Clause 1.11 of this Regulation, and information on incidents related to 
ensuring the protection of information in carrying out activities in the field of financial markets (hereinafter, 
information security incidents); 


integrity and availability of the information specified in Paragraph 2 of this clause for at least five years 
from the date of its formation by the non-bank financial institution (date of receipt by the non-bank financial 
institution), and if the legislation of the Russian Federation regulating activities of non-bank financial 
institutions sets another term – for this period. 


1.13. Non-bank financial institutions that implement the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
security levels must ensure that they communicate to their customers recommendations on protecting 
information from the impact of software codes that leads to the disruption of the normal functioning of a 
computer system (hereinafter, malicious code), in order to counter illegal financial transactions. 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
security levels shall ensure that they communicate to their customers: 


information on the possible risks of unauthorised access to protected information for the purpose of 
carrying out financial transactions by unauthorised persons; 


information on measures to prevent unauthorised access to protected information, including the loss 







(theft) of the device used by the customer for the purpose of carrying out a financial transaction, monitoring 
the configuration of the device used by the customer for the purpose of carrying out a financial transaction, 
and timely detection of the impact of a malicious code. 


1.14. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
security levels must, in accordance with their internal documents, record information security incidents, and 
provide information on identified information security incidents to the official (separate division) responsible 
for risk management, if any, provided that such an official (separate divisions) complies with the following 
requirements. 


1.14.1. Information security incidents by non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, 
standard and minimum information security levels should include events that have led or, in their estimation, 
may lead to financial transactions without the consent (will) of the customer of the non-credit financial 
institution, failure to provide services related to financial transactions, including events included in the list of 
incident types agreed with the federal executive body authorised to provide security and posted by the Bank 
of Russia on its official website. 


1.14.2. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
protection levels must register: 


protected information at technological areas where unauthorised access to protected information 
occurred; 


the result of response to an information security incident, including actions taken to recover funds, 
securities or other property of the customer of the non-bank financial institution. 


1.15. Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
security levels shall notify the Bank of Russia about: 


information security incidents detected, included those on the list of incident types agreed with the 
federal executive body authorised to provide security and posted by the Bank of Russia on its official website, 
as well as the measures taken and actions performed to respond to the information security incident detected 
by the non-bank financial institution or the Bank of Russia; 


the Internet sites owned and (or) operated by the non-bank financial institution, which are used by the 
non-bank financial institution for its financial market activities; 


planned events, including issuing press releases and holding press conferences, posting information on 
official websites on the Internet, with regard to information security incidents no later than one business day 
before the event. 


Non-bank financial institutions implementing the enhanced, standard and minimum information 
security levels shall submit to the Bank of Russia the information set out in Paragraphs 2–4 of this clause, using 
the Bank of Russia technical infrastructure (automated system). If it is technically impossible for non-bank 
financial institutions to communicate with the Bank of Russia using the Bank of Russia technical infrastructure 
(automated system), non-bank financial institutions that implement the enhanced, standard and minimum 
information security levels must submit information to the Bank of Russia using a reserve communication 
method. The information on the Bank of Russia technical infrastructure (automated system) as well as on a 
reserve means of interaction, form and timeframes to submit information shall be posted on the Bank of Russia 
website. 
 


Chapter 2. Specifics of information protection in the activities of a financial platform operator, 
registrar of financial transactions 
 


2.1. The financial platform operator and the financial transaction registrar, in addition to the information 
specified in Clause 1.1 of this Regulation, shall protect the following information received, prepared, processed, 
transmitted and stored in the automated systems they use: 







information processed by the financial platform operator when carrying out financial transactions using 
the financial platform; 


information processed by the financial transaction registrar when carrying out repository activities; 


information contained in electronic messages produced by financial platform participants, the financial 
platform operator and the financial transaction registrar when concluding and executing financial transactions 
using the financial platform, including information contained in electronic messages – instructions to financial 
consumers; 


information on bank deposits placed using the financial platform and on cash transactions thereunder, 
information on the execution of other financial transactions and on transactions thereunder, provided by the 
financial platform operator to the financial transaction registrar; 


electronic messages that contain instructions from the financial platform operator to the credit 
institution to carry out transactions on the special account based on instructions from the financial consumer. 


2.2. The financial platform operator, financial transaction registrar, in addition to the requirements for 
the technology for processing protected information specified in Clause 1.10 of this Regulation, shall provide 
for the following requirements to be met. 


2.2.1. The technology for processing protected information used by the financial platform operator, 
financial transaction recorder, in all technological areas must ensure the integrity and invariability of protected 
information, including by: 


application of mechanisms and (or) protocols for the generation and exchange of electronic messages 
that protect electronic messages from distortion, falsification, forwarding, unauthorised access and (or) 
destruction, false authorisation, including the authentication of incoming electronic messages; 


mutual (two-way) authentication of participants in the exchange of electronic messages by means of 
computer equipment of the financial platform operator, financial consumers and financial institutions or 
issuers, financial transaction registrars; 


recovery of protected information in the event of intentional (accidental) destruction (distortion) or 
failure of computer equipment; 


the use of DET with certificates of compliance by the federal executive authority in the field of security 
when interacting between the financial platform operator and the financial transaction registrar, as well as 
between the financial platform operator and credit institutions. 


2.2.2. The technology for processing protected information used by the financial platform operator for 
identification, authentication and authorisation in accordance with Subclause 1.10.2 of Clause 1.10 of this 
Regulation shall be applied to the identification of financial consumers pursuant to Federal Law No. 115-FZ, 
dated 7 August 2001, ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the 
Financing of Terrorism’ (Collection of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2001, No. 33, Art 3418; 2021, No. 
1, Art. 75) and the authentication of the financial platform participants when executing financial transactions. 


2.3. The financial platform operator and financial transaction registrar shall ensure that electronic 
messages, including contracts between the financial platform operator and the financial consumer, electronic 
document workflow agreements between the financial platform operator, the financial consumer and the 
financial institution or issuer, as well as other documents necessary to ensure their interaction when 
concluding and executing financial transactions using the financial platform, are signed in a manner that 
ensures the integrity of the signed documents and certifies that they have been drawn up by an authorised 
person, in accordance with the requirements of Clause 1.9 of this Regulation. 
 


Chapter 3. Specifics of information protection in the activities of the operator of the information 
system in which digital financial assets are issued, and of the operator of the digital financial assets exchange 







 
3.1. The operator of the information system in which digital financial assets are issued, the operator of 


the exchange of digital financial assets, in addition to the information specified in Clause 1.1 of this Regulation, 
shall protect the following information received, prepared, processed, transmitted and stored in the 
automated systems used by them: 


information processed by the operator of the information system in which digital financial assets are 
issued, based on which digital financial assets are issued and circulated, including information contained in 
electronic messages – instructions to make or change the record of digital financial assets in the information 
system in which digital financial assets are issued, by order of persons or by virtue of an action performed as 
part of a transaction as specified in Part 2 of Article 4 of Federal Law No. 259-FZ, dated 31 July 2020, ‘On Digital 
Financial Assets, Digital Currency and on Amending Certain Federal Laws of the Russian Federation’ (Collection 
of Legislation of the Russian Federation, 2020, No. 31, Art. 5018) (hereinafter, Federal Law ‘On Digital Financial 
Assets, Digital Currency and on Amending Certain Federal Laws of the Russian Federation’); 


information processed by the operator of the exchange of digital financial assets, on the basis of which 
transactions in digital financial assets are secured; 


information processed by the operator of the information system in which digital financial assets are 
issued, on all completed transactions in digital financial assets issued in the information system that it operates 
and on the parties to such transactions; 


information processed by the operator of the exchange of digital financial assets when providing for the 
execution of transactions in digital financial assets, on all completed transactions in digital financial assets and 
on the parties to such transactions. 


3.2. The operator of the information system in which digital financial assets are issued, the operator of 
the exchange of digital financial assets, in addition to the requirements established by Clause 1.10 of this 
Regulation regarding the technology for processing protected information in the issue and circulation of digital 
financial assets should ensure that the following measures are taken: 


use of multifactor authentication of persons issuing digital financial assets, holders of digital financial 
assets, the operator of the exchange of digital financial assets when accessing the information system in which 
digital financial assets are issued, including those implemented with the use of DET; 


protection, including cryptographic one, of protected information during its transmission in the 
information system in which digital assets are issued; 


application of organisational and technical measures ensuring the processing of information security 
incidents related to unauthorised access to cryptographic keys during their formation, use and storage, 
including in accordance with the requirements of technical documentation for DET; 


mutual authentication of information system nodes involved in the exchange of protected information; 


implementation of the transaction lifecycle management system stipulated in Part 2 of Article 4 of the 
Federal Law ‘On Digital Financial Assets, Digital Currency and on Amending Certain Federal Laws of the Russian 
Federation’ and the implementation of its typical functions in the form of standard libraries in order to manage 
the risks and vulnerabilities related to the execution of the transaction; 


application of organisational and technical measures aimed at handling the risk of exploitation of 
vulnerabilities in the software environment of the transaction execution provided for by Part 2 of Article 4 of 
the Federal Law ‘On Digital Financial Assets, Digital Currency and on Amending Certain Federal Laws of the 
Russian Federation’; 


implementation of the information security incident monitoring system and regulation of information 
security incident response measures; 


implementation of the transaction execution monitoring system provided for by Part 2 of Article 4 of the 







Federal Law ‘On Digital Financial Assets, Digital Currency and on Amending Certain Federal Laws of the Russian 
Federation’. 


3.3. The operator of the information system in which digital financial assets are issued, the operator of 
the exchange of digital financial assets, in addition to the requirements established by Clauses 1.10 and 3.2 of 
this Regulation regarding the technology for processing protected information in the issue and circulation of 
digital financial assets in the information system on a distributed registry basis, shall ensure that the following 
measures are taken: 


analysis of network interaction traffic between nodes of the information system on a distributed registry 
basis to ensure continuity of making (changing) entries in the information system on a distributed registry basis, 
to ensure blocking of potentially dangerous entries in the information system on a distributed registry basis 
that may lead to changes in the sequence of entries in the information system, to ensure analysis and control 
of algorithm(s) that provide for the identity of information contained in all the databases that make up the 
distributed registry aimed at ensuring that computer attacks, including those by nodes in the information 
system, cannot be carried out by controlling the specified algorithms; 


ensuring the security of protected information between information system nodes on the basis of a 
distributed register of DET, including information protection with authentication of the information sender; 
 


the use by information system nodes of a secure communications network topology, programming code 
and protocols, taking into account current security threats and applied information technology, including the 
implementation of a protection system against denial-of-service attacks, with the ability to filter transmitted 
data, the storage by information system nodes of trusted network addresses and the implementation of a 
mechanism for checking for invalid information system nodes. 
 


Chapter 4. Final Provisions 
 


4.1. Where a non-bank financial institution has determined a higher information security level than the 
information security level it implements as of the date the information security level is determined, such non-
bank financial institution shall ensure compliance with the requirements for the higher information security 
level stipulated by this Regulation no later than nine months from the date the information security level is 
determined. 


4.2. If a non-bank financial institution combines activities in the area of financial markets that require 
two information security levels, the non-bank financial institution must ensure compliance with the 
requirements for the higher level of information security, provided that it uses common information 
infrastructure objects when combining activities. 


4.3. This Regulation shall not apply to relations regulated by Federal Law No. 187-FZ, dated 26 July 2017, 
‘On the Security of Critical Information Infrastructure of the Russian Federation’ (Collection of Legislation of 
the Russian Federation, 2017, No. 31, Art. 4736). 


When ensuring the security of automated systems, software, computer hardware and 
telecommunication equipment, the operation and use of which is ensured during financial transactions by non-
bank financial institutions and which are critical information infrastructure objects of the Russian Federation, 
this Regulation shall apply along with the requirements of Federal Law No. 187-FZ, dated 26 July 2017, ‘On the 
Security of Critical Information Infrastructure of the Russian Federation’. 


This Regulation shall not apply to persons carrying out actuarial activities. 


4.4. This Regulation shall come into effect 10 days after the date of its official publication in accordance 
with the decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors (Minutes of the Meeting of the Bank of Russia Board 
of Directors No. PSD-29, dated 4 December 2020), excluding the provisions with other effective date stipulated 
in this clause. 







Paragraph 4 of Subclause 1.4.2, Paragraphs 11–14 of Subclause 1.4.3 of Clause 1.4, Chapters 2 and 3, 
except for Paragraph 4 of Clause 3.3 hereof shall come into effect from 1 January 2022. 


Subclause 1.4.4 of Clause 1.4 hereof shall come into effect from 1 July 2022. 


Paragraph 1 of Clause 1.7 hereof shall come into effect from 1 January 2022 and remain in force until 
30 June 2023 inclusive. 


Paragraph 2 of Clause 1.7 hereof shall come into effect from 1 July 2023. 


Paragraph 4 of Clause 3.3 hereof shall come into effect from 1 January 2024. 


4.5. As of the effective date of this Regulation, the following shall no longer be valid: Bank of Russia 
Regulation No. 684-P, dated 17 April 2019, ‘On Mandatory Requirements for Non-bank Financial Institutions 
to Ensure Data Protection in Operations in the Financial Markets to Counter Illegal Financial Transactions’, 
registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation on 16 May 2019 under No. 54634. 
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Introduction 


 
Developing and strengthening the banking system of the Russian Federation and 


developing and ensuring the financial stability of the Russian financial market and the 
national payment system are the aims of the activities of the Central Bank of the Russian 
Federation (Bank of Russia) [1]. One of the main prerequisites for achieving these goals is 
to ensure a necessary and sufficient level of information security in credit institutions and 
non-bank financial institutions of the Russian Federation and in national payment system 
participants (hereinafter collectively 'financial institutions'). 


In the event of information security incidents, their negative impact on the operation 
of individual financial institutions may result in the rapid development of a system-wide 
crisis of the Russian banking system, financial market and/or national payment system and 
have a significant adverse effect on the interests of the owners and customers of such 
financial institutions. Therefore, information security threats are significant challenges for 
financial institutions, and ensuring information security is a fundamental aspect of their 
activities. 


To counter information security threats and their impact on operational risk, financial 
institutions must ensure a necessary and sufficient level of information security and 
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maintain that level when conditions change whether inside or outside the institutions. 
The Bank of Russia, within the scope of its competence [1], [2] and as agreed upon 


with the federal executive agency responsible for security and the federal executive agency 
responsible for countermeasures in respect of technical intelligence and technical 
information security, establishes requirements in Bank of Russia regulations for 
organisations to ensure information security when carrying out banking activities and 
operations in the financial markets. 


The main goals of this standard are: 
- To define information security levels and the respective requirements for the basic 


set of organisational and technical information security measures (hereinafter collectively 
'information security measures') that must be applied by financial institutions to meet the 
information security requirements prescribed by Bank of Russia Regulations 


- To ensure that the set and content of the information security measures applied by 
financial institutions are adequate in the context of existing information security threats and 
the acceptable level operational risk for the financial institution (risk appetite) 


- To ensure the effectiveness and feasibility of standardised control of the information 
security measures applied by financial institutions. 


 


1 Scope of application 


 
This standard establishes the information security levels and the respective 


requirements for the basic set of information security measures to be applied by financial 
institutions in order to comply with the information security requirements prescribed by 
Bank of Russia Regulations. 


The provisions of this standard must be used by the credit institutions and non-bank 
financial institutions specified in part one of Article 76.1 of the Federal Law 'On the Central 
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)' [1] and by national payment system 
participants. 


The basic set of information security measures defined by this standard is applicable 
to all information systems, including automated systems (AS), used by financial institutions 
to perform business processes and/or technical processes related to the provision of 
financial services, banking services or money transfer services (hereinafter collectively 
'financial services'). 


The scope of application of this standard, which defines the obligation of financial 
institutions to apply information security measures that implement one of the information 
security levels for a specific set of information systems, including AS used by financial 
institutions for the provision of financial services, shall be established in Bank of Russia 
Regulations by including a normative reference to this standard made on the basis of Article 
27 of the Federal Law 'On Standardisation in the Russian Federation' [3]. 


This standard shall be applied by including normative references hereto in Bank of 
Russia regulations and/or directly using its requirements in the internal documents of 
financial institutions and in contracts. 
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2 Normative references 


 
This standard includes normative references to the following standards: 
GOST 34.003 Information Technology. Set of Standards for Automated Systems. 


Automated Systems. Terms and Definitions 
GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 Information Technology. Interconnection of Open 


Systems. Basic Reference Model. Part 1. Reference model 
GOST R 50739 Computer Equipment. Protection against Unauthorised Access to 


Information. General Technical Requirements 
GOST R 50922 Information Security. Terms and Definitions 
GOST R 56545 Information Security. Information System Vulnerabilities. 


Vulnerability Description Rules 
GOST R 56546 Information Security. Information System Vulnerabilities. 


Classification of Information System Vulnerabilities 
GOST R 56938 Information Security. Information Security When Using Virtualisation 


Technology. General Provisions 
GOST R ISO/TR 13569 Financial Services. Recommendations on Information 


Security 
GOST R ISO/IEC TR 18044 Information Technology. Security Methods and 


Techniques. Management of Information Security Incidents 
GOST R ISO/IEC 27033-1 Information Technology. Security Methods and 


Techniques. Network Security. Part 1. Overview and Concepts 
GOST R ISO/IEC 15408-3 Information Technology. Security Methods and 


Techniques. Information Technology Security Assessment Criteria. Part 3. Security 
Assurance Components 


 
Note: When using this standard, it is good practice to check the applicability of 


reference standards in the public information system on the official website of the Federal 
Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology or by using the National Standards annual 
information directory published as of 1 January of the current year and the National 
Standards monthly information directory for the current year. If a reference standard to 
which an undated reference has been given is replaced, it is advisable to use the current 
version of such standard with all amendments introduced thereto. If a reference standard 
to which a dated reference has been given is replaced, it is advisable to use the version of 
such standard approved (adopted) in the aforementioned year. If the reference standard 
to which a dated reference has been given is amended after the approval of this standard 
and such amendment affects the regulation to which a reference has been given, it is 
advisable to use such regulation without taking the amendment into account. If a reference 
standard is cancelled without replacement, it is advisable to use the provision that contains 
a reference thereto insofar as it does not touch upon the reference. 


 


3 Terms and definitions 


 
This standard uses terminology based on GOST R 50922, GOST 34.003, GOST R 


56545 and GOST R 56546, as well as the following terms with their respective definitions: 
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3.1 Information security measures means organisational (including management-
related) and technical information security measures and ensuring AS availability. 


 
Note: Adapted from GOST R ISO/IEC TR 19791. 
 
3.2 Technical information security measure means an information security 


measure implemented using hardware and software tools and/or systems. 
3.3 Organisational information security measure means a non-technical 


information security measure that provides for introducing limitations on the use and 
operation modes of information systems and/or related objects based on time, territory, 
space, legal aspects, methodology or any other limitations. 


3.4 Information security system means the totality of information security 
measures aimed at the direct security of information, processes related to the use of these 
information security measures, and resourcing and organisational support required for the 
application of these information security measures. 


3.5 Information security organisation and management system means the 
totality of information security measures for ensuring complete and high-quality information 
security that are required for planning, implementing, overseeing and improving the 
processes of the information security system. 


3.6 Information system of a financial institution (information system) means 
the totality of access objects and resources, information processing tools and systems, 
including AS, that are used for the information support of the business processes and/or 
technological processes of a financial institution used to provide financial services. 


 
Note: Adapted from GOST R 51275. 
 
3.7 Technical process of a financial institution (technical process) means a set 


of interrelated operations with information and/or information systems that are used in the 
operation of a financial institution and/or required for the provision of financial services. 


3.8 Access object means an information system in the form of a hardware unit, 
computing device and/or network equipment, including those that are parts of a financial 
institution's AS. 


 
Note: The recommended minimum range of main types of access objects includes: 
– Automated Workstations (AWS) of users 
– AWS of operating personnel 
– server equipment 
– network equipment 
– data storage systems 
– hardware security modules (HSM) 
– devices for printing and copying information 
– access objects located in public places (including ATMs, payment terminals). 
 
3.9 Access resource means an information system representing a complex of 


information and software for information processing. 
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Note: The recommended minimum range of main access resource types includes: 
– AS 
– databases 
– network file resources 
– virtual machines for deployment of AS server components 
– virtual machines for deployment of AWS of users and operating personnel 
– access resources related to email services 
– access resources related to the intranet and internet web services of a financial 


institution. 
 
3.10 Security perimeter means the totality of information systems defined by the 


application scope of this standard and used for implementing business processes and/or 
technical processes of a financial institution with a similar level of importance (criticality) 
and for which the financial institution uses a unified information security policy (mode) (a 
single set of requirements for ensuring information security). 


3.11 Information security level means a defined set of information security 
measures included in the information security system and in the information security 
organisation and management system which are applied jointly within the security 
perimeter to implement an information security policy (mode) of the respective level of 
importance (criticality) of the information, business processes and/or technological 
processes of a financial institution. 


3.12 Physical access to an access object (physical access) means access to an 
access object, including access to the premises in which the access object is located, which 
makes it possible to physically impact it. 


3.13 Logical access to an access object (logical access) means access to an 
access object, including remote access by means of computer networks, that makes it 
possible (even without physical access) to access protected information or process 
protected information. 


3.14 Access subject means an employee of a financial institution or another person 
who obtains physical and/or logical access or a software service that obtains logical 
access. 


 
Note: The minimum range of main types of access subjects in this standard includes 


the following: 
– users—access subjects, including customers of a financial institution, who obtain 


access to access objects and/or access resources in order to use the financial services 
provided by the information infrastructure of the financial institution 


– operating personnel—access subjects, including contractors' representatives, who 
operate and/or administer access objects and/or access resources for which logical access 
is needed to accomplish tasks, including the operation and administration of technical 
information security measures 


– technical (support) staff—access subjects, including contractors' representatives, 
who carry out tasks related to the operation of access objects for which logical access is 
not required or who perform activities and physically access the access objects without the 
aim of using them directly 


– software services—execution of software in the information infrastructure that 







provides logical access to access resources. 
 
3.15 Authorisation means validation, verification and provision of logical access 


rights when access subjects are obtaining logical access. 
3.16 Identification means assignment of a unique attribute (identifier) to an access 


subject (object) for logical access and comparison of the identifier provided by the access 
subject (object) during logical access to the list of assigned identifiers. 


3.17 Authentication means verification of whether the identifier (authentication 
credential) provided by the access subject (object) when obtaining logical access belongs 
to said subject (object). 


3.18 Logging of information security events (logging) means recording of data 
on the actions carried out by access subjects or on information security events. 


3.19 Account means a logical object (information) that exists within a single or 
several access resources and represents an access subject with its (their) scope. 


3.20 Maintenance account means an account which is used by software services 
for logical access. 


3.21 Logical access rights means a set of actions that an access subject is allowed 
to perform in respect of an access resource using the respective account. 


3.22 Logical access role (role) means a preconfigured set of functions and tasks 
of an access subject that require a certain range of logical access rights to be performed. 


3.23 Information security role means a predefined set of functions and tasks of an 
access subject, including a financial institution employee, related to using organisational 
and/or technical information security measures. 


3.24 Authorised access subject means an access subject to whom the financial 
institution has assigned rights to physical and/or logical access. 


3.25 Authentication data means data in any form and on any medium known to or 
belonging to an authorised access subject who is the authorised holder of the 
authentication data, or data in the possession of an authorised access subject that is used 
to perform the authentication procedure when obtaining logical access. 


3.26 Compromise of authentication data means an event related to the 
occurrence of an opportunity for a subject who is not the authorised owner of authentication 
data to use the respective authentication data. 


3.27 Authentication factor means a data unit which is used when authenticating 
an access object or subject. 


 
Notes 
1 Authentication factors are divided into the following three categories: 
– something that an access object or subject knows, for example, passwords of 


authorised access subjects, PIN numbers 
– something that an access object or subject possesses, for example, data stored 


on personal technical authentication tools: tokens, smart cards or other media 
– something intrinsic to an access object or subject, for example, biometric data of 


an individual (authorised access subject). 
2 Adapted from [4]. 
 
3.28 One-factor authentication means authentication for which only one 







authentication factor is used. 
3.29 Multi-factor authentication means authentication for which two or more 


different authentication factors are used. 
3.30 Two-way authentication means an authentication method for access objects 


and access resources which ensures mutual verification of the ownership of identifiers 
provided by the access object (resource) during their interaction. 


 
Note: Adapted from [4]. 
 
3.31 Information security event means an identified occurrence and/or change of 


the state of the information systems of a financial institution or actions taken by the financial 
institution's employees and/or other persons that indicate a probable (potential) information 
security incident. 


 
Note: Adapted from GOST R ISO/IEC 27001. 
 
3.32 Information security incident means one or a series of related adverse or 


unexpected information security events that may pose a risk of disruption of business 
processes and technical processes of the financial institution and/or compromise 
information security. 


 
Notes 
1 The recommended minimum range of information security incident types is as 


follows: 
– unauthorised access to information 
– an information security breach, including a violation of technical information 


security measures or the appearance of new information security vulnerabilities 
– a violation of the requirements of Russian legislation, including Bank of Russia 


regulations, or the financial institution's internal documents in the sphere of information 
security 


– failure to comply with regulated time frames for procedures and operations as part 
of the provision of financial services 


– failure to meet the established indicators regarding the provision of financial 
services 


– financial losses to the financial institution or its customers and counterparties 
– the execution of operations (transactions) resulting in financial consequences for 


the financial institution or its customers and counterparties or the execution of transfers of 
funds ordered by those who do not have the respective authority or using distorted 
information contained in the respective orders (electronic messages). 


2 Adapted from GOST R ISO/IEC 27001. 
 
3.33 Information security incident management means activities for the timely 


identification of information security incidents and an adequate and prompt response to 
them to minimise and/or liquidate negative consequences of information security incidents 
for the respective financial institution and/or its customers, as well as to reduce the 
probability of another information security incident occurring. 
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3.34 Information security incident response team (ISIRT) means a permanent 
team of employees of a financial institution and/or other persons engaged by it that carries 
out the prescribed procedures of the financial institution in response to information security 
incidents. 


3.35 Confidential information means information that must be kept confidential in 
accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation, including Bank of Russia 
regulations, and/or the financial institution's internal documents. 


3.36 Data leak means dissemination of confidential information beyond the control 
of the respective financial institution. 


 
Note: Adapted from GOST R 53114. 
 
3.37 Data leak prevention means Information security to prevent the dissemination 


of confidential information beyond the financial institution's control. 
 
Note: Adapted from GOST R 50922. 
 
3.38 Server components of virtualisation means a set consisting of a hypervisor, 


hardware and software required for the hypervisor's operation, hardware and software 
required for control and administration of the hypervisor, and software for the provision of 
access to virtual machines from users' AWS (for example, a connection broker). 


3.39 Base virtual machine image means a virtual machine image which is used as 
the initial image when starting (loading) the virtual machine. 


3.40 Current virtual machine image means a virtual machine image being used at 
the moment. 


3.41 Data exchange between virtual machines means interprocessor 
communication and network information flows between virtual machines, including those 
implemented by hypervisor tools and virtual computer networks. 


3.42 Virtualised data storage system (data storage system) means a set of 
technical tools for storing the data used when implementing a virtual infrastructure, 
including images of virtual machines and data to be processed by virtual machines. 


3.43 Malware protection at the hypervisor level means a method of implementing 
malware protection of virtual machines using software security tools operating as individual 
virtual machines on the hypervisor level without direct installation of agents on protected 
virtual machines. 


3.44 Centralised management of technical information security measures 
means management of tools and systems that implement technical information security 
measures, a multiple of which is installed on the AWS of users and operating personnel. 


 
Note: Centralised management includes the following functions: 
– automated installation and updating of the technical information security software 


retrieved from a single (master) source 
– automated updating of signature databases (if used) retrieved from a single 


(master) source on a periodic basis 
– automated parameter configuration for technical information security measures 


retrieved from a single (master) source 
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– monitoring the integrity of technical information security software, configuration 
parameters of technical information security measures and signature databases during 
their automatic installation and/or updating 


– monitoring the integrity of the single (master) source of technical information 
security software, configuration parameters of the technical information security measures 
and signature databases 


– centralised collection of information security event logs generated by the technical 
information security measures. 


 
3.45 Remote access of a financial institution's employee (remote access) 


means logical access of the financial institution's employees from outside the computer 
networks of the financial institutions. 


3.46 Personal data resource means a database or other set of personal data (PD) 
of multiple PD subjects united by common processing purposes and processed by a 
financial institution with or without using information systems, including AS. 


 


4. Designations and Abbreviations 


 
The following abbreviations are used in this standard: 
AWS – automated workstation 
AS – automated system 
PD – personal data 
PDS – personal data systems 
MRM – machine-readable media 
UAA – unauthorised access 
SW – software 
DET – data encryption tools 
CE – computer equipment 
DBMS – database management system 
 


5 Purpose and structure of this standard 


 
Section 6 of this standard contains: 
– a description of the general methodology for financial institutions on how to apply 


the requirements for maintaining the basic set of information security measures defined in 
this standard 


– a definition of the information security levels to be implemented by a financial 
institution. 


For each information security level, Section 7 of this standard contains requirements 
for maintaining the basic set of information security measures that should be applied to 
directly ensure information security (requirements for the information security system). 


For each information security level, Sections 8 and 9 of this standard contain 
requirements for the basic set of information security measures that should be applied to 
ensure the completeness and quality of implementation of the information security system 
(requirements for the information security organisation and management system), 







including requirements for the basic set of information security measures for ensuring 
information security at the stages of the life cycles of AS and applications. 


Addendum A of this standard contains the key elements of a basic threat and 
adversary model for financial institutions. 


Addendum B of this standard contains the set and contents of recommended 
organisational measures related to personal data processing by a financial institution. 


Addendum C of this standard contains a list of information security events that may 
be related to UAA and information security incidents that it is advisable to identify, log and 
analyse. 


 


6 General 


 
6.1 Financial institutions experience operational risk during their activities which is 


related to violation of information security. This is an objective reality, and the risk can only 
be mitigated to a certain residual level. To manage the operational risk related to 
information security, the financial institution must ensure: 


– Identification and inventory of information systems, including AS, falling within the 
scope of application of this standard in accordance with the requirements of the Bank of 
Russia regulations that establish the mandatoriness of the application of its provisions (the 
'scope of application'). 


– Application of information security measures selected by the financial institution at 
various levels of the information infrastructure to directly ensure information security. These 
measures are included in the information security system, and requirements for the basic 
set thereof are established in Section 7 of this standard. 


– Application of information security measures selected by the financial institution 
which ensure that information security is at an acceptable level of completeness and quality 
for the financial institution and which are included in the information security organisation 
and management system. Requirements for the basic set thereof are established in 
Section 8 of this standard. 


– Application of information security measures selected by the financial institution to 
ensure information security at all stages of the AS and application life cycles. Requirements 
for the basic set thereof are established in Section 9 of this standard. 


– Assessment of the residual operational risk (financial equivalent of possible losses) 
due to incomplete or unsatisfactory selection and application of information security 
measures, the requirements for the basic set of which are stipulated in Sections 7, 8 and 
9 of this standard, and processing of this risk in accordance with the procedure prescribed 
by Bank of Russia regulations. 


 
Note: Recommendations on the assessment of information security risks can be 


found in [5] and [6]. The results of the assessment of information security risks can be used 
when assessing the residual operational risk resulting from incomplete or unsatisfactory 
selection and application of organisational and technical information security measures. 


 
6.2 During the identification and inventory of a financial institution's information 


systems, at least the following main levels of information infrastructure must be considered: 







a) System levels: 
- hardware level 
- network equipment level 
- network application and service level 
- level of server components of virtualisation and software infrastructure services 
- level of operating systems, database management systems and application servers 
b) Level of AS and applications operated for the provision of financial services as 


part of the business processes or technical processes of a financial institution. 
6.3 The selection and application of information security measures by a financial 


institution includes: 
- selecting information security measures the requirements for the basic set of which 


are established in Section 7 of this standard 
- if necessary, adapting (adjusting) the selected set and contents of information 


security measures taking into account the model of information security threats and 
adversaries in the financial institution and the structural and functional specifications of 
information systems (including AS) falling within the scope of application of this standard 


- excluding measures that are not related to the information technologies used from 
the basic set 


- if necessary, adding measures to meet the information security requirements 
prescribed by regulations in the sphere of information security and security to the adapted 
(adjusted) structure and content of the information security measures 


- applying the adapted (adjusted) and supplemented range of information security 
measures to a specific area in accordance with the provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of this 
standard. 


6.4 If technical implementation of the chosen information security measures is not 
possible, and factoring in economic feasibility during the adaptation (adjustment) of the 
basic set of measures, other (compensatory) measures may be developed to neutralise 
information security threats as defined in the model of threats and adversaries of the 
financial institution's information security. 


In this case, the financial institution must substantiate the use of the compensatory 
information security measures. 


The application of compensatory measures for information security must address 
operational risks related to the same information security threats that are to be neutralised 
by the basic set of information security measures that are given in this standard and not 
applied by the financial institution because their technical implementation is not possible 
and/or not economically feasible. 


6.5 Mitigation of the operational risk related to information security breaches is 
achieved by appropriately selecting information security measures and improving the 
completeness and quality of the application of such measures. Complete and high-quality 
application of information security measures is achieved by planning, implementing, 
revising and improving the information security system as part of the information security 
organisation and management system, as well as by using information security measures 
during the life cycles of AS and applications. 


6.6 Assessment of the residual operational risk related to incomplete or 
unsatisfactory application of information security measures as part of the information 
security system shall be carried out in accordance with the procedure defined by the 







requirements of Bank of Russia regulations based on an assessment of the conformity of 
the implementation of the financial institution's information security system to the 
requirements established in Sections 7, 8 and 9 of this standard. 


The conformity of the implementation of the financial institution's information security 
system to the requirements established in Sections 7, 8 and 9 of this standard shall be 
assessed based on the methodology described in the corresponding national standard. 


6.7 This standard defines three levels of information security: 
– Level 3: minimum 
– Level 2: standard 
– Level 1: enhanced. 
Financial institutions shall create one or several security perimeters for which 


different levels of information security may be applied. 
The level of information security for a certain security perimeter at a financial 


institution is determined by Bank of Russia regulations based on the following factors: 
– type of activity of the financial institution, range of offered financial services and 


implemented business processes and/or technical processes within the respective security 
perimeter 


- volume of financial operations 
- size of the financial institution and whether it is categorised as a small or micro 


enterprise 
- the financial institution's significance for the respective financial market and the 


national payment system. 
6.8 Financial institutions are advised to implement the requirements for the basic set 


of information security measures for the following information security levels defined by this 
standard in order to meet the requirements for security of personal data when processing 
such data using personal data systems (PDS): 


– To ensure compliance with the fourth level of personal data security established 
by the Government of the Russian Federation [7], it is recommended to use the 
requirements of Level 3 (minimum) of this standard when processing personal data in PDS. 


– To ensure compliance with the third and second level of personal data security 
established by the Government of the Russian Federation [7], it is recommended to use 
the requirements of Level 2 (standard) of this standard when processing personal data in 
PDS. 


– To ensure compliance with the first level of personal data security established by 
the Government of the Russian Federation [7], it is recommended to use the requirements 
of Level 1 (enhanced) of this standard when processing personal data in PDS. 


Reference information regarding the set and content of recommended organisational 
measures to be implemented by a financial institution for PD processing in accordance with 
the requirements [8] is given in Addendum B to this standard. 


6.9 The basis for implementing a correct and effective method for minimising 
potential unacceptable operational risks related to information security in the course of the 
financial institution's operation is documents approved and maintained by the financial 
institution's management which define: 


– the information security policy of the financial institution 
– the scope of application of the information security system, described in the form 


of a list of business/technological processes and/or AS of the financial institution 







– the target value of the acceptable residual risk related to potential information 
security breaches. 


The policy for ensuring information security at a financial institution must, among 
other things, define: 


– the goals and objectives of information security 
– the main types of information to be protected 
– the basic principles and priorities for selecting organisational and technical 


measures as part of the information security system and the information security 
organisation and management system 


– the provisions regulating the allocation of necessary and sufficient resources to be 
used when applying organisational and technical measures within the scope of the 
information security system. 


6.10 When carrying out activities related to the provision of access to protected 
information, financial institutions must be guided by the following principles of the GOST R 
ISO/TR 13569 standard established for the financial services industry: 


- 'Know your customer': the main objective of this principle is to acquire information 
on the customer's trustworthiness and main needs and that such customer is not involved 
in illegal activities. 


- 'Know your employee': the main objective of this principle is to acquire information 
on the attitude of the financial institution's employees toward their work duties and whether 
they have any problems, including financial, property-related or personal problems, that 
may result in the violation of information security requirements. 


– 'Need to know': the main objective of this principle is to restrict logical and/or 
physical access rights of the financial institution's employees to the minimum level required 
for them to perform their job duties. 


– 'Double management': the main objective of this principle is to maintain the integrity 
and inalterability of information by duplicating (in terms of algorithms, time, resources etc) 
the actions taken by access subjects when performing financial operations and 
transactions until their final completion. 


6.11 Financial institutions must ensure automation of the financial services they 
provide, business processes and technical processes and/or protected data processing 
using AS or applications created (upgraded) by the financial institutions internally and/or 
with the participation of external parties. 


The financial institution's obligation to ensure automation of its business and 
technical processes and/or protected information processing only using an AS is 
established by Bank of Russia regulations.  


6.12 Financial institutions may choose to use data encryption tools (DET) at their 
own discretion, unless otherwise stipulated by federal laws or other regulations of the 
Russian Federation, including Bank of Russia regulations, as well as by standards, 
professional rules and/or payment system rules. 


The financial institution's activity related to information security using DET must 
comply with the requirements of Russian legislation [9], [10] and [11] and with the technical 
documentation on the DET. 


If the financial institution applies DETs of a Russian provider, the DETs must be 
certified and approved by the respective federal authority in the sphere of security. 


6.13 Legal entities or individual entrepreneurs engaged by the financial institution to 
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carry out work related to information security must be licensed to perform the activities 
related to the technical security of confidential information. 


 


7 Requirements for the information security system  


 


7.1 General 


 
7.1.1 This section defines the requirements for the basic set of information security 


measures for the following processes (areas) of information security: 
a) Process 1 'Ensuring information security in access control': 
- management of accounts and permissions of logical access subjects 
- identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) when logical access 


is obtained 
- information security when physical access is obtained 
- identification, classification and record-keeping of resources and access objects 
b) Process 2 'Ensuring computer network security': 
- segmenting and firewalling computer networks 
- detecting network intrusions and attacks 
- protecting information transferred via computer networks 
- wireless network security 
c) Process 3 'Monitoring the integrity and security of information infrastructure' 
d) Process 4 'Protecting against malicious code' 
e) Process 5 'Preventing data leaks' 
f) Process 6 'Managing information security incidents': 
- monitoring and analysing information security events 
- detecting and responding to information security incidents 
g) Process 7 'Protecting the virtualisation environment' 


GARANT: 


Subclauses are numbered in accordance with the source. 
h) Process 8 'Protecting information during remote logical access from mobile 


(portable) devices'. 
7.1.2 Information security measures included in the information security system shall 


be implemented: 
- in compliance with the provisions of Sections 6, 8 and 9 of this standard; 
- with the limitations and conditions defined in Section 6 of this standard, depending 


on the technical capability and economic feasibility (risk appetite) of the financial institution. 
7.1.3 In the event of any recorded emergency situations in the information 


infrastructure of a financial organisation (crashes or significant deterioration of functionality 
of the information infrastructure components) that make it temporarily technically 
impossible to apply all the information security measures included in the information 
security system of the financial institution, the financial institution must provide for ways for 
its operating personnel to perform its job duties when the application of individual 
information security measures is impossible, as well as for proper control of these activities. 


7.1.4 Information security measures included in the information security system are 







implemented for the security of the following (among other things): 
– backup copies of access resources, databases and information storage archives 
– information to be processed by virtual machines, as well as when implementing 


virtualisation technology. 
7.1.5 When logging information security events as prescribed by this standard (the 


list of information security events that it is advisable to identify, log and analyse is given in 
Addendum B of this standard), the following range of parameters shall be defined for each 
logged action and/or operation: 


- data making it possible to identify a performed action or operation 
- date and time the action or operation was performed 
- result of the performed action or operation (success or failure) 
- identification data of the access subject who performed the operation 
- identification data of the access resource in relation to which the operation was 


performed 
- identification data used for addressing the access object which was used by access 


subjects to perform the operation*. 
7.1.6 Methods of implementing the information security measures listed in the tables 


in Section 7 of this standard are designated as follows: 
- 'О' = implementation by applying an organisational information security measure** 
 


────────────────────────────── 


* Depending on the technical implementation, the identification information is the IP 
address, MAC address, SIM card number and/or another access object identifier. 


** A financial institution may decide to use an 'O' method by applying a technical 
information security measure. 


 
- 'T' = implementation by applying a technical information security measure 
- 'N' = implementation is non-mandatory. 
 


7.2 Process 1 'Ensuring information security in access control' 


 
7.2.1 Subprocess 'Management of the accounts and permissions of logical 


access subjects' 
7.2.1.1 The measures applied by a financial institution to manage the accounts and 


permissions of logical access subjects must ensure: 
- the organisation and monitoring of the accounts of logical access subjects 
- the organisation and monitoring of the provision/revocation and blocking of logical 


access 
- the logging of information security events related to operations with accounts and 


logical access rights and the monitoring of the use of granted logical access rights. 
When implementing the 'Management of the accounts and permissions of logical 


access subjects' subprocess, use of the GOST R 50739 standard is recommended. 
7.2.1.2 The basic set of measures for the organisation and monitoring of the use of 


logical access subjects' accounts as applicable to the information security levels is given 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The basic set of measures for the organisation and monitoring of the use 
of logical access subjects' accounts 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


АРМ.1 Logical access of users and operating personnel using unique 
and personalised accounts 


T T T 


APM.2 Monitoring the matching of the actual list of unblocked accounts 
with the actual list of authorised subjects of logical access 


О О T 


APM.3 Monitoring the absence of unblocked accounts of: 
- dismissed employees 
- employees who have been absent from their workplace for 
more than 90 calendar days 
- employees of external (contractor) organisations who no longer 
work at the organisation 


О О T 


APM.4 Monitoring the absence of unblocked accounts without clear 
intended use 


О О О 


 
7.2.1.3 The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the provision 


(revocation) and blocking of logical access as applicable to the information security levels 
is given in Table 2. 


 


Table 2. The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the provision 
(revocation) and blocking of logical access 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


APM.5 Documented rules for the provision (revocation) and blocking of 
logical access 


N О О 


APM.6 Appointment of a logical access controller (access resource 
owner) for all access resources 


О О О 


APM.7 Provision of logical access rights by the decision of the logical 
access controller (access resource owner) 


О О О 


APM.8 Storage of master information on the logical access rights 
granted and ensuring the integrity of the said information 


О T T 


APM.9 Monitoring of the matching of actual logical access rights with the 
master information on provided logical access rights 


О T T 


APM.10 Prevention of potential uncontrolled expansion of users' logical 
access rights at their own discretion 


T T T 


APM.11 Prevention of potential uncontrolled modification of settings of 
information security tools and systems and AS settings related 
to information security by users 


T T T 


APM.12 Monitoring of the need to revoke logical access subjects' О О О 







permissions when their job duties change 


APM.13 Making sure logical access and accounts are blocked when the 
period (duration) of granted logical access expires 


О T T 


APM.14 Verifying the non-use of logical access rights by logical access 
subjects for a period longer than 90 days 


О T N 


APM.15 Verifying the non-use of logical access rights by logical access 
subjects for a period longer than 45 days 


N N T 


APM.16 Implementation of monitoring by the logical access controller of 
the expediency of prolonging logical access rights unused by 
subjects for the time periods specified in measures APM.14 and 
APM.15 listed in this table 


О О О 


APM.17 Implementing the capability of determining the scope of logical 
access rights for a specific access resource 


О T T 


APM.18 Implementing the capability of determining the scope of logical 
access rights for a specific logical access subject 


О T T 


APM.19 Determining the scope of roles related to performing an 
operation (transaction) in the AS that have financial 
consequences for the financial institution, customers or 
counterparties and roles related to the monitoring of the 
performance of the abovementioned operations (transactions), 
and prohibiting such roles from being performed by a single 
logical access subject 


О T T 


APM.20 Implementing rules for management of logical access rights 
which prohibit the roles provided for in measure APM.19 of this 
table from being performed by a single logical access subject 


О T T 


APM.21 Implementation of rules for managing logical access rights 
ensuring that the following functions may not be simultaneously 
performed by a single logical access subject: 
- operation and/or monitoring of the operation of an access 
resource, including an AS, simultaneously with the intended use 
of the access resource as part of implementing a business 
process in the financial institution 
- creation and/or upgrade of an access resource, including an 
AS, simultaneously with the intended use of the access resource 
as part of implementing a business process in the financial 
institution 
- operation of information security tools and systems 
simultaneously with the monitoring of such operation 
- management of accounts of logical access subjects 
simultaneously with management of the permissions of such 
subjects 


N О T 


 
7.2.1.4 The basic set of measures for logging information security events and 


monitoring the use of granted logical access rights as applicable to the information security 
levels is given in Table 3. 


 


Table 3. The basic set of measures for logging information security events and 
monitoring the use of granted logical access rights 







Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


APM.22 Logging  information security events related to activities and 
monitoring of actions carried out by operating personnel who 
have privileged logical access rights that make it possible to 
perform destructive activities that could result in disrupted 
performance of the financial institution's business processes and 
technical processes 


N T T 


APM.23 Logging information security events related to actions and 
monitoring of actions of operating personnel and users who have 
logical access rights, including to an AS, that allow them to 
perform operations (transactions) leading to financial 
consequences for the financial institution and its customers and 
counterparties 


T T T 


APM.24 Logging information security events related to actions and 
supervision of actions carried out by operating personnel who 
have permissions to manage logical access 


T T T 


APM.25 Logging information security events related to managing 
accounts and permissions of logical access subjects 


T T T 


APM.26 Logging information security events related to actions and 
supervision of actions carried out by operating personnel who 
have permissions to manage technical measures implementing 
multi-factor authentication 


N T T 


APM.27 Logging information security events related to activities and the 
monitoring of activities of operating personnel who 
have permissions to modify settings of information security tools 
and systems and AS settings related to information security 


N T T 


APM.28 Logging information security events related to activities and the 
monitoring of activities of operating personnel who have 
permissions to manage cryptographic keys 


T T T 


APM.29 Assigning users' and operating personnel's AWS to specific 
logical access subjects 


N N О 


 
7.2.2 Subprocess 'Identification, authentication and authorisation (access 


control) when logical access is obtained' 
7.2.2.1 Measures applied by the financial institution for identification, authentication 


and authorisation (access control) when logical access is obtained must ensure the 
following: 


- identification and authentication of logical access subjects 
- organisation of the management and security of identification data and 


authentication data 
- provision of authorisation (access control) when logical access is obtained 
- logging of information security events related to identification, authentication and 


authorisation when logical access is obtained. 
When implementing the 'Identification, authentication and authorisation (access 


control) when logical access is obtained' subprocess, it is advisable to use the GOST R 
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50739 standard. 
7.2.2.2 The basic set of measures for identification and authentication of logical 


access subjects as applicable to the information security levels can be found in Table 4.  
 


Table 4. The basic set of measures for identification and authentication of logical 
access subjects 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


AC.1 Identification and single-factor authentication of users T T N 


AC.2 Identification and multi-factor authentication of users N N T 


AC.3 Identification and single-factor authentication of operating 
personnel 


T N N 


AC.4 Identification and multi-factor authentication of operating 
personnel 


N T T 


AC.5 Authentication of software services that obtain logical access 
using technical accounts 


T T T 


AC.6 Authentication of operating personnel's AWS used for logical 
access 


N T T 


AC.7 Authentication of users' AWS used for logical access N N T 


AC.8 Hiding (preventing display of) passwords when entered by 
access subjects 


T T T 


AC.9 Prohibition of the use of accounts of logical access subjects with 
unconfigured authentication data or with default authentication 
data configured by the access resource developer, including the 
AS developer 


О О О 


AC.10 Prohibition of the use of group, generic and default accounts and 
passwords and other similar identification and authentication 
methods that do not make it possible to determine the specific 
access subject 


О О О 


AC.11 Temporary blocking of a user account after a series of 
consecutive unsuccessful authentication attempts for at least 30 
minutes 


T T T 


AC.12 Prohibition of multiple authentication of logical access subjects 
using a single account by opening simultaneous logical access 
sessions using different AWS, including virtual AWS 


N T T 


AC.13 Enabling a logical access subject (financial institution 
employees) to force logical session termination and/or logical 
access suspension (where information accessed during the 
logical access session is no longer displayed on the AWS 
monitor) 


T T T 


AC.14 Automatic termination of a logical access session (logical access 
suspension) when a certain period of inactivity of the logical 
access subject expires, which should not be longer than 15 
minutes (where information accessed during the logical access 
session is no longer displayed on the AWS monitor) 


T T T 
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AC.15 Performing re-authentication to continue logical access after its 
forced or automatic termination (suspension) as stipulated by 
measures AC.13 and AC.14 of this table 


T T T 


AC.16 Using built-in control mechanisms for changes in the base 
configuration of equipment on the AWS of logical access 
subjects (password for system configuration changes stored in 
the non-volatile memory) 


T T T 


 
7.2.2.3 The basic set of measures for organising the management and security of 


identification data and authentication data as applicable to the information security levels 
is given in Table 5. 


 


Table 5. The basic set of measures for organising the management and security of 
identification data and authentication data 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


AC.17 Prohibiting the use of authentication technology with 
authentication data stored in plain text in CE 


T T T 


AC.18 Prohibiting the transfer of authentication data in plain text via 
communication channels and lines or its transfer to a destination 
other than authentication tools and systems 


T T T 


AC.19 Changing user passwords at least once a year T T T 


AC.20 Changing operating personnel passwords at least once a quarter T T T 


AC.21 Using at least 8 characters for user passwords T T T 


AC.22 Using at least 16 characters for operating personnel passwords T T T 


AC.23 Using alphanumeric characters (upper and lower case) when 
creating passwords for logical access subjects 


T T T 


AC.24 Prohibiting the use of easily guessable combinations of letters 
and numbers as passwords of logical access subjects (e.g., 
names, surnames, titles, common acronyms) 


N О О 


AC.25 Enabling logical access subjects to change their passwords at 
their own discretion 


T T T 


AC.26 Storing copies of authentication data of operating personnel on 
dedicated MRM or on paper 


О О О 


AC.27 Protecting copies of authentication data of the operating 
personnel from UAA when storing them on MRM or on paper 


О О О 


AC.28 Logging the personification, issue (transfer) and destruction of 
personal technical authentication devices used for multi-factor 
authentication 


О О О 


AC.29 Changing compromised authentication data О О О 


 
7.2.2.4 The basic set of measures for authorisation (access control) when logical 


access is obtained as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 6. 
 







Table 6. The basic set of measures for authorisation (access control) when logical 
access is obtained 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


AC.30 Authorising logical access to access resources, including AS T T T 


AC.31 Implementing the necessary methods (discretionary, mandatory, 
role-based or other) when controlling logical access to access 
resources 


T T T 


AC.32 Implementing a role-based method (with assignment of access 
rights to each role) when controlling logical access to the AS 


N N T 


AC.33 Implementing the necessary types (reading, writing, executing or 
another type) and rules of control of logical access to access 
resources, including an AS 


T T T 


AC.34 Prohibiting users from carrying out business processes and 
technical processes of the financial institution using operating 
personnel accounts, including in an AS 


О T T 


AC.35 Prohibiting users from carrying out business processes using 
privileged logical access rights, including the use of local AWS 
administrator rights by users 


T T T 


AC.36 Notifying a logical access subject after successful authorisation 
about the date and time of its previous authorisation in the AS  


N N T 


AC.37 Controlling the set of permitted AS activities prior to identification 
and authentication 


N T T 


AC.38 Positioning information output (display) devices to prevent 
unauthorised viewing 


О О О 


 
7.2.2.5 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) when logical access is 
obtained as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 7. 


 


Table 7. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) when logical 


access is obtained 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


AC.39 Logging a series of unsuccessful authentication attempts by 
logical access subjects 


N T T 


AC.40 Logging identification and authentication sessions of logical 
access subjects 


T T T 


AC.41 Logging authorisation, termination and/or interruption 
(suspension) of logical access by operating personnel, including 


T T T 







access to an AS 


AC.42 Logging the launch of software services that obtain logical 
access 


N T T 


AC.43 Logging changes in authentication data used for logical access N T T 


AC.44 Logging actions taken by users and operating personnel when 
their authentication data are compromised 


N О О 


 
7.2.3 Subprocess 'Information security when physical access is obtained' 
7.2.3.1 The information security measures applied by the financial institution when 


physical access is obtained must ensure the following: 
- organisation and monitoring of physical access to the premises hosting the access 


objects (the 'premises') 
- organisation and monitoring of physical access to access objects located in public 


places ('public access objects') 
- logging of events related to physical access. 
7.2.3.2 The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring physical access to 


the premises as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 8. 
 


Table 8. The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring physical access 
to the premises 


 


Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PA.1 Documented rules for granting physical access N О О 


PA.2 Monitoring the list of persons who are allowed independent 
physical access to the premises 


О О T 


PA.3 Monitoring independent physical access to the premises for 
persons who are not employees of the financial institution 


N О T 


PA.4 Monitoring independent physical access to the premises for 
technical (auxiliary) personnel 


N О T 


PA.5 Provision of physical access to persons who are not allowed to 
independently access the premises only under the supervision 
of employees of the financial institution who have the respective 
permission 


N О О 


PA.6 Assignment of a physical access controller to all premises О О О 


PA.7 Granting permission for independent physical access to the 
premises by the decision of the physical access controller 


О О О 


PA.8 Installing mechanical entrance door locks to make sure the 
premises are safely locked outside working hours 


О О О 


PA.9 Installing access monitoring and control tools (systems) on the 
premises 


N N T 


PA.10 Installing video surveillance tools on the premises N N T 


PA.11 Installing security and fire alarms on the premises N N T 


PA.12 Installing server and network equipment in racks in locked server 
cabinets 


N О О 







PA.13 Monitoring access to the server and network equipment located 
in locked server cabinets 


N О О 


PA.14 Storage of information archives of access control tools (systems) 
for at least three years 


N N T 


PA.15 Storage of information archives of video surveillance tools for at 
least 14 days* 


N T N 


PA.16 Storage of information archives of video surveillance tools for at 
least 90 days 


N N T 


* If video surveillance tools are used. 


 
7.2.3.3 The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring physical access to 


public access objects as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 9. 
 


Table 9. The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring physical access 
to public access objects 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PA.17 Recording access to public access objects using video 
surveillance tools 


N T T 


PA.18 Storage of information archives of video surveillance tools 
recording access to public access objects for at least 14 days 


N T T 


PA.19 Monitoring the state of public access objects to identify 
unauthorised modifications of their hardware and/or software 


О О О 


PA.20 Rendering public access objects with identified unauthorised 
modifications to their hardware and/or software (before the 
unauthorised modifications are eliminated) unusable for 
performing an operation (transaction) leading to financial 
consequences for the financial institution or its customers and 
counterparties 


О О О 


 
7.2.3.4 The basic set of measures for logging events related to physical access as 


applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 10. 
 


Table 10. The basic set of measures for logging events related to physical access 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PA.21 Logging information security events related to entering (leaving) 
the premises where access objects are located 


N N T 


 
 







7.2.4 Subprocess 'Identification and inventory of access resources and 
objects' 


7.2.4.1 The measures applied by the financial institution for identification and 
inventory of access resources and objects must ensure the following: 


- organisation of the inventory and monitoring of access resources and objects 
- logging of information security events related to operations for modifying the scope 


of access resources and objects. 
When implementing the 'Identification and inventory of access resources and 


objects' subprocess, it is advisable to use the GOST R 50739 standard. 
7.2.4.2 The basic set of measures for organising the inventory and monitoring of 


access resources and objects as applicable to the information security levels is given in 
Table 11. 


 


Table 11. The basic set of measures for organising the inventory and monitoring of 
access resources and objects 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IR.1 Keeping of records on used and/or operated access resources О T T 


IR.2 Keeping of records on used and/or operated access objects О О T 


IR.3 Keeping of records on operated public access objects (including 
ATMs, payment terminals) 


О О T 


IR.4 Monitoring the actual set of created, used and/or operated 
access resources (databases, network file repositories, virtual 
machines) and their correct deployment in segments of the 
financial institution's computing networks 


О T T 


IR.5 Monitoring operations for creating, removing and backing up 
access resources (databases, network file repositories, virtual 
machines) 


N T T 


IR.6 Monitoring the actual set of access objects in operation and their 
correct deployment in segments of the financial institution's 
computing networks 


N О T 


 
7.2.4.3 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


changing the scope of access resources and objects as applicable to the information 
security levels is given in Table 12. 


 


Table 12. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to changing the scope of access resources and objects 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 
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IR.7 Logging information security events related to creating, copying, 
including backup copying, and/or removal of access resources 
(databases, network file repositories, virtual machines) 


N T T 


IR.8 Logging information security events related to connection 
(registration) of access objects in computing networks of the 
financial institution 


N N T 


 


7.3 Process 2 'Ensuring computer network security' 


 
7.3.1 Subprocess 'Segmenting and firewalling computer networks' 
7.3.1.1 Measures applied by the financial institution for segmenting and firewalling 


computer networks must ensure the following: 
- segmenting and firewalling of internal computer networks 
- security of internal computer networks during interactions with the internet 
- logging of information security events related to operations for changing the 


security parameters of computer networks. 
When implementing the 'Segmenting and firewalling of computer networks' 


subprocess, it is advisable to use the GOST R ISO/IEC 27033-1 standard. 
7.3.1.2 The basic set of measures for segmenting and firewalling internal computer 


networks as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 13. 
 


Table 13. The basic set of measures for segmenting and firewalling internal 
computer networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


SF.1 Allocating individual segments (groups of segments) in the 
financial institution's computer networks for deployment of the 
information structure of each of the security perimeters ('security 
perimeter segments') 


N T T 


SF.2 Implementing networking and network isolation at a level no 
higher than level 3 (network level) of the 7-level standard model 
of interaction between open systems as defined by the GOST R 
ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard, security perimeter segments and 
internal computer networks of the financial institution that are not 
designed for deployment of the information infrastructure 
included in security perimeters ('other internal computer 
networks of the financial institution') 


N T T 


SF.3 Firewalling computer networks of security perimeter segments, 
including filtering data on the network and application levels of 
the 7-level standard model of interaction between open systems 
as defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard 


N T T 


SF.4 Implementing and monitoring the data exchange between 
security perimeter segments and other internal computer 
networks of the financial institution in accordance with the 


N T T 
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established networking rules and protocols 


SF.5 Implementing and monitoring data exchange using software 
gateways between security perimeter segments and other 
internal computer networks of the financial institution to ensure 
restriction and monitoring of data transfer initiated by logical 
access subjects 


N N T 


SF.6 Allocating individual segments (groups of segments) in computer 
networks for deployment of the information infrastructure to be 
used only at the stage of AS creation and/or upgrade, including 
software and CE testing ('development and testing segment') 


N T T 


SF.7 Prohibiting network interaction between the development and 
testing segment and other internal computer networks of the 
financial institution initiated by the development and testing 
segment 


N T T 


SF.8 Allocating individual user segments within the security perimeter 
segments where only users' AWS are located 


N N T 


SF.9 Allocating individual control segments within the security 
perimeter segments where only the AWS of the operating 
personnel to be used for information infrastructure administration 
tasks are placed 


N N T 


SF.10 Allocating individual data storage and processing segments 
within the security perimeter segments where access resources 
for data processing and storage, server equipment and data 
storage systems are located 


N N T 


SF.11 Allocating individual segments for the deployment of public 
access objects (including ATMs and payment terminals) 


N T T 


SF.12 Implementation and monitoring of the data exchange between 
computer network segments as defined by measures SF.8–
SF.11 of this table and other computer network segments in 
accordance with the established networking rules and protocols 


N N T 


SF.13 Control of information content when transferring it from/to 
security perimeter segments using portable (removable) data 
media 


N О T 


 
7.3.1.3 The basic set of measures for security of internal computer networks during 


their interaction with the internet as applicable to the information security levels is given in 
Table 14. 


 


Table 14. The basic set of measures for security of internal computer networks 
during their interaction with the internet 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


SF.14 Implementation of networking and network isolation at a level no 
higher than level 2 (channel level) of the 7-level standard model 
of interaction between open systems defined by the GOST R 


N T T 
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ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard, internal computer networks of the 
financial institution and the internet 


SF.15 Implementation of networking and network isolation at a level no 
higher than level 3 (network level) of the 7-level standard model 
of interaction between open systems defined by the GOST R 
ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard, internal computer networks of the 
financial institution and the internet 


T N N 


SF.16 Firewalling internal computer networks of the financial institution, 
including filtering data at the network and application levels of the 
7-level standard model of interaction between open systems as 
defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard 


T T T 


SF.17 Implementation and control of the data exchange between 
internal computer networks of the financial institution and the 
internet in accordance with the established networking rules and 
protocols 


T T T 


SF.18 Hiding the topology of internal computer networks of the financial 
institution 


T T T 


SF.19 Carrying out networking between the internal computer networks 
of the financial institution and the internet via a limited range of 
controlled access points 


T T T 


SF.20 Implementing email exchange with the internet via a limited 
range of controlled data exchange points consisting of the 
external (online) and internal (deployed in internal networks of 
the financial institution) mail servers with secure replication of 
email messages between them 


N T T 


 
7.3.1.4 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


operations for modifying the security parameters of computer networks as applicable to the 
information security levels is given in Table 15. 


 


Table 15. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to operations to modify the security parameters of computer networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


SF.21 Logging changes in the settings of information security tools and 
systems designed to implement segmenting, firewalling and 
security of computer networks of the financial institution 


T T T 


 
7.3.2 Subprocess 'Identification of intrusions and network attacks' 
7.3.2.1 The measures applied by the financial institution to identify intrusions and 


network attacks must ensure the following: 
- monitoring and controlling of network traffic content 
- logging of information security events related to the monitoring and control of 


network traffic content. 
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When carrying out the 'Identification of intrusions and network attacks' subprocess, 
it is advisable to use [12]. 


7.3.2.2 The basic set of measures for monitoring and control of the network traffic 
content as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 16. 


 


Table 16. The basic set of measures for monitoring and control of the network 
traffic content 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


NAD.1 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised data exchange between security 
perimeter segments and other internal computer networks of the 
financial institution 


N N T 


NAD.2 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised data exchange between computer 
networks of the financial institution and the internet 


N T T 


NAD.3 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised data exchange between segments 
designated for deployment of public access objects (including 
ATMs and payment terminals) and the internet 


N N T 


NAD.4 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised logical access to access resources 
deployed in computer networks of the financial institution 
connected to the internet 


N T T 


NAD.5 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised remote access 


N T T 


NAD.6 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised logical access to access resources 
deployed in internal computer networks of the financial institution 


N N T 


NAD.7 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential unauthorised access to authentication data of 
authorised access subjects 


N N T 


NAD.8 Preventing (detecting) abnormal network activity related to 
potential denial of service attacks against access resources 
deployed in the financial institution's computer networks 
connected to the internet 


N T T 


NAD.9 Blocking denial of service attacks in near real-time mode N T T 


NAD.10 Monitoring and enabling blocking of unwanted email messages 
(SPAM) 


T T T 


NAD.11 Implementing controls prescribed by measures NAD.1–NAD.9 of 
this table by scanning and analysing network traffic between 
groups of segments of the financial institution's computer 
networks included in different security perimeters 


N T T 


NAD.12 Implementing controls prescribed by measures NAD.1–NAD.9 of 
this table by scanning and analysing network traffic within the 


N N T 







security perimeter segment 


NAD.13 Implementing controls prescribed by measures NAD.1–NAD.9 of 
this table by scanning and analysing network traffic between 
computer networks of the financial institution and the internet 


N T T 


 
7.3.2.3 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


the results of network traffic content monitoring and control as applicable to the information 
security levels is given is Table 17. 


 


Table 17. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to the results of network traffic content monitoring and control 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


NAD.14 Logging identified abnormal network activity within the scope of 
control prescribed by measures NAD.1–NAD.8 of Table 16 


N T T 


 
7.3.3 Subprocess 'Protecting information transferred via computer networks' 
7.3.3.1 The financial institution must apply measures to protect the information 


transmitted via computer networks. 
7.3.3.2 The basic set of measures for protecting information transmitted via 


computer networks as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 18. 
 


Table 18. The basic set of measures for protecting information transmitted via 
computer networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


CNP.1 Using network protocols to ensure security of the network 
connection authenticity, control of integrity of the networking 
process and implementation of mutual authentication technology 
during logical access via telecommunication channels and/or 
lines that are not controlled by the financial institution 


T T T 


CNP.2 Preventing disclosure or modification of information and using 
mutual authentication when transmitting information via the 
internet, telecommunication channels and/or lines that are not 
controlled by the financial institution 


T T T 


 
7.3.4 Subprocess 'Wireless network security' 
7.3.4.1 The measures applied by the financial institution to protect wireless networks 


must ensure the following: 
- prevention of disclosure and modification of information when using wireless 







networks 
- security of internal computer networks when using wireless networks 
- logging of information security events related to using wireless networks. 
7.3.4.2 The basic set of measures for preventing disclosure or modification of 


information when using wireless networks as applicable to the information security levels 
is given in Table 19. 


 


Table 19. The basic set of measures for preventing disclosure or modification of 
information when using wireless networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


WNP.1 Authentication of access devices using technical tools that 
implement wireless network connection functions (Wi-Fi access 
points) 


T T T 


WNP.2 Preventing disclosure and modification of information when 
transmitting information using wireless protocols 


T T T 


 
7.3.4.3 The basic set of measures for security of internal computer networks when 


using wireless networks as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 
20. 


 


Table 20. The basic set of measures for security of internal computer networks 
when using wireless networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


WNP.3 Deployment of technical tools that implement wireless 
connection functions in dedicated segments of the financial 
institution's computer networks 


N T T 


WNP.4 Implementation of networking and network isolation at a level no 
higher than level 2 (channel level) of the 7-level standard model 
of interaction between open systems as defined by the GOST R 
ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard, internal computer networks of the 
financial institution and computer network segments allocated 
based on item WNP.3 of this table 


N N T 


WNP.5 Implementation of networking and network isolation at a level no 
higher than level 3 (network level) of the 7-level standard model 
of interaction between open systems defined by the GOST R 
ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard, internal computer networks of the 
financial institution and computer network segments allocated 
based on measure WNP.3 in this table 


N T N 


WNP.6 Firewalling internal computer networks of the financial institution N T T 
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and computer network segments allocated based on measure 
WNP.3 in this table, including data filtering at the network and 
application levels of the 7-level standard model of interaction 
between open systems defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 
standard 


WNP.7 Implementation and monitoring of data exchange between 
internal computer networks of the financial institution and the 
computer network segments allocated based on measure 
WNP.3 in this table in accordance with the established 
networking rules and protocols 


N T T 


WNP.8 Blocking attempts to connect to wireless access points using 
unregistered access devices, including attempts from outside the 
buildings and premises of the financial institution 


N N T 


 
7.3.4.4 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


using wireless networks as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 
21. 


 


Table 21. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to using wireless networks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


WNP.9 Logging attempts to connect to wireless access points using 
unregistered access devices, including attempts from outside the 
financial institution 


N N T 


WNP.10 Logging changes in the settings of information security tools and 
systems designed to implement segmenting, firewalling and 
security of internal computer networks of the financial institution 
and computer network segments allocated based on measure 
WNP.3 of Table 20 


N T T 


 


7.4 Process 3 'Monitoring the integrity and security of the information 
infrastructure' 


 
7.4.1 The measures applied by a financial institution to monitor the integrity and 


security of the information infrastructure must ensure the following: 
- monitoring of the absence of known/described information security vulnerabilities 


of information systems 
- organisation and monitoring of the deployment, storage and updating of information 


infrastructure software 
- monitoring of the set and integrity of information infrastructure software 
- logging of information security events related to monitoring the integrity and security 


of the information infrastructure. 
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7.4.2 The basic set of measures for monitoring the absence of known/described 
information security vulnerabilities of information systems as applicable to the information 
security levels is given in Table 22. 


 


Table 22. The basic set of measures for monitoring the absence of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities of information systems 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


ISI.1 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that could 
be used to perform unauthorised (uncontrolled) data exchange 
between security perimeter segments and other internal 
networks of the financial institution 


N T T 


ISI.2 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that may be 
used to perform unauthorised (uncontrolled) data exchange 
between internal computer networks of the financial institution 
and the internet 


О T T 


ISI.3 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that may be 
used to perform unauthorised (uncontrolled) data exchange 
between segments allocated for the deployment of public access 
objects (including ATMs and payment terminals) and the internet 


О T T 


ISI.4 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that may be 
used to perform unauthorised logical access to access resources 
deployed in the financial institution's computer networks that are 
connected to the internet 


О T T 


ISI.5 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that may be 
used to gain unauthorised remote access 


О T T 


ISI.6 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities that may be 
used to obtain unauthorised logical access to access resources 
deployed in the internal computer networks of the financial 
institution  


N T T 


ISI.7 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described vulnerabilities based on measures ISI.1–ISI.6 
of this table by means of scanning and analysing server and 
network equipment settings 


N T T 


ISI.8 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described vulnerabilities as specified in items ISI.1–ISI.6 
of this table by means of scanning and analysing the scope, 
versions and settings of application software, AS software and 
system software that implements the functions of information 


N T T 







security and/or affects the provision of information security (in 
this section, 'system software')* and that is installed on the server 
and network equipment 


ISI.9 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities specified in 
measures ISI.1–ISI.6 of this table by means of scanning and 
analysing the scope, versions and settings of application 
software, AS software and/or system software installed on AWS 
of users and operating personnel 


N T T 


ISI.10 Monitoring the absence of and ensuring prompt elimination of 
known/described vulnerabilities based on measures ISI.1–ISI.6 
of this table by means of scanning and analysing the settings of 
information security tools and systems 


N T T 


ISI.11 Restricting (prohibiting) the use of software that performs 
development, debugging and/or software testing functions on 
AWS of users and operating personnel engaged in the 
performance of the financial institution's business processes 


N О О 


* Including software of operating systems, DBMS, application servers, and virtualisation 
systems. 


 
7.4.3 The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the deployment, 


storage and updating of software as applicable to the information security levels is given in 
Table 23. 


 


Table 23. The basic set of measures for organising and controlling the deployment, 
storage and updating of software 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


ISI.12 Monitoring the deployment and timely updating of the software 
of information security tools and systems, application software, 
AS software, system software and signature databases of 
information security tools on server and network equipment, 
including for the purpose of eliminating identified vulnerabilities 
of the information security system 


О О T 


ISI.13 Monitoring the deployment and timely updating of the software 
of information security tools and systems, application software, 
AS software and system software on AWS of users and 
operating personnel, including for the purpose of eliminating 
identified vulnerabilities of the information security system 


О О T 


ISI.14 Monitoring AS performance (testing) and operation after 
software updates prescribed by measures ISI.12 and ISI.13 of 
this table and performed in development and testing segments 


О О О 


ISI.15 Ensuring the absence and prompt elimination of 
known/described information security vulnerabilities after 
software updates as prescribed by measure ISI.12 of this table. 


О T T 







ISI.16 Making it possible to recover master copies of AS software, 
software of information security tools and systems and system 
software in emergency situations 


О О О 


ISI.17 Availability, record-keeping and integrity control of master copies 
of AS software, software of information security tools and 
systems and system software 


N N T 


ISI.18 Availability, record-keeping and integrity control of master 
settings of AS software, system software and software of 
information security tools and systems, making it possible to 
recover these settings in emergency situations 


О О T 


ISI.19 Monitoring the integrity and reliability of sources when 
distributing and/or updating AS software, software of information 
security tools and systems and system software 


О О T 


 
7.4.4 The basic set of measures for monitoring the scope and integrity of the 


information infrastructure software as applicable to the information security levels is given 
in Table 24. 


 


Table 24. The basic set of measures for monitoring the scope and integrity of 
information infrastructure software 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


ISI.20 Control of the scope of software that is permitted for use by AWS 
of users and operating personnel 


О T T 


ISI.21 Making it impossible to install and/or launch any unauthorised 
software on users' and operating personnel's AWS 


О T T 


ISI.22 Control of the scope of server equipment software N О T 


ISI.23 Control of the scope of AWS software for users and operating 
personnel started up together with the operating system 


N T T 


ISI.24 Control of the integrity of the AS software components launched 
on AWS of users and operating personnel 


N N T 


ISI.25 Implementing trusted launch of operating systems installed on 
AWS of users and operating personnel 


N N T 


ISI.26 Monitoring (identification) of the use of mobile code technology* N T T 


* Including Java, JavaScript, ActiveX, VBScript and other similar technologies. 


 
7.4.5 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


the results of the monitoring of information infrastructure integrity and security as applicable 
to the information security levels is given in Table 25. 


 


Table 25. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to the results of monitoring of information infrastructure integrity and security 


 







Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


ISI.27 Logging identified vulnerabilities of the information security 
system 


N T T 


ISI.28 Logging the installation, update and/or removal of AS software, 
software of information security tools and systems or system 
software on/from the server and network equipment 


N T T 


ISI.29 Logging the installation, update and/or removal of application 
software, AS software, software of information security tools and 
systems or system software on/from AWS of users and operating 
personnel 


N T T 


ISI.30 Logging the launch of software services N N T 


ISI.31 Logging the results of operations related to controlling the scope 
of server equipment software and AWS software of users and 
operating personnel 


N N T 


ISI.32 Logging the results of operations related to monitoring the scope 
of software of the AWS of users and operating personnel 


N T T 


ISI.33 Logging the results of operations related to monitoring the scope 
of software started up together with the operating system on 
AWS of users and operating personnel 


N T T 


ISI.34 Logging the results of operations related to monitoring the 
integrity of launched AS software components 


N N T 


ISI.35 Logging the identified use of mobile code technology N T T 


ISI.36 Logging the results of operations related to monitoring the 
integrity and reliability of sources when distributing and/or 
updating AS software, software of information security tools and 
systems or system software 


N N T 


 


7.5 Process 4 'Protecting against malicious code' 


 
7.5.1 The measures applied by a financial institution for protecting against malicious 


code must ensure the following: 
- organisation of multi-layered malware protection at various levels of information 


infrastructure 
- organisation and monitoring of the use of tools for malware protection 
- logging of information security events related to the implementation of malware 


protection. 
When implementing the 'Protecting against malicious code' process, it is advisable 


to use [13]. 
7.5.2 The basic set of measures for organising multi-layered malware protection at 


various levels of information infrastructure as applicable to the information security levels 
is given in Table 26. 


 
 
 







Table 26. The basic set of measures for organising multi-layered malware 
protection at various levels of information infrastructure 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PMC.1 Implementing malware protection at the level of the physical 
AWS of users and operating personnel 


T T T 


PMC.2 Implementing malware protection at the level of virtual 
information infrastructure 


T T T 


PMC.3 Implementing malware protection at the server equipment level T T T 


PMC.4 Implementing malware protection at the level of inter-network 
traffic control 


N T T 


PMC.5 Implementing malware protection at the level of email traffic 
control 


T T T 


PMC.6 Implementing malware protection at the level of incoming control 
of devices and portable (removable) media 


T T T 


PMC.7 Implementing malware protection at the level of public access 
object control (including ATMs and payment terminals) 


T T T 


 
7.5.3 The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the use of malware 


protection tools as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 27. 
 


Table 27. The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the use of 
malware protection tools 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PMC.8 Operation of malware protection tools in continuous automatic 
mode, including installation of updates and signature databases 


T T T 


PMC.9 Operation of malware protection tools on AWS of users and 
operating personnel in resident mode (service mode for 
Windows OS, daemon mode for Unix OS) and their automatic 
startup together with the operating system 


T T T 


PMC.10 Using malware protection tools that monitor the integrity of their 
software components 


T T T 


PMC.11 Monitoring of disconnection and timely updates of malware 
protection tools 


T T T 


PMC.12 Performing malware detection operations on a weekly basis T T T 


PMC.13 Using malware protection tools of different manufacturers, at 
least for the following levels: 
– physical AWS of users and operating personnel 
– server equipment 


T N N 


PMC.14 Using malware protection tools of different manufacturers, at N T T 







least for the following levels: 
– physical AWS of users and operating personnel 
– server equipment 
– inter-network traffic control 


PMC.15 Performing malware detection operations by analysing 
information flows between security perimeter segments and 
other internal computer networks of the financial institution 


N T T 


PMC.16 Performing malware detection operations by analysing 
information flows between the financial institution's internal 
computer networks and the internet 


N T T 


PMC.17 Performing malware detection operations by analysing 
information flows between segments designated for the 
deployment of public access objects (including ATMs and 
payment terminals) and the internet 


N T T 


PMC.18 Incoming control of all devices and portable (removable) data 
media (including portable computers and flash drives) before 
using them in computer networks of the financial institution 


T T T 


PMC.19 Incoming control of all devices and portable (removable) data 
media in computer networks of the financial institution in a 
dedicated segment of the computer network where it is 
impossible to exchange information between the segment and 
other computer network segments of the financial institution 
(except for managing data exchange based on established rules 
and protocols) 


N T T 


PMC.20 Preliminary malware detection for software before installing or 
modifying it, as well as after installing and/or modifying the 
software 


N О О 


PMC.21 Prohibiting uncontrolled opening of self-extracting archives and 
executable files retrieved from the internet 


О T T 


 
7.5.4 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


malware protection as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 28. 
 


Table 28. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to malware protection 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PMC.22 Logging malware detection operations  T T T 


PMC.23 Logging malware detection occurrences  T T T 


PMC.24 Logging the uncontrolled use of mobile code technology* T T T 


PMC.25 Logging malware protection system operation failures T T T 


PMC.26 Logging failures during malware detection operations T T T 


PMC.27 Logging the disabling of malware detection tools T T T 


PMC.28 Logging when the integrity of software components of malware 
detection tools is compromised 


T T T 


* Including Java, JavaScript, ActiveX, VBScript and other similar technologies. 







7.6 Process 5 'Preventing data leaks' 


 
7.6.1 The measures applied by the financial institution to prevent data leaks must 


ensure the following: 
- blocking unauthorised channels and monitoring authorised channels of potential 


data leaks 
- monitoring (analysing) information transmitted over authorised channels of 


potential data leaks 
- organising security of machine-readable media (MRM) 
- logging information security events related to the implementation of protection 


against data leaks. 
 
Note: Recommendations ensuring mitigation of risks related to data leaks by 


monitoring and control of information flows are given in [14]. 
 
7.6.2 The basic set of measures for blocking prohibited potential data leak channels 


and monitoring permitted ones as applicable to the information security levels is given in 
Table 29. 


 


Table 29. The basic set of measures for blocking prohibited potential data leak 
channels and monitoring of permitted ones 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PIL.1 Blocking prohibited transfer of confidential information and 
monitoring (analysing) permitted transfer of confidential 
information to external email addresses 


N T T 


PIL.2 Blocking prohibited transfer of confidential information and 
monitoring (analysing) permitted transfer of confidential 
information to the internet using the information infrastructure of 
the financial institution 


N T T 


PIL.3 Blocking prohibited printing of confidential information and 
monitoring (analysing) permitted printing of confidential 
information 


N T T 


PIL.4 Blocking prohibited copying of confidential information and 
monitoring (analysing) permitted copying of confidential 
information to portable (removable) data media 


N T T 


 
7.6.3 The basic set of measures for monitoring (analysing) information transferred 


via permitted potential data leak channels as applicable to the information security levels 
can be found in Table 30. 


 
 
 







Table 30. The basic set of measures for monitoring (analysing) information 
transferred via permitted potential data leak channels 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PIL.5 Content analysis of information transferred using outgoing mail 
exchange protocols 


N T T 


PIL.6 Maintaining a single archive of electronic messages with offline 
access for at least 6 months and online access for at least 1 
month 


N T N 


PIL.7 Maintaining a single archive of electronic messages with offline 
access for at least 1 year and online access for at least 3 months 


N N T 


PIL.8 Restricting the list of networking protocols to be used for 
electronic mail transmission 


N T T 


PIL.9 Restricting the list of data file formats permitted as attachments 
to electronic messages (email messages) 


N T T 


PIL.10 Restricting the size of data files transmitted as attachments to 
electronic messages (email messages) 


N T T 


PIL.11 Content analysis of information transmitted to the internet using 
the information infrastructure of the financial institution 


N T T 


PIL.12 Classification of internet resources for blocking access to 
websites or website types whose use is prohibited based on 
established rules 


N T T 


PIL.13 Restricting the list of networking protocols and network ports 
used when exchanging information with the internet 


N T T 


PIL.14 Prohibiting the use and processing of confidential information at 
access objects deployed in the financial institution's computer 
networks that are connected to the internet 


N О О 


PIL.15 Content analysis of information to be printed out N T T 


PIL.16 Using multifunctional printers with the option to obtain the result 
of a performed printing job using a password and/or personal 
access card 


N N T 


PIL.17 Content analysis of information when copying it to portable 
(removable) data media 


N T T 


PIL.18 Blocking prohibited input/output ports of CE N T T 


PIL.19 Blocking the use of unregistered (prohibited) portable 
(removable) data media in the information infrastructure of the 
financial institution 


N T T 


 
7.6.4 The basic set of measures for organising security of machine-readable media 


as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 31. 
 
 
 
 
 







Table 31. The basic set of measures for organising security of machine-readable 
media 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PIL.20 Tracking and monitoring of the use of MRM designated for 
storing confidential information 


О О О 


PIL.21 Documenting the procedure for using and accessing MRM 
designated for storing confidential information 


О О О 


PIL.22 Marking registered MRM О О О 


PIL.23 Erasing confidential information from MRM using tools that 
ensure full re-writing of data when MRM or CE that includes 
MRM are retired from service, as well as when transferring them 
to other organisations 


T N N 


PIL.24 Erasing confidential information from MRM using tools for 
guaranteed erasure or using a method (tool) that makes data 
unrecoverable when MRM or CE that includes MRM are retired 
from service, as well as when transferring them to other 
organisations 


N T T 


PIL.25 Erasing confidential information from MRM using tools that 
ensure full re-writing of data when transferring (reassigning) 
MRM between employees and/or structural divisions of the 
financial institution 


T N N 


PIL.26 Erasing confidential information from MRM using tools for 
guaranteed erasure or using a method (tool) that makes data 
unrecoverable when transferring (reassigning) MRM between 
employees and/or structural divisions of the financial institution 


N T T 


PIL.27 Encrypting confidential information when storing it in MRM that 
leave the premises of the financial institution 


N N T 


 
7.6.5 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


implementing security against data leaks as applicable to the information security levels is 
given in Table 32. 


 


Table 32. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to implementing security against data leaks 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


PIL.28 Logging the use of unblocked input/output ports of CE N T T 


PIL.29 Logging operations related to internet access sessions of 
employees of the financial institution 


N T T 


PIL.30 Logging information printing sessions N T T 







PIL.31 Logging the results of information content analysis as prescribed 
by measures PIL.5, PIL.11, PIL.15 and PIL.17 of Table 30 


N T T 


PIL.32 Logging actions related to registration and de-registration of 
MRM that are used for storing confidential information 


О О О 


PIL.33 Logging erasure of data from MRM О О О 


 


7.7 Process 6 'Managing information security incidents' 


 
7.7.1 Subprocess 'Monitoring and analysing information security events' 
7.7.1.1 The measures applied by the financial institution to monitor and analyse 


information security events must ensure the following: 
- organisation of the monitoring of data logs on information security events generated 


by information security tools and systems and information systems, including compliance 
with the requirements for the basic set of information security measures described by this 
standard 


- collecting, protecting and storing the data logs on information security events 
- analysing data logs on information security events 
- logging information security events related to processing operations in respect of 


recorded data on information security events. 
When implementing the 'Monitoring and analysing information security events' 


subprocess, it is advisable to use the GOST R ISO/IEC TR 18044 standard. 
 
Note: Recommendations for detecting information security incidents and responding 


to information security incidents are given in [15]. 
 
7.7.1.2 The basic set of measures for monitoring data logs on information security 


events created by information systems as applicable to the information security levels is 
given in Table 33. 


 


Table 33. The basic set of measures for monitoring data logs on information 
security events created by information systems 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


EMA.1 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
created by technical measures included in the information 
security system 


T T T 


EMA.2 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by network equipment, including active network 
equipment routers and switches  


N T T 


EMA.3 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by network applications and services 


N T T 


EMA.4 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by system software, operating systems, DBMS 


N T T 
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EMA.5 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by AS and applications 


T T T 


EMA.6 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by domain controllers 


T T T 


EMA.7 Organising monitoring of data logs on information security events 
generated by access control and management tools (systems) 


N N T 


 
7.7.1.3 The basic set of measures for collecting, protecting and storing data logs on 


information security events as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 
34. 


 


Table 34. The basic set of measures for collecting, protecting and storing data logs 
on information security events 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


EMA.8 Centralised collection of data logs on information security events 
generated by information systems as defined by measures 
EMA.1–EMA.7 of Table 33 


N T T 


EMA.9 Generating time stamps for data logs on information security 
events and system time synchronisation for information systems 
that are used for generating, collecting and analysing data logs 


T T T 


EMA.10 Monitoring the generation of data logs on information security 
events in information systems as defined by measures EMA.1–
EMA.7 of Table 33 


О T T 


EMA.11 Protecting data logs on information security events from 
disclosure and modification and implementing two-way 
authentication when transferring the data logs using the internet 


N T T 


EMA.12 Ensuring guaranteed delivery of the data logs on information 
security events when collecting them in a centralised manner 


N T T 


EMA.13 Allocating the required amount of memory for storing data logs 
on information security events 


T T T 


EMA.14 Protecting data logs on information security events against UAA 
during storage, ensuring the integrity and availability of the data 
logs 


T T T 


EMA.15 Making it possible to access the data logs on information security 
events for three years 


T T N 


EMA.16 Making it possible to access the data logs on information security 
events for five years 


N N T 


 
7.7.1.4 The basic set of measures for analysing data logs on information security 


events as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 35. 
 
 
 







Table 35. The basic set of measures for analysing data logs on information 
security events 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


EMA.17 Making it possible to perform normalisation (ensuring a single 
format), filtering, aggregation and classification of data logs on 
information security events 


N T T 


EMA.18 Making it possible to detect and analyse information security 
events that may be related to information security incidents, 
including UAA* 


T T T 


EMA.19 Making it possible to track specific activities and/or operations 
performed by a particular access subject 


T T T 


EMA.20 Making it possible to track specific activities and/or operations 
performed by access subjects during logical access to a 
particular access resource 


T T T 


* The list of potentially UAA-related events that that it is advisable to identify, log and analyse is 
given in Addendum C to this standard. 


 
7.7.1.5 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


processing data logs on information security events as applicable to the information 
security levels is given in Table 36. 


 


Table 36. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to processing data logs on information security events 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


EMA.21 Logging deviations and failures when generating and collecting 
the data logs on information security events 


N T T 


EMA.22 Logging access to stored data logs on information security 
events 


T T T 


EMA.23 Logging operations related to changing the rules for 
normalisation (ensuring a single format), filtering, aggregation 
and classification of data logs on information security events 


N T T 


 
7.7.2 Subprocess 'Identification of and response to information security 


incidents' 
7.7.2.1 The measures applied by a financial institution for detecting and responding 


to information security incidents must ensure the following: 
- detection and logging of information security incidents 
- organisation of response to information security incidents 
- organisation of storage and security of information on information security incidents 







- logging of information security events related to detecting and responding to 
information security incidents. 


When implementing the 'Identification of and response to information security 
incidents' subprocess, it is advisable to use the GOST R ISO/IEC TR 18044 standard. 


 
Note: Recommendations for detecting information security incidents and responding 


to information security incidents are given in [15]. 
 
7.7.2.2 The basic set of measures for detecting and logging information security 


incidents as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 37. 
 


Table 37. The basic set of measures for detecting and logging information security 
incidents 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IL.1 Logging information on information security events that may be 
related to information security incidents, including UAA, detected 
within the scope of monitoring and analysis of information 
security events 


О T T 


IL.2 Logging information that may be related to information security 
incidents, including UAA, obtained from employees, customers 
and/or counterparties of the financial institution 


О T T 


IL.3 Classifying information security incidents based on the degree of 
their impact (criticality) on the provision of financial services and 
implementation of business processes and/or technical 
processes of the financial institution 


О О T 


IL.4 Establishing and applying uniform rules for obtaining information 
from employees, customers and/or counterparties of the financial 
institution that may be related to information security incidents 


О О О 


IL.5 Establishing and applying uniform rules for logging and 
classifying information security events in respect of the scope 
and content of attributes describing the information security 
incident and their possible values 


О T T 


 
7.7.2.3 The basic set of measures for organising the response to information security 


incidents as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 38. 
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Table 38. The basic set of measures for organising the response to information 
security incidents 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IL.6 Establishing and applying uniform rules for responding to 
information security incidents 


О О О 


IL.7 Defining and assigning roles related to responding to information 
security incidents 


О N N 


IL.8 Defining and assigning roles related to responding to information 
security incidents—roles of the team responsible for responding 
to information security incidents (ISIRT) 


N О О 


IL.9 Assignment of the following main roles within the ISIRT: 
- ISIRT supervisor, whose area of responsibility includes 
ensuring day-to-day supervision of responses to information 
security incidents 
- ISIRT operations controller, whose area of responsibility 
includes ensuring the collection and logging of information on 
information security incidents 
- ISIRT analyst, whose area of responsibility includes performing 
direct activities related to responding to information security 
incidents 
- ISIRT secretary, whose area of responsibility includes 
documenting the results of responding to information security 
incidents and creating analytical reports and materials 


N О О 


IL.10 Timely (prompt) notification of ISIRT members about detected 
information security incidents 


N T T 


IL.11 Granting ISIRT members the logical and physical access rights 
and administrative powers required for responding to information 
security incidents 


N О О 


IL.12 Responding to each detected information security incident, 
including: 
- incident analysis 
- determining sources and causes of the incident 
- assessing the impact of the incident on the provision of financial 
services and on the implementation of business processes 
and/or technical processes of the financial institution 
- taking measures to eliminate the consequences of the incident 
- planning and taking measures to prevent reoccurrence of the 
incident 


О О О 


IL.13 Establishing and applying uniform rules for collecting, recording 
and distributing information on information security incidents 


О О О 


IL.14 Establishing and applying uniform rules for closing information 
security incidents 


О О О 


 
7.7.2.4 The basic set of measures for organising storage and security of information 


on information security incidents as applicable to the information security levels is given in 







Table 39. 
 


Table 39. The basic set of measures for organising storage and security of 
information on information security incidents 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IL.15 Protecting the information on information security incidents from 
UAA, ensuring the integrity and availability of this information 


T T T 


IL.16 Control of ISIRT members' access to information on information 
security incidents according to the assigned roles related to 
responding to information security incidents 


N T T 


IL.17 Making it possible to access information on information security 
incidents for three years 


T T N 


IL.18 Making it possible to access information on information security 
incidents for five years 


N N T 


 
7.7.2.5 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


the results of detecting information security incidents and responding to them as applicable 
to the information security levels is given in Table 40. 


 


Table 40. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to the results of detecting and responding to information security incidents 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IL.19 Logging access to information on information security incidents T T T 


 


7.8 Process 7 'Virtualisation environment security' 


 
7.8.1 To ensure the appropriate level of information security when using virtualisation 


technology, the organisational and technical measures applied for security of the 
virtualisation environment are supplementary and are applied in addition to other 
information security measures established by this standard. 


Additional organisational and technical measures for protecting the virtualisation 
environment are defined for the following information security processes (subprocesses), 
listed in item 7.1.1 of this standard: 


- identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) when logical access 
is obtained 


- segmenting and firewalling computer networks. 
7.8.2 The measures applied by the financial institution to protect the virtualisation 







environment must ensure the following: 
- organisation of identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) 


when logical access to virtual machines and server virtualisation components is obtained 
- organisation and monitoring of information interaction and isolation of virtual 


machines 
- organisation of the security of virtual machine images 
- logging of information security events related to access to virtual machines and 


server virtualisation components. 
 
Note: Recommendations on ensuring information security when using virtualisation 


technology as part of technical banking processes are given in [16] and GOST R 56938. 
 
7.8.3 The basic set of measures for organising identification, authentication and 


authorisation (access control) when logical access to virtual machines and server 
components of virtualisation is obtained as applicable to the information security levels is 
given in Table 41. 


 


Table 41. The basic set of measures for organising identification, authentication 
and authorisation (access control) when logical access to virtual machines and 


server components of virtualisation is obtained 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


VEP.1  Control and monitoring of simultaneous access to virtual 
machines from AWS of users and operating personnel only 
within the same security perimeter 


N T N 


VEP.2 Control and monitoring of simultaneous access to virtual 
machines from AWS of users and operating personnel only 
within the same security perimeter at a level no higher than level 
3 (network level) of the 7-level standard model of interaction 
between open systems as defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 
7498-1 standard 


N N T 


VEP.3 Control and monitoring of simultaneous access of virtual 
machines to the data storage system within the security 
perimeter 


N T N 


VEP.4 Control and monitoring of simultaneous access of virtual 
machines to the data storage system within the security 
perimeter only at a level no higher than level 3 (network level) of 
the 7-level standard model of interaction between open systems 
as defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard 


N N T 


VEP.5 Identification and authentication of users by server components 
of virtualisation and/or by means of centralised authentication 
services when granting access to virtual machines 


T T T 


VEP.6 Implementing the necessary methods of granting access to 
virtual machines to ensure access to one virtual machine only 


N T N 
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using a single set of authentication data 


VEP.7 Implementing the necessary methods of granting access to 
virtual machines to ensure access to one virtual machine only 
from a single AWS of a user or operating personnel using a 
single set of authentication data 


N N T 


VEP.8 Making it possible to force blocking (disabling) of an active user 
session with a virtual machine 


T T T 


VEP.9 Controlling and protocolling the access of operating personnel to 
server components of virtualisation and to the data storage 
system using two-factor authentication 


N T T 


VEP.10 Deployment of information security tools for controlling and 
protocolling the access of operating personnel to server 
components of virtualisation and to the data storage system on 
physical CE 


N T T 


VEP.11 Implementing rules for managing logical access rights to ensure 
that the following functions are not simultaneously available for 
a single logical access subject: 
- creating virtual machines and managing virtual machine images 
during their life cycles 
- granting access to virtual machines, including configuring 
virtual segments of computer networks and applied information 
security tools at the level of server components of virtualisation 
- data storage system management 
- management of hypervisor settings 
- configuring virtual networks within the respective security 
perimeter 


N N T 


VEP.12 Deployment of server and user AS components on different 
virtual machines 


N О О 


 
7.8.4 The basic set of measures for segmenting and firewalling computer networks 


designed for the deployment of virtual machines and server components of virtualisation 
as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 42. 


 


Table 42. The basic set of measures for organising and monitoring the data 
exchange and isolation of virtual machines* 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


VEP.13 Allocating individual segments (groups of segments) in the 
financial institution's computer networks for the deployment of a 
set of virtual machines designated for the deployment of AS 
server components included in different security perimeters 


N T T 


VEP.14 Allocating individual segments (groups of segments) in the 
financial institution's computer networks for the deployment of a 
set of virtual machines designated for the deployment of AWS of 
users and operating personnel included in different security 


N T T 







perimeters 


VEP.15 Organising data exchange between segments (groups of 
segments) of computer networks as defined by measures 
VEP.13 and VEP.14 of this table, physical equipment (software 
and hardware system) and/or firewall software operating at the 
hypervisor level of the virtualisation environment 


N N T 


VEP.16 Firewalling segments (groups of segments) of computer 
networks as defined by measures VEP.13 and VEP.14 of this 
table, including data filtering at the network and application levels 
of the 7-level standard model of interaction between open 
systems as defined by the GOST R ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard 


N T T 


VEP.17 Implementing and monitoring data exchange between segments 
(groups of segments) of computer networks using measures 
specified in clauses VEP.13 and VEP.14 of this table based on 
the established networking rules and protocols 


N T T 


VEP.18 Implementing information security measures VEP.15–VEP.17 of 
this table using physical equipment (software and hardware 
system) and/or software tools for firewalling that operate at the 
hypervisor level of the virtualisation environment 


N N T 


VEP.19 Organising and monitoring the data exchange between virtual 
machines of different AS based on the established networking 
rules and protocols 


N N T 


VEP.20 Making data exchange impossible between segments of 
computer networks included in different security perimeters 
using AWS of users and operating personnel for access to virtual 
machines within different security perimeters 


N T T 


VEP.21 Assigning separate logical sections of the data storage system 
for each security perimeter 


N T T 


VEP.22 Assigning separate control segments for AWS of operating 
personnel that are used for administering server components of 
virtualisation and the data storage system* 


N N T 


* Common control segments can be used within the scope of measures VEP.22 and SF.9 of 
Table 13. 


 
* The measures for organising and monitoring the data exchange and isolation of 


virtual machines shall be applied together with the measures for segmenting and firewalling 
internal computer networks (see measures SF.1–SF.13, Table 13). 


 
7.8.5 The basic set of measures for protecting virtual machine images as applicable 


to the information security levels is given in Table 43. 
 


Table 43. The basic set of measures for protecting virtual machine images 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


VEP.23 Regulation and monitoring of: N О О 
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- operations within the scope of the life cycles of core virtual 
machine images 
- operations related to copying virtual machine images 


VEP.24 Including the following software only in core virtual machine 
images: 
- technical software for information security applied within virtual 
machines 
- AS software 


N О О 


VEP.25 Assigning each virtual machine to one security perimeter only N О О 


VEP.26 Monitoring of the integrity of the following during virtual machine 
startup (loading): 
- the core virtual machine image 
- software included in the user profile of the virtual machine 
- software settings for technical information security measures 
applied within virtual machines 


N N T 


VEP.27 Prohibiting copying of current images of virtual machines that 
use DET with loaded cryptographic keys 


О О О 


VEP.28 Prohibiting copying of current images of virtual machines that are 
used for implementing user AWS virtualisation technology 


О О О 


VEP.29 Prohibiting the saving of changes made by users to the core 
virtual machine image when working on virtual machines 


N N T 


VEP.30 Monitoring of the closing of user sessions with virtual machines N T N 


VEP.31 Monitoring of the closing of user sessions with virtual machines 
and ensuring the subsequent operation of the virtual machine 
using the core image 


N N T 


 
7.8.6 The basic set of measures for logging information security events related to 


accessing virtual machines and server components of virtualisation as applicable to the 
information security levels is given in Table 44. 


 


Table 44. The basic set of measures for logging information security events related 
to accessing virtual machines and server components of virtualisation 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


VEP.32 Logging operations related to virtual machine startup (shutdown) T T T 


VEP.33 Logging operations related to modifying settings of virtual 
network segments using the hypervisor 


N T T 


VEP.34 Logging operations related to creating and deleting virtual 
machines 


T T T 


VEP.35 Logging operations related to creating, modifying, copying and 
deleting core virtual machine images 


T T T 


VEP.36 Logging operations related to copying current images of virtual 
machines 


T T T 


VEP.37 Logging operations related to changing logical access rights for 
server components of virtualisation 


T T T 







VEP.38 Logging operations related to changing settings of virtualisation 
components 


T T T 


VEP.39 Logging operations related to authentication and authorisation of 
operating personnel when accessing server components of 
virtualisation 


T T T 


VEP.40 Logging operations related to authentication and authorisation of 
users when accessing virtual machines 


T T T 


VEP.41 Logging operations related to startup (shutdown) of server 
components of virtualisation 


N N T 


VEP.42 Logging operations related to changing settings of technical 
information security measures used to control access to server 
components of virtualisation 


T T T 


VEP.43 Logging operations related to changing the settings of technical 
information security measures used to ensure the security of 
virtual machines 


T T T 


 


7.9 Process 8 'Protecting information during remote logical access using mobile 
(portable) devices' 


 
7.9.1 The organisational information security measures applied by the financial 


institution for information security during remote logical access by the financial institution's 
employees using mobile (portable) devices must ensure: 


- security of information from disclosure and modification during remote access 
- security of internal computer networks during remote access 
- security of information from disclosure and modification during processing and 


storage on mobile (portable) devices. 
7.9.2 The basic set of measures for protecting information from disclosure or 


modification during remote access as applicable to the information security levels is given 
in Table 45. 


 
Table 45. The basic set of measures for protecting information from disclosure or 


modification during remote access 
 


Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


RAP.1 Defining the rules of remote access and the list of access 
resources to which remote access is granted 


О О О 


RAP.2 Authentication of mobile (portable) devices used for remote 
access 


T T T 


RAP.3 Granting remote access only to mobile (portable) access devices 
that are controlled by the centralised management and 
monitoring system (Mobile Device Management system, MDM) 


N T T 


RAP.4 Protecting information from disclosure and modification, use of 
mutual authentication by participants of the data exchange 
during its transmission by means of remote access 


T T T 







7.9.3 The basic set of measures for protecting internal computer networks during 
remote access as applicable to the information security levels is given in Table 46. 


 


Table 46. The basic set of measures for protecting internal computer networks 
during remote access 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


RAP.5 Identification, two-factor authentication and authorisation of 
access subjects after establishing the secure networking and 
completing authentication as prescribed by measures RAP.2 and 
RAP.4, Table 45 


T T T 


RAP.6 Prohibiting direct networking between mobile (portable) devices 
and internal networks of the financial institution at a level higher 
than level 2 (channel level) of the 7-level standard model of 
interaction between open systems as defined by the GOST R 
ISO/IEC 7498-1 standard 


N T T 


RAP.7 Implementing access to online resources only via the information 
infrastructure of the financial organisation after establishing 
secure networking and completing authentication as prescribed 
by measures RAP.2 and RAP.4, Table 45 


N T T 


RAP.8 Content analysis of information transmitted to the internet by 
mobile (portable) devices using the information infrastructure of 
the financial institution 


N T T 


RAP.9 Implementation and control of data exchange between internal 
computer networks of the financial institution and mobile 
(portable) devices in accordance with the established networking 
rules and protocols 


T T T 


 
7.9.4 The basic set of measures for protecting information from disclosure or 


modification during its processing and storage on mobile (portable) devices as applicable 
to the information security levels is given in Table 47.  


 


Table 47. The basic set of measures for protecting information from disclosure or 
modification during processing and storage on mobile (portable) devices 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


RAP.10 Using the centralised management and monitoring system 
(MDM system) to implement the following functions: 
- encryption and remote deletion of information received as a 
result of interacting with the information resources of the financial 
institution 


N T T 
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- user authentication on the access device 
- device blocking after a certain period of user inactivity that 
requires re-authentication of the user on the access device 
- managing updates of the system software installed on access 
devices 
- managing security settings of the system software installed on 
access devices 
- managing the scope and updates of the application software 
- making it impossible to use a mobile (portable) device in USB 
mode as well as in debugging mode 
- managing the key information used to ensure protected network 
exchange 
- making it possible to determine the device location 
- logging SIM card change 
- prohibiting the transfer of information to cloud data storage 
located in public networks (eg, iCloud) 
- enabling centralised management and monitoring when 
changing the SIM card 


RAP.11 Ensuring malware protection of mobile (portable) devices T T T 


RAP.12 Erasing confidential information from mobile (portable) devices 
using tools that ensure full re-writing of data when retiring the 
mobile (portable) devices from service and when it is necessary 
to transfer them to external organisations, between employees 
and/or structural divisions of the financial institution 


T T T 


 


8 Requirements for information security organisation and management 


 


8.1 General 


 
8.1.1 Sections 8 and 9 of this standard stipulate the requirements for the basic set 


of information security measures that should be applied to ensure sufficient completeness 
and quality of the information security system. 


8.1.2 Measures of the information security organisation and management system 
shall be applied: 


- At system levels of the information infrastructure (as defined in item 6.2 of this 
standard). The requirements for the basic set of measures of the information security 
organisation and management system applied at system levels are established in this 
section. 


- During the life cycle stages of an AS and applications used for processing, 
transmission and/or storage of protected information as part of performing and/or ensuring 
the performance of business processes and technical processes of the financial institution. 
The requirements for the basic set of measures of the information security organisation 
and management system applied during AS and application life cycle stages are given in 
Section 9 of this standard. 


8.1.3 Measures of the information security organisation and management system 
shall be applied for each individual process (area) of information security as part of the 







measures defined in Section 7 of this standard. 
8.1.4 Measures of the information security organisation and management system at 


system levels shall be applied within the following areas of information security: 
- Area 1 'Planning the information security system process' ('Planning') 
- Area 2 'Implementing the information security system process' ('Implementation') 
- Area 3 'Monitoring the information security system process' ('Monitoring') 
- Area 4 'Improving the information security system process' ('Improvement'). 
8.1.5 Methods for implementing the measures of the information security 


organisation and management system as specified in the tables in Section 8 of this 
standard are defined in the same way as in 7.1.6. 


 


8.2 Area 1 'Planning the information security system process' 


 
8.2.1 Within the scope of the 'Planning' area, the financial institution 


determines/revises the following: 
- scope of application of the information security system process 
- scope of the information security measures applied (and not applied) as defined in 


Sections 7, 8 and 9 of this standard 
- scope and content of the information security measures that are supplemental 


measures to the basic set of measures as defined in Sections 7, 8 and 9 of this standard, 
which are determined based on relevant information security threats and information 
security requirements as established by regulations in the area of information security and 
security 


- procedure for the application of information security measures within the scope of 
the information security system process. 


Activities within the 'Planning' area are implemented on the basis of the financial 
institution's policy regarding target values of acceptable residual risk (risk appetite) related 
to information security, as well as, if necessary, based on the results of activities within the 
'Improvement' area. 


 
Note: Recommendations for documenting activities in the sphere of information 


security are given in [17]. 
 
8.2.2 The basic set of measures for planning a process of the information security 


system is given in Table 48. 
 


Table 48. The basic set of measures for planning a process of the information 
security system 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IPP.1 Documenting the scope of application of the information security 
system process* for information infrastructure levels as defined 


О О О 







in item 6.2 of this standard 


IPP.2 Documenting the scope (indicating compliance with this 
standard) and content of organisational information security 
measures selected by the financial institution and implemented 
within the scope of the information security system 


О О О 


IPP.3 Documenting the procedure for the application of organisational 
information security measures within the scope of the information 
security system process 


О О О 


IPP.4 Documenting the scope (indicating compliance with this 
standard) and content of technical information security measures 
selected by the financial institution and implemented within the 
scope of the information security system 


О О О 


IPP.5 Documenting the procedure for the application of technical 
information security measures within the scope of the information 
security system process, including the following: 
- rules for deploying technical information security measures in 
the information infrastructure 
- configuration of technical information security measures and 
information infrastructure designated for the deployment of 
technical information security measures** 
- manuals for the application of technical information security 
measures (including instruction manuals, operation control 
manuals and manuals for direct use of technical information 
security measures) 
- scope of roles and permissions of access subjects necessary 
for ensuring the application of technical information security 
measures (including operation, operation control and direct use 
of technical information security measures) 


О О О 


* The scope of application of the information security system process is defined in accordance 
with the Bank of Russia regulations. 
** The settings of information infrastructure components designated for the deployment of 
technical information security measures are defined as necessary. 


 


8.3 Area 2 'Implementing the data security system process'  


 
8.3.1 Activities within the 'Implementation' area are performed based on the results 


of activities included in 'Planning' and/or 'Improvement' areas (see items 8.2 and 8.5 of this 
standard, respectively). 


Within the scope of the 'Implementation' area, the financial institution ensures the 
following: 


- appropriate application of information security measures 
- defining information security roles related to the application of information security 


measures 
- assigning the people responsible for performing the information security roles 
- availability of implementation of the technical information security measures 
- application of information security tools that passed the established compliance 


check procedure [including software (software and hardware) tools in which they are 
implemented that support the required security functions] when application of such tools is 







required for neutralising security threats identified in the model of threats and adversaries 
of the financial institution's information security 


- education and training (retraining) of the financial institution's employees 
responsible for the application of the information security measures 


- improving the awareness (briefing) of the financial institution's employees in the 
sphere of information security. 


 
Note: Recommendations for determining the requirements for organising the 


banking system of the Russian Federation with regard to the necessary resources for 
implementing the information security processes and for monitoring the efficiency of using 
these resources are given in [6]. 


 
8.3.2 The basic set of measures for implementing the process of the information 


security system is given in Table 49. 
 


Table 49. The basic set of measures for implementing the process of the 
information security system 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IIP.1 Record-keeping of access objects and resources included in the 
scope of application of the information security system process 
for the levels of the information structure defined in item 6.2 of 
this standard, including access objects located in public areas 
(including ATMs and payment terminals) 


О О T 


IIP.2 Deploying and configuring technical information security 
measures in the information infrastructure of the financial 
institution 


О О T 


IIP.3 Monitoring (testing) the completeness of implemented technical 
information security measures 


О О О 


IIP.4 Assigning roles to employees of the financial institution related 
to the application of information security measures and 
distribution of duties and responsibilities for their implementation 


О О О 


IIP.5 Assigning the persons who are allowed to modify the 
configuration of the information infrastructure 


О О О 


IIP.6 Operating and using the technical information security measures 
as intended 


О О О 


IIP.7 Applying organisational information security measures О О О 


IIP.8 Implementing centralised management of technical information 
security measures* 


N N T 


IIP.9 Ensuring the availability of technical information security 
measures: 
- implementing failure-proof technical solutions 
- provisioning the information infrastructure required for the 
operation of technical information security measures 


N N T 







- monitoring the fail-safe operation of technical information 
security measures 
- taking the prescribed measures to recover failed technical 
information security measures for information infrastructure that 
are required for their operation 


IIP.10 Enabling support of the technical information security measures 
throughout the entire period of their use 


N О О 


IIP.11 Application of information security tools certified for compliance 
with information security requirements of at least class 4** 


N N T 


IIP.12 Application of information security tools certified for compliance 
with information security requirements of at least class 5** 


N T N 


IIP.13 Application of information security tools certified for compliance 
with information security requirements of at least class 6** 


T N N 


IIP.14 Application of DET of a class no lower than KS2** N N T 


IIP.15 Education and training (retraining) of the financial institution's 
employees responsible for the application of the information 
security measures within the scope of the information security 
process 


О О О 


IIP.16 Improving the awareness (holding briefings) of the financial 
institution's employees in the sphere of implementing the 
information security process, application of organisational 
information security measures and use of technical information 
security measures as intended 


О О О 


* Centralised management is implemented for technical information security measures, a 
multiple of which is installed on the AWS of users and operating personnel. 
** When applying such tools, it is necessary to neutralise security threats identified in the model 
of information security threats and adversaries for the financial institution. 


 


8.4 Area 3 'Monitoring the information security system process' 


 
8.4.1 Activities within the 'Monitoring' area must sufficiently ensure proper application 


of information security measures in compliance with the financial institution's policy 
regarding target values of acceptable residual risk (risk appetite) related to information 
security. 


The measures applied by the financial institution for information security must ensure 
monitoring of the following: 


- scope of application of the information security system process 
- proper application of information security measures within the scope of the 


information security system process 
- knowledge of the financial institution's employees in applying the information 


security measures. 
8.4.2 The basic set of measures for monitoring the process of the information 


security system is given in Table 50. 
 
 
 
 







Table 50. The basic set of measures for monitoring the process of the information 
security system 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IPM.1 Monitoring the matching of the actual composition of access 
objects and resources included in the scope of application of the 
information security system process with the record-keeping 
data generated by applying measure IIP.1 as specified in Table 
49 


О О T 


IPM.2 Monitoring of the operation and intended use of the technical 
information security measures, including the following: 
- monitoring of the actual deployment of technical information 
security measures in the information infrastructure of the 
financial institution 
- monitoring of actual settings of technical information security 
measures and components of the information infrastructure 
designated for the deployment of technical information security 
measures 


О О T 


IPM.3 Monitoring of the operation and intended use of the technical 
information security measures, including the following: 
- Monitoring of assignment of roles related to the operation and 
intended use of technical information security measures 
- Monitoring of compliance with the manuals for the operation 
and intended use of technical information security measures 


О О О 


IPM.4 Periodic monitoring (testing) of the completeness of 
implemented technical information security measures 


О T T 


IPM.5 Monitoring the application of organisational information security 
measures 


О О О 


IPM.6 Monitoring the fail-safe operation of technical tools, detecting 
and localising operation failures and taking measures to recover 
the failed tools and test them 


О T T 


IPM.7 Checking the skills of the financial institution's employees in 
respect of applying information security measures within the 
scope of the information security system process 


О О О 


IPM.8 Recording the results (evidence) of monitoring measures in 
respect of implementing the information security system process 
performed in accordance with measures IPM.1–IPM.7 in this 
table 


О О О 


 
8.4.3 The basic set of monitoring measures for the process of the information 


security system in respect of logging information security events is given in Table 51. 
 
 
 
 







Table 51. The basic set of control measures for the process of the information 
security system in respect of logging information security events 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IPM.9 Logging operations related to installing and/or updating the 
software of technical tools for information security 


N T T 


IPM.10 Logging operations related to updating the signature databases 
of the technical tools for information security (if used) 


N T T 


IPM.11 Logging operations related to modifying the settings of technical 
information security measures and information infrastructure 
designated for the deployment of technical information security 
measures 


N T T 


IPM.12 Logging failures of technical information security measures N T T 


 


8.5 Area 4 'Improving the information security system process' 


 
8.5.1 Activities within the 'Improvement' area are performed on the basis of the 


results of measures taken for detecting and responding to information security incidents or 
identifying deficiencies of information security within the 'Control' area as well as in the 
event of changes to the policy of the financial institution with regard to principles and 
priorities of implementing the information security system and target values of acceptable 
residual risk (risk appetite). 


The measures applied by the financial institution within the 'Improvement' area must 
provide for making and recording decisions to perform corrective and preventive activities, 
including the revision of currently applied information security measures. The actual 
activities related to improving the information security process shall be performed as part 
of the 'Implementation' area and, if necessary, the 'Planning' area. 


8.5.2 The basic set of measures for improving the process of the information security 
system is given in Table 52. 


 


Table 52. The basic set of measures for improving the process of the information 
security system 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


IIP.1 Analysing the need to improve the information security system 
process and recording the analysis results (evidence) in the 
following cases: 
- detection of information security incidents 
- detection of deficiencies when monitoring the information 
security system 


О О О 







IIP.2 Analysing the need to improve the information security system 
process and recording the analysis results (evidence) in the 
event of changes in the financial institution's policy regarding the 
following: 
- scope of application of the information security system process 
- core principles and priorities of implementing the information 
security system process 
- target values of the acceptable residual risk (risk appetite) 
related to information security  


О О О 


IIP.3 Analysing the need to improve the information security system 
process and recording the analysis results (evidence) in the 
following cases: 
- changes in the requirements for information security prescribed 
by the payment system rules* 
- amendments to the laws of the Russian Federation, including 
Bank of Russia regulations 


О О О 


IIP.4 Recording the decision to improve the information security 
system process by means of corrective or preventive activities, 
e.g.: 
- revising the scope of application of the information security 
system process 
- revising the scope and content of organisational information 
security measures applied as part of the information security 
system process 
- revising the scope of technical information security measures 
applied as part of the information security system process 


О О О 


* Applied for payment system participants only. 


 


9 Requirements for information security at the life cycle stages of automated 
systems and applications 


 
9.1 This section establishes the requirements for the basic set of information security 


measures at the life cycle stages of an AS and applications operated as part of business 
processes and/or technical processes of the financial institution (collectively, 'AS'). 


9.2 Information security at AS life cycle stages must be implemented by means of 
the following: 


- deployment of AS components in secure information infrastructure for which 
processes of the information security system are implemented at system levels (see 
Section 7 of this standard) 


- creating and ensuring the application of an information security system for a 
particular AS that implements individual additional (in respect of the requirements of 
Section 8 of this standard) functions for AS information security that are not implemented 
at system levels. 


9.3 The measures applied by the financial institution at the AS life cycle stages must 
ensure the following: 


- determination of the scope of information security measures implemented in the 
AS (measures of the AS information security system) 







- appropriate application and monitoring of the application of measures of the AS 
information security system 


- verification of the absence of information security vulnerabilities in the application 
software of an AS and in the information infrastructure designated for AS deployment 


- confidentiality (privacy) of the protected information. 
 
Note: Recommendations for ensuring information security at AS life cycle stages 


are given in [18]. 
 
9.4 Methods for implementing the information security measures at AS life cycle 


stages specified in tables of Section 9 of this standard are also specified as in item 7.1.6. 
9.5 The basic set of information security measures at the 'Creating (updating) the 


AS' stage is given in Table 53. 
 


Table 53. The basic set of information security measures at the 'Creating 
(updating) the AS' stage 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


LC.1 Documenting the list of protected information items to be 
processed by the AS 


О О О 


LC.2 Documenting the scope (indicating compliance with this 
standard) and content of measures of the AS information security 
system (functional and technical requirements for the AS 
information security system) 


О О О 


LC.3 Documented definition of the following in the design and 
operation documentation for the AS information security system: 
- scope and application procedure for technical and/or 
organisational measures of the AS information security system 
- settings of technical measures for AS information security and 
information infrastructure components designated for the 
deployment of these technical measures*(1)  


О О О 


LC.4 Managing versions (builds) and modifications for the created 
(updated) AS application software (including under testing) for 
the following purposes: 
- monitoring the implementation of information security functions 
of a particular version (build) of the application software 
- taking measures to prevent unauthorised modification of the 
applied software version (build) 


N О О 


LC.5 Using (monitoring the use of) development and testing segments 
assigned in accordance with measure SF.6, Table 13, when 
creating (updating) the AS (including testing) 


N О О 


LC.6 Monitoring of the granting and control of access in development 
and testing segments 


О О О 


LC.7 Prohibiting the use of protected information in development and О О О 







testing segments*(2)  


LC.8 Using AS application software certified for compliance with the 
information security requirements, including the requirements for 
the analysis of vulnerabilities and verifying the absence of 
undeclared features, in accordance with the laws of the Russian 
Federation or in respect of which a vulnerability analysis has 
been performed based on the requirements for an evaluation 
assurance level (EAL) no lower than EAL 4 according to GOST 
R ISO/IEC 15408-3*(3) 


N О О 


LC.9 Monitoring (testing) the completeness of implemented measures 
of the AS information security system (functional and technical 
requirements for the AS information security system) 


О О О 


LC.10 Updating the AS in the event of changes in the requirements for 
the scope and content of AS information security measures 
(functional and technical requirements for the AS information 
security system) 


О О О 


LC.11 Documented definition of the following in the design and 
operation documentation for the AS information security 
system*(4): 
- scope and procedure for the financial institution's customers to 
apply the application software and/or technical and/or 
organisational information security measures (collectively, 
'customer components') 
- settings of customer components and information infrastructure 
of the financial institution's customers designated for the 
deployment of customer components 
- description of measures for ensuring the use of certain trusted 
versions (builds) of application software by the customer 


О О О 


*(1) The settings of information infrastructure components designated for the deployment of 
technical information security measures are defined as necessary. 
*(2) Except for the configuration information that determines AS operation parameters. 
*(3) When prescribed by the Bank of Russia regulations and/or if threats related to actual 
vulnerabilities and undeclared features of the AS application software are considered to be an 
issue of current concern in accordance with the information security threat and adversary model 
for the financial institution. 
*(4) Documented definition according to LC.11 is performed when necessary. 


 
9.6 The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS commissioning' stage 


is given in Table 54. 
 


Table 54. The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS 
commissioning' stage 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


LC.12 Deploying and configuring technical measures for the AS О О О 
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information security system in the information infrastructure 
which is used for direct implementation of the financial 
institution's business and technical processes (the 'production 
environment') in accordance with the provisions of the design 
and operation documentation 


LC.13 Monitoring (testing) the completeness of implemented measures 
of the AS information security system (functional and technical 
requirements for the AS information security system) in the 
production environment 


О О О 


LC.14 Monitoring of the AS security level, including*: 
- penetration testing 
- vulnerability analysis for the AS information security system and 
the information infrastructure of the production environment 


N О О 


* When upgrading the AS, the financial institution may elect to monitor the level of security of 
the upgraded information infrastructure elements only. 


 
9.7 The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS operation (support)' 


stage is given in Table 55. 
 


Table 55. The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS operation 
(support)' stage 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


LC.15 Monitoring of the operation of technical measures of the AS 
information security system in accordance with the provisions of 
the design and operation documentation, including: 
- monitoring of the actual deployment of technical security 
measures in the production environment 
- monitoring of the actual settings of technical measures for 
security of information and information infrastructure designated 
for the deployment of technical information security measures 


О О О 


LC.16 Monitoring the application of measures of the AS information 
security system 


О О О 


LC.17 Assignment and monitoring of the activities of the persons 
responsible for operation (support) of the AS information security 
system 


О О О 


LC.18 Enabling support of the technical measures for AS information 
security throughout the entire period of their use 


N О О 


LC.19 Ensuring the availability of technical measures for AS information 
security: 
- implementing failure-proof technical solutions 
- provisioning AS technical tools required for the operation of 
technical measures 
- monitoring the fail-safe operation of technical measures 
- taking prescribed measures to recover failed AS technical 


N N T 







measures and technical tools that are required for their operation 


LC.20 Implementing annual control of the AS security level, including: 
- penetration testing 
- vulnerability analysis for the AS information security system and 
the information infrastructure of the production environment 


N О О 


LC.21 Ensuring prompt elimination of detected vulnerabilities of AS 
information security, including application software 
vulnerabilities 


О О О 


LC.22 Logging changes in the AS, including application software 
updates 


N О О 


LC.23 Logging operations related to modifying the settings of technical 
measures of the AS information security system 


О T T 


LC.24 Implementing monitoring in development and testing segments 
in respect of the correct operation of the AS information security 
systems after changes in the AS, including application software 
updates 


N О О 


LC.25 Managing versions (builds) and changes in application software 
during updates (modifications) 


N О О 


 
9.8 The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS operation (support) 


and retirement' stage is given in Table 56. 
 


Table 56. The basic set of information security measures at the 'AS operation 
(support) and retirement' stage 


 
Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Content of information security system measures Information 
security level 


3 2 1 


LC.26 Taking measures to ensure security of information against 
unauthorised copying and distribution 


О О О 


LC.27 Ensuring security of backup copies of the protected information N О О 


LC.28 Implementing monitoring of the destruction of protected 
information when such information is no longer used, including 
information archives, using measures PIL.23–PIL.26, Table 31 


N О О 


 
Appendix A 
(reference) 


 


Main provisions of the basic model of information security threats and adversaries  


 
A.1 The framework for the implementation of an information security system by a 


financial institution is the developed and approved models of information security threats 
and adversaries. 


The degree of detail of the content of information security threat and adversary 
models may differ depending on the actual needs of the financial institution. 







A.2 Models of information security threats and adversaries are of a predictive nature 
and are based on the experience, knowledge and practices of the financial institution. The 
more precise the prediction of the financial institution's current information security threats, 
the more adequate and efficient the planned and undertaken efforts to ensure the required 
information security level. It should be considered that threats, their sources and the 
accompanying risks may change. Therefore, models of information security threats and 
adversaries must be revised periodically. For this purpose, the financial institution must 
establish and follow procedures for regular analysis of the need for their revision. 


A.3 Should the financial institution lack the resources required for in-house 
development of information security threat and adversary models, it is advisable to engage 
an external organisation(s) with the necessary experience, knowledge and competencies 
to create such models. 


When information security threat and adversary models are developed, it should be 
considered that the adversary will most probably choose, out of all possible attack objects, 
those that are the least monitored, where their actions will remain undetected for as long 
as possible. Therefore, all critical operations within the scope of business processes and 
technological processes of the financial institution where any interaction between access 
subjects and information systems takes place must be tightly controlled. 


A.4 At each level of information infrastructure as defined in item 6.2 of this standard, 
the relevant threats to information security and their sources are different. 


One of the main aims of intruders is to obtain UAA to information resources on the 
level of the AS and applications operating within the scope of business processes or 
technological processes of the financial institution, which is more efficient for the intruder 
and more dangerous for the financial institution than UAA via other levels, which requires 
specific knowledge, resources and time. 


An intruder may also want to disrupt the continuity of provision of financial services, 
business processes or technological processes of the financial institution, for example, by 
means of injecting malware, targeted computer attacks or violation of operation rules at the 
hardware level. 


A.5 The main types of sources of information security threats are: 
- adverse man-made events 
- failures of access objects and/or resources 
- dependence of operating processes of information systems on foreign providers or 


service providers 
- internal information security adversaries are persons who carry out information 


security threats using their authorised logical or physical access rights, including the 
financial institution's employees and employees of contractor organisations 


- external information security adversaries are persons, including the financial 
institution's employees, who implement information security threats without using their 
authorised logical or physical access rights, as well as non-employees of the financial 
institution who carry out targeted computer attacks, including for their personal profit or to 
block the normal operation of the financial institution's business processes or technological 
processes. 


A.6 The most relevant threat sources at the hardware, network equipment or network 
applications and services level are as follows: 


- failures of access objects 







- internal information security adversaries [operating, auxiliary (technical) personnel] 
who perform targeted destructive actions with regard to access objects 


- dependence of operating processes of access objects on foreign providers or 
service providers 


- external information security adversaries who are aware of potential information 
security vulnerabilities 


- external information security adversaries who organise DoS, DDoS and other types 
of computer attacks 


- combined sources of threats: external and internal information security adversaries 
acting jointly and/or in coordination. 


A.7 The most relevant threat sources at the level of the server components of 
virtualisation, software infrastructure services, operating systems, database management 
systems and application servers include the following: 


- internal information security adversaries (operating personnel) who perform 
targeted destructive actions with regard to access resources 


 - internal information security adversaries (operating personnel) who implement 
information security threats using their authorised logical access rights 


- software failures 
- dependence of operating processes of access resources and software on foreign 


providers or service providers 
- external information security adversaries who are aware of potential information 


security vulnerabilities 
- combined sources of threats: - external and internal information security 


adversaries acting in collusion. 
A.8 The most relevant threat sources at the level of the AS and applications operated 


within the scope of the financial institution's business processes and technological 
processes include the following: 


 - internal information security adversaries (users and operating personnel of AS and 
applications) who implement information security threats using their authorised logical 
access rights 


- external information security adversaries who are aware of potential information 
security vulnerabilities 


- dependence of operating processes of AS and applications on foreign providers or 
service providers 


- combined sources of threats: - external and internal information security 
adversaries acting in collusion. 


A.9 The financial institution's own employees have the widest range of opportunities 
to cause damage to the financial institution. In this case, the adversaries' activity consists 
in the direct unauthorised use of their physical and/or logical access rights. The adversary 
will strive to conceal the traces of his/her actions. 


An external adversary of information security usually has an associate (or 
associates) within the financial institution. If requirements for information security are met 
as appropriate, including requirements for the basic set of information security measures 
established by this standard, the 'know your employee' principle is followed, and 
implementation of threats by external adversaries of information security becomes much 
more difficult, as long as they operate on their own and have no associates within the 







financial institution. 
 


Appendix B 
(reference) 


 


Scope and content of organisational measures related to personal data processing 
by the financial institution 


 
B.1 The purposes of PD processing must be documented and approved by the 


managers of the financial institution. 
B.2 The financial institution must require notification of an authorised body that 


protects the rights of PD subjects in respect of PD processing and must organise the 
procedure for sending prompt notification in accordance with the requirements set out in 
[8]. 


B.3 The financial institution must establish criteria for categorising an AS as a 
personal data system (PDS). 


B.4 The financial institution must identify, implement, log and monitor the procedures 
for keeping records of PD resources, including recording of the PDS. 


The following shall be done for each PD resource: 
- establishing the purpose of PD processing 
- establishing and observing the PD storage time and conditions for discontinuing 


their processing 
- determining the list and categories of processed PD (special PD categories, 


biometric PD, PD obtained from public sources or other PD) 
- keeping records of the number of PD subjects, including PD subjects who are not 


employees of the financial institution 
- meeting the PD processing restriction by achieving the purpose of PD processing 
- ensuring compliance of the scope and volume of PD processed with established 


processing purposes 
- ensuring the accuracy, sufficiency and relevance of PD, including with regard to 


PD processing purposes 
- performing the established procedures to obtain the consent of PD subjects (or 


their legal representatives) to the processing of their PD if such consent is required in 
accordance with [8] 


- performing the established procedures to obtain the consent of PD subjects to 
assignment of the processing of their PD to third parties if such consent is required in 
accordance with [8] 


- discontinuing PD processing and destruction or depersonalisation of PD once the 
purposes of processing have been achieved or when requested by the PD subject in cases 
provided for by [8], including if the PD subject withdraws his/her consent to PD processing. 


B.5 The financial institution must define and perform, log and monitor procedures for 
terminating PD processing and destroying or depersonalising the PD within the time frames 
set out in [8] in the following cases: 


- once the purpose of PD processing is achieved (unless otherwise provided for by 
a contract to which the PD subject is a party, beneficiary or guarantor or by any other 







agreement between the financial institution and the PD subject) 
- if the PD subject withdraws his/her consent to PD processing, and if PD storage is 


no longer needed for PD processing purposes (unless otherwise provided for by a contract 
to which the PD subject is a party, beneficiary or guarantor or by any other agreement 
between the RF banking system organisation and the PD subject) 


- if the PD were obtained illegally or are not required for the specified processing 
purpose 


- detection of illegal PD processing by the financial institution or a processor acting 
on the instructions of such an organisation, if it is impossible to ensure the legality of PD 
processing 


- detection of illegal PD processing without the consent of the PD subject. 
Where it is impossible to destroy or depersonalise the PD within the time frame 


established by [8], the financial institution must block and subsequently destroy the PD. PD 
shall be destroyed within six months of blocking. 


B.6 The financial institution shall define, execute and monitor the PD processing 
policy and, if necessary, specify PD processing procedures for individual PD resources. 
For PD resources processed in an AS, including a PDS, the PD processing procedure may 
form part of the operational documentation for the AS and shall be developed during AS 
creation or upgrading. 


The above documents: 
- define the procedures for providing access to PD; 
- define the procedures for amending PD to ensure their accuracy, reliability and 


relevance, including in relation to PD processing purposes; 
- define the procedures for PD destruction, depersonalisation or blocking where such 


procedures need to be carried out; 
- define the procedures for processing applications of PD subjects or their legal 


representatives in cases provided for by the Federal Law 'On Personal Data', in particular, 
the procedure for preparing information about the availability of PD related to a certain PD 
subject, information required to make it possible for PD subjects (or their legal 
representatives) to familiarise themselves with their PD and procedures for processing 
applications on PD clarification, blocking or destruction if PD are incomplete, outdated, 
inaccurate, obtained illegally or are not required to fulfill the established purpose of 
processing; 


- define procedures for processing a request made by an authority for the security of 
the rights of PD subjects; 


- define procedures for obtaining PD subject consent for PD processing and for 
assigning PD processing to third parties; 


- define procedures for transmission of PD between users of a PD resource which 
provides for PD communication only between employees of the financial institution who 
have access to PD; 


- define procedures for transmission of PD to third parties; 
- define procedures for handling of tangible PD media; 
- define procedures required for notifying an authority dedicated to protecting the 


rights of PD subjects of PD processing within the time established by [8]; 
- define whether it is necessary to apply standard forms of documents for PD 


processing and PD handling procedures. The standard form of a document means a 
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template, blank form of a document or any other standardised form of a document used by 
the financial institution to collect PD. 


B.7 The financial institution shall publish or otherwise provide unrestricted access to 
the document defining its PD processing policy and to information concerning the personal 
data security requirements implemented. 


B.8 The financial institution shall determine in which cases consent from the PD 
subject is required; both the form and procedure for obtaining the PD subject's consent 
shall be regulated. 


B.9 The financial institution shall define, execute, log and monitor procedures for 
registering persons who have access to PD. 


The document listing persons who have access to PD shall be approved by the head 
of the financial institution. 


B.10 The employees of a financial institution shall engage in PD processing only for 
the purpose of fulfilling their job duties. 


B.11 The financial institution shall define, execute, log and monitor procedures for 
familiarising employees of the financial institution involved directly in PD processing with 
the provisions of the legislation of the Russian Federation and internal documents of the 
financial institution that contain requirements for PD processing and security to the extent 
that they relate to their job duties. 


B.12 The financial institution shall define, execute, log and monitor procedures for 
keeping records of premises on which PD processing is carried out and of access by the 
financial institution's employees or others to the PD processing premises. 


B.13 When using PD MRM, measures PIL.20, PIL.21, PIL.22, PIL.24 and PIL.26, 
Table 31, must be implemented, as well as the following: 


- separation of PD from any other information (in particular, by recording such PD on 
individual MRM or in dedicated sections or fields of document forms (when processing PD 
on paper)) 


- storage of PD whose processing objectives are known to have incompatible 
purposes on separate MRM 


- logging and keeping records of locations where MRM PD media are stored, 
recording of the category of personal data processed (special PD categories, biometric PD, 
PD obtained from public sources or other PD), including separate storage of PD resources 
processed for various purposes 


- establishing and executing the procedure for guaranteed destruction (erasure) of 
information on PD MRM. 


B.14 PD shall be stored in a form which makes it possible to identify the PD subject 
for as long as required by the PD processing purposes, unless a PD storage period is 
established by federal law or a contract to which the PD subject is a party, beneficiary or 
guarantor. 


B.15 Public PD sources shall be created and published by the financial institution 
only for the purpose of meeting the requirements of the Russian legislation. The financial 
institution shall define, execute, log and monitor procedures for publication of PD in public 
PD sources. 


B.16 Assignment of PD processing to any third party (the 'processor') shall be made 
on a contractual basis. The above-mentioned contract shall contain a list of actions or 
operations with PD to be performed by the processor and the purposes of processing and 







shall specify that the processor must ensure PD security (including PD confidentiality) 
when processing the PD and disclose and distribute PD only with the consent of the PD 
subject, unless otherwise provided for by federal law, and PD security requirements shall 
be specified. When PD processing is delegated to a processor, the financial institution must 
obtain the PD subject's consent, unless otherwise stipulated by the laws of the Russian 
Federation. 


B.17 The financial institution shall define, execute, log and monitor procedures to be 
performed when cross-border transmission of PD is required. 


B.18 The financial institution must assign a person responsible for organising the PD 
processing procedure. The powers of the person responsible for organising PD processing, 
as well as the rights and obligations of that person, shall be established by the management 
of the financial institution. 


 
Appendix C 
(reference) 


 


List of  
information security events that may be related to unauthorised access and 


information security incidents and that it is advisable to identify, log and analyse 


 
C.1 Activities and/or operations related to creating, deleting and copying access 


resources 
C.2 Activities and/or operations related to creating, deleting, blocking and unblocking 


accounts 
C.3 Activities and/or operations related to modifying (granting) logical access rights 
C.4 Activities and/or operations related to connecting CE to computer networks of 


the financial institution 
C.5 Activities and/or operations related to starting up software processes 
C.6 Activities and/or operations during logical access 
C.7 Detection of information security vulnerabilities 
C.8 Detection of malware and/or mobile code 
C.9 Detection of intrusion and network attack attempts 
C.10 Detection of 'denial of service' attacks 
C.11 Activities and/or operations aimed at modifying the rules of segmenting and 


firewalling of computer networks of the financial institution 
C.12 Activities and/or operations related to modifying the settings with regard to 


technical information security measures and system software settings that affect 
information security 


C.13 Detection of deviations and failures in the operation of technical information 
security measures 


C.14 Detection of breaches and failures when installing (updating) software and the 
settings of technical information security measures and their signature databases (if any) 


C.15 Detection of breaches and failures when installing (updating) system software 
and its settings that affect information security 


C.16 Activities and/or operations related to modifying the composition of software of 







the AWS of users and operating personnel, including software which is automatically 
started up together with the operating system 


C.17 Activities and/or operations related to modifying the scope of server equipment 
software 


C.18 Detection of compromised integrity of AS software on AWS of users and 
operating personnel 


C.19 Detection of breaches during trusted startup of operating systems on AWS of 
users and operating personnel 


C.20 Detection of compromised integrity of master copies of software, including 
during their distribution and/or updating 


C.21 Detection of changed and/or compromised authentication data used to access 
the server or network equipment 


C.22 Activities and/or operations related to data encryption tools and key information 
C.23 Activities and/or operations related to using open communication ports 
C.24 Activities and/or operations related to information transfer via email 
C.25 Activities and/or operations performed during access to online resources 
C.26 Activities and/or operations related to accessing server components of 


virtualisation using virtual machines, logical sections and volumes 
C.27 Detection of breaches during trusted startup of virtual machines 
C.28 Activities and/or operations related to administering the data storage system 
C.29 Activities and/or operations related to using controlled mobile devices 
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Introduction 


 
Developing and strengthening the banking system of the Russian Federation along 


with developing and ensuring the financial stability of the Russian financial market and 
the national payment system are goals the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank 
of Russia) pursues in its activities [1]. Ensuring a necessary and adequate level of data 
protection and maintaining this level for a long time are one of the prerequisites for 
accomplishing the goals of credit institutions and non-bank financial institutions of the 
Russian Federation as well as national payment system participants (hereinafter 
collectively, financial institutions). 


The requirements for the content of the basic scope of organisational and technical 
data protection measures furthering the requirements established by the Bank of Russia 
for data protection in banking and financial market activities are set out in GOST R 
57580.1. 


The conformance of data protection may be checked by assessing the choice and 
implementation by a financial institution of organisational and technical data protection 
measures in accordance with the requirements of GOST R 57580.1 (hereinafter, 
evaluation of data protection conformance). Such evaluation shall be performed by an 
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independent organisation that has the necessary level of competence and is duly 
licensed for the technical protection of confidential information for at least one of the 
following types of works and services: 


- control over the protection of confidential information against unauthorised access 
and modification in software and hardware; 


- secure design of software and hardware; 
- assembly and installation, testing and repair of data protection facilities [software 


(software and hardware) data protection facilities, secure software (software and 
hardware) data processing facilities, software (software and hardware) facilities for data 
security control]. 


The main goals of this standard are to: 
- establish uniform requirements for the methodology and recording of the results 


of evaluation of data protection conformance in a financial institution; 
- establish the methods for evaluating the choice and implementation by a financial 


institution of organisational and technical data protection measures in accordance with 
the requirements of GOST R 57580.1; 


- deliver a total evaluation score of data protection conformance in a financial 
institution. 


 


1 Scope of application 


 
This standard stipulates the requirements for the methodology and recording of 


results of the evaluation of data protection (DP) conformance in a financial institution 
when choosing and implementing organisational and technical DP measures in 
accordance with the requirements of GOST R 57580.1 applied by financial institutions to 
comply with the DP requirements established by Bank of Russia regulations. 


The requirements for the methodology and recording of results of the evaluation of 
DP conformance which are established hereby are intended to be used by organisations 
assessing DP conformance in the credit institutions and non-bank financial institutions 
specified by Federal Law [1] (Article 76.1, Part 1) and in national payment system 
participants, other than credit institutions. 


The scope of this standard, which stipulates the obligation of financial institutions to 
evaluate the DP conformance for a certain complex of software and hardware, including 
automated systems (AS) used by financial institutions to provide financial services, shall 
be established in Bank of Russia regulations by including the normative reference hereto 
required subject to Article 27 of Federal Law [2]. 


This standard sets out the requirements for the methodology for assessing the DP 
conformance, the application of which enables to deliver a total evaluation score of the 
DP conformance in a financial institution to the requirements of GOST R 57580.1. 


This standard is intended to be applied by including the normative reference hereto 
and/or by specifying the requirements hereof directly in Bank of Russia regulations, in 
internal documents of financial institutions and in contracts. 
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2 Normative references 


 
This standard includes normative references to the following standards: 
GOST R 34.11 Information Technology. Cryptographic Data Security. Hash 


Function 
GOST R 57580.1-2017 Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. Information 


Protection of Financial Organisations. Basic Set of Organisational and Technical 
Measures 


 
Note: When using this standard, it is recommended to verify the validity of the 


reference standards in the common information system: on the official website of the 
Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology or in the annual information 
directory ‘National Standards’ published as of 1 January of the current year as well as in 
monthly issues of the information directory ‘National Standards’ for the current year. If a 
reference standard with an undated reference thereto has been replaced, it is advisable 
to use the current version of such standard with all amendments introduced thereto. If a 
reference standard with a dated reference thereto has been replaced, it is advisable to 
use the version of such standard approved (adopted) in the aforementioned year. If a 
reference standard with a dated reference thereto has been amended after the approval 
of this standard, and such amendment affects the regulation a reference has been given 
to, it is advisable to apply such regulation with no regard to that amendment. If a 
reference standard has been cancelled without replacement, it is advisable to use the 
regulation that contains a reference thereto insofar as it does not affect the reference. 


 


3 Terms and definitions 


 
This standard uses the terms given in the GOST R 57580.1 standard as well as the 


following terms with the respective definitions: 
3.1 Evaluation of data protection conformance means the process of evaluating 


the choice and implementation by a financial institution of organisational and technical 
data protection measures in accordance with the requirements of the GOST R 57580.1 
standard, which is performed by an auditing organisation. 


3.2 Auditing organisation means an entity that evaluates DP conformance in a 
financial institution and is independent from the audited institution and from the 
organisations that rendered or render IT and data protection services to the audited 
organisation (as regards the implementation and/or support of IT and data protection 
systems, facilities, and processes used in the financial institution during the audit and 
falling within the scope of the evaluation of DP conformance). 


3.3 Audit team means a team consisting of employees of an auditing organisation 
and (if necessary) other people authorised by the auditing organisation to evaluate data 
protection conformance in the financial institution. 


3.4 Audited organisation means a financial institution in which data protection 
conformance is being evaluated. 
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4 Abbreviations 


 
The following abbreviations are used in this standard: 
AS – automated system 
DP – data protection 
MRM – machine-readable media 
SW – software 
HW – hardware 
 


5 Purpose and structure of this standard 


 
Section 6 describes the general methodology for evaluating DP conformance 
Section 7: 
- stipulates the requirements for the methodology for evaluating DP conformance; 
- describes the methodology for calculating the total evaluation score for DP 


conformance. 
Section 8 sets out the requirements for documenting DP conformance evaluation 


results. 
Appendix A provides the forms for collecting evidence of the DP conformance 


evaluation which shall be formalised as appendices to the DP conformance evaluation 
report. 


Appendix B contains an indicative list of DP violations that might have resulted or 
might result in DP incidents causing damage to the financial institution or its clients. 


Appendix C provides the forms of evaluation score tables which shall be formalised 
as appendices to the DP conformance evaluation report. 


 


6 General 


 
6.1 The scope of the DP conformance evaluation covers a complex of hardware 


and software, including AS and applications used by financial institutions to carry out their 
business processes and/or technological processes related to the provision of financial 
and banking services as well as money transfer services (hereinafter collectively, AS). 
The scope of the DP conformance evaluation shall be the same as the scope of the 
GOST R 57580.1 standard. The number and sample of audited business units, software, 
AS and HW which fall within the scope of the DP conformance evaluation shall be 
determined by the auditing organisation at its own discretion with due regard to the 
proposals of the audited organisation and assurance of the accuracy of the total 
evaluation score of DP conformance. 


To plan activities for the DP conformance evaluation, the audited organisation shall 
provide the auditing organisation (audit team) with accurate primary data and 
documented evidence on the number of audited business units, software, AS and HW 
falling within the scope of the DP conformance evaluation.* 


 
────────────────────────────── 
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* The standard actions recommended for the evaluation of conformance are set out 
in standard [3], Section 6. 


 
6.2 Evaluation of DP conformance shall be carried out in the following areas: 
- the financial institution’s choice of organisational and technical data protection 


measures which are intended to directly ensure DP and are included in the DP system of 
the financial institution (GOST R 57580.1-2017, Section 7) 


- the completeness of the implementation of organisational and technical DP 
measures intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP organisation and 
management system of the financial institution (GOST R 57580.1-2017, Section 8) 


- ensuring DP at the life cycle stages of the financial institution’s AS (GOST R 
57580.1-2017, Section 9). 


6.3 The financial institution’s choice of organisational and technical DP measures 
intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP system of the financial institution 
shall be evaluated separately for the following DP processes: 


- Process 1 ‘Ensuring data protection in access control’; 
- Process 2 ‘Ensuring computer network protection’; 
- Process 3 ‘Monitoring the integrity and security of information infrastructure’; 
- Process 4 ‘Protecting against malicious codes’; 
- Process 5 ‘Preventing data leaks’; 
- Process 6 ‘Managing data protection incidents’; 
- Process 7 ‘Protecting the virtualisation environment’; 
- Process 8 ‘Protecting data in the case of remote logical access from mobile 


(portable) devices’. 
6.4 The financial institution’s choice of organisational and technical DP measures 


intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP system of the financial institution 
for Process 1 ‘Ensuring data protection in access control’ shall be evaluated separately 
for the following subprocesses of the DP system: 


- ‘Management of accounts and rights of logical access subjects’; 
- ‘Identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) in the case of 


logical access’; 
- ‘Data protection in the case of physical access’; 
- ‘Identification, classification and record-keeping of resources and access objects’. 
6.5 The financial institution’s choice of organisational and technical DP measures 


intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP system of the financial institution 
for Process 2 ‘Ensuring computer network protection’ shall be evaluated separately for 
the following subprocesses of the DP system: 


- ‘Segmenting and firewalling in computer networks’; 
- ‘Detecting intrusions and network attacks’; 
- ‘Protecting data transmitted via computer networks’; 
- ‘Wireless network protection’. 
6.6 The financial institution’s choice of organisational and technical DP measures 


intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP system of the financial institution 
for Process 6 ‘Managing data protection incidents’ shall be evaluated separately for the 
following subprocesses of the DP system: 


- ‘Monitoring and analysis of data protection events’; 
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- ‘Detecting and responding to data protection incidents’. 
6.7 The completeness of the implementation of organisational and technical DP 


measures intended to directly ensure DP and included in the DP organisation and 
management system of the financial institution shall be evaluated separately for each of 
the DP processes specified in Clause 6.3 in the following areas: 


- Area 1 ‘Planning the data protection system process’ (see GOST R 
57580.1-2017, Subsection 8.2); 


- Area 2 ‘Implementing the data protection system process’ (see GOST R 
57580.1-2017, Subsection 8.3); 


- Area 3 ‘Controlling the data protection system process’ (see GOST R 
57580.1-2017, Subsection 8.4); 


- Area 4 ‘Improving the data protection system process’ (see GOST R 
57580.1-2017, Subsection 8.5). 


6.8 DP shall be evaluated at the life cycle stages of the financial institution’s AS 
when the scope of the GOST R 57580.1 standard (in accordance with the requirements 
of Bank of Russia regulations) is extended to cover the AS used by the financial 
institution to implement certain types of business processes or technological processes. 


6.9 The following qualitative evaluation model is used to assess the completeness 
of the implementation of DP system processes: 


a) Conformance level 0: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are not being implemented or are only being implemented in individual cases. No 
general approaches (methods) for implementing organisational and technical measures 
of the DP system process have been established. The implementation of organisational 
and technical measures of the DP system process is neither being monitored nor 
improved. 


b) Conformance level 1: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are being implemented on a limited scale, unsystematically and/or occasionally. 
No general approaches (methods) for implementing organisational and technical 
measures of the DP system process have been established. The implementation of 
organisational and technical measures of the DP system process is neither being 
monitored nor improved. 


c) Conformance level 2: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are being implemented on a significant scale on an ongoing basis. General 
approaches (methods) for implementing organisational and technical measures of the DP 
system process have been established in individual cases. Organisational and technical 
measures of the DP system process are being implemented at the activity owner’s 
discretion. The implementation of organisational and technical measures of the DP 
system process is barely monitored or improved. 


d) Conformance level 3: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are being implemented on a significant scale on an ongoing basis in accordance 
with the general approaches (methods) established in the financial institution. The 
implementation of organisational and technical measures of the DP system process is 
monitored and improved unsystematically and/or occasionally. 


e) Conformance level 4: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are being implemented on a full scale on an ongoing basis in accordance with 
the general approaches (methods) established in the financial institution. The financial 
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institution has mostly implemented monitoring and improvement of the implementation of 
organisational and technical measures of the DP system process. 


f) Conformance level 5: organisational and technical measures of the DP system 
process are being implemented on a full scale on an ongoing basis in accordance with 
the general approaches (methods) established in the financial institution. The financial 
institution has implemented continuous monitoring and necessary timely improvement of 
the implementation of organisational and technical measures of the DP system process. 


6.10 The conformance of DP system processes (subprocesses) and DP areas 
shall be assessed in accordance with the following general approach. 


6.10.1 The evaluation score characterising the financial institution’s choice of each 
of the organisational and technical DP measures intended to directly ensure DP, included 
in the DP system of the financial institution and established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 
(Section 7), EMZI shall be determined as follows: 


- 0: not chosen (if the audited organisation has no evidence of its choice); 
- 1: chosen (if the audited organisation presents evidence of its choice). 
Evaluation scores shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.1–C.8 


(Appendix C) for each of the DP system processes. 
6.10.2 The evaluation score characterising the completeness of the implementation 


of each of the organisational and technical DP measures intended to directly ensure DP, 
included in the DP organisation and management system of the financial institution and 
established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Section 8), EMOU shall be determined as follows: 


- 0: not implemented at all; 
- 0.5: partially implemented; 
- 1.0: fully implemented. 
Evaluation scores shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.10–C.13 


(Appendix C) for each DP area of the DP organisation and management system and for 
each DP system process. 


6.10.3 The evaluation score characterising the implementation of each of the 
organisational and technical DP measures used at the AS life cycle stages and 
established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Section 9), EMAS shall be determined as follows: 


- 0: not implemented at all; 
- 0.5: partially implemented; 
- 1.0: fully implemented. 
Evaluation scores shall be recorded in the form given in Table C.9 (Appendix C). 
6.11 Before measuring EMZI, EMOU and EMAS for the respective DP system 


processes (subprocesses) and DP areas, the audit team together with the audited 
organisation may determine a list of DP conformance areas that are not to be evaluated 
(DP system processes, DP system subprocesses, DP areas, DP measures). 


The list of DP conformance areas that are not to be evaluated may include 
organisational and technical DP measures: 


- that are directly associated with information technologies not used in the audited 
organisation; 


- the implementation of which is not necessary to counteract existing security 
threats detected in the model of data security threats and violators in the financial 
institution. The audit team shall check the relevance and feasibility of the existing model 
of data security threats and violators in the audited organisation. 
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The list of DP conformance areas that are not to be evaluated along with the 
explanation for their exclusion from the scope of the DP conformance evaluation shall be 
included in the report on the DP conformance evaluation. 


6.12 If subject to GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Clause 6.4) other (compensatory) DP 
measures are used instead of the organisational and technical DP measures provided for 
by GOST R 57580.1, such compensatory measures shall be evaluated in accordance 
with Clauses 6.10.1–6.10.3 when determining evaluation scores of EMZI, EMOU and EMAC 
for the respective DP system processes (subprocesses) and DP areas. 


The explanation for the implementation of compensatory DP measures shall be 
included in the DP conformance evaluation report. 


6.13 DP conformance shall be assessed based on evidence from the following 
recommended main sources: 


- documents of the audited organisation and other materials of the audited 
organisation in hard or soft copy and, if necessary, third parties’ documents related to DP 
in the financial institution and available to the audited organisation; 


- verbal statements of employees of the audited organisation during DP 
conformance evaluation interviews; 


- results of monitoring by the audit team of the DP system processes and activities 
of the audited organisation’s employees in the area of DP conformance assessment; 


- parameters of configurations and settings of hardware and DP tools; 
- hardware and software for collecting evidence of the completeness of the 


implementation of DP measures (analysis of electronic logs, analysis of actual settings, 
analysis of vulnerabilities, intrusion tests, etc.). 


Specific sources of evidence during the evaluation of DP conformance shall be 
chosen by the auditing organisation (audit team) with due regard to the proposals of the 
audited organisation and subject to the maximum accuracy of the DP conformance 
evaluation. 


6.14 During the evaluation of DP conformance, employees of the auditing 
organisation (audit team), when collecting evidence of the financial institution’s choice 
and implementation of organisational and technical DP measures in accordance with the 
requirements of GOST R 57580.1, may use, upon agreement with the audited 
organisation, hardware and software for analysing the configuration parameters, actual 
settings and electronic logs of hardware and DP tools as well as the results of 
vulnerability analysis and intrusion tests. 


The parameters of configurations and actual settings and electronic logs of the 
hardware and DP tools of the audited organisation, as well as the results of vulnerability 
analysis and intrusion tests shall be verified in the presence of authorised employees of 
the audited organisation. 


6.15 The evidence obtained and its sources shall be recorded in the forms for 
collecting evidence of the evaluation of DP system processes and DP areas provided in 
Appendix A. When filling out the forms for collecting evidence, references to the relevant 
documents and other materials of the audited organisation or third parties’ documents, 
the results of interviewing of the audited organisation’s employees, the observations of 
the audit team and the performance results of the software and hardware must be 
specified in accordance with Clause 6.14. Interview results shall be certified with 
signatures of the audit team member(s) and the interviewed employee(s) of the audited 
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organisation. 
 


7 Requirements for the methodology for evaluating DP conformance 


 


7.1 The evaluation score of 
ЕПЗИ j  (


ЕППЗИ j ) characterising the financial 
institution’s choice of organisational and technical DP measures which are intended to 
directly ensure DP and are included in the DP system of the financial institution is 
calculated individually for each of the DP system processes (subprocesses), using 


formula (1), as the arithmetic mean of 
ЕМЗИ j  for each of the organisational and 


technical DP measures established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Section 7) and included 
in the evaluated process (subprocess) of the DP system. 


 


, 
(1) 


 


where 
ЕМЗИ j  is the evaluation score for the choice of the j-th DP measure evaluated 


within the i-th process (subprocess) of the DP system for the relevant DP level. 


Appropriate scores for 
ЕМЗИ j  shall be taken from Tables C.1–C.8 (Appendix C); 


i is the order number of the DP system process (subprocess); 
j is the order number of the DP measure in the DP system process (subprocess) 


which is to be evaluated within the DP system process (subprocess) for the relevant DP 
level; 


N is the total number of DP measures the choice of which is evaluated within the 
DP system process (subprocess) for the relevant DP level. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕПЗИ j  for Processes 1, 2 and 6 specified in Clause 6.3 shall 


be calculated using formula (2) as the arithmetic mean of evaluation scores of 
ЕППЗИk  


for each of the DP system subprocesses specified in Clauses 6.4–6.6 and included in the 
DP system process under evaluation. 
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, 
(2) 


 


where 
ЕППЗИk  is the evaluation score for the choice of the organisational and technical 


DP measures of the k-th subprocess of the DP system in the i-th process of the DP 
system; 


i is the order number of the DP system process; 
k is the order number of the DP system subprocess in the DP system process; 
M is the total number of DP system subprocesses in the DP system process. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕПЗИi  (


ЕППЗИi ) shall be recorded in the forms given in 


Tables C1–C.8 (Appendix C), and evaluation scores of 
ЕПЗИi  shall also be input in the 


form given in Table C.14 (Appendix C). 


7.2 The evaluation score of 
ЕПi  characterising the planning of the DP system 


process is calculated using formula (3), individually for each of the DP system processes, 
as the arithmetic mean of the scores for organisational and technical DP measures 
intended to directly ensure DP which have been included in the DP organisation and 
management system of the financial institution and established by GOST R 
57580.1-2017 (Subsection 8.2). 


 


, 
(3) 


 


where 
ЕМОУn  is the evaluation score for the completeness of the implementation of the 


n-th DP measure to be evaluated within Area 1 ‘Planning the data protection system 


process’ for the relevant DP level. Appropriate scores for 
ЕМОУn  shall be taken from 


Table C.10 (Appendix C); 
i is the order number of the DP system process; 
n is the order number for the DP measure to be evaluated within Area 1 ‘Planning 


the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level; 
F is the total number of DP measures the implementation of which is to be 
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evaluated within Area 1 ‘Planning the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP 
level. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕПi  shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.10 and 


C.14 (Appendix C). 


7.3 The evaluation score of 
ЕРi  characterising the implementation of the DP 


system process is calculated using formula (4), individually for each of the DP system 
processes, as the arithmetic mean of evaluation scores for organisational and technical 
DP measures intended to directly ensure DP which have been included in the DP 
organisation and management system of the financial institution and established by 
GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Subsection 8.3). 


 


, 
(4) 


 


where 
ЕМОУ j  is the score for the completeness of the implementation of the j-th DP 


measure to be evaluated within Area 2 ‘Implementing the data protection system process’ 


for the relevant DP level. Appropriate scores for 
ЕМОУ j  shall be taken from Table C.11 


(Appendix C); 
i is the order number of the DP system process; 
j is the order number for the DP measure to be evaluated within Area 2 


‘Implementing the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level; 
P is the total number of measures the implementation of which is to be evaluated 


within Area 2 ‘Implementing the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕРi  shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.11 and 


C.14 (Appendix C). 


7.4 The evaluation score of 
ЕКi  characterising control of the DP system process 


is calculated using formula (5), individually for each of the DP system processes, as the 
arithmetic mean of the scores for organisational and technical DP measures intended to 
directly ensure DP which have been included in the DP organisation and management 
system of the financial institution and established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 (Subsection 
8.4). 
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, 
(5) 


 


where 
ЕМОУk  is the score for the completeness of the implementation of the k-th DP 


measure to be evaluated within Area 3 ‘Controlling the data protection system process’ 


for the relevant DP level. Appropriate scores for 
ЕМОУk  shall be taken from Table C.12 


(Appendix C); 
i is the order number of the DP system process; 
k is the order number for the DP measure to be evaluated within Area 3 


‘Controlling the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level; 
S is the total number of measures the implementation of which is to be evaluated 


within Area 3 ‘Controlling the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕКi  shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.12 and 


C.14 (Appendix C). 


7.5 The evaluation score of 
ЕCi  characterising the improvement of the DP 


process is calculated using formula (6), individually for each of the DP system processes, 
as the arithmetic mean of the scores for organisational and technical DP measures 
intended to directly ensure DP which have been included in the DP organisation and 
management system of the financial institution and established by GOST R 
57580.1-2017 (Subsection 8.5). 


 


, 
(6) 


 


where 
ЕМОУm  is the score for the completeness of the implementation of the m-th DP 


measure to be evaluated within Area 4 ‘Improving the data protection system process’ for 


the relevant DP level. Appropriate scores for 
ЕМОУm  shall be taken from Table C.13 


(Appendix C); 
i is the order number of the DP system process; 
m is the order number for the DP measure to be evaluated within Area 4 ‘Improving 
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the data protection system process’ for the relevant DP level; 
Q is the total number of DP measures the implementation of which is to be 


evaluated within Area 4 ‘Improving the data protection system process’ for the relevant 
DP level. 


Evaluation scores of 
ЕCi  shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.13 and 


C.14 (Appendix C). 
7.6 The evaluation score of EAS characterising the implementation of organisational 


and technical DP measures at the life cycle stages of the financial institution’s AS is 
calculated using formula (7), as the arithmetic mean of EMAS for all DP measures 
implemented at the stages of the AS life cycle and established by GOST R 57580.1-2017 
(Section 9). 


 


, 
(7) 


 


where 
ЕМАС j  is the evaluation score for the implementation of the j-th DP measure to 


be evaluated as part of the implementation at the AS life cycle stages for the relevant DP 


level. Appropriate scores for 
ЕМАС j  shall be taken from Table C.9 (Appendix C); 


j is the order number of the DP measure to be evaluated as part of the 
implementation at the AS life cycle stages for the relevant DP level; 


L is the total number of DP measures the implementation of which is to be 
evaluated as part of the implementation at the AS life cycle stages for the relevant DP 
level. 


The evaluation score of EAS shall be recorded in the forms given in Tables C.9 and 
C.14 (Appendix C). 


7.7 The evaluation score of Ei characterising the conformance of each DP system 
process is calculated using formula (8), individually for each of the i-th processes of the 


DP system, as the arithmetic mean of the evaluation score of 
ЕПЗИi  and the total of the 


evaluation scores of 
ЕПi , 


ЕРi , 
ЕКi  and 


ЕCi , taking into account their weighting 
factors. 


 


. 
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(8) 
 
7.8 If the scope of the DP conformance evaluation encompasses several security 


circuits with different DP levels formed by the financial institution in accordance with the 
GOST R 57580.1-2017 standard (Clause 6.7) in furtherance of the DP requirements 
established by Bank of Russia regulations, the evaluation score of each DP system 
process Ei shall be calculated using formula (8), individually for each security circuit with 
the same DP level as established. The overall evaluation score for each DP system 
process Ei (depending on different options of security circuits established in the audited 
organisation with different DP levels established) is calculated using formulas (9)–(12) as 
the total of the evaluation scores of Ei for the security circuit(s), taking into account their 
weighting factors: 


- for evaluating security circuits with DP Levels 1, 2 and 3: 
 


; 
(9) 


 
- for evaluating security circuits with DP Levels 1 and 2: 
 


; 
(10) 


 
- for evaluating security circuits with DP Levels 1 and 3: 
 


; 
(11) 


 
- for evaluating security circuits with DP Levels 2 and 3: 
 


; 
(12) 


 


where 
E


1i  is the score for each DP system process for the security circuit(s) with DP 
Level 1; 


E
2i  - the score for each DP system process for the security circuit(s) with DP Level 


2; 
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E
3i  - the score for each DP system process for the security circuit(s) with DP Level 


3. 
Evaluation scores of Ei shall be recorded in the form given in Table C.14 (Appendix 


C). 
7.9 The qualitative evaluation score of the conformance for each DP system 


process shall be determined as per Table 1 according to the evaluation scores of Ei. 
Conformance levels are described in the qualitative evaluation model provided in Clause 
6.9. 


 


Table 1. Qualitative evaluation of the conformance of DP system processes 


 


Ei Conformance level 


Ei = 0 Level 0 


0 < Ei ≤  0.5 Level 1 


0.5 < Ei ≤  0.7 Level 2 


0.7 < Ei ≤  0.85 Level 3 


0.85 < Ei ≤  0.9 Level 4 


0.9 < Ei ≤  1 Level 5 


 
Qualitative evaluation scores shall be recorded in the form given in Table C.14 


(Appendix C). 
7.10 The overall evaluation score of DP conformance R is calculated according to 


formula (13), as the arithmetic mean of the evaluation scores of Ei for all DP system 
processes and the evaluation score of EAS. 


 


, 
(13) 


 


where 
Ei  is the score of the DP conformance for the i-th process of the DP system; 


i is the order number of the DP system process; 
T is the number of DP system processes included in the scope of the DP 


conformance evaluation; 


EАС  is the score for the completeness of the implementation of organisational and 
technical DP measures at the life cycle stages of the financial institution’s AS; 


Z is the number of DP violations detected by members of the audit team during the 
DP conformance evaluation. 


Should the audit team members reveal on their own any DP violations during the 







DP conformance evaluation which could have entailed or may entail DP incidents 
causing damage to the financial institution or its clients, the overall evaluation score of 
DP conformance R shall be reduced by 0.01 per detected violation. 


Facts of DP violations revealed by the audited organisation on its own before or 
during the DP conformance evaluation, which have been investigated prior to the 
completion of the DP conformance evaluation and for which adequate response 
measures have been taken or planned and duly documented, shall not be taken into 
account when reducing the overall evaluation score of DP conformance. The list of 
possible violations is provided in Appendix B. 


If the completeness of the implementation of organisational and technical DP 
measures at the life cycle stages of the financial institution’s AS is not evaluated (EAS = 
0), only the value T shall be specified in the denominator of formula (13). 


The overall evaluation score R shall be recorded in the form given in Table C.14 
(Appendix C). 


7.11 When calculating the scores specified in Section 7, their values shall be 
rounded to two decimal places according to mathematical rules. 


7.12 The filled-in forms given in Appendices A and C shall be attached to the report 
on the DP conformance evaluation. 


7.13 Evaluation scores of DP conformance R exceeding 0.85 correspond to the 
level recommended by the Bank of Russia. 


 


8 Requirements for documenting DP conformance evaluation results 


 
8.1 Following the DP conformance evaluation, the auditing organisation shall draw 


up a report on its results. 
8.2 The report shall present complete, accurate, clear and sufficient records on the 


DP conformance evaluation and shall comprise the following information: 
- information about the auditing organisation; 
- information on the leader and members of the audit team; 
- information on the audited organisation; 
- information on the ordering party of the DP conformance evaluation; 
- the goal of the DP conformance evaluation; 
- the time frames for the DP conformance evaluation; 
- the scope of the DP conformance evaluation; 
- the list of areas of DP conformance that are not to be evaluated (DP system 


processes, DP system subprocesses, DP areas, DP measures) and the substantiation for 
their exclusion from the scope of the DP conformance evaluation; 


- the substantiation for the implementation of compensatory DP measures when 
certain DP measures cannot be implemented; 


- a summary of the DP conformance evaluation process, including any element of 
uncertainty and/or problems that could affect the reliability of the opinion on the DP 
conformance evaluation results; 


- the overall evaluation score of DP conformance characterising the DP 
conformance of the audited organisation to the applicable requirements as of the end 
date of the DP conformance evaluation; 







- confirmation of the achievement of the goal of the DP conformance evaluation in 
the area of the DP conformance evaluation; 


- unsettled disagreements between the audit team and the audited organisation; 
- the list of and information on representatives of the audited organisation who 


accompanied the audit team during the evaluation of DP conformance; 
- the statement of confidentiality of the DP conformance evaluation report; 
- the list of documents (copies of documents) in hard copies attached to the DP 


conformance evaluation report, specifying the total number of volumes of attachments, 
the number and names of the documents and the number of pages in each of them; 


- the list of machine-readable media attached to the DP conformance evaluation 
report and their details (name, type, reference number, etc.) and data files on them as 
well as the results of computing the hash function for each of them, implemented in 
accordance with GOST R 34.11. 


8.3 The following shall be attached to the DP conformance evaluation report and 
shall constitute an integral part thereof: 


- filled-in sheets for collecting evidence of the evaluation of DP system processes 
(subprocesses) and DP areas which confirm the scores assigned, as per the form given 
in Appendix A; 


- the list of DP violations detected by the audit team members as a result of the DP 
conformance evaluation which could have entailed or may entail DP incidents causing 
damage to the financial institution or its clients; 


- recommendations for improving DP and for eliminating the violations revealed; 
- tables specifying the evaluation scores of DP processes (subprocesses) and DP 


areas based on the results of the DP conformance evaluation, filled in as per the forms 
given in Appendix C; 


- copies of the documents of the audited organisation or third parties’ documents in 
hard copy certifying the conformance (non-conformance) with the DP requirements; 


- machine-readable media with electronic documents and data files certifying the 
conformance (non-conformance) with the DP requirements. 


8.4 The DP conformance evaluation report shall have continuous page numbering 
and a registration number and shall be bound with unbroken thread and sealed by the 
auditing organisation, specifying the number of sheets in the certification endorsement 
signed by the audit team leader. 


8.5 Copies of documents in hard copies attached to the DP conformance 
evaluation report shall be bound with unbroken thread and sealed by the auditing 
organisation, specifying the number of document pages in the certification endorsement 
signed by the head of the audited organisation or by a person duly authorised by the 
latter. 


The volumes with documents in hard copies attached to the DP conformance 
evaluation report shall be bound with unbroken thread and sealed by the auditing 
organisation, specifying the number of sheets of the volume in the certification 
endorsement signed by the audit team leader. 


Hash functions implemented in accordance with GOST R 34.11 shall be computed 
for each electronic document or data file attached to the DP conformance evaluation 
report. 


8.6 The DP conformance evaluation report shall be signed by the leader and all 
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members of the audit team, approved by the head of the auditing organisation and 
provided (sent) to the audited organisation on or before the date stipulated in the 
agreement on the DP conformance evaluation. 


8.7 The DP conformance evaluation report is the ownership of the audited 
organisation. The audit team members and all recipients of the report shall maintain its 
confidentiality, except as otherwise provided for by the applicable laws of the Russian 
Federation. 


8.8 The procedure and time frames for the financial institution to send the DP 
conformance evaluation report to the Bank of Russia as well as the duration of its storage 
by the audited organisation shall be determined by Bank of Russia regulations. 


 







Appendix A 
(for reference) 


 
Forms for collecting evidence of the DP conformance evaluation 


 
           DP system process (subprocess), DP area 


 
     ____________________________________________________________ 


 
Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Sources of evidence of 
the DP conformance 


evaluation (documents, 
interviews or 
observations) 


Full name and position of 
the employee(s) of the 


audited organisation who 
provided evidence of the 


DP conformance evaluation 


Signatures of audit 
team member(s) 


and audited 
organisation 
employee(s) 


Date 


     


     


     


     


     


     


     


     


     


     


 







Appendix B (for reference) 


 


List of possible DP violations 


 
B.1 Logical access under accounts with no specified intended use. 
B.2 Logical access under collective anonymous accounts. 
B.3 Unblocked accounts of dismissed employees. 
B.4 No logical access control. 
B.5 Unauthorised provision of administrative rights to users. 
B.6 Unauthorised provision of logical access rights to users. 
B.7 Storing access subjects’ passwords in plain text. 
B.8 Transmission of authentication data in plain text via communication channels 


and lines. 
B.9 No registration of personification, provision (transfer) and destruction of 


personal technical authentication devices. 
B.10 No physical access control at the locations of access objects. 
B.11 Unauthorised physical access of strangers to the locations of access objects. 
B.12 No logical network isolation of the financial institution’s internal computer 


networks from the internet and/or wireless networks. 
B.13 Transmission of confidential information in plain text via the internet, 


telecommunication channels and/or communication lines not controlled by the financial 
institution. 


B.14 Unregistered wireless connection points in the financial institution’s controlled 
zone which are connected to the financial institution’s local computer network. 


B.15 Use of unlicensed software. 
B.16 No protection against malicious codes. 
B.17 Processing of confidential information using unregistered MRM. 
B.18 No guaranteed erasure of confidential data from MRM upon their removal 


from operation or upon removal from operation of the HW including such MRM, or when it 
is necessary to transfer them to third-party organisations. 


B.19 No response to DP incidents. 
 







Appendix C (for reference) 


 


Forms of score tables to be included in the DP conformance evaluation report 


 
C.1 The forms of the score tables characterising the financial institution’s choice of 


organisational and technical DP measures which are intended to directly ensure DP and 
are included in Processes 1–8 of the DP system are given in Tables C.1–C.8, 
respectively. 


 


Table C.1. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 1 


 


Process 1 ‘Ensuring data protection in access control’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


Subprocess ‘Management of accounts and rights of logical access subjects’ 


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ1  


 


Subprocess ‘Identification, authentication and authorisation (access control) in the case of 
logical access' 


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ2  


 


Subprocess ‘Data protection in the case of physical access’ 


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ3  


 


Subprocess ‘Identification and record-keeping of resources and access objects’ 


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ4  


 


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ1  


 


 


Table C.2. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 2 


 


Process 2 ‘Ensuring computer network protection’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 







measure ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


Subprocess ‘Segmenting and firewalling in computer networks’ 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ1  


 


Subprocess ‘Detecting intrusions and network attacks’ 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ2  


 


Subprocess ‘Protecting data transmitted via computer networks’ 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ3  


 


Subprocess ‘Wireless network protection’ 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ4  


 


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ2  


 


 


Table C.3. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 3 


 


Process 3 ‘Monitoring the integrity and security of information infrastructure’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ3  


 


 
 







Table C.4. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 4 


 


Process 4 ‘Protecting against malicious codes’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ4  


 


 


Table C.5. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 5 


 


Process 5 ‘Preventing data leaks’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


   


   


   


   


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ5  


 


 


Table C.6. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 6 


 


Process 6 ‘Managing data protection incidents’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


Subprocess ‘Monitoring and analysis of data protection events’ 


   


   


   


   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ1  


 


Subprocess ‘Detecting and responding to data protection incidents’ 


   


   


   







   


   


Total score for the subprocess 
ЕППЗИ2  


 


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ6  


 


 


Table C.7. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 7 


 


Process 7 ‘Protecting the virtualisation environment’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


   


   


   


   


   


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ7  


 


 


Table C.8. Form of the DP conformance score table for Process 8 


 


Process 8 ‘Protecting data in the case of remote logical access from mobile (portable) devices’ 


Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМЗИ j  (0 
or 1) 


   


   


   


   


   


   


Total score for the process 
ЕПЗИ5  


 


 
C.2 The form for evaluation scores characterising the implementation of 


organisational and technical DP measures at the AS life cycle stages is given in Table 
C.9. 


 


Table C.9. Form of the score table for DP conformance at the AS life cycle stages 


 
Designation and 
number of the 


measure 


Scope of information protection system measures Score 


ЕМАС j  (0, 
0.5 or 1); 


   







   


   


   


   


   


Total score for EAS  


 
C.3 The forms for evaluation scores characterising the completeness of the 


implementation of organisational and technical DP measures included in the DP system 
for Areas 1–4 are given in Tables C.10–C.13, respectively. 


 


Table C.10. Form of the score tables characterising the completeness of the 
implementation of organisational and technical DP measures included in the DP 


system for Area 1 


 


Area 1 ‘Planning the data protection system process’ 


Designation 
and number 


of the 
measure 


Scope of 
information 


protection system 
measures 


Score 
ЕМОУn  (0, 0.5 or 1) 


Proce
ss 1 


Proce
ss 2 


Proce
ss 3 


Proce
ss 4 


Proce
ss 5 


Proce
ss 6 


Proce
ss 7 


Proce
ss 8 


          


          


          


          


          


          


Total score for the processes 


ЕПi  


        


 


Table C.11. Form of the score tables characterising the completeness of the 
implementation of organisational and technical DP measures included in the DP 


system for Area 2 


 


Area 2 ‘Implementing the data protection system process’ 


Designat
ion and 
number 
of the 


measure 


Scope of information 
protection system 


measures 


Score 
ЕМОУ j  (0, 0.5 or 1) 


Proce
ss 1 


Proce
ss 2 


Proce
ss 3 


Proce
ss 4 


Proce
ss 5 


Proce
ss 6 


Proce
ss 7 


Proce
ss 8 


          


          


          


          


          


          


Total score for the processes 


ЕР i  


        







 


Table C.12. Form of the score tables characterising the completeness of the 
implementation of organisational and technical DP measures included in the DP 


system for Area 3 


 


Area 3 ‘Controlling the data protection system process’ 


Designat
ion and 
number 
of the 


measure 


Scope of information 
protection system 


measures 


Score 
ЕМОУk  (0, 0.5 or 1) 


Proce
ss 1 


Proce
ss 2 


Proce
ss 3 


Proce
ss 4 


Proce
ss 5 


Proce
ss 6 


Proce
ss 7 


Proce
ss 8 


          


          


          


          


          


          


Total score for the processes 


ЕКi  


        


 


Table C.13. Form of the score tables characterising the completeness of the 
implementation of organisational and technical DP measures included in the DP 


system for Area 4 


 


Area 4 ‘Improving the data protection system process’ 


Designat
ion and 
number 
of the 


measure 


Scope of information 
protection system 


measures 


Score 
ЕМОУm  (0, 0.5 or 1) 


Proce
ss 1 


Proce
ss 2 


Proce
ss 3 


Proce
ss 4 


Proce
ss 5 


Proce
ss 6 


Proce
ss 7 


Proce
ss 8 


          


          


          


          


          


          


Total score for the processes 


ЕСi  


        


 
C.4 The form for total scores based on the results of the DP conformance 


evaluation is given in Table C.14. 
 


 


 







Table C.14. Form of the table for total scores based on the results of the DP 
conformance evaluation 


 
Names of the DP 
system process, 


DP area 


Evaluation 
score 


characterisin
g the choice 


of 
organisation


al and 
technical 


measures of 
the DP 
system 


ЕПЗИi  


Evaluation by DP areas of the DP 
organisation and management system 


Qualitati
ve 


evaluatio
n of the 
conform


ance 
level of 
the DP 
system 
process 


Evaluatio
n score 


of the DP 
system 
process 


conforma


nce Еi  


Plannin
g the 
DP 


system 
process 


ЕПi  


Imple
mentin
g the 
DP 


system 
proces


s 
ЕР i  


Controllin
g the DP 
system 
process 


ЕКi  


Improvin
g the DP 
system 
process 


ЕСi  


Process 1 
‘Ensuring data 
protection in 
access control’ 


       


Process 2 
‘Ensuring 
computer network 
protection’ 


       


Process 3 
‘Monitoring the 
integrity and 
security of 
information 
infrastructure’ 


       


Process 4 
‘Protecting against 
malicious codes’ 


       


Process 5 
‘Preventing data 
leaks’ 


       


Process 6 
‘Managing data 
protection 
incidents’ 


       


Process 7 
‘Protecting the 
virtualisation 
environment’ 


       


Process 8 
‘Protecting data in 
the case of remote 
logical access from 
mobile (portable) 
devices’ 


       


Implementation of organisational and technical DP measures at the AS life cycle stages 
EAS 


 


Total evaluation score of DP conformance taking into account DP violations detected 







Number of DP violations detected as a result of the DP conformance evaluation Z  


Total evaluation score for DP conformance R  
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Introduction 
The Banking System (BS) of the Russian Federation (RF) comprises the Bank of Russia, credit 


institutions and representative offices of foreign banks [1]. The activities of the Bank of Russia are 
aimed at developing and strengthening the RF BS and maintaining the stability and development of 
the National Payment System [2]. The most important prerequisite for achieving these objectives is 
maintaining a necessary and sufficient level of information security (IS) of RF BS organisations and 
their assets (including information), which is to a large extent determined by the level of IS of bank 
processes (payment processes, information processes etc) and computerised banking systems 
operated by RF BS organisations. 


The nature of the RF BS is such that the negative consequences of an operational failure in 
individual organisations could lead to the rapid development of a systemic crisis of the RF Payment 
System and cause damage to the interests of both owners and customers. When IS incidents occur, 
composite risk and potential damage to RF BS organisations increase significantly. That is why IS 
threats present a significant hazard to RF BS organisations. 


To counteract such threats and ensure the effectiveness of actions taken to mitigate the 
unfavourable consequences of IS incidents (their influence on operational risk, reputation risk, 
strategic risk and other risks), a sufficient IS level must be maintained in RF BS organisations. This 
level must also be preserved for a prolonged period. IS maintenance is, therefore, a fundamental 
aspect of an RF BS organisation's activities. 


Activities associated with IS maintenance shall be monitored. In connection with this, the Bank 
of Russia is a proponent of regular IS level assessments in RF BS organisations, assessment of IS 
breach risk level and taking the actions required to manage such risk. 


Accordingly, this standard on IS maintenance for RF BS organisations has been developed; it 
forms the basis for a set of standardisation documents for development and maintenance of the 
standard which together make up a package of standardisation documents for IS maintenance in RF 
BS organisations. 


The main aims of the standardisation of IS maintenance in RF BS organisations include: 
— to develop and strengthen the RF BS 
— to increase confidence in the RF BS 
— to maintain the stability of RF BS organisations and thereby the overall stability of the RF BS 
— to achieve adequacy of protective measures to actual IS threats 
— to prevent and/or reduce damage from IS incidents. 


The main objectives of standardisation for IS provision for RF BS organisations include: 
— to establish uniform requirements for IS maintenance in RF BS organisations 
— to improve the effectiveness of IS maintenance and support measures in RF BS organisations. 
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STANDARD OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA 


INFORMATION SECURITY MAINTENANCE 


OF ORGANISATIONS IN THE BANKING SYSTEM OF 


THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 


GENERAL PROVISIONS 


Date enacted: 2014-06-01 


1. Scope 
This standard applies to RF BS organisations and establishes provisions for IS maintenance in 


RF BS organisations. 
It is recommended that this standard be used by including references to it and/or using its 


provisions directly in internal documents of RF BS organisations and in agreements. 
The provisions of this standard shall apply on a voluntary basis, unless the application of 


specific provisions is made binding by Russian legislation or other regulations, including Bank of 
Russia regulations. 


The application of this standard may be made binding by agreements concluded by RF BS 
organisations or the decision of an RF BS organisation to accede to the standard. In such cases, 
requirements of this standard containing 'must' provisions are obligatory, while recommendations are 
to be applied as decided by the RF BS organisation. 


2. Normative References 
This standard includes normative references to the following standards: 
Bank of Russia Standard STO BR IBBS-1.2, 'Information Security Maintenance of 


Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. Methodology for Assessing the 
Conformity of the Information Security of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian 
Federation to STO BR IBBS-1.0' 


Bank of Russia Standardisation Recommendations RS BR IBBS-2.0, 'Information Security 
Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. Recommended 
Practices for Documentation Related to Information Security Maintenance in Accordance with STO BR 
IBBS-1.0' 


Bank of Russia Standardisation Recommendations RS BR IBBS-2.1, 'Information Security 
Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. Guidelines for Self-
Assessment of Conformity of the Information Security of Organisations in the Banking System of the 
Russian Federation to STO BR IBBS-1.0'. 


3. Terms and Definitions 
The terms specified herein are to be applied in documents of any type and in all activities 


related to IS maintenance within the framework of the BR IBBS Package1. 
3.1. Banking System of the Russian Federation means the Bank of Russia, credit institutions 


and representative offices of foreign banks [1]. 
3.2. Standard means a document that, for the purpose of voluntary repeated use, specifies 


product characteristics, rules of execution and specifications for engineering processes (including 
surveys), manufacture, construction, installation, set-up, operation, storage, transportation, distribution 
and disposal, for work or service performance [3]. 


                                                      
1 See Clause 3.4. 
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Note: 
The standard may also contain rules and methods for research (testing) and measurements, sampling rules, 


requirements for terms, symbols, packaging, marking or labels, rules for their application. 
3.3. Standardisation Recommendations means a document containing organisational and 


methodological advice concerning standardisation activities which facilitate the application of the 
fundamental standard. 


3.4. BR IBBS Package means an interrelated set of documents on Bank of Russia 
standardisation, 'Information Security Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the 
Russian Federation'. 


3.5. Management means coordinated activities related to governance and administration. 
3.6. System means a set (complex) of tangible objects (elements) of any nature, including any 


physical nature, and information objects that interact to achieve a common goal; this complex must 
have a systemic property or properties. 


Note: 
A systemic property (or properties) is a property which none of the elements or subsets of elements possess when any 


method of division is used. A systemic property is not directly inferable from the properties of the elements and parts. 
3.7. Information means messages or data, whatever the form of their presentation [4]. 
3.8. Infrastructure means a set of interconnected servicing structures forming the basis for 


solving a problem or task. 
3.9. Information Infrastructure means a system of organisational structures for ensuring the 


operation and development of the information environment and means of information interaction. 
Note: 
Information infrastructure: 
includes the entirety of information centres, data and knowledge banks and communication systems; 
provides consumers with access to information resources. 
3.10. Document means information recorded on a tangible carrier with details for its 


identification. 
[GOST R 52069.0-2003] 
Note: 
A tangible carrier means a product or material used to record information and enabling the preservation and copying of 


such information (eg, paper, magnetic tape or card, magnetic or laser disk, photographic film etc). 
3.11. Process means a set of interrelated activities which transforms inputs into outputs. 
3.12. Technology means a set of interconnected methods, means and techniques for specific 


activities. 
3.13. Technological Process means a process for implementing a particular technology. 
3.14. Automated System means a system consisting of personnel and a package of tools for 


automating personnel activity which implements the information technology of executing specified 
functions. 


[GOST 34.003-90] 
3.15. Authorisation means granting of access rights. 
3.16. Identification means the process of assigning an identifier (a unique name) and 


comparing a presented identifier with the list of identifiers assigned. 
3.17. Authentication means checking that a presented identifier belongs to the access subject 


(verification of authenticity). 
3.18. Registration means a recording of data concerning actions (or events) completed. 
3.19. Role means a predetermined set of rules establishing allowable interaction between the 


subject and the object. 
Notes: 
1. Subjects include persons from amongst the managers, personnel or customers of an organisation in the Banking 


System of the Russian Federation or processes for performing actions with objects initiated on their behalf. 
2. Objects may be hardware, software, firmware, an information resource, a service, a process or a system with which 


an action is performed. 


3.20. Threat means a hazard which could entail possible losses or damage. 
3.21. Risk means a metric which factors the likelihood of a threat occurring and the magnitude 


of losses or damage which would result from the occurrence of this threat. 
3.22. Asset means anything that is valuable to the RF BS organisation and is at its disposal. 
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Note: 
Assets of an RF BS organisation may include: 
employees (personnel), financial (monetary) resources, computer equipment, telecommunication equipment etc 
various types of bank information, such as payment information, financial analysis data, service information, 


management data, personal data etc 
bank processes (bank payment processes, bank information processes) 
bank products and services provided to customers. 
3.23. Information Asset means information along with details making it possible to identify it 


that is valuable to an RF BS organisation, is at the disposal of the RF BS organisation and is 
presented on any tangible carrier in a form suitable for processing, storage or transfer. 


3.24. Classification of Information Assets means the division of the existing information 
assets of an RF BS organisation by type according to the degree of gravity of consequences resulting 
from loss of their significant IS properties. 


3.25. Information Asset Environment Object means a tangible object of the information asset 
use and/or operation environment (a storage, transfer, processing, destruction object etc). 


3.26. Resource means an asset of an RF BS organisation which is used or consumed during 
the performance of a certain activity. 


3.27. Banking Process means a technological process which changes and/or determines the 
state of assets of an RF BS organisation which are used during operations or necessary for the 
performance of bank services. 


Notes: 
1. Operations with assets of an RF BS organisation may be carried out manually or automatically (eg, through 


computerised bank systems). 
2. Depending on the type of activity, a banking process may be: a banking payment process, a banking information 


process etc. 
 


3.28. Banking Payment Process means a part of the banking process during which actions 
with information associated with funds transfer, payment clearing and settlement and actions with 
archives of such information are carried out. 


3.29. Banking Information Process means a part of the banking process during which actions 
with information that are necessary for an RF BS organisation to fulfil its functions but which are not 
bank payment processes are carried out. 


3.30. Payment Information means information based on which operations associated with 
funds transfer are performed. 


3.31. Non-payment Information means information required for the operation of an RF BS 
organisation, other than payment information, which may comprise, for instance, data on statistical 
accounting and internal activities, analytical, financial and reference information. 


3.32. Automated Banking System means an automated system which implements the banking 
process. 


3.33. Automation Technology Complex of the Automated Banking System means the set of 
all components of the automated banking system of an RF BS organisation, except people. 


3.34. Security means a state of protection of the interests or goals of an RF BS organisation in 
threat conditions. 


3.35. Information Security (IS) means security associated with threats in the field of 
information. 


Notes: 
1. Protection is achieved by maintaining a set of IS properties: availability, integrity and confidentiality of information 


assets. The priority of IS properties is determined by the value of the given assets for the interests or goals of the RF BS 
organisation. 


2. The field of information is the sum of information; information infrastructure; subjects which collect, generate, 
distribute, store and use information; the system that governs the resulting relations. 


 


3.36. Availability of Information Assets means an IS property of an RF BS organisation 
consisting in the fact that information assets are provided to an authorised user in the form and in the 
location required by the user and at the time when they are needed by such user. 


3.37. Integrity of Information Assets means an IS property of an RF BS organisation 
consisting in maintaining its information assets unchanged or correcting changes identified in 
information assets. 
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3.38. Confidentiality of Information Assets means an IS property of an RF BS organisation 
consisting in the fact that processing, storage and transfer of information assets are carried out such 
that information assets are available only to authorised users, system objects or processes. 


3.39. Information Security System (ISS) means a set of safeguards, protective measures and 
their operating processes, including resource and administrative (organisational) support. 


3.40. Information Security Management System (ISMS) means part of the management of an 
RF BS organisation intended to create, implement, operate, monitor, analyse, maintain and improve 
the IS maintenance system. 


3.41. Information Security Provision System (ISPS) means the combination of the ISS and 
the ISMS of an RF BS organisation. 


3.42. Scope of application of the Information Security Provision System (scope of 
application of ISPS) means the complex of the information assets and elements of information 
infrastructure of an RF BS organisation. 


3.43. Awareness of the necessity of information security maintenance (IS awareness) 
means the understanding by the management of an RF BS of the need to make a forecast of IS 
maintenance results, independently and based on the values adopted by the organisation and 
accumulated knowledge, to consider it within the framework of the main activities or business and to 
support these activities appropriately in the light of the forecast. 


Note: 
IS awareness is an internal motivation for the management of an RF BS organisation to initiate and maintain IS 


maintenance activities, as opposed to motivation or compulsion where the decision to initiate and maintain IS maintenance 
activities is determined either by the emergence of problems in the organisation or by external factors (eg, statutory 
requirements), respectively. 


3.44. Safeguard means an existing practice, procedure or arrangement used to mitigate the risk 
associated with an IS breach with an RF BS organisation. 


3.45. Information Security Threat (IS Threat) means the threat of a breach of IS properties, 
such as the availability, integrity or confidentiality of information assets of the RF BS organisation. 


3.46. Information Security Vulnerability (IS Vulnerability) means a weak spot in the 
infrastructure of an RF BS organisation, including the ISPS, which may be used to implement or 
facilitate implementation of an IS threat. 


3.47. Damage means the loss of assets, deterioration (loss of use) of the assets and/or 
infrastructure of an organisation or any other harm to the assets and/or infrastructure of an RF BS 
organisation resulting from the implementation of an IS threat through IS vulnerability. 


3.48. Information Security Incident (IS Incident) means a single event or a series of events 
indicating that an IS threat has occurred, is being undertaken or is probable, the result of which is: 


 


— malfunction or possible malfunction of information security equipment which forms part of the 
ISPS of the RF BS organisation 


— violation or possible violation of the requirements set out in the legislation of the Russian 
Federation, regulations and instructions of regulatory or oversight authorities, internal 
documents of the RF BS organisation related to IS maintenance, disturbance or possible 
disturbance in the performance of ISPS processes of the RF BS organisation 


— a breakdown or possible breakdown in the performance of the banking processes of the RF BS 
organisation 


— infliction or possible infliction of damage to the RF BS organisation and/or its customers. 
3.49. Information Security Violator (IS Violator) means a party which implements IS threats 


against an RF BS organisation, violating the authority provided to them to access the assets of the RF 
BS organisation or to dispose of them. 


3.50. Information Security Violator Model (IS Violator Model) means a description and 
classification of IS violators, including a description of their experience, knowledge, available 
resources required for threat implementation, possible motivation for their activities and ways such 
violators could implement IS threats. 


3.51. Information Security Threat Model (IS Threat Model) means a description of sources of 
IS threats relevant to RF BS organisation; methods of IS threat implementation; suitable objects for IS 
threat implementation; vulnerabilities used by sources of IS threats; types of possible losses (eg, 
breakdowns in the availability, integrity or confidentiality of information assets); and the range of 
potential damage. 


3.52. Information Security Breach Risk (IS Breach Risk) means the risk associated with an 
IS threat. 
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3.53. Assessment of information security breach risk means a systematic and documented 
process of identification, collection, use and analysis of information that makes it possible to assess IS 
breach risks associated with the use of information assets of an RF BS organisation in all phases of 
their life cycle. 


3.54. Processing of information security breach risk means the process of selecting and 
executing safeguards which reduce IS breach risk or measures for transfer, acceptance or avoidance 
of risk. 


3.55. Residual information security breach risk means the risk remaining after IS breach risk 
handling. 


3.56. Acceptable information security breach risk means an IS breach risk the expected 
damage from which an RF BS organisation is ready to accept for the time being in the given situation. 


3.57. Documentation means a set of interrelated documents with a common aim. 
3.58. Information Security Maintenance Plan means a document listing work or measures 


planned for the maintenance of IS in an RF BS organisation and their sequence, scope (in one form or 
another), execution period, responsible persons and the specific persons who are to perform them. 


3.59. Information security maintenance evidence means a document or part of a document 
containing the results achieved (interim or final) with regard to IS maintenance in an RF BS 
organisation. 


3.60. Information security policy (IS policy) means documentation specifying the high-level 
aims, scope and main areas of IS maintenance activities intended for the RF BS organisation in 
general. 


3.61. Particular information security policy (particular IS policy) means documentation 
presenting the details of IS policy applicable to one or more IS areas or types and technologies of RF 
BS activity. 


3.62. IS monitoring means constant observation of objects and parties affecting the IS of an RF 
BS organisation as well as the collection, analysis and summarising of observation results. 


3.63. Information security conformity assessment (IS conformity assessment) means the 
systematic and documented process of obtaining evidence of an RF BS organisation's activities 
related to the implementation of IS requirements and establishing the degree to which IS assessment 
(audit) criteria have been met within the RF BS organisation. 


3.64. Information security audit (IS audit) means an independent assessment of IS conformity 
carried out by employees of an organisation that is external to the RF BS organisation, enabling a 
professional audit judgement to be made concerning the state of IS in the RF BS organisation. 


3.65. Information security self-assessment (IS self-assessment) means an information 
security conformity assessment performed by employees of an RF BS organisation. 


3.66. Information security assessment (audit) criteria (IS assessment (audit) criteria) 
means the sum of IS maintenance requirements as specified in the Bank of Russia Standard STO BR 
IBBS-1.0, 'Information Security Maintenance of Organisations in the RF BS. General Provisions', or 
part thereof. 


3.67. Assessment (audit) evidence of conformity of information security to specified 
criteria (IS conformity assessment (audit) evidence) means records, a statement of facts or other 
information that is related to the criteria for IS conformity assessment (conformity self-assessment, 
audit) and can be verified. 


Note: 
IS conformity assessment (conformity self-assessment, audit) evidence may be qualitative or quantitative. 
3.68. Information security audit findings (IS audit findings) means the result of assessment 


of collected IS audit evidence. 
3.69. Opinion on information security audit results (auditor opinion) (opinion on IS audit 


results) means qualitative or quantitative assessment of conformity to IS audit criteria established, 
presented by the audit team after reviewing all the findings of an IS audit in accordance with the goals 
of the IS audit. 


3.70. Information security audit scope (IS audit scope) means the content and range of an 
IS audit. 


Note: 
IS audit scope usually includes the location, the organisational structure, the nature of the activities of the audited 


organisation, the processes subject to the IS audit and the covered period. 
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3.71. Information security audit programme (IS audit programme) means a plan for 
conducting one or more IS audits (and other IS checks) planned for a specific period and aimed at 
achieving a specific goal. 


Note: 
The IS audit programme includes all activities necessary for planning, conducting, overseeing, analysing and improving 


IS audits (and other IS checks). 


4. Designations and Abbreviations 
CBS = Computerised Bank System 
BS = banking system 
LC = life cycle 
IS = information security 
ISPD = information system with personal data 
UAA = unauthorised access 
URA = unregulated activities within the framework of the rights granted 
RF = Russian Federation 
CIPF = cryptographic information protection facility 
ISMS = Information Security Management System 
ISS = Information Security System 
ISPS = Information Security Provision System 
ECM = electronic computing machine (computer) 


5. Initial Conceptual Scheme (Paradigm) for 
Information Security Maintenance in Organisations 
of the Banking System of the Russian Federation 


5.1. The essence of business consists in involving an asset possessed by the owner (an RF BS 
organisation) in the business process. This activity is always subject to risk since both the asset and 
the business process may be subjected to various threats. 


Threats are implemented through their sources and have a corresponding probability of 
implementation. 


Sources of threats may be natural, technogenic or anthropogenic. Sources of anthropogenic 
threats may be either malicious or non-malicious. 


5.2. The initial conceptual scheme of the information security of RF BS organisations is based 
upon the opposition of the owner1 and a malicious user2 aimed at acquiring control over information 
assets. However, other non-malicious actions or sources of threats are also within the scope of 
consideration of this standard. 


If the violator succeeds in establishing such control, both the RF BS organisation and customers 
who have entrusted their assets to the organisation suffer damage. 


5.3. The RF BS organisation's management must know what is to be protected. To this end, it is 
necessary to define and protect all information assets or resources with regard to which 
implementation of threats could result in damage to the RF BS organisation. 


5.4. An RF BS organisation's own personnel have the greatest opportunity to cause damage to 
the organisation. In this case, the substance of the violator's activities is the direct unauthorised use of 
control of assets granted to the violator for the fulfilment of work duties or unregulated activity for 
gaining control of assets. The violator will strive to conceal the traces of their actions. 


An external violator usually has an associate (or associates) within the RF BS organisation. 


                                                      
1 Herein, the 'owner' means a business entity holding the rights of possession, disposal or use of assets which is interested in ensuring or is 
obliged (according to the requirements of laws or other legislative or statutory acts) to ensure the protection of the assets against threats that may 
decrease their value or cause harm to their owner. 
2 Hereinafter, 'malicious user' means a person who commits or has committed a deliberate action while being aware of its hazardous 
consequences or who did not foresee the possibility of such consequences but should have and could have foreseen them (adapted from Article 
27 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation). 
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Non-malicious actions of the organisation's own employees create either IS vulnerabilities or 
incidents which affect the properties of availability, integrity and confidentiality of an information asset 
or the parameters of the system supporting this asset. 


5.5. An imminent attack is hardly ever known of in advance; as a rule, it is unexpected. Attacks 
are usually local and specific in location, purpose and time. 


5.6. As a rule, the violator analyses the object of attack both theoretically (without showing 
themselves) and practically (by identifying IS vulnerabilities). The violator searches for or creates IS 
vulnerabilities to work out the most effective method of attacking or gaining control of assets. 


To manage an IS breach risk, the owner establishes an authorised body, its own IS service (a 
unit or persons in the RF BS organisation in charge of IS maintenance), and arranges for the creation 
and operation of an ISPS as well as arranging for the operation of the CBS in accordance with the 
rules and requirements set by the ISPS. One of the goals of the IS service is to detect traces of 
violator activity. 


5.7. One of the main IS tools of the owner is an experience-based forecast (execution of a threat 
model and a violator model)1 


The sounder and more accurate the forecast is in respect of IS breach risks relevant for the RF 
BS organisation, the more appropriate and efficient the actions planned and undertaken to provide the 
necessary IS level will be. It should be considered that threats, their sources and risks may change. 
Therefore, models should be revised from time to time. 


5.8. The most correct and effective method of preventing unacceptable IS breach risks in an RF 
BS organisation's activities consists in developing an IS policy for the RF BS organisation and 
implementing, operating and improving the ISPS of the RF BS organisation in accordance with it. 


5.9. The IS policy of RF BS organisations is based on the IS maintenance experience 
accumulated within the RF BS organisation, the results of identification of assets to be protected, the 
results of risk assessment based on the features of the business and technologies, the requirements 
of the legislation of the Russian Federation, Bank of Russia regulations and the interests and business 
goals of a particular RF BS organisation. 


 


5.10. Compliance with IS policy is to a considerable extent an element of corporate ethics; 
thus, the IS level is affected greatly by relations both within the staff and between the staff and the 
owner of the RF BS organisation or the management representing interests of the owner. Therefore, 
these relations should be managed. Realising that personnel are the most critical element of security 
in an RF BS organisation, the owner must encourage the interest and awareness of the personnel in 
resolving IS-related problems. 


5.11. By no means, every RF BS organisation has the potential to create threat and violator 
models and IS policy on its own. In this case, external organisations must be involved in creating 
these documents. 


Threat and violator models should account for the requirements of the legislation of the Russian 
Federation related to IS, the research of leading banking system specialists and international 
experience in this sphere. 


5.12. When threat and violator models are developed, it should be considered that the 
violator will most probably choose, out of all possible attack objects, those that are the least 
monitored, where their action will remain undetected for as long as possible. Therefore, all operations 
in bank processes where personnel interact with automation tools and systems shall be monitored 
very carefully. 


5.13. Thus, the IS maintenance strategy for RF BS organisations lies both in the effective 
use of previously developed IS maintenance measures in accordance with the current plan to 
counteract violator attacks and in the regular revision of IS models and policies and adjustment of the 
ISPS. If a threat is implemented, an additional (dedicated) plan of action shall be used to minimise 
potential losses and to restore the ISPS. 


                                                      
1 IS models (threats and violators) are intended to reflect the future; therefore, they are of a predictive nature. IS models are based on previous 
facts and experience, but they are focused on the future. Models and forecasts are developed using available experience and knowledge; 
therefore, the higher the level of knowledge, the more accurate the forecast. 
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5.14. Risks are characteristic of any purposeful activity or business. This is an objective reality, 
and risks may be reduced only to a certain residual level. The remaining (residual) risk determined, 
among other things, by factors of the business environment of the RF BS organisation shall be 
recognised as acceptable and be accepted or shall be rejected. In this case, risk should be avoided 
(by changing the business environment) or transferred to someone (eg, through insurance). Thus, the 
level of protection of the interests or goals of an RF BS organisation is determined, first, by the 
magnitude of the residual risks accepted and, second, by the efficiency of activities for maintaining 
risks at an allowable low (residual) level. 


5.15. IS breach risks shall be harmonised and connected hierarchically with the risks of the main 
(business) activity of the RF BS organisation through potential damage. 


Information security risks can be assessed as part of operational risks to make an integrated 
risk map and to assess the cost of damage for the entire organisation. 


IS breach risks are expressed in the potential loss of protection of the interests or goals of the 
RF BS organisation in the information environment and damage to the business of the RF BS 
organisation or losses. 


Loss of protection of the interests or goals of the RF BS organisation in the information 
environment lies in the loss of the properties of availability, integrity or confidentiality of information 
assets or the loss of parameters set by business aims or the availability of services of the RF BS 
organisation infrastructure. 


5.16. IS vulnerability creates the prerequisites for the materialisation of a threat through that 
vulnerability (an IS incident). The materialisation of an IS breach threat involves the loss of the 
protection of the interests or goals of an RF BS organisation in the information environment, as a 
result of which damage is done to the RF BS organisation. The gravity of the damage and the 
probability of an IS incident which could cause such damage determine the risk magnitude. 


5.17. Constant analysis and study of the infrastructure of an RF BS organisation to identify and 
eliminate IS vulnerabilities are the basis for the efficient operation of the ISPS. 


5.18. The identification, analysis and assessment of IS breach risks shall be based on the 
identification of assets of the RF BS organisation, their value for the aims and objectives of the RF BS 
organisation and the IS threat and violator models of the RF BS organisation. 


5.19. When a decision is made to implement safeguards to counteract identified threats (risks), it 
should be taken into account that the complexity of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation may increase 
at the same time, which, in turn, usually creates new risks. Therefore, when a decision to implement 
safeguards for handling of existing risks is made, issues concerning the operation of the safeguards 
and their influence on the overall structure of organisation risks must be considered. 


5.20. An RF BS organisation carries out its activity by implementing a set of processes, among 
which the following groups may be specified: 


— main processes for ensuring the achievement of the aims and objectives of the RF BS 
organisation 


— auxiliary processes for ensuring quality, including IS maintenance for the RF BS organisation 
— management (administrative) processes for maintaining the parameters of both main and 


auxiliary processes within a predetermined range and adjusting them when external or internal 
conditions change. 
Such a division of processes is conventional as the main and auxiliary processes frequently 


make up an integrated whole. For instance, operation of safeguards forms part of the group of main 
processes. At the same time, management processes are separated from main and auxiliary 
processes, which are the objects of management. 


5.21. A combination of safeguards making it possible to maintain IS in an RF BS organisation 
and the processes of their operation, including resource and administrative (organisational) support, 
make up the ISS of the RF BS organisation. 


The sum of IS management processes, including resource and administrative (organisational) 
support of these processes, make up the ISMS of the RF BS organisation. The combination of the ISS 
and the ISMS make up the ISPS of the RF BS organisation. 


5.22. Safeguard operation processes are performed on a real-time basis. Safeguards and their 
operation processes must provide the IS level currently required under normal operating conditions as 
well as in the case of implementation of threats taken into account in the models of the RF BS 
organisation and involving: 


— local IS incidents 
— large-scale disasters and accidents of any nature, the consequences of which may be related to 


the IS of the RF BS organisation. 
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5.23. The ISPS must be defined, planned and regulated within the RF BS organisation. 
However, even correctly built processes and used safeguards tend to eventually become less effective 
due to objective reasons. This inevitably leads to degradation of the protection system and an 
increase in IS breach risks. 


To maintain the protection system at the appropriate level, monitoring of events and incidents in 
the ISS is used as an operational measure. Management of events and security incidents detected as 
a result of IS monitoring makes it possible to avoid degradation and ensure the required security level 
of assets. 


To assess the IS of a protected asset and to identify signs of degradation of safeguards used, 
assessment (or self-assessment) of the system's conformity to the requirements of this standard is 
performed. 


5.24. To implement and maintain IS within the RF BS organisation, four groups of processes 
should be implemented: 


— Planning of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation ('Plan'). 
— Implementation of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation ('Do'). 
— Monitoring and analysis of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation ('Check'). 
— Maintenance and improvement of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation ('Act'). The above groups 


of processes make up the ISMS of the RF BS organisation. 
5.25. IS management is a part of the overall corporate management of an RF BS organisation 


that is focused on facilitating the achievement of the organisation's aims by maintaining the security of 
its information environment. 


The groups of ISMS processes of an RF BS organisation shall be organised as a Deming cycle 
'... – plan – do – check – act – plan ...', which serves as the basis for the management models of the 
quality standard GOST R ISO 9001 [5] and the IS standard ISO/IEC IS 27001-2005 [6]. Organisation 
and performance of ISMS processes are required to ensure that the good practical experience of the 
RF BS organisation is documented and becomes mandatory, and that the ISPS is updated. 


5.26. The building of the ISPS of an RF BS organisation is based on the requirements of the 
legislation of the Russian Federation, Bank of Russia regulations, the contractual requirements of the 
RF BS organisation and the conditions of conduct of business based on the identification of assets of 
the RF BS organisation and of threat and violator modelling. 


5.27. Figure 1 shows the interrelation of the ISS, the ISMS and the ISPS of an RF BS 
organisation. 


Figure 1. The ISPS of an RF BS organisation 
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5.28. The management of an RF BS organisation should initiate, maintain and oversee 
performance of ISPS processes. The degree of execution of these activities by the organisation 
management is determined by awareness of the necessity of maintaining IS in the RF BS 
organisation. Awareness of the necessity of maintaining IS for an RF BS organisation is manifested in 
the RF BS organisation's management using the business advantages of IS maintenance, which 
contribute to the creation of conditions for further development of the organisation's business with 
allowable risks. 


5.29. Awareness of the necessity of IS maintenance is an internal motivation for the 
management of an RF BS organisation to initiate, maintain, analyse and oversee ISPS continuously, 
as opposed to a situation when the decision to carry out such activities is either made as a result of 
emerging problems or is determined by external factors. 


5.30. Awareness of the necessity of IS maintenance in an RF BS organisation is expressed in 
the execution by the management of activities aimed at initiating, maintaining, analysing and 
overseeing the ISPS of the RF BS organisation within the framework of the ISMS. 


6. Information Security Threat and Violator Models in 
Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian 


Federation 
6.1. Threat and violator models should be an RF BS organisation's main tool for the deployment, 


maintenance and improvement of the ISPS. 
6.2. The activities of the RF BS organisation are supported by the information infrastructure 


forming a part of it, which ensures the implementation of bank technologies and may be represented 
as a hierarchy of the following main levels: 


 


— physical (communications lines, hardware etc) 
— network equipment (routers, switches, multiplexers etc) 
— network applications and services 
— operating systems (OS) 
— Database Management Systems (DBMS) 
— bank processes and applications 
— business processes of the organisation. 


 


6.3. Threats and their sources (including violators), protection methods and safeguards and 
approaches to assessing effectiveness vary at each of the levels. 


6.4. The main goal of a violator is to gain control over information assets at the business process 
level. Direct attack at the business process level, for example, by discovering confidential bank 
analytical information, is more effective for the violator and more hazardous for the owner than attack 
through other levels, which requires specific experience, knowledge and resources (including time 
resources) and therefore is less effective with regard to the cost-benefit ratio. 


The violator may aim to disrupt the functioning of the business processes of the RF BS 
organisation (eg, through distribution of malicious programs or breach of the rules of operation of 
computers or their networks). 


6.5. The organisation shall define the specific objects of the information assets environment at 
each of the information infrastructure levels. 


6.6. The main sources of IS threats include: 
 


— unfavourable natural, technogenic and social events 
— terrorists and criminal elements 
— dependence on suppliers/providers/partners/customers 
— malfunctions, failures, destruction/damage of software and hardware 
— employees of the RF BS organisation implementing IS threats using the rights and powers 


legally provided to them (internal IS violators) 
— employees of the RF BS organisation implementing IS threats outside of the rights and powers 


legally provided to them as well as parties other than employees of the RF BS organisation who 
attempt to use UAA and URA (external IS violators) 


— failure to comply with the requirements of regulatory or oversight authorities or effective 
legislation. 
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6.7. The most relevant sources of threats at the physical level, the level of network equipment 
and the level network applications include: 


— external IS violators: persons who develop/distribute viruses and other malicious program 
codes; persons arranging DoS, DDoS and other attacks; persons attempting to use UAA and 
URA 


— internal IS violators: personnel having access to hardware (including network equipment), 
administrators of servers, network applications etc 


— combined sources of threats: external and internal IS violators acting jointly and/or in 
coordination 


— malfunctions, failures or destruction/damage of software and hardware. 
6.8. The most relevant sources of threats at levels of operating systems, database management 


systems and bank processes include: 
— internal IS violators: OS administrators, DBMS administrators, users of bank applications and 


technologies, IS administrators et al 
— combined sources of threats: external and internal IS violators acting in collusion1. 


6.9. The most relevant sources of threats at the business process level include: 
— internal IS violators: authorised users and CBS operators, representatives of the organisation's 


management et al 
— combined sources of threats: external IS violators (eg, competitors) and internal violators acting 


in collusion 
— failure to comply with the requirements of regulatory or oversight authorities or effective 


legislation. 
 


6.10. Sources of threats are used to implement an IS vulnerability threat. 
6.11. It is good practice in RF BS organisations to develop IS threat and violator models for 


the organisation as a whole and, if necessary, for its individual bank processes. 
The level of detail in the parameters of IS threat and violator models may vary and is 


determined by the actual needs for each separate organisation. 
6.12. An RF BS organisation should establish appropriate procedures for regular analysis of 


the need to revise the IS threat and violator model. 


7. The Information Security System of Organisations 
in the Banking System of the Russian Federation 


7.1. General provisions 


7.1.1. The fulfilment of the requirements for the ISS of an RF BS organisation is the basis for 
maintaining an appropriate IS level. The requirements for the ISS of an RF BS organisation shall be 
based on: 


— the provisions of this section of the standard 
— performance of activities within the framework of the ISMS of the RF BS organisation as 


specified in Section 8 of this standard (in particular, activities related to the development of IS 
breach risk handling plans). 
The requirements for the ISS of an RF BS organisation shall be documented in accordance with 


the Standardisation Recommendations of the Bank of Russia RS BR IBBS-2.0, 'Information Security 
Maintenance of Organisations in the RF BS. Recommended Practices for Documentation Related to 
Information Security Maintenance in Accordance with STO BR IBBS-1.0'. 


7.1.2. The provisions set out in subsections 7.2 to 7.11 of this standard form a basic set of 
ISS requirements that is applicable to most RF BS organisations. In accordance with the peculiarities 
of a specific RF BS organisation, this basic set of requirements may be expanded through activities 
within the framework of processes of the ISMS of the RF BS organisation (eg, determining the scope 
of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation, analysis and assessment of IS breach risks). 


                                                      
1 At these levels and at the level of business processes, materialisation of threats from external IS violators acting on their own without involving 
internal violators is almost impossible. 
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7.1.3. ISS requirements shall be composed for the following areas: 
— assignment and distribution of roles and maintenance of trust in personnel 
— IS maintenance in the phases of the CBS LC 
— protection against UAA and URA, access control and registration of all actions in the CBS, 


telecommunications equipment, automatic telephone systems etc 
— virus protection 
— use of internet resources 
— use of CIPF 
— protection of bank payment and information processes, including banking processes, within the 


framework of which personal data are processed. 
ISS requirements within a specific RF BS organisation may also be made for other areas and 


fields of activities. 
7.1.4. When rights to access the information assets of the RF BS organisation are 


distributed to employees and customers, the following principles should be followed: 
— 'know your customer'1 
— 'know your employee'2 
— 'need to know'3 


and it is also advisable to use the 'dual control' principle4. 
7.1.5. Role formation must be based on the existing business processes of the RF BS 


organisation and must be carried out to exclude any concentration of powers and reduce the risk of IS 
incidents associated with the loss of the properties of availability, integrity or confidentiality of 
information assets. 


Roles must not be formed by recording the actual rights and powers of RF BS organisation 
personnel. 


7.1.6. Roles associated with IS maintenance shall be specified for the purpose of IS 
maintenance and oversight of IS maintenance quality within the RF BS organisation. The 
management of the RF BS organisation shall coordinate the timeliness and quality of the execution of 
roles associated with IS maintenance. 


7.1.7. CBS IS shall be maintained in all phases of the CBS LC which automate bank 
processes, taking into account the interests of all parties involved in LC processes (developers, 
customers, product and service suppliers, operating and supervising units of the RF BS organisation). 


7.1.8. If the management of an RF BS organisation decides to use the internet, when 
documents regulating the procedure for internet use and other documents associated with IS 
maintenance during internet use are composed, the following points should be considered: 


 


— The internet lacks a single management body (except for a name and address space 
management service), and it is not a legal entity with which a contract (or agreement) may be entered 
into. Internet providers (intermediaries) may provide only services implemented directly by them. 


— There exists a likelihood of unauthorised access to or loss or distortion of information 
transmitted via the internet. 


— Equipment, software and information resources connected/available from the internet 
may be attacked by violators. 


— IS maintenance is not guaranteed by any body/institution/organisation when the 
internet is used. 


7.1.9. Within the framework of bank payment processes, the following should be considered 
as first-priority assets for protection: 


                                                      
1 'Know your Customer': A principle used by regulatory authorities to express an attitude toward financial institutions in terms of knowledge of 
customer activities. 
2 'Know your Employee': A principle demonstrating an organisation's concern about employees' attitude toward their job duties and potential 
problems, such as improper use of property, fraud or financial difficulties, that could lead to security problems. 
3 'Need to Know': A principle limiting access to information and resources for information processing to the minimum level required for the 
performance of specific duties. 
4 'Dual Control': A principle for maintaining process integrity and fighting distortion of system functions which requires duplication (algorithmic, time, 
resource or other) of actions prior to the completion of certain transactions. 
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— the bank payment process 
— payment information 
— information considered sensitive information in accordance with Clause 2.1 of Bank of Russia 


Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, 'On Information Security Requirements When 
Transferring Funds and the Bank of Russia's Procedure for Oversight of Compliance with 
Information Security Requirements When Transferring Funds', as amended by Bank of Russia 
Ordinance No. 3007-U, dated 5 June 2013 [7]. 


7.2. General requirements for information security when assigning and distributing 
roles and ensuring trust toward personnel 


7.2.1. Roles shall be allocated for personnel of an RF BS organisation. The creation of roles 
associated with IS maintenance should be based, among other things, 


on the requirements set out in Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard. The creation and 
assignment of roles for employees of an RF BS organisation should be based on the principle of 
providing the minimum rights and powers required for fulfilment of job duties. 


7.2.2. Roles should be personalised, and responsibility for their fulfilment should be specified. 
Responsibility should be recorded (eg, in job descriptions or organisational and management 
documents of the RF BS organisation. 


7.2.3. To prevent the occurrence of IS breach risk and reduce such risks, the following functions 
shall not be combined within a single role: development and maintenance of the CBS/software, their 
development and operation, maintenance and operation, system administrator and IS administrator, 
performance of operations in the CBS and oversight of their performance. 


7.2.4. An RF BS organisation shall specify, execute and record activity oversight procedures for 
employees with powers determined by their roles which allow them to gain control over a protected 
information asset of the RF BS organisation. 


7.2.5. An RF BS organisation shall specify, execute and record hiring procedures for jobs which 
affect IS maintenance, including: 


 


— Checking the authenticity of provided documents and stated qualifications and the accuracy and 
completeness of biographical information. 


— Checking professional skills and assessing occupational fitness. The above procedures must 
provide for the recording of the results of the checks. 
7.2.6. It is recommended that procedures for regular checks of professional skills and 


assessment of occupational fitness of employees be defined, executed and registered with recording 
of results, as should the unscheduled checks in the case of detection of inappropriate behaviour, 
involvement in IS incidents or suspicion of such behaviour or involvement. 


7.2.7. All employees of the RF BS organisation shall undertake in writing to maintain 
confidentiality and to be committed to the rules of corporate ethics, including requirements for 
preventing any conflict of interests. 


In the case of interaction with external organisations and customers, IS maintenance 
requirements shall be governed by provisions included in contracts or agreements with such external 
organisations and customers. 


7.2.8. Personnel obligations concerning the fulfilment of IS maintenance requirements shall be 
included in employment contracts (agreements) and/or job descriptions. 


Failure by RF BS organisation employees to meet IS maintenance requirements shall be made 
equivalent to non-performance of job duties and shall result in disciplinary liability at the least. 


7.3. General requirements for the information security of computerised bank systems 
in life cycle phases 


7.3.1. With regard to IS maintenance issues, the following general phases of the CBS LC model 
should be considered: 


1. developing requirement specifications 
2. designing 
3. creating and testing 
4. accepting and commissioning 
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5. operation 
6. maintenance and upgrading 
7. decommissioning. 
In the case of independent CBS development within the RF BS organisation, all phases of the 


CBS LC should be considered, and, if prefabricated CBSs are acquired, phases 4 to 7 of the CBS LC 
should be considered. 


7.3.2. Work performed in all phases of the CBS life cycle related to IS maintenance issues 
shall be coordinated and monitored by the IS service. 


7.3.3. Organisations contracted for IS maintenance in the CBS LC phases shall be licensed 
to provide technical protection of confidential information in accordance with the legislation of the 
Russian Federation. 


7.3.4. The Terms of Reference for CBS development or upgrading should include 
information security requirements established and used by the RF BS organisation to provide IS within 
the framework of the process flows of the RF BS organisation which are to be implemented by means 
of the CBS being created or upgraded. 


7.3.5. In the phases of creating and testing CBSs and/or their components, an RF BS 
organisation is to ensure the prohibition of using protected information as test data, data anonymity 
and monitoring of the appropriateness of access provision and delimitation. 


7.3.6. CBSs and/or their components in operation shall be provided with documentation 
containing a description of the safeguards implemented in the CBS, including a description of the 
scope and requirements for implementation of organisational safeguards and the scope and 
requirements for technical safeguard operation. 


The RF BS organisation should analyse the adoption of safeguards designed to ensure safe 
CBS development and delivery by the CBS developer. 


7.3.7. A contract (agreement) related to CBS development or delivery of prefabricated CBSs 
and their components to RF BS organisations shall include provisions on maintenance of products 
supplied throughout their service life. Should it be impossible to include the said provisions in the 
contract (agreement), a full package of documents making it possible to maintain the CBSs and their 
components without the involvement of the developer must be obtained. If both of the specified 
options are unacceptable, for example, due to high cost or the position of the supplier (developer), the 
management of the RF BS organisation shall assess and record the tolerability of the IS breach risk 
which would arise if it were impossible to maintain the CBSs and their components. 


7.3.8. When terms of reference are developed for remote banking service systems, it should 
be taken into account that data protection must be maintained in the following circumstances: 


 


— attempts to use unauthorised access to information by anonymous or unauthorised violators 
through the public network 


— possible errors of authorised system users 
— possible unintentional or inappropriate use of protected information by authorised users. 


7.3.9. The following procedures shall be specified, executed and recorded in the CBS 
operation phase: 


— monitoring of the operability (functioning, effectiveness) of safeguards implemented in the CBS, 
including monitoring of the implementation of organisational safeguards and monitoring of the 
scope and settings parameters for technical safeguards applied 


— monitoring of the absence of vulnerabilities in CBS equipment and software 
— monitoring of changes in CBS settings parameters and technical safeguards applied 
— monitoring of required CBS software updates, including of technical safeguard software. 


 


7.3.10. During the CBS operation phase, the procedures required to ensure recovery of all IS 
maintenance functions implemented shall be specified, executed, recorded and monitored. 


7.3.11. During the CBS operation phase, the procedures for monitoring the configuration of 
CBS software installed and/or used shall be specified, executed and recorded. 


7.3.12. An RF BS organisation shall allocate and assign roles associated with the operation 
and monitoring of CBS operation and the technical safeguards used, including changes in their 
settings parameters. 
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Operation monitoring procedures shall be defined and executed for all CBSs by the IS service. 
CBS operation monitoring measures and their results shall be recorded. 


7.3.13. During the CBS operation phase, the procedures required to ensure the integrity of 
media for protected information shall be defined, executed and monitored. 


7.3.14. During the maintenance (upgrading) phase, monitoring procedures shall be defined, 
executed and recorded which provide protection against: 


 


— intentional unauthorised disclosure, modification or destruction of information 
— unintentional modification, disclosure or destruction of information 
— refusal or deterioration of service. 


7.3.15. During the maintenance (upgrading) phase, the following procedures shall be defined, 
executed and recorded for CBSs considered by the RF BS organisation to be critical ones, including 
CBSs involved in the implementation of the bank payment process and in ISPDs: 


— recording of changes made 
— checking of the functionality of CBSs, including information protection measures applied after 


changes have been made. 
7.3.16. During the decommissioning phase, procedures shall be defined, executed and 


recorded to ensure deletion of information from the fixed memory of CBSs and external media using 
algorithms and/or methods which make it impossible to recover deleted information whose 
unauthorised use could cause damage to the business activity of the organisation and information 
used by technical safeguards, except for archives of electronic documents and electronic interface 
protocols which are to be maintained and kept for a certain period in accordance with the legislation of 
the Russian Federation, Bank of Russia regulations and/or contractual documents. 


7.4. General requirements for information security in access and log-in control 


7.4.1. Procedures for identification, registration and classification (categorising as one of the 
types) of information assets of an RF BS organisation shall be defined, executed, recorded and 
monitored. Access rights of RF BS organisation employees and customers to information assets 
and/or their types shall be registered and recorded. 


7.4.2. The CBS configuration shall include integrated safeguards against UAA and URA, and 
information security tools certified in accordance with information security requirements may also be 
used. 


Safeguards against UAA shall ensure that authentication data entered by access subjects is 
hidden on information display devices. The placement of CBS information display devices shall 
prevent unauthorised viewing of information. 


7.4.3. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor the following rules and 
procedures: 


— Identification, authentication and authorisation of access subjects, including external access 
subjects that are not employees of the RF BS organisation and software processes (or 
services). 


— Delimitation of access to information assets based on the role method and determination of 
rights of access to information assets for each role. 


— Management of granting/withdrawal and locking of access, including access through external 
information and telecommunication networks. 


— Recording of access subject actions and monitoring of registration data integrity and protection. 
— Management of identification data, authentication data and means of authentication. 
— Management of access subject accounts. 
— Detection and blocking of unsuccessful access attempts. 
— Access session locking upon expiration of the predetermined idle time or as requested by an 


access subject that requires repeated authentication and authorisation to continue working. 
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— Restriction of user actions related to changing the settings of users' workstations (use of 
restrictions on BIOS change). 


— Management of the scope of permitted actions prior to identification and authentication. 
— Restriction of user actions related to changing CBS settings parameters and monitoring of 


actions performed by operating personnel to change CBS settings parameters. 
— Detection and blocking of unauthorised movement (copying) of information, including 


databases, file resources and virtual machines. 
— Use of wireless information access technologies, if any are used, and protection of internal 


wireless connections. 
— Use of mobile devices to gain access to information, if any are used. Access control procedures 


shall exclude 'self-authorisation'. 
7.4.4. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor the rules and 


procedures of IS monitoring, analysis and storage of data on actions and operations that make it 
possible to detect illegal or suspicious operations and transactions; for which it is necessary, among 
other things, to: 


— define the actions and operations to be registered; 
— determine the scope and content of data on actions and operations to be registered and its 


storage period; 
— provide backing up of the necessary memory capacity for data recording; 
— respond to failures during the recording of actions and operations, including hardware and 


software errors and failures, in technical information collection systems; 
— generate time marks for recorded actions and operations and synchronise system time on 


technical systems used for IS monitoring, data analysis and storage. 
An RF BS organisation shall maintain logs of actions and operations for workstations, server 


and network equipment, firewalls and CBSs to be used in response to IS incidents. 
Data on actions and operations shall be stored for three years at least, and data resulting from 


performance of the bank payment process shall be stored for five years at least, unless otherwise 
established by the legislation of the Russian Federation or Bank of Russia regulations. 


To carry out IS monitoring and analysis of data on actions and operations, dedicated software 
and/or hardware should be used. 


IS monitoring and analysis of data on actions and operations shall use fixed criteria for detection 
of illegal or suspect actions and operations. The IS monitoring and analysis procedures specified shall 
be applied regularly (eg, every day) to all actions and operations (transactions) completed. 


7.4.5. An RF BS organisation should define and monitor the fulfilment of requirements for: 
— segmentation of computer networks, including those created using virtualisation technology; 
— firewall provision; 
— information interaction between segments of computer networks.  


Computer networks should be segmented to ensure independent execution of bank payment 
processes of the RF BS organisation and bank information processes of the RF BS organisation with 
various degrees of criticality, including bank information processes within the framework of which 
personal data in an ISPD are processed. 


RF BS documents shall regulate and monitor the procedure for making changes to network 
equipment configuration, which provides for the coordination of changes introduced with the IS 
service. It is recommended that IS service employees provide access to network equipment 
configuration without the possibility of making changes. 


7.4.6. The procedure for access to objects of the information asset environment, including 
access to premises where objects of the information asset environment are located, shall be defined, 
executed, recorded and monitored. 
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7.4.7. CBSs used within an RF BS organisation, including remote banking service systems, shall 
provide, among other things, for the possibility of recording: 


— operations with customer account data, including operations aimed at opening, modifying and 
closing customer accounts 


— performed transactions with financial implications 
— operations associated with the assignment and distribution of user rights. 


 


7.4.8. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute and monitor the procedure for using 
removable data media. 


7.4.9. Remote banking service systems shall provide for the implementation of safeguards 
ensuring non-repudiation of operations or transactions carried out by customers. 


Protocols of operations performed by means of remote banking service systems should be 
attributed with legal relevance (eg, by introducing relevant provisions in remote banking service 
contracts). 


7.4.10. When contracts are concluded with external organisations, the necessary level of 
interaction should be provided for in case an IS incident spreads beyond a particular RF BS 
organisation. An example of such interaction may be suspension of a transaction distributed between 
more than one organisation if available IS monitoring data and operations protocol analysis indicate 
that performance of that transaction forms part of violator plans. 


7.4.11. Procedures specifying actions to be taken in the case that information required for 
identification, authentication and/or authorisation of employees or customers, including compromise 
for which they are at fault, and information about techniques to identify such cases should be defined 
and communicated to employees and customers of the RF BS organisation. 


These procedures shall provide for the recording of all actions of both employees and 
customers and their results. 


7.4.12. Remote banking service systems shall contain mechanisms for notification (regular, 
continuous or as required) of customers of any operations performed under their name. 


7.4.13. An RF BS organisation shall apply measures intended to ensure protection against UAA 
and damage or disturbance of the integrity of data on actions and operations as well as measures 
used to protect information required for identification, authentication and/or authorisation of customers 
and employees of the RF BS organisation. Any attempts to gain UAA to such information shall be 
recorded. Access to data on actions and operations is provided only for the fulfilment of job duties. 


In the case of dismissal or changes in the job duties of RF BS organisation employees having 
access to the above-mentioned data, specified procedures for access right revision should be carried 
out. 


7.4.14. In the case of access within the area of telecommunication channels and communication 
links, including wireless ones which are not monitored by the RF BS organisation, network protocols 
providing protection of the network connection, monitoring of network interface integrity and 
bidirectional authentication technology implementation shall be used. 


7.4.15. Protected data shall be transmitted via communication links going out of the zone under 
control of the RF BS organisation, only provided that it is protected against disclosure and 
modification. 


7.4.16. All employees and customers of an RF BS organisation shall have unique and 
personified accounts in CBSs. 


7.5. General requirements for ensuring information security using virus protection 
tools 


7.5.1. Any workstations and CBS servers of an RF BS organisation shall have means of virus 
protection, unless otherwise provided for in process flow implementation. 


The RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures for installation 
and regular updating of virus protection (versions and databases) at workstations and CBS servers. 


7.5.2. It is recommended that continuous virus protection in the automatic mode and automatic 
installation of updates of virus protection software and its databases be put in place. 
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7.5.3. Prior to connecting removable data media to computer equipment involved in bank 
processes, it is advisable to carry out a virus check on them using a dedicated self-contained 
computer. 


7.5.4. Instructions and recommendations for virus protection taking bank process features into 
consideration shall be developed and enforced. 


7.5.5. An RF BS organisation shall arrange for virus filtration of all email traffic. 
7.5.6. An RF BS organisation shall arrange for a layered and centralised virus protection system 


providing for the use of virus protection tools from various manufacturers on: 
 


— workstations 
— server equipment, including email servers 
— firewalls. 


 


7.5.7. Procedures for preliminary virus checking of installed or modified software shall be 
defined, executed, recorded and monitored. Virus checking shall be carried out after software 
installation or modification. 


7.5.8. Procedures performed in the case of computer virus detection shall be defined, executed, 
recorded and monitored; in particular, these should contain: 


 


— measures necessary for responding to and eliminating the consequences of the virus attack 
— procedure for official notification of management 
— procedure for work suspension, if necessary (until the virus attack consequences have been 


eliminated). 
7.5.9. Procedures for control of the disconnection and updating of antivirus tools on all CBS 


equipment shall be defined, executed and recorded. 
7.5.10. The head of the functional division of an RF BS organisation shall be responsible for 


meeting virus protection requirements, and responsibility for the performance of prescribed virus 
protection measures shall be placed on each employee of the organisation who has access to the 
computer and/or CBS. 


7.6. General requirements for information security when using internet resources 


7.6.1. The decision to use the internet for production and/or business activities shall be 
taken by the management of an RF BS organisation. The aims of internet use shall be listed expressly 
and recorded; for example, the internet may be used for the following purposes in an RF BS 
organisation: 


— maintaining remote banking services 
— obtaining and distributing information associated with bank activities (eg, by creating information 


websites for the RF BS organisation) 
— performing information analysis in the interests of the organisation 
— exchanging electronic messages between RF BS organisations and other subjects of the 


national payment system 
— exchanging electronic messages (eg, email). The internet shall not be used for purposes not 


specified. 
To restrict internet use for non-specified purposes, the RF BS organisation should allocate a 


limited number of packages containing the services and internet resources available to users. The 
granting of user rights for a specific package to RF BS organisation employees shall be recorded and 
executed in accordance with the person's job duties (in particular, in accordance with roles assigned to 
them). 


7.6.2. Procedures for connection and use of internet resources shall be defined, executed, 
recorded and monitored. 


7.6.3. Protected data shall be transmitted via the internet only if such data are protected against 
disclosure and modification. 


7.6.4. Due to increased risks associated with IS breach during interaction with the internet, RF 
BS organisations shall use safeguards, including firewalls, anti-virus tools, intrusion detectors and data 
encryption tools, which provide, among other things, information acceptance and transmission only in 
a set format and only for a certain technology. 
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Instructions and recommendations for internet use which take bank process features into 
account shall be developed and enforced. 


Procedures for recording internet resource visits by RF BS organisation employees shall be 
defined and executed. Data on internet resources visited by RF BS organisation employees shall be 
available to the IS service staff. 


7.6.5. It is recommended that computers through which direct interaction with the internet is 
carried out be physically isolated from internal networks. 


7.6.6. During performance of remote banking services, appropriate safeguards shall be applied 
to prevent authorised customer substitution by a violator within a working session. Any attempt at such 
substitution shall be recorded as established by the RF BS organisation. 


7.6.7. Any operations performed by customers during a working session with remote 
banking service systems, including operations related to funds transfer, shall be carried out only upon 
identification, authentication and authorisation. If the connection is disrupted or broken, the current 
session should be closed, and procedures for identification, authentication and authorisation should be 
repeated. 


Customised customer software should be used to provide user access to remote banking 
service systems. 


7.6.8. The scope and procedure for application of safeguards used to arrange for mail 
exchange via the internet shall be specified. 


It is recommended that mail exchange via the internet be arranged for through a limited number 
of points, consisting of the external mail server (connected to the internet) and the internal mail server 
(connected to internal networks of the organisation) with a safe system of mail message replication 
between them (internet kiosks). 


7.6.9. Emails shall be archived. The aims of the creation of Email archives are as follows: 
— to monitor information flows, including for the purpose of preventing information leakage 
— to use the archives in proceedings related to information leakage.  


The rules and procedures for access to and changing of archived information which enable 
access by IS service staff to the archived information must be identified, performed, registered and 
controlled. 


7.6.10. It is advisable to abstain from the practice of storing and processing bank information 
(including public information) on computers connected immediately to the internet. The availability of 
bank information on such computers shall be determined by the business goals of the RF BS 
organisation and authorised by the organisation management. 


7.6.11. The scope and procedure for the application of protective measures used in 
interaction with the internet and enabling the countering of malicious users' attacks and the distribution 
of spam1 shall be identified. 


7.7. General requirements for information security when using data encryption tools 


7.7.1. Cryptographic information protection facilities ('CIPF') are designed to protect information 
during its processing, storage and transmission by communication links. 


The necessity of using CIPF is determined by an RF BS organisation independently, unless 
otherwise provided for by the legislation of the Russian Federation. 


7.7.2. CIPF shall be used in an RF BS organisation in accordance with the IS threat model 
and IS violator model adopted by the RF BS organisation. It is advisable to approve a special IS policy 
concerning the use of CIPF within the RF BS organisation. 


7.7.3. CIPF used to protect personal data shall be Class КС2 at least. 
7.7.4. Information security provided using CIPF shall be consistent with the legislation of the 


Russian Federation and normative documents regulating CIPF operation issues, technical 
documentation for CIPF and licensing requirements of the Federal Security Service of Russia. 


                                                      
1 Spam is a common name for emails and advertising letters not requested by users which are sent online to users' email addresses that have 
become known to the mailing party. 
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7.7.5. To maintain security CIPF should be used which: 
— allow for incorporation into processes for electronic message processing, ensure interaction 


with application software at the level of processing of requests for cryptographic transformation 
and result delivery; 


— have a full package of operational documents provided by the CIPF developer, including a 
description of the key system, rules for its operation and substantiation of the necessary 
organisation and staff support; 


— are certified by a governmental authority or permitted by the Federal Security Service of Russia. 
 


7.7.6. Installation and commissioning as well as CIPF operation shall be carried out in 
accordance with operational and technical documentation related to these tools. 


7.7.7. When CIPF are used, the continuity of the processes of logging of CIPF operation in 
accordance with the technical documentation for CIPF and maintenance of the integrity of software for 
the CIPF operation environment, which is a set of hardware and software with which CIPF are 
normally operated and which may affect the fulfilment of requirements specified for CIPF, shall be 
maintained. 


7.7.8. The IS processes for making CIPF cryptographic keys shall be provided with a 
package of process, organisational, technical and software safeguards and means of protection 
mentioned in the technical documentation for the CIPF. 


7.7.9. To improve the level of security when operating CIPF and their key systems, IS 
monitoring procedures should be implemented to record all significant events occurring during 
exchange of cryptographically protected data and all IS incidents. 


7.7.10. The procedure for the application of CIPF shall be determined by the management of 
the RF BS organisation based on the documents mentioned above in this section and must include: 


— commissioning procedure, including the procedure for incorporating the CIPF into the CBS 
— operation procedure 
— procedure for restoring operationality in emergencies 
— changing procedure 
— decommissioning procedure 
— key system management procedure 
— procedure for handling media with key information, including actions associated with change 


and compromise of keys. 
7.7.11. Cryptographic keys may be made by RF BS organisations and/or by the customer of 


the RF BS organisation independently. Relations between RF BS organisations and their customers 
are governed by concluded contracts. 


7.8. General requirements for information security of bank payment processes 
7.8.1. The ISS of the bank payment process shall comply with requirements set out in Clauses 


7.2 to 7.7 and 7.8 of this standard. 
7.8.2. The bank payment process shall be regulated (described) within the RF BS organisation. 
7.8.3. The procedure for payment information exchange shall be recorded in contracts between 


participants exchanging payment information. 
7.8.4. Employees of the RF BS organisation, including administrators of automated systems and 


information protection tools, shall not be authorised for the unsupervised creation, authorisation, 
destruction and modification of payment information or for unauthorised operations for changing the 
status of bank accounts. 


7.8.5. The results of technological operations for payment information processing shall be 
monitored (checked) and certified by persons/automated processes. 


It is recommended that payment information processing and monitoring (checking) of 
processing results be carried out by different employees/automated processes. 


7.8.6. The set of safeguards for the bank payment process shall provide for the following: 
— protection of payment information against distortion, falsification, redirection, unauthorised 


destruction and false authorisation of electronic payment messages 
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— access by RF BS organisation employees only to those resources of the bank payment process 
necessary to such employees for the fulfilment of job duties or the exercise of rights provided for 
by the payment information processing technology 


— oversight (or monitoring) of the performance of preparation, processing, transmission and 
storage of payment information 


— authentication of incoming electronic payment messages 
— bidirectional authentication of automated workstations and servers and parties exchanging 


electronic payment messages 
— the possibility to enter payment information into the CBS only for authorised users 
— monitoring aimed at excluding any malicious actions (in particular double entry), reconciliation 


and setting restrictions depending on the amount of operations performed 
— recovery of payment information in case of its intentional or accidental destruction or distortion 


or the breakdown of computer equipment 
— reconciliation of outgoing electronic payment messages with relevant incoming and processed 


electronic payment messages in interbank settlements 
— the possibility to block acceptance of customer instructions for execution 
— delivery of electronic payment messages to exchange parties. 


Moreover, the RF BS organisation should arrange for authorised entry of payment information in 
the CBS by two employees to be followed by software reconciliation of entry results to verify 
agreement (Dual Control principle). 


7.8.7. For remote banking service systems, safeguarding mechanisms to be applied shall 
provide: 


— reduction of the probability of performance of unintentional or accidental operations or 
transactions by authorised customers 


— notification of customers of potential risks associated with the performance of operations or 
transactions. 
Customers of remote banking service systems shall be provided with detailed instructions 


describing procedures for carrying out operations or transactions. 
7.8.8. Procedures for servicing computer equipment used in the bank payment process, 


including replacement of their software and/or hardware parts, shall be defined, executed, recorded 
and monitored. 


7.8.9. Procedures for the regular monitoring of all payment information security maintenance 
functions (requirements) implemented through safeguards shall be specified, executed and recorded. 


 


7.8.10. Procedures for monitoring the absence of specialised tools for unauthorised information 
retrieval on devices involved in the bank payment process which are located in public places beyond 
the area under constant monitoring of the RF BS organisation, including cash machines and payment 
terminals, shall be defined, executed and recorded. 


7.8.11. Procedures for recovery of all payment information security maintenance functions 
implemented by means of software and hardware shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


7.9. General requirements for information security of bank information processes 


7.9.1. The ISS of the banking information process shall comply with the requirements set out in 
Clauses 7.2. to 7.7 and 7.9 of this standard. 


7.9.2. Information in an RF BS organisation which is not related to payments shall be 
categorised, and a list of its types shall be defined. 


Information not related to payments should be classified in accordance with the degree of 
gravity of consequences resulting from loss of IS properties (in particular, the properties of availability, 
integrity and confidentiality). 


7.9.3. A set of security requirements shall be documented for each of the types of information 
not related to payment resulting from classification. 


7.9.4. Bank information processes shall be regulated (described) within the RF BS organisation. 
The above-mentioned processes shall be 
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implemented within the framework of CBSs created for these purposes. Servers, computers and other 
equipment that do not form part of such CBSs should be isolated from the CBSs at the level of local 
computer networks in a manner coordinated with the IS service. 


7.9.5. Requirements for information security during interaction of RF BS organisation CBSs with 
information systems of external organisations (external information systems) shall be defined, 
executed and monitored. 


7.10. General requirements for personal data processing in an organisation of the 
banking system of the Russian Federation 


7.10.1. The management of an RF BS organisation shall specify the aims of personal data 
('PD') processing. 


7.10.2. The RF BS organisation shall determine the necessity of notifying the authority for 
protection of the rights of PD subjects of PD processing and arrange for the sending of such 
notification in good time in accordance with the Federal Law 'On Personal Data' [8] as required. 


7.10.3. The RF BS organisation shall establish criteria for categorising a CBS as an ISPD. 
7.10.4. The RF BS organisation shall identify, implement, register and control the procedures 


for recording PD resources1, including recording of ISPD. 
7.10.4.1. The following shall be done for each PD resource: 


— establishing the purpose of PD processing 
— setting and observation of PD storage time and the conditions for discontinuing their processing 
— determining the list and categories of PD processed (special PD categories, biometric PD, PD 


obtained from public sources or other PD) 
— performing accounting of the number of PD subjects, including PD subjects who are not 


employees of the RF BS organisation 
— satisfying the PD processing restriction by achieving the purpose of PD processing 
— compliance of the scope and volume of PD processed with established processing purposes 
— accuracy, sufficiency and relevance of PD, including with regard to PD processing purposes 
— executing established procedures to obtain the consent of PD subjects (or their legal 


representatives) to process their PD if such consent is required under the Federal Law 'On 
Personal Data' 


— executing established procedures to obtain the consent of PD subjects to assign processing of 
their PD to third parties if such consent is required under the Federal Law 'On Personal Data' 


— discontinuing PD processing and destruction or depersonalisation of PD when processing 
purposes have been achieved or when requested by the PD subject in cases provided by the 
Federal Law 'On Personal Data', including withdrawal of consent to PD processing by the PD 
subject. 
7.10.4.2. The RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures for 


discontinuing PD processing and destroying or depersonalising PD within the time established by the 
Federal Law 'On Personal Data' in the following cases: 


— upon achievement of the purpose of PD processing (unless otherwise provided for by a contract 
to which the PD subject is a party, beneficiary or guarantor or by any other agreement between 
the RF BS organisation and the PD subject) 


— withdrawal of consent for PD processing by the PD subject, and if PD storage is no longer 
needed for PD processing purposes (unless otherwise provided for by a contract to which the 
PD subject is a party, beneficiary or guarantor or by any other agreement between the RF BS 
organisation and the PD subject) 


— if the PD have been obtained illegally or are not required for the processing purpose specified 
— detection of illegal PD processing by an RF BS organisation or processor acting on the 


instructions of such an organisation, if it is impossible to ensure the legality of PD processing 
— detection of illegal PD processing without PD subject consent. 


                                                      
1 PD resource means the scope of PD processed in an RF BS organisation with or without using automation tools and a CBS, including ISPD 
united by common purposes for processing. 
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7.10.4.3. Where it is impossible to destroy or depersonalise PD within the time established by 
the Federal Law 'On Personal Data', the RF BS organisation is to block and subsequently destroy the 
PD. PD shall be destroyed within six months of blocking. 


7.10.5. The RF BS organisation shall define, execute and monitor the PD processing policy 
and, if necessary, shall specify PD processing procedures for individual PD resources. For PD 
resources processed in CBSs of an RF BS organisation, including ISPDs, the PD processing 
procedure may form part of the operational documentation for the CBS and is developed during CBS 
creation or upgrading. 


7.10.5.1. The above documents: 
— define the procedures for providing access to PD; 
— define the procedures for changing PD to ensure PD accuracy, reliability and relevance, 


including with regard to PD processing purposes; 
— define the procedures for PD destruction, depersonalisation or blocking where such procedures 


need to be carried out; 
— define the procedures for processing applications of PD subjects or their legal representatives in 


cases provided for by the Federal Law 'On Personal Data', in particular, the procedure for 
preparing information about the availability of PD related to a certain PD subject, information 
required to make it possible for PD subjects (or their legal representatives) to familiarise 
themselves with their PD, and procedures of processing applications on PD clarification, 
blocking or destruction if PD are incomplete, outdated, inaccurate, obtained illegally or are not 
required to fulfil the established purpose of processing; 


— define procedures for processing a request made by an authority for the protection of the rights 
of PD subjects; 


— define procedures for obtaining PD subject consent for PD processing and PD processing 
assignment to third parties; 


— define procedures for transmission of PD between users of a PD resource which provides for 
PD communication only between employees of the RF BS organisation who have access to PD; 


— define procedures for transmission of PD to third parties; 
— define procedures for handling of tangible PD media; 
— define procedures required for notifying an authority for the protection of the rights of PD 


subjects of PD processing within the time established by the Federal Law 'On Personal Data'; 
— define whether it is necessary to apply standard forms of documents for PD processing and PD 


handling procedures. The standard form of a document means a template, blank form of a 
document or any other standardised form of a document used by an RF BS organisation to 
gather PD. 
7.10.5.2. An RF BS organisation shall publish or otherwise provide unrestricted access to the 


document defining its PD processing policy and to information concerning personal data security 
requirements implemented. 


7.10.6. An RF BS organisation shall determine in which cases PD subject consent is required; 
both the form and procedure of obtaining PD subject consent shall be regulated. 


7.10.7. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures for 
registration of persons having access to PD. 


The document listing persons having access to PD is to be approved by the head of the RF BS 
organisation. 


Employees of the RF BS organisation shall engage in PD processing only for the purpose of 
fulfilling their job duties. 


An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures for familiarising 
employees of the RF BS organisation involved immediately in PD processing with provisions of the 
legislation of the Russian Federation and internal documents of the RF BS organisation that contain 
requirements for PD processing and security to the extent that they relate to their job duties. The RF 
BS organisation may familiarise employees as stated above during training or awareness 
improvement. 
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7.10.8. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures for 
registration of PD processing premises and access by employees of the RF BS organisation or others 
to the PD processing premises. 


7.10.9. The following shall be provided for when tangible PD media are handled: 
 


— separation of PD from any other information (in particular, by recording such PD on individual 
removable PD media, or in dedicated sections or fields of document forms (when processing 
PD on paper)) 


— registration of removable PD media 
— establishment, execution and monitoring of execution of the procedure related to the storage of 


and access to removable PD media, including machine-readable media 
— storage of PD whose processing is known to have incompatible purposes on separate 


removable media 
— recording and accounting of locations where tangible PD media are kept, recording of the 


category of personal data processed (special PD categories, biometric PD, PD obtained from 
public sources or other PD), including separate storage of PD resources processed for various 
purposes 


— appointing employees responsible for providing storage of tangible PD media 
— establishing and executing the procedure for destruction (erasure) of information on machine-


readable PD media. 
PD shall be stored in a form which makes it possible to identify the PD subject for as long as 


required by PD processing purposes, unless a PD storage period is established by federal law or a 
contract to which the PD subject is a party, beneficiary or guarantor. 


7.10.10. Public PD sources are to be created and published by an RF BS organisation only to 
fulfil requirements set out in the legislation of the Russian Federation. The RF BS organisation shall 
define, execute, record and monitor procedures for publication of PD in public PD sources. 


7.10.11. Assignment of PD processing to any third party (the 'processor') shall be made on a 
contractual basis. The above-mentioned contract shall contain a list of actions or operations with PD to 
be performed by the processor and the purposes of processing and shall specify that the processor 
must provide PD security (including PD confidentiality) when processing the PD and disclose and 
distribute PD only with the consent of the PD subject, unless otherwise provided for by federal law, 
and PD security requirements shall be specified. If personal data processing is assigned to a 
processor, the RF BS organisation shall obtain the consent of the PD subject, unless otherwise 
provided for by the legislation of the Russian Federation. 


7.10.12. An RF BS organisation shall define, execute, record and monitor procedures to be 
performed when cross-border transmission of PD is required. 


7.10.13. An RF BS organisation shall appoint a person responsible for PD processing 
management. The powers of the person responsible for PD processing management as well as the 
rights and obligations of that person shall be specified by the management of the RF BS organisation. 


7.11. General requirements for information security of bank processes within the 
framework of which personal data are processed 


7.11.1. The ISS of a bank payment process within the framework of which personal data are 
processed shall meet the requirements set out in Clause 7.8 of this standard. 


The ISS of a bank information process within the framework of which personal data are 
processed shall meet requirements set out in Clauses 7.9 and 7.11 of this standard. 


7.11.2. The IS provision requirements specified in Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard 
should be implemented to ensure that personal data security requirements are met for PD security 
levels 3 and 4 when they are processed in ISPDs established by Russian Government Resolution No. 
1119, dated 1 November 2012, 'On Approval of Security Requirements for Personal Data Processed 
in Personal Data Systems' [9]. 
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7.11.3. The information security requirements established in Section 7 and Section 8 hereof 
are aimed at mitigating current1 (as applicable to most RF BS organisations) threats to personal data 
security. 


7.11.4. Considering the specific features of personal data processing and security in RF BS 
organisations, threats of personal data leakage through technical channels and threats associated 
with the presence of undocumented (undeclared) capabilities in the system and application software 
used in ISPDs should be recognised as irrelevant to RF BS organisations. 


7.11.5. The result of assessment of personal data security breach risks is a Personal Data 
Threat Model containing personal data security threats relevant to the RF BS organisation, based on 
which requirements accounting for the peculiarities of personal data processing in a particular RF BS 
organisation and expanding the requirements set out in Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard are to 
be developed. 


7.11.6. To meet the requirements for personal data security for PD security level 2 when PD 
are processed in an ISPD established by Russian Government Resolution No. 1119, dated 1 
November 2012, 'On Approval of Security Requirements for Personal Data Processed in Personal 
Data Systems', the following measures should be taken: 


with regard to CBS IS provision in life cycle phases: 
— defining, executing and recording procedures for monitoring the integrity and provision of 


trusted software loading (including software for technical safeguards) on computer equipment 
incorporated into an ISPD 


— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for access to operational 
documentation and archive files containing parameters of ISPD settings, including settings for 
applicable technical safeguards 


— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for backup and provision of possible 
recovery of PD 


— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for backup and provision of possible 
recovery of software (including software for technical safeguards) that is incorporated into an 
ISPD 
with regard to IS maintenance in access and log-in control: 


— identifying and authenticating devices used for access 
— locating facilities designed for ISPD administration, user workstations and ISPD server 


components in separate segments of computer networks 
— network traffic monitoring, detection of intrusions and network attacks and response to them 
— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for updating of signature bases for 


technical safeguards, network traffic monitoring and identification of intrusions and network 
attacks 
with regard to IS maintenance for bank information processes: 


— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for use of communication ports, 
information input/output devices, removable machine-readable media and external information 
storage media 


— defining, executing, recording and monitoring procedures for access to PD archives. 
7.11.7. An RF BS organisation shall provide protection of computer network segment 


perimeters within which ISPDs are located and monitoring of information interaction between 
computer network segments. 


The RF BS organisation shall define and monitor rules for information interaction of ISPDs with 
other CBSs. 


7.11.8. Information protection tools certified under information security requirements shall be 
used in ISPDs in accordance with requirements set out in Federal Service for Technical and Export 
Control Order No. 21, dated 18 February 2013, 'On Approval of the Scope and Content of 
Organisational and Technical Measures to Ensure Security of Personal Data Processed in Information 
Systems with Personal Data' [10]. 


7.11.9. An RF BS organisation employee responsible for personal data security in an ISPD 
shall be appointed for each ISPD. 


                                                      
1 Current threats are threats the risk of whose materialisation in the RF BS organisation is inadmissible. 
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8. The Information Security Management System of 
Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian 


Federation 


8.1. General provisions 


8.1.1. To implement, operate, monitor and maintain the ISPS at the appropriate level, a 
number of ISMS processes should be implemented; these should be arranged into groups in the form 
of a cyclic Deming model: '... – Plan – Do – Check – Act – Plan –...'. 


8.1.2. The aim of performance within the Plan group of processes is to start up the ISMS 
cycle by defining initial plans related to ISPS creation, commissioning and control and by defining 
plans for ISPS upgrading based on decisions made in the Act phase. Performance in the Plan phase 
consists in defining/adjusting the ISPS scope, formalisation of the approach to IS risk assessment and 
resource distribution, conducting of IS risk assessment and defining/adjusting handling plans for such 
risks. It is important to ensure that all decisions to implement/adjust the ISPS are made by the 
management of the RF BS organisation (the 'management'). 


8.1.3. The Do phase is carried out based on the results of the Plan and/or Act phases and 
consists in executing all plans associated with ISPS creation, commissioning and upgrading as 
specified in the Plan phase and/or implementing solutions that were defined in the Act phase and do 
not require planning of relevant improvements. Among other things, it is important to arrange for IS 
training and awareness improvement, implementation of IS incident identification and response as well 
as continuity of the business of the RF BS organisation. 


An RF BS organisation shall choose safeguards appropriate to threat and violator models, 
taking into consideration the costs of implementing such safeguards and the scope of potential losses 
caused by threats. An RF BS organisation shall apply only those safeguards that can be checked for 
operation validity; the RF BS organisation shall regularly assess the appropriateness of safeguards 
and the effectiveness of their implementation based on the safeguards' influence on the business 
goals of the organisation. 


8.1.4. The aim of performance within the Check group of processes is to ensure sufficient 
confidence in the fact that the ISPS (including safeguards) is operating properly and is appropriate to 
the existing IS threats and internal and/or external operational IS conditions of the RF BS organisation. 
Moreover, any changes in assumptions or risk assessment should be considered. This activity may be 
performed at any time and frequency, depending on what is suitable for a given situation. The 
following shall be done in the Check phase: IS monitoring and oversight of safeguards used; carrying 
out regular self-assessment to check whether the IS of the RF BS organisation meets the 
requirements of this standard and conducting IS auditing; analysis of ISPS operation on the whole, 
including on the part of the management. 


An RF BS organisation shall detect in good time problems related to IS directly or indirectly 
which may affect its business goals. The cause-and-effect relation of possible problems should be 
identified to use it as basis for forecasting their development. 


The result of performance in the Check phase is the basis for ISPS improvement. 
8.1.5. The Act group of processes comprises making decisions on tactical and/or strategic 


improvements of the ISPS. This activity—that is, transition to the Act phase, is performed only when 
the result of Check processes requires ISPS upgrading. The actual upgrading of the ISPS shall be 
carried out within the Do group of processes and the Plan group, if necessary. An example of the first 
situation is putting the existing business continuity plan into execution since the necessity of doing so 
was determined in the Check phase. An example of the second situation is 
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the identification of a new threat and the subsequent updating of risk assessment in the Plan phase. It 
is important to ensure that all stakeholders are notified immediately of ISPS improvements made, and 
that relevant training is provided as required. 


An RF BS organisation shall accumulate, generalise and use both its experience and the 
experience of other organisations at all levels of decision-making and performance. 


8.1.6. The following sets of requirements should be fulfilled to ensure successful ISMS 
operation in an RF BS organisation: 


— requirements for organisation and operation of the IS service of the RF BS organisation 
— requirements for defining/adjusting the ISPS scope 
— requirements for selecting/adjusting the approach to IS breach risk assessment and the 


performance of such assessment 
— requirements for development of IS breach risk handling plans 
— requirements for development/adjustment of internal documents used to control IS maintenance 


activities 
— requirements for decision-making by the management of the RF BS organisation on ISPS 


implementation and operation 
— requirements for managing implementation of IS breach risk handling plans 
— requirements for the development and execution of training and awareness improvement 


programmes in the field of IS 
— requirements for management of security incident detection and response 
— requirements for ensuring business continuity and restoration after interruptions 
— requirements for ISPS monitoring and safeguards oversight 
— IS self-assessment requirements 
— IS audit requirements 
— ISPS operation analysis requirements 
— requirements for ISPS analysis by the management of the RF BS organisation 
— requirements for decision-making on tactical ISPS improvements 
— requirements for decision-making on strategic ISPS improvements. 


8.2. Requirements for arrangement and operation of the information security service of 
an organisation in the banking system of the Russian Federation 


8.2.1. To implement, operate, monitor and maintain the ISPS at the proper level, the 
management should set up an IS service consisting of at least two members (appoint authorised 
persons) and approve goals and tasks associated with its activity. 


The IS service shall have powers and resources approved by the management which are 
required to fulfil the specified aims and objectives as well as a supervisor appointed from amongst the 
management. The IS service and the computerisation (automation) service shall not have the same 
supervisor. 


The IS service should be provided with its own budget. 
RF BS organisations having a network of affiliates or regional representative offices should be 


provided with relevant IS units (authorised persons) on site to be given necessary resources and a 
regulatory framework. 


8.2.2. The IS service shall be vested with the following minimum powers: 
— managing the preparation and monitoring the performance of all IS maintenance plans of the 


RF BS organisation 
— developing and proposing changes in the IS policies of the organisation 
— managing changes in existing internal documents and adoption by the management of new 


internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities within the RF BS organisation 
— defining requirements for IS maintenance measures within the RF BS organisation 
— supervising employees of the RF BS organisation to ensure that they meet the requirements of 


internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities, especially employees who have access 
rights to protected information assets 


— monitoring events associated with IS maintenance 
— participating in the investigation of events associated with IS incidents and, if necessary, 


proposing sanctions against persons using UAA and URA (eg, those who have violated the 
requirements of instructions, manuals etc on IS maintenance within the RF BS organisation) 


— participating in restoration of CBS operability after failures and accidents 
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— monitoring IS maintenance in CBS LC phases, including testing and commissioning of IS 
subsystems of the CBS of the RF BS organisation 


— participating in the creation, maintenance, operation and improvement of the ISPS of the RF BS 
organisation. 


8.3. Requirements for definition/adjustment of the scope of the Information Security 
Provision System 


8.3.1. Procedures for accounting of protected information assets by classes (types) shall be 
defined, executed, recorded and monitored. Classification of information assets should be based on 
assessments of the information asset's value for the interests (or goals) of the RF BS organisation (eg, 
in accordance with the gravity of consequences resulting from loss of IS properties of information 
assets). 


8.3.2. An RF BS organisation shall have criteria for placing certain information assets into one 
or more categories of information assets. 


8.3.3. Procedures for accounting of environment objects for each information asset and/or type 
of information asset which cover all levels of the information infrastructure of the RF BS organisation 
determined in Section 6 of this standard shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


8.3.4. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for information asset accounting and accounting 
of environment objects, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be 
appointed. 


8.4. Requirements for selection/adjustment of the approach to information security 
breach risk assessment and performance of information security breach risk assessment 


8.4.1. An RF BS organisation shall adopt/adjust a methodology of IS breach risk assessment/an 
approach to IS breach risk assessment. 


8.4.2. The RF BS organisation shall have criteria specified for IS breach risk acceptance and the 
level of allowable IS breach risk. 


8.4.3. The IS breach risk assessment methodology/approach to IS breach risk assessment for 
an RF BS organisation shall specify the method and procedure for qualitative or quantitative 
assessment of IS breach risk based on the following assessments: 


 


— the degree of possibility of IS threat implementation by sources of IS threats identified and/or 
assumed, which are recorded in threat and violator models, where such threats affect 
environment objects of information assets of the RF BS organisation (or types of information 
assets) 


— the degree of gravity of consequences resulting from the loss of IS properties (in particular, the 
properties of availability, integrity and confidentiality) for the information assets (types of 
information assets) considered. 
The procedure of IS breach risk assessment shall contain necessary IS breach risk assessment 


processes and the sequence of their performance. 
8.4.4. IS breach risks are assessed for the IS properties of all information assets (or types of 


information assets) of the ISPS scope. 
8.4.5. Risk magnitudes resulting from IS breach risk assessment shall be correlated with the 


level of the allowable risk accepted within the RF BS organisation. The result of performance of this 
procedure is a recorded list of unacceptable IS breach risks. 


8.4.6. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with defining/adjustment of the IS 
breach risk assessment methodology/approach to IS breach risk assessment, and persons 
responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.4.7. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for IS breach risk assessment, and persons 
responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.5. Requirements for development of information security breach risk handling plans 


8.5.1. For each unacceptable IS breach risk, a plan specifying one of the possible handling 
techniques shall be determined: 


— transfer of risk to external organisations (eg, through insurance against such risk) 
— avoidance of the risk (eg, by forgoing the activity causing risk occurrence) 
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— conscious risk acceptance 
— creating IS maintenance requirements which reduce the IS breach risk to a tolerable level, 


making plans for their implementation. 
 


8.5.2. IS breach risk handling plans shall be coordinated with the head of the IS service or with 
the person in charge of IS maintenance within the RF BS organisation and approved by the 
management. 


8.5.3. Plans for implementation of IS maintenance requirements shall contain a sequence of 
safeguards (organisational, technical etc) and time frames for their implementation. 


8.5.4. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for the development of IS breach risk handling 
plans, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.6. Requirements for development/adjustment of internal documents regulating 
information security maintenance activities 


8.6.1. Development/adjustment of internal documents regulating information security 
maintenance activities within an RF BS organisation should be based on Bank of Russia 
Standardisation Recommendations RS BR IBBS-2.0, 'Information Security Maintenance of 
Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. Recommended Practices for 
Documentation Related to Information Security Maintenance in Accordance with STO BR IBBS-1.0'. 


8.6.2. An RF BS organisation shall develop/adjust the following internal documents: 
 


— the IS policy of the RF BS organisation 
— special IS policies of the RF BS organisation 
— documents regulating the procedures for performance of certain types of activities associated 


with IS maintenance within the RF BS organisation. 
Moreover, the list and forms of documents testifying to the performance of IS maintenance 


activities within the RF BS organisation shall be defined.  
The IS policy of the RF BS organisation shall be approved by the management. 
8.6.3. The following shall be defined/adjusted in the IS policy (in special policies): 


— aims and objectives of IS maintenance 
— main areas of IS maintenance 
— main types of information assets to be protected 
— threat and violator models 
— a set of rules, requirements and guiding principles related to IS 
— basic requirements for IS maintenance 
— principles for counteracting IS threats against the main types of information assets protected 
— basic principles for improvement of IS knowledge and awareness 
— principles for implementation and monitoring of the performance of IS policy requirements. 


8.6.4. Development/adjustment of internal documents regulating IS provision activities shall be 
based on: 


— the legislation of the Russian Federation 
— the BR BSIS complex, in particular, the requirements of Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard 
— regulations and instructions of regulatory or oversight authorities 
— contractual requirements of the RF BS organisation with external organisations 
— results of risk assessment providing an itemisation of information assets or types of information 


assets under consideration consistent with the level of the document being developed. 
 


8.6.5. The set of internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities shall contain IS 
maintenance requirements for all the information assets or types of information assets identified which 
are within the scope of the ISPS of the RF BS organisation. 


8.6.6. Documents regulating procedures for certain types of activities associated with IS 
maintenance shall elaborate on the provisions of the IS policy (or special policies) and shall not 
contradict them. 


8.6.7. If units of an RF BS organisation have employees responsible for IS maintenance, a 
procedure for interaction or coordinated work between the IS service and these employees shall be 
approved by the management within the RF BS organisation. 
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8.6.8. Internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities should contain: 
— a list of evidence of activity performance 
— the responsibility of RF BS organisation employees for the performance of such activities. 


8.6.9. Procedures for allocation and distribution of IS maintenance roles shall be defined. 
8.6.10. The procedure for development, maintenance, revision and monitoring of performance of 


internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities within an RF BS organisation shall be 
determined. 


8.6.11. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for development, maintenance, revision and 
monitoring of execution of internal documents regulating IS maintenance activities, and persons 
responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.7. Requirements for decision-making by the management of an organisation of the 
banking system of the Russian Federation to implement and operate an Information 
Security Provision System 


8.7.1. Decisions on ISPS implementation and operation shall be approved by the 
management of an RF BS organisation. In particular, the RF BS organisation shall record decisions 
made by the management: 


— on analysis and acceptance of residual IS breach risks; 
— on planning of ISPS implementation phases (in particular, the IS provision requirements set out 


in Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard); 
— on the distribution of roles related to IS maintenance within the RF BS organisation; 
— on the adoption of safeguard implementation plans by the management which are designed to 


fulfil the requirements specified in Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard and to reduce IS 
risks; 


— on allocation of resources required for ISPS implementation and operation. 
8.7.2. All ISPS implementation plans, in particular, plans for fulfilling the requirements of 


Section 7 and Section 8 of this standard and plans for IS breach risk handling and safeguards 
implementation, shall be approved by the management. The above-mentioned plans shall specify: 


— the sequence of performance of measures within the framework of the above-mentioned plans 
— time frames for the start and end of the planned measures 
— officials (of the unit) who are responsible for the performance of each of the above-mentioned 


measures. 
 


8.7.3. The procedure for development, revision and monitoring of performance of IS 
maintenance plans for an RF BS organisation shall be defined. 


8.7.4. The RF BS organisation shall have recorded decisions made by the management with 
regard to role assignment and distribution for all units in accordance with the provisions of internal 
documents regulating IS maintenance activities within the RF BS organisation. 


8.8. Requirements for managing the execution of information security system 
implementation plans 


8.8.1. Procedures for engineering/acquisition/deployment, implementation, operation, 
monitoring and support of operations of safeguards (the ISS) that are provided for by plans for the 
fulfilment of IS maintenance requirements shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


8.8.2. To build ISS elements related to a certain area or sphere of activity of the RF BS 
organisation, specific safeguards applicable to environment objects shall be implemented in 
accordance with the existing IS maintenance requirements of the RF BS organisation stated in the IS 
policy and other internal documents of the RF BS organisation. 


8.8.3. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with the execution of IS breach risk 
handling plans and implementation of required safeguards, and persons responsible for the 
performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.9. Requirements for the development and execution of training and awareness 
improvement programmes in the field of information security 


8.9.1. Work with personnel and customers in the field of IS awareness improvement and 
training authorised by the management of the RF BS organisation shall be arranged. 
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8.9.2. IS training and awareness improvement plans and programmes shall be developed. 
Knowledge obtained as a result of executing these plans shall be verified. 


8.9.3. Training and awareness improvement plans shall specify requirements for the frequency 
of training and awareness improvement. 


8.9.4. Training and awareness improvement programmes shall be developed for various groups 
of employees based on their job duties and roles performed; they shall include information concerning: 


 


— existing IS policies 
— safeguards applied within the RF BS organisation 
— correct use of safeguards in accordance with internal documents of the RF BS organisation 
— the relevance and importance of activities performed by employees for IS maintenance within 


the RF BS organisation. 
8.9.5. The RF BS organisation shall define a list of evidence of execution of IS training and 


awareness improvement programmes. In particular, such evidence may be: 
— documents (logs) testifying to the IS training of both managers and employees of the RF BS 


organisation and indicating the level of education, skills, experience and expertise of trainees 
— documents containing the results of verification of training of RF BS organisation employees 
— documents containing results of verification of IS awareness within the RF BS organisation. 


 


8.9.6. An employee assigned a new role shall be provided with IS training or briefing consistent 
with the role assigned. 


8.9.7. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for the development and execution of IS training 
and awareness improvement plans and programmes and for monitoring of results, and persons 
responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.10. Requirements for management of information security incident detection and 
response 


8.10.1. Procedures for incident handling shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored; 
these include: 


— procedures for IS incident detection 
— procedures for notification about incidents, including notification of the IS service 
— procedures for classification of incidents and assessment of damage caused by an IS incident 
— procedures for response to an incident 
— procedures for analysis of IS incident causes and assessment of the results of response to IS 


incidents (with the participation of external IS experts, if necessary). 
 


8.10.2. Procedures for storage and distribution of information about IS incidents, IS incident 
analysis practices and results of response to IS incidents shall be defined, executed, recorded and 
monitored. 


8.10.3. Actions of RF BS organisation employees when abnormal IS events are identified, and 
such events are communicated shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. Employees of the 
organisation shall be notified of the established procedures. 


8.10.4. Procedures for IS incident investigation shall take into account the legislation of the 
Russian Federation, IS-related provisions of Bank of Russia regulations and internal documents of the 
RF BS organisation. 


8.10.5. RF BS organisations shall make, record and execute decisions on any IS incidents 
detected. 


8.10.6. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for the detection, classification, response, 
analysis and investigation of IS incidents, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles 
shall be appointed. 


8.11. Requirements for managing business continuity and restoration after interruptions 


8.11.1. Procedures for accounting of information assets or types of information assets that are 
significant to ensuring continuity of the RF BS organisation's business shall be defined, executed, 
recorded and monitored. 
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8.11.2. An RF BS organisation shall have IS provision requirements which regulate business 
continuity and restoration after interruption, including requirements for events related to the restoration 
of necessary information, software, facilities and communication links. 


8.11.3. A plan for providing business continuity and restoration after potential interruption 
shall be defined. The plan shall contain instructions and business restoration procedures for RF BS 
organisation employees. In particular, the plan shall comprise: 


 


— conditions for plan activation 
— actions to be undertaken after an IS incident 
— restoration procedure 
— plan testing and checking procedures 
— a training and awareness improvement plan for RF BS organisation employees 
— obligations of organisation employees specifying persons responsible for execution of each of 


the plan provisions. 
 


8.11.4. Plans for providing business continuity and restoration after interruption shall be 
developed on the basis of results of assessment of IS breach risks within the RF BS organisation with 
regard to information assets that are significant for ensuring business continuity and restoration after 
interruption. 


8.11.5. An RF BS organisation shall use safeguards to provide business continuity with 
regard to information assets that are significant to ensuring business continuity and restoration after 
interruption. 


Application of safeguards to ensure business continuity and restoration after interruption shall 
be based on relevant IS maintenance requirements. 


8.11.6. The plan for ensuring business continuity and restoration after interruption shall be 
coordinated with existing IS incident development procedures within the organisation. 


8.11.7. Procedures for regular testing of the plan for ensuring business continuity and 
restoration after interruption shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. Based on testing, the 
plan is to be adjusted appropriately as needed. The testing scenario shall be based on the threat and 
violator model existing within the RF BS organisation as well as on risk assessment results. 


8.11.8. A training and awareness improvement programme for employees with regard to 
ensuring business continuity and restoration after interruptions shall be implemented within the RF BS 
organisation. 


8.11.9. An RF BS organisation shall define roles for the development of the plan to ensure 
business continuity and restoration after interruption, and persons responsible for the performance of 
these roles shall be appointed. 


8.12. Requirements for information security monitoring and safeguard oversight 


8.12.1. Procedures for IS monitoring and oversight of safeguards, including monitoring of 
configuration parameters and settings of protection tools and mechanisms, shall be defined, executed 
and recorded. Performance of the above procedures shall be managed by the IS service and shall 
cover all safeguards included in the ISS which have been implemented and are in operation. 


8.12.2. Procedures for gathering and storage of information about actions of RF BS organisation 
employees, events and parameters related to safeguard operation shall be specified, executed, 
recorded and monitored. 


8.12.3. Information about all incidents detected during IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
shall be considered within the framework of performance of IS incident information storage 
procedures. 


8.12.4. Procedures for IS monitoring and safeguard control shall be subject to regular recorded 
revisions due to changes in the scope and methods of safeguard application and identification of new 
IS threats and vulnerabilities and on the basis of data on IS incidents. 


8.12.5. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with the performance of procedures 
for IS monitoring and safeguard oversight and revision of these procedures, and persons responsible 
for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 
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8.13. Requirements for information security self-assessment 


8.13.1. IS self-assessment is carried out by the organisation's own personnel and on the 
initiative of the management of the RF BS organisation. 


8.13.2. IS self-assessment shall be consistent with Bank of Russia Standard STO BR IBBS-1.2, 
'Information Security Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. 
Methodology for Assessing the Conformity of the Information Security of Organisations in the Banking 
System of the Russian Federation to STO BR IBBS-1.0'. IS self-assessment should be organised in 
accordance with Bank of Russia Standardisation Recommendations RS BR IBBS-2.1, 'Information 
Security Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. Guidelines 
for Self-Assessment of Conformity of the Information Security of Organisations in the Banking System 
of the Russian Federation to STO BR IBBS-1.0'. 


8.13.3. The IS self-assessment programme to be established and implemented shall contain 
information necessary for IS self-assessment planning and management and the monitoring, analysis 
and improvement of these processes as well as provision of resources required for conducting 
effective and successful IS self-assessments within the predetermined time frame. 


8.13.4. The following procedures shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored: 
 


— generation, collection and storage of IS self-assessment evidence 
— observation of the frequency of IS self-assessment 
— storage and distribution of IS self-assessment results. 


8.13.5. A self-assessment plan shall be established for each IS self-assessment carried out 
within the RF BS organisation; it shall specify: 


— the purpose of IS self-assessment 
— facilities and activities subject to IS self-assessment 
— procedure and time frames for IS self-assessment measures 
— distribution of roles among BS organisation employees in connection with IS self-assessment. 


 


8.13.6. Reports shall be prepared based on IS self-assessments. IS self-assessment results and 
relevant reports shall be submitted to the management of the RF BS organisation. 


8.13.7. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with the execution of the IS self-
assessment programme, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be 
appointed. 


8.14. Requirements for information security auditing 


8.14.1. IS auditing within an RF BS organisation shall be consistent with the following Bank of 
Russia standards: STO BR IBBS-1.1, 'Information Security Maintenance of Organisations in the 
Banking System of the Russian Federation. Information Security Audit' and STO BR IBBS-1.2 
'Information Security Maintenance of Organisations in the Banking System of the Russian Federation. 
Methodology for Assessing the Conformity of the Information Security of Organisations in the Banking 
System of the Russian Federation to STO BR IBBS-1.0'. 


8.14.2. The IS auditing programme to be established and implemented shall contain the 
information necessary for IS audit planning and management and the monitoring, analysis and 
improvement of these processes as well as provision of resources required for conducting effective 
and successful IS audits within the predetermined time frame. 


8.14.3. An audit plan shall be established for each IS audit carried out within the RF BS 
organisation; it shall specify: 


 


— the purpose of the IS audit 
— IS audit criteria 
— the scope of the IS audit 
— the date and duration of the IS audit 
— audit team members 
— a description of audit activities and events 
— allocation of resources during the audit. 


8.14.4. An RF BS organisation shall conclude contracts with auditing organisations, and 
procedures shall be established for: 


— storage, access and use of materials obtained during an IS audit; 
— interaction with the auditing organisation during the IS audit; 
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— interaction between the audit team and the management, enabling audit team representatives 
to contact the management directly as needed; 


— arrangement of employee interviews; 
— arrangement of observation of activities performed by RF BS organisation employees by 


representatives of the auditing organisation. 
 


8.14.5. Reports shall be prepared based on the audit. Audit results and relevant reports shall 
be submitted to the management. 


8.14.6. Procedures for storage, access and use of materials obtained during audits (in 
particular, audit reports) shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


8.14.7. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with the management of 
execution of audit programmes and plans for individual audits, and persons responsible for the 
performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.15. Requirements for analysis of the operation of the Information Security Provision 
System 


8.15.1. Procedures for ISPS operation analysis shall be specified, executed, recorded and 
monitored using: 


— results of IS monitoring and safeguard oversight; 
— information about IS incidents; 
— results of IS audits and IS self-assessments; 
— data on threats, potential violators and IS vulnerabilities; 
— data on changes within the RF BS organisation (eg, data on changes in processes and 


technologies implemented within the framework of the main process flow; changes in internal 
documents of the RF BS organisation); 


— data on changes outside the RF BS organisation (eg, data on changes in the legislation of the 
Russian Federation; changes in requirements of the BSIS BR package; or changes in the 
contractual obligations of the organisation). 
8.15.2. ISPS operation analysis shall include: 


— analysis of compliance of the package of internal documents regulating IS maintenance 
activities within the RF BS organisation with the requirements of the legislation of the Russian 
Federation, requirements of Bank of Russia standards (in particular, the requirements of this 
standard) and contractual requirements of the organisation 


— analysis of compliance of internal documents of low hierarchy levels which regulate IS 
maintenance activities within the RF BS organisation to the requirements of the IS policies of 
the RF BS organisation 


— evaluation of the IS risks of the organisation, including assessment of the level of residual and 
allowable risk, and assessment of the appropriateness of the threat model of the RF BS 
organisation to existing IS threats 


— checking the conformity of applied safeguards to requirements set out in internal documents of 
the RF BS organisation and risk assessment results 


— analysis of the absence of discontinuities in IS maintenance processes and lack of coordination 
in the use of safeguards. 
8.15.3. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with procedures for ISPS operation 


analysis, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.16. Requirements for analysis of the Information Security Provision System by the 
management of an organisation in the banking system of the Russian Federation 


8.16.1. An RF BS organisation shall define a list of documents or data required for preparation 
of information provided to the management for conducting of ISPS analysis. In particular, this list shall 
include: 


— reports on results of IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
— reports on results of ISPS operation analysis 
— reports on results of IS audits 
— reports on results of IS self-assessments 
— documents containing information about ways and methods of protection, safeguards or 


procedures for their application which could be used to improve ISPS operation 
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— documents containing information about both new and detected IS vulnerabilities and threats 
— documents containing information about actions taken based on previous ISPS analyses 


performed by the management 
— documents containing information about changes that could affect the organisation of the ISPS 


(eg, changes in the legislation of the Russian Federation and/or in provisions of Bank of Russia 
standards) 


— documents containing information about detected IS incidents 
— documents confirming the performance of required IS maintenance activities (eg, execution of 


risk handling plans) 
— documents confirming the fulfilment of requirements related to business continuity and 


restoration after interruption. 
 


8.16.2. An RF BS organisation shall have an ISPS monitoring and analysis plan. In particular, 
this plan shall contain provisions on meetings at the management level during which IS problems 
affecting the business of the RF BS organisation are sought out and analysed. 


8.16.3. An RF BS organisation shall define roles associated with the preparation of information 
required for ISPS analysis by the management, and persons responsible for the performance of these 
roles shall be appointed. 


8.17. Requirements for decision-making on tactical improvements of the Information 
Security Provision System1 


8.17.1. To make decisions associated with tactical ISPS improvements, the following results 
should be considered, among others: 


— IS audits 
— IS self-assessments 
— IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
— ISPS operation analysis 
— IS incident handling 
— detection of new IS threats and vulnerabilities 
— risk assessment 
— analysis of the list of safeguards that may be applied 
— strategic ISPS improvements 
— ISPS analysis by the management 
— analysis of successful IS practices (the organisation's own or those of other organisations). 


8.17.2. Decisions on tactical ISPS improvements shall be recorded and either shall contain 
conclusions concerning lack of necessity for tactical ISPS improvements, or areas of tactical ISPS 
improvements shall be specified in the form of corrective or preventive actions, eg: 


— revision of procedures for performance of certain types of IS provision activities 
— revision of procedures for operation of certain types of safeguards 
— revision of procedures for incident detection and handling 
— updating of the list of information assets 
— revision of the personnel training and awareness improvement programme 
— revision of the plan for ensuring business continuity and restoration after interruption 
— revision of risk handling plans 
— imposition of sanctions against personnel 
— revision of procedures for IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
— revision of audit programmes 
— adjustment of relevant internal documents regulating procedures for performance of IS 


maintenance activities and safeguard operation 
— introduction of new safeguards or replacement of safeguards used. 


8.17.3. Activities associated with the implementation of tactical improvements shall be 
recorded. Tactical ISPS improvement implementation plans and documents containing the results of 
the execution of such plans shall be established. 


                                                      
1 Tactical ISPS improvements should include corrective or preventive actions associated with the revision of certain procedures for the 
performance of ISPS-related activity within the RF BS organisation which do not require any revision of the IS policy or special IS policies of the 
RF BS organisation. As a rule, tactical ISPS improvements do not require any activity to be performed within the framework of the ISMS Plan 
phase. 
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8.17.4. Activities associated with the implementation of ISPS improvements shall be 
authorised and monitored by the management of the IS service of an RF BS organisation. 


8.17.5. Procedures for coordination and notification of stakeholders regarding tactical ISPS 
improvements (in particular, changes related to IS maintenance, responsibility in the field of IS and IS 
maintenance requirements) shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


8.17.6. When decisions are made regarding tactical ISPS improvements, roles shall be 
defined, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


8.18. Requirements for decision-making on strategic improvements of the Information 
Security Provision System1 


8.18.1. To make decisions associated with strategic ISPS improvements, the following results 
should be considered, among others: 


— IS audits 
— IS self-assessments 
— IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
— ISPS operation analysis 
— IS incident handling 
— identification of new information assets of the RF BS organisation or their types 
— detection of new IS threats and vulnerabilities 
— risk assessment 
— revision of basic IS risks 
— ISPS analysis by the management 
— analysis of successful practices in the area of IS (the organisation's own or those of other 


organisations) and amendments: 
— in the legislation of the Russian Federation; 
— in Bank of Russia regulations (in particular, the requirements of this standard); 
— the business interests, aims and objectives of the RF BS organisation; 
— contractual obligations of the RF BS organisation. 


8.18.2. Decisions on strategic ISPS improvements shall be recorded and either shall contain 
conclusions concerning lack of necessity for strategic ISPS improvements, or areas of strategic ISPS 
improvements shall be specified in the form of corrective or preventive actions, eg: 


— clarifying/reviewing IS goals and objectives defined within IS policy or special IS policies of the 
RF BS organisation 


— change in the scope of the ISPS 
— revision of threat and violator models 
— change of approaches to IS risk assessment and criteria for IS risk acceptance. 


 


8.18.3. Any activities related to the implementation of strategic improvements shall be 
recorded. Strategic ISPS improvement implementation plans and documents containing the results of 
the execution of such plans shall be established. 


8.18.4. Activities associated with the implementation of strategic ISPS improvements shall be 
coordinated by the IS service, authorised and monitored by the management of the RF BS 
organisation. 


8.18.5. In the case of strategic ISPS improvements, corresponding tactical ISPS 
improvements shall be implemented for all required IS maintenance procedures, safeguards used and 
relevant internal documents. In particular, the following shall be done: 


 


— development of tactical ISPS improvement plans 
— updating of risk handling plans 
— updating of the safeguards implementation programme 
— updating of procedures for use of safeguards. 


8.18.6. Procedures for coordination and notification of stakeholders regarding strategic ISPS 
improvements (in particular, changes related to IS maintenance, responsibility in the field of IS and IS 
maintenance requirements) shall be defined, executed, recorded and monitored. 


                                                      
1 Strategic ISPS improvements include corrective or preventive actions associated with the revision of the IS policy and special IS policies of the 
RF BS organisation, to be followed by relevant tactical ISPS improvements. Strategic ISPS improvements always require performance of activities 
within the framework of the ISMS Plan phase. 
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8.18.7. When decisions are made regarding strategic ISPS improvements, roles shall be 
defined, and persons responsible for the performance of these roles shall be appointed. 


9. Checking and Assessment of the Information 
Security of Organisations in the Banking System of 


the Russian Federation 
9.1. IS within RF BS organisations is to be checked and assessed through the following 


processes: 
— IS monitoring and safeguard oversight 
— IS self-assessment 
— IS auditing 
— ISPS operation analysis (including that conducted by the management). The above processes 


form part of the ISMS Check group of processes; the requirements 
for such processes are specified in Section 8 of this standard. 
9.2. The main objectives of IS monitoring and safeguard oversight within the RF BS organisation 


are effective and continuous observation; gathering, analysis and processing of data based on 
predetermined aims. Such analysis aims may include: 


— monitoring of implementation of provisions concerning IS maintenance within the RF BS 
organisation 


— identification of inappropriate (including malicious) actions in the CBS of the organisation 
— IS incident detection. 


Safeguards are monitored and controlled by RF BS organisation personnel in charge of IS. 
Requirements for safeguard monitoring and oversight within the RF BS organisation are 


specified in Section 8.12 of this standard. 
9.3. IS self-assessment is recommended when preparing for an IS audit. 
9.4. IS auditing carried out by independent auditing organisations external to the RF BS 


organisation is one form of checking and assessment (or monitoring) of how the RF BS organisation is 
fulfilling the requirements of this standard. 


IS auditing is performed both for the RF BS organisation's own purposes and to enhance 
confidence in the RF BS organisation from other organisations. 


Organisations qualified and experienced in the assessment of IS conformity with the 
requirements of this standard should be brought in as auditing organisations. 


9.5. ISPS operation is analysed by RF BS organisation personnel in charge of IS provision and 
by the management, including on the basis of documents or data prepared for the management. 


The main objectives of ISPS operation analysis are as follows: 
— assessment of ISPS effectiveness 
— assessment of ISPS conformity with requirements set out in the legislation of the Russian 


Federation and Bank of Russia standards 
— assessment of ISPS appropriateness to both existing and potential IS threats 
— assessment of adherence to IS principles and fulfilment of IS maintenance requirements stated 


in the IS policy of the RF BS organisation and in other internal documents of the RF BS 
organisation. 
Results obtained during ISPS operation analysis are, among other things, the basis for ISPS 


improvement. 
9.6. This standard does not require the obtaining of a license for technical protection of 


confidential information (restricted access information) when conducting security maintenance 
measures in special ISPDs for the in-house needs of RF BS organisations, nor does it require ISPD 
certification. Where the standard is put into force in an RF BS organisation, the said requirements are 
not mandatory when a package of measures are conducted to ensure the security of personal data in 
ISPD of RF BS organisations. 


9.7. A license of the Federal Security Service of Russia shall be obtained by an RF BS 
organisation in accordance with the requirements set out in the legislation of the Russian Federation. 


9.8. IS conformity assessment in the form of an IS audit or IS self-assessment is to be carried 
out by an RF BS organisation at least once every two years. 
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INTRODUCTION 


 


The Guidelines for the Advancement of Information Security in the Financial Sector for 


2019–2021 (hereinafter, the Guidelines) set priority goals and objectives for improving 


information security and cyber resilience, including the following: 


• information security and cyber resilience to enhance the financial stability of each financial 


market organisation; 


• operational reliability and business continuity of credit and financial institutions; 


• countering cyber attacks, including with the use of innovative financial technologies; and 


• protection of financial service consumers’ rights. 


The Guidelines describe the prerequisites for and trends in the development of information 


security in the Russian financial sector, the Bank of Russia’s objectives and priority activities in 


the area of information security and cyber resilience, as well as measures to be taken in this area. 


The measures stipulated in the Guidelines were developed, among other things, to 


implement a range of particular objectives as part of the federal projects of the Digital Economy 


of the Russian Federation national programme approved by Minutes No. 8, dated 6 May 2019, 


of the meeting of the presidium of the Governmental Commission for Digital Development and 


Using Information Technology for Improving the Quality of Life and Conditions of Doing 


Business. 


The Guidelines build on the following documents: 


 Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation, approved by Decree of the 


Russian President No. 646, dated 5 December 2016; 


 Strategy for the Development of the Information Society in the Russian Federation for 


2017–2030, approved by Decree of the Russian President No. 203, dated 9 May 2017; 


 Economic Security Strategy of the Russian Federation, approved by Decree of the Russian 


President No. 208, dated 13 May 2017; 


 Guidelines for the Development of the Russian Financial Market in 2019–2021; 


 Guidelines for Financial Technology Development in 2018–2020; 


 Priority Areas of the Bank of Russia’s International Activities in 2019–2021. 


The Guidelines are in line with global experience and best practices applied in the area of 


financial market information security and information security risk (cyber risk) management. 


They were developed based on the experience of such institutions as the US National Institute 


of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), the 


European Banking Authority (EBA), the International Organization of Securities Commissions 


(IOSCO), the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) and the Basel 


Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS). 
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PREREQUISITES AND TRENDS 


 


Digital transformation creates multiple benefits for financial service consumers and, 


inherently increases the quality and speed of and the opportunities for interaction between 


financial service consumers and financial institutions, while causing additional risks.  


The rise in cyber crime, primarily in the credit and financial sector, is a global trend that 


requires coordinated efforts by regulators, law enforcement agencies, credit and financial 


institutions and financial service consumers.  


Large-scale cyber attacks inflict material economic damage, affect geopolitical relations and 


decrease the level of confidence in the internet. 


Cyber attacks on digital financial systems can provoke a financial crisis. 


The World Economic Forum’s 2018 Global Risks Report defines cyber attacks as a type of 


global technological risk.  


As a global trend, there has been an increase in financial losses from cyber attacks and a 


disruption of the integrity and continuity of operations, including in the financial market (17% 


of all cyber attacks occur in the financial sector). The elaborate methods, techniques and 


instruments used to commit cyber attacks demand that regulators take flexible and prompt action 


and use innovative digital technologies and work methods. 


The USA, Canada, Singapore, Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Japan, the UK and Austria 


are the countries best prepared to counter cyber attacks, which makes them the most attractive 


to financial service consumers and accelerates their economic development. 


The key risks in the credit and financial area are as follows: 


 financial losses of clients (financial service consumers) undermining confidence in modern 


financial technologies; 


 financial losses of individual financial institutions that may have a material negative 


(critical) impact on their financial standing; 


 disruption of the operational reliability and continuity of financial services causing 


reputational damage and growing social tension; 


 a potential systemic crisis in the case of information security incidents in institutions that 


are critical to the financial market. 


The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) set the following 


criteria for the proper functioning of critical financial market infrastructure: 


– the capability to restore operations within two hours after disruption; and 


– the capability to perform settlements on due dates and to ensure the completeness of 


transactions. 


According to the Bank of Russia’s Financial Sector Computer Emergency Response Team 


(Bank of Russia’s FinCERT),1 in 2018 unauthorised transactions in corporate accounts 


amounted to 1.469 billion rubles (vs nearly 1.57 billion rubles in 2017, nearly 1.89 billion rubles 


in 2016 and nearly 3.7 billion rubles in 2015). 


In 2018, unauthorised transactions with the use of payment cards2 issued by Russian credit 


institutions carried out in Russia and abroad totalled 1.384 billion rubles (vs 0.961 billion rubles 


in 2017, 1.08 billion rubles in 2016 and 1.14 billion rubles in 2015).3 


                                           
1 According to the data of the mandatory reporting on information security incidents officially submitted by credit institutions 


to the Bank of Russia and the data obtained within the information exchange organised by the Bank of Russia’s FinCERT. 
2 Hereinafter, payment cards comprise settlement, credit and prepaid cards.  
3 According to the data of the reporting on unauthorised payment card transactions submitted by credit institutions to the 


Bank of Russia. The increase in the amount of losses inflicted by unauthorised transactions was due to the higher reliability 
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In 2018, such transactions accounted for 0.0018% of the total amount of transactions with 


the use of payment cards issued by Russian credit institutions4 (1.8 kopecks per 1,000 rubles of 


money transferred). 


Meanwhile, the maximum allowable percentage of unauthorised money transfers stipulated 


by the European Banking Authority (EBA) equals 0.005% (5 euro cents per 1,000 euros of 


money transferred). 


No incidents leading to critical damage in systemically important credit and financial 


institutions have been registered in the Russian Federation. However, there was a number of 


incidents disrupting the continuity of financial services and, consequently, causing a growth in 


social tension. Information security incidents in small and medium-sized financial institutions 


may result in the termination of their business. 


According to the findings of the analysis of attempted thefts of credit institutions’ funds, the 


amount of funds exposed to the risk of theft is comparable to the average daily balance of a 


credit institution’s correspondent account opened with the Bank of Russia, plus the average daily 


receipts into the given correspondent account.  


For small and medium-sized financial institutions, this amount of funds is often comparable 


to their equity (capital). 


Prerequisites for a greater importance of the development of information security in the 


Russian financial market are formed by the following trends: 


 the development speed of the digital financial service sector for promoting the convenience 


and quality of such services in order to improve the competitiveness; 


 the proactive stance of the country’s leadership regarding the creation of a digital 


ecosystem promoting the development of financial technologies; 


 the increased importance of the protection of financial service consumers’ rights against 


financial losses and, consequently, a greater confidence in the Russian financial system; 


 the integration of information security risk (cyber risk) indicators in the list of key risks of 


financial institutions; and 


 the growing scale of cyber crime, primarily in credit and finance. 


The development of the digital environment is inextricably linked to the application of 


continuously emerging breakthrough and advanced digital technologies. 


The key digital technology-based infrastructure projects for which the Bank of Russia sets 


information security requirements in the first place are as follows:  


 remote identification platform (Unified Biometric System); 


 Faster Payments System; 


 Marketplace platform; 


 digital customer profile. 


In the future, the digital transformation will cause major alterations in financial service 


technologies. Therefore, guided by the global development trends, the Bank of Russia should 


elaborate new approaches to ensuring the financial ecosystem’s information security and cyber 


resilience in the following conditions: 


 changes in the system architecture (use of distributed ledger technology); 


 remote access to financial services and wide usage of mobile technologies; 


                                           
of the data provided in the reporting forms and the formation of an organisational and legal foundation for the prompt data 


exchange. 
4 According to the data of the reporting on payment cards and electronic funds submitted by credit institutions to the Bank of 


Russia.  
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 application of new advanced technologies for information security and cyber resilience 


purposes (Big Data, artificial intelligence); 


 the Internet of Things as an element of the payment space. 
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THE BANK OF RUSSIA’S OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITY ACTIVITIES IN 


INFORMATION SECURITY 


 


The Bank of Russia’s Guidelines stipulate the following objectives in the information 


security and cyber resilience area.  


1) Cyber resilience: 


 ensuring that the credit and financial sector can guarantee financial stability and operational 


reliability in the case of cyber attacks, including the operational reliability and continuity of 


financial and banking services; 


 controlling the levels of risk of information security incidents; 


 controlling the amount of unauthorised banking and financial transactions; 


 monitoring and prevention of and prompt response to cyber attacks against credit and 


financial institutions. 


2) Protection of financial service consumers’ rights by monitoring financial loss indicators. 


3) Promoting the development of innovative financial technologies by controlling the levels 


of risk of information security incidents and ensuring adequate information security. 


To achieve the above objectives, the Bank of Russia established its Information Security 


Department which, among other things, performs the functions of the Competence Centre for 


Information Security in Finance. 


The Competence Centre elaborates the methodology for, and ensures the advancement of 


information security in the credit and financial sector with account for global trends in the 


following major areas: 


1) Standardisation: 


  development of information security and cyber resilience standards (including GOST 


standards) and organisation of the work of Subcommittee No. 1 of Technical Committee No. 122 


‘Financial (Banking) Transaction Standards’ of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating 


and Metrology; 


 ensuring the participation of Bank of Russia standardisation experts in the work of 


international organisations. 


2) Interdepartmental communications on information security issues. 


3) National programme ‘Digital Economy of the Russian Federation’: 


 engagement of the Bank of Russia’s Financial Sector Computer Emergency Response 


Team (FinCERT) as a leader in the implementation of the Digital Economy of the Russian 


Federation national programme in the Information Security domain and in countering cyber 


attacks; 


 participation in the integrated system for combating cyber threats and in preparations for 


countering cyber attacks in the credit and financial sector; 


 elaboration of information security requirements for innovative technologies; 


 engagement in the development of the import substitution programme and in the analysis 


of the risk associated with the usage of foreign-made infrastructure components. 


4) Supervision over the information security risk (cyber risk) level in credit and non-bank 


financial institutions and national payment system participants. 


5) Countering the dissemination in the credit and financial sector of information on illegal 


market players’ operations and services. 


6) Building an environment for promoting a culture of information security and cyber 


hygiene in credit and finance. 
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GENERAL 


 


The Bank of Russia’s activities in the information security and cyber resilience area (area of 


regulation) encompass the following entities:5 


 credit institutions conducting banking operations; 


 financial institutions carrying out financial transactions in accordance with Article 76 of 


Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation 


(Bank of Russia)’; 


 national payment system participants carrying out money transfers, 


as well as the following objects: 


 innovative financial technologies. 


The general principle for credit and financial institutions’ information security and cyber 


resilience is to ensure information security at the following levels: 


 security of infrastructure, or the infrastructure level, 


 security of application software, or the application level, 


 security of data processing technologies, or the data technology level, 


as well as the logging of actions and operations (transactions). 


The fundamental principles are to be implemented based on the following methodological 


approaches: 


₋ at the infrastructure level – the application of the package of the state standards elaborated 


by Subcommittee No. 1 of Technical Committee No. 122 ‘Financial (Banking) Transaction 


Standards’; 


₋ at the application level – control for the absence of software vulnerabilities, including those 


associated with programming bugs; 


₋ at the data technology level – ensuring the integrity and authenticity of information 


processed; 


₋ action and operation logging to the extent sufficient for supervision purposes, data 


exchange for countering cyber attacks and follow-up activities of law enforcement 


authorities. 


 


 


  


                                           
5 Except Bank of Russia divisions. 
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LEGAL REGULATION 


 


To ensure information security in the financial market, it is necessary to build a legal 


framework comprising, among other things, the Bank of Russia’s powers to take part in 


organising information security and to establish regulatory requirements for financial market 


participants.  


The legal framework for ensuring information security in the financial market shall 


guarantee the predictability of the exercise of the Bank of Russia’s powers and the predictability 


of supervision over financial market participants’ compliance with the requirements. 


As of now, pursuant to the Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation 


approved by Decree of the Russian President No. 646, dated 5 December 2016, the Bank of 


Russia is the authority providing the organisational basis for the Russian information security 


system, and credit and financial institutions are participants in the system. 


In accordance with Articles 57.4 and 76.4-1 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, 


‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended) (hereinafter, 


the Law on the Bank of Russia), the Bank of Russia, upon coordination with the Federal Security 


Service of Russia and the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control of Russia, sets 


information protection requirements for: 


 credit institutions in banking operations; 


 non-bank financial institutions carrying out operations in financial markets provided for by 


Part 1, Article 76.1 of the Law on the Bank of Russia. 


Article 27 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ dated 27 June 2011 ‘On the National Payment 


System’ obliges money transfer operators, bank payment agents (subagents), payment system 


operators and payment infrastructure service operators to ensure information protection when 


they transfer funds.  


The Law on the Bank of Russia establishes the regulatory powers of the Bank of Russia in 


the information security and information protection area, as regards: 


 transferring funds and conducting banking and financial operations; 


 maintaining a database on actual and attempted unauthorised money transfers; 


 information exchange between credit and financial institutions and the Bank of Russia’s 


FinCERT in accordance with Parts 6 and 7, Article 27 of Federal Law No. 161-FZ dated 27 June 


2011 ‘On the National Payment System’ (as amended). 


Proportionate regulation in the information security and cyber resilience area is expected to 


be delivered as follows: 


1) Detection on the internet of websites used to commit fraud in credit and finance and 


restriction of financial service consumers’ access to such websites to the extent stipulated by the 


Constitution of the Russian Federation and federal laws, which requires the Bank of Russia to 


have the powers to: 


Block on the internet: 


 phishing websites; 


 websites where financial services are offered and/or rendered by subjects not entitled to 


provide them according to the applicable laws; 


 websites used to disseminate information about financial pyramid schemes raising funds 


and other assets from individuals and legal entities. 


 Block malware websites on the internet through pre-judicial processes. 


 2) Countering fraud in finance through the creation of a single channel for 


telecommunications providers and banks and non-bank financial institutions, including 



consultantplus://offline/ref=210AA3DCA1C1E73792E0EF1180E27BB5352BA6F150A871D3FB5743894120D132508656F3A7348223CAD76B8B2D330BC606D335CBF9g2SFG
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microfinance organisations, to exchange data on mobile devices and mobile subscribers (which 


is important, for instance, when a SIM card or mobile number owner changes or when a mobile 


device is suspected to have been infected). 


3) As part of the efforts aimed at improving the mechanisms of using enhanced certified 


digital signatures and the laws governing certification centres’ activities, the Bank of Russia is 


developing comprehensive proposals for building a single system of certification centres in 


credit and finance where the Bank of Russia’s certification centre will become the lead centre 


for the entire financial market.  


4) Creating conditions for the safe turnover of digital financial assets through the 


establishment of proportionate requirements for information security and information protection 


in this area. The proportion of the information protection requirements set by the Bank of Russia 


will depend on the level of risks, the scope and nature of operations carried out by credit and 


financial institutions, and the level and combination of risks inherent in their business. 


5) The coordination of financial market participants’ activities for implementing the 


measures of the federal projects within the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation national 


programme aimed at elaborating approaches to regulating the requirements for the application 


of digital technologies in the financial market with account for safety requirements (e.g., digital 


financial assets, artificial intelligence, Big Data, cyber physical systems, distributed ledger 


platforms, etc.) are separate areas within the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation national 


programme. 
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ENSURING THE INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBER RESILIENCE OF 


INFRASTRUCTURE 


 


Ensuring the security and resilience of computing infrastructure is an infrastructure-related 


task which is intended to be addressed through applying the package of the state standards being 


elaborated by Subcommittee No. 1 of Technical Committee No. 122 ‘Financial (Banking) 


Transaction Standards’.6 


The level of protection of credit and financial institutions’ computing infrastructure 


(ecosystem) is planned to be assessed in a comprehensive way for each category of entities 


supervised by the Bank of Russia, with account for the type and scope (proportionate regulation) 


of their business.7 In addition, it is planned to legally oblige financial institutions to submit to 


the Bank of Russia their data on the amount of unauthorised transactions as a ratio of the total 


amount of transactions. In calculating this figure, they shall not take into account transactions 


carried out without a client’s consent in the cases provided for by federal laws or Bank of Russia 


regulations, nor by contract. 


The Bank of Russia develops requirements for assessing the protection level within the 


elaboration of the information security methodology. 


The methodological basis for information protection at the infrastructure level is the package 


of the following state standards: 


 RM domain – ‘Cyber Attack Risk Management’; 


 IP domain – ‘Information Protection at Financial Institutions’; 


 IM&SA domain – ‘Information Security Incident Management and Cyber Situation 


Awareness’; 


 OR domain – ‘Ensuring Operational Reliability’; 


 MO domain – ‘Cyber Attack Risk Management in Outsourcing and Outsourced 


Information Services’. 


The methodology is being elaborated to enhance the set of the sectoral documents 


establishing the information security and cyber risk management requirements in order to build 


the fundamentals for the efforts of the Bank of Russia and credit and financial institutions in 


combating urgent information security threats, cyber attacks and cyber crime. 


The core information security and information protection principles stipulated in the 


package of the state standards are as follows: 


 mandatory application of the standardisation documents being drawn up by the Bank of 


Russia; 


 implementation of a risk-focused approach to ensuring the compliance with the state 


standards; 


 usage of the FinCERT’s services to coordinate credit and financial institutions’ activities 


and increase their cyber resilience. 


                                           
6 Order of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 1759, dated 21 August 2017, ‘On Organising the 


Work of the Technical Standardisation Committee ‘Financial (Banking) Transaction Standards’. 
7 In accordance with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 683-P, dated 17 April 2019, ‘On Mandatory Requirements for Credit 


Institutions to Ensure Data Protection in Banking to Counter Unauthorised Funds Transfers’ and Bank of Russia Regulation 


No. 684-P, dated 17 April 2019, ‘On Mandatory Requirements for Non-bank Financial Institutions to Ensure Data Protection 


in Operations in Financial Markets to Counter Illegal Financial Transactions’, credit institutions and non-bank financial 


institutions must comply with the mandatory requirements for information protection in accordance with National Standard 


of the Russian Federation GOST R 57580.1-2017 ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. Information Protection of 


Financial Organisations. Basic Set of Organisational and Technical Measures’ (approved by Order of the Federal Agency on 


Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 822-st, dated 8 August 2017) to come into force on 1 January 2021. 
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The main instrument of the package of the sectoral documents on information security at the 


infrastructure level will be the GOST R Standard ‘Security of Financial (Banking) Operations. 


Information Security Risk Management. General Provisions’ that will stipulate: 


 the corporate governance framework for ensuring information security and cyber 


resilience; 


 the scope and content of processes and key activities for ensuring information security in 


all domains; 


 a common (uniform) terminology to be used in all sectoral documents on information 


security; 


 classification of information security levels (protection levels) – classification of the scope 


and content of the information security requirements and measures for their fulfilment. 


Three protection levels are expected to be established – minimal, standard and increased. 


The protection level for a particular financial institution type is to be set with account for: 


 the activity type of a financial institution, the range of its financial services, its business 


processes and/or technological processes; 


 the amount of financial transactions; 


 the importance of a financial institution for the financial market and the national payment 


system. 


The target indicator for the accomplishment of the standardisation stages is the formalisation 


in 2021 of a complete package of the state standards. 
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ENSURING THE INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBER RESILIENCE OF 


APPLICATION SOFTWARE 


 


To ensure control for the absence of software vulnerabilities, including those associated with 


programming bugs which may enable successful cyber attacks, it is critical to create 


organisational and technical conditions for financial institutions to analyse vulnerabilities in the 


software they use to transfer funds (or conduct other financial transactions) and to identify the 


software that should be analysed.  


The methodological basis for ensuring software security comprises: 


 the security profile currently being developed by the Bank of Russia for assessing 


vulnerabilities in banking applications used to transfer funds, which includes requirements for 


vulnerability analysis and control over undeclared features, within the methodology of National 


Standard of the Russian Federation GOST R ISO/MEK 15408-3-2013 ‘Information Technology. 


Security Techniques. Evaluation Criteria for IT Security. Part 3. Components of Confidence in 


Security’ approved by Order of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 


1340-st, dated 8 November 2013 ‘On Approving the National Standard’; 


 the use of the certification system of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control 


of Russia (test laboratories and certification authorities) to perform quality control of software 


provided by a credit institution or non-bank financial institution to its clients for conducting 


financial transactions and to analyse this software for vulnerabilities based on the provisions of 


the security profile; 


 building an ecosystem to analyse the protection level of the information infrastructure used 


to transfer funds that comprises entities with the required competencies and developers. 


The target indicators are as follows: 


 the certification system of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control of Russia 


shall be stipulated in laws and regulations as the system for performing software quality control; 


 completion of the security profile development; 


 creation of an ecosystem for analysing the information infrastructure protection level.  
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ENSURING THE INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBER RESILIENCE OF DATA 


TECHNOLOGIES 


 


The security of digital technology-enabled data processing is an objective that will be 


handled individually as applicable to each specific financial technology. 


The implementation of the security requirements for data technologies shall ensure the 


integrity and authenticity of the information being processed. 


The security requirements for data technologies used to transfer funds (or conduct other 


financial transactions) are as follows: 


 ensuring the integrity and authenticity of information at each data processing stage; 


 interaction with financial institutions’ clients; 


 logging of operations at all process stages, including for analysing data on risk levels at 


each process stage; 


 maintaining databases on information security incidents, including based on complaint 


management. 


The key technological measures for information security and information protection are as 


follows: 


 using electronic signature (cryptographic) tools; 


 implementing the dual control principle in processing protected information; 


 multi-factor client authentication, which includes the use of data encryption tools; 


 implementing mechanisms for clients to receive requests for additional confirmation of 


financial transactions. 


The target indicator is the time period for developing data technology security requirements 


for each particular new financial technology (no more than 1 month), with account for the 


application of a proactive (preventive) model. 
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ENSURING THE INFORMATION SECURITY AND CYBER RESILIENCE OF 


FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES 


 


Digital financial technologies promote the development of the financial market, better 


financial inclusion and higher competition, on the one hand, but they also involve new 


information security risks, on the other hand. As digital technologies evolve, new cyber threats 


emerge, requiring prompt and timely detection and assessment and the development of adequate 


measures to prevent them and mitigate potential consequences.  


Taking into account foreign best practices, the Bank of Russia is elaborating information 


security and operational reliability requirements for financial technologies for the following key 


domains and objectives in accordance with the Guidelines for Financial Technology 


Development in 2018–2020: 


1) Legal regulation on information security and operational reliability issues is established 


by the federal laws being drawn up. 


2) Building and enhancing the following elements of secure and resilient financial 


infrastructure: 


 remote identification platform; 


 Faster Payments System; 


 Marketplace platform; 


 financial transaction registration platform; 


 Bank of Russia payment system; 


 national payment card system; 


 financial messaging system; 


 cloud service platform; 


 distributed ledger technology-based platform. 


3) Scrutinising, analysing and developing information security requirements for the 


following financial technologies: 


 RegTech (regulatory technology), SupTech (supervision technology); 


 Big Data, Smart Data; 


 mobile technologies; 


 artificial intelligence, robotics and machine learning; 


 biometrics; 


 distributed ledger technology; 


 Open API. 


 


4) Expert assessment of projects within the Bank of Russia’s regulatory platform pursuant 


to Bank of Russia Order No. OD-846, dated 3 April 2018, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of 


Russia to Organise and Carry Out Modelling of Processes Related to the Provision (Application) 


of Innovative Products, Services and Technologies in Banking and Other Financial Market 


Areas’.  


The Bank of Russia carries out the validation of innovative financial technologies, products 


and services within its regulatory platform, taking into account the comprehensive analysis of 


information security risk (cyber risk) and how threat models emerge when these innovations are 


used. 


The key RegTech projects in the area of financial institutions’ information security and 


cyber resilience are as follows: 
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• Creation of a system (environment of confidence) for the independent assessment of 


compliance with the information protection requirements in money transfers (compliance 


assessment) through the accreditation of compliance assessment organisations and control over 


the quality of their work, primarily by the Bank of Russia. Compliance assessment involves an 


independent evaluation of the infrastructure and application protection level according to the 


universal package of the state standards. 


• Implementation of initiatives for the wide use of cryptography in the financial market to 


ensure the security of digital technology-enabled data processing in collaboration with the 


competent security agency.8  


• Exchanging data on cyber threats between credit and financial institutions by developing 


an information exchange with the Bank of Russia’s Financial Sector Computer Emergency 


Response Team and supporting the operation of the payment and financial transaction 


monitoring system. 


• Multi-factor authentication of financial institutions’ clients, which includes the use of data 


encryption tools, when conducting and confirming payment and financial transactions formed 


in an untrusted environment (an environment beyond the control of a financial institution). 


The key SupTech (supervision technology) projects in the area of financial institutions’ 


information security and cyber resilience are as follows: 


• Building the Bank of Russia’s anti-fraud system to monitor transactions in the Bank of 


Russia payment system, detect signs of money transfers not authorised by Bank of Russia 


payment system participants, deliver confirmation to participants and reveal signs of withdrawal 


of funds. 


• Supervision by the Bank of Russia over financial institutions’ compliance with the 


information security and cyber resilience requirements. Within this area, it is planned to legally 


oblige financial institutions to submit to the Bank of Russia their data on the amount of unlawful 


transactions not authorised by clients as a ratio of the total amount of transactions. Data 


collection as part of the assessment of compliance with the information security and cyber 


resilience requirements and the proactive identification of operational and financial stability 


indicators are the basic approach to remote supervision and, accordingly, to the evaluation of the 


information security risk (cyber risk) level. 


 


 


  


                                           
8 Within the implementation of the Information Security federal project, the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation 


national programme and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382-P, dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect 


Information Related to Funds Transfers and on the Procedures for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the 


Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers’. 
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STAFF TRAINING AND PROMOTION OF CONSUMER CONFIDENCE IN THE 


DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT  


 


Competent specialists possessing relevant knowledge and skills are required to establish up-


to-date information security requirements in the existing digital environment.  


However, staff training programmes and the level of staff qualification do not meet credit 


and financial institutions’ needs, and employees lack new basic digital competencies. 


In view of the above, the Bank of Russia is going to act as a connecting link between 


universities and credit and financial institutions so as to create adequate conditions for training 


new-generation information security specialists. 


Based on credit and financial institutions’ proposals within the implementation of the 


Information Security federal project and the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation national 


programme, the Bank of Russia plans to work out training areas and develop respective training 


programmes, namely to: 


• develop the professional standard ‘Information Security Specialist for Credit and Financial 


Institutions’; 


• assess credit and financial institutions’ needs for information security specialists; 


• elaborate proposals on amending the state higher education standards as regards training 


of information security specialists for credit and financial institutions; 


• develop the framework professional retraining programme ‘Ensuring Information Security 


at Credit and Financial Institutions’. 


In addition, the Bank of Russia intends to elaborate methodologies and programmes for 


certification of employees and heads of information security (cyber security) divisions both in-


person at the Bank of Russia University and remotely (using web-based remote access 


technologies). 


In order to raise the level of engagement of Bank of Russia security specialists and credit 


and financial institutions in the staff training process, the Bank of Russia plans to involve them 


in the educational process as lecturers of the specialised departments of leading higher education 


institutions. 


People’s confidence in the digital environment and personal cyber security in the digital 


world will be promoted as part of the improvement of financial literacy and basic cyber hygiene 


skills. The Bank of Russia is going to elaborate educational programmes for financial 


institutions’ representatives, students of higher education institutions, schools and other training 


organisations. 


Launching a cyber laboratory (cyber training ground) for on-site training of employees 


working in the credit and financial sector and the Bank of Russia. A cyber training ground is 


planned to be created as a platform for modelling credit and financial institutions’ infrastructure 


for emulating cyber attacks in order to work out preventive and counter measures and to carry 


out cyber security trainings. 


Consistent work aimed at improving people’s financial literacy, in particular at raising 


consumers’ awareness of the payment service security rules (hereinafter, digital financial 


literacy), is an objective of the Bank of Russia’s Information Security Department (Clause 


2.2.1.5 of the Regulation on the Information Security Department). People’s insufficient 


knowledge and skills in the area of safe usage of electronic payment tools and continuously 


emerging new ways to defraud citizens by deceit or abuse of trust for stealing their funds 


(hereinafter, social engineering) that are employed by malefactors to unlawfully gain access to 
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credit and financial institutions’ client accounts are the main reasons for a growing number and 


amount of unauthorised transactions.  


The Information Security Department is an information and coordination hub for the 


processes and measures aimed at enhancing people’s digital financial literacy and, in order to 


address this task, it engages other Bank of Russia divisions and market players, as well as 


competent federal executive authorities in charge of awareness raising measures, social 


protection and law enforcement. 
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 


 


Global cyber security threats require nations to join their efforts as long as these threats are 


cross-border, disrupt existing business models and cause new challenges in international 


economic relations.  


The Bank of Russia stipulates its competent participation in the development of an up-to-


date agenda meeting Russia’s interests as a key goal within the international cooperation in the 


area of information security and cyber resilience. 


The main objectives comprise cyber threat data exchange, assistance in the implementation 


of uniform standardised approaches to ensuring cyber security, as well as sharing the experience 


in the regulation and deployment of financial technologies. 


Despite geopolitical factors, the Bank of Russia takes part in the international cooperation 


enhancing and expanding it in the following domains: 


 Ensuring Bank of Russia experts’ involvement in international organisations’ cyber 


security efforts (‘Multilateral Cooperation’). The key sites are the International Organization for 


Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the International 


Telecommunication Union (ITU), the International Organization of Securities Commissions 


(IOSCO), the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the World Economic Forum (WEF), the 


Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI), the International Association of 


Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BIBS). The 


collaboration with the BRICS partners is also a promising area of cooperation. 


 Communication with foreign central (national) banks on the issues of sharing cyber threat 


information and enhancing the cyber security of financial services (‘Bilateral Cooperation’). The 


key partners of the Bank of Russia are the Bank of Italy, the Bank of Spain, the Central Bank of 


the Republic of Turkey and the National Cooperative Bank of India. 


 Communication with the regulators of the Eurasian Economic Union member states 


(‘Integration Cooperation’) in order to coordinate the efforts of the regulators’ security divisions 


in creating cyber incident response centres at the national banks of the EAEU member states and 


align the approaches to elaborating information security and cyber resilience requirements and 


developing the EAEU payment space and an environment of confidence. 


 Communication with international incident response teams, stress tests and cyber trainings 


(the global Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams, the European ATM Security Team, 


the Domain Name and IP Address Management Corporation, the global community of Computer 


Emergency Response Teams, the Computer Emergency Response Teams of Israel, Spain, the 


Nordic countries, Bulgaria, India, the Netherlands and Japan). 
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NATIONAL PROGRAMME ‘DIGITAL ECONOMY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION’ 


 


Efficient development of the financial market in the digital economy is only possible with 


mature infrastructure elements of the digital economy (information infrastructure and 


information security). 


Information security is a key area of the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation national 


programme. 


The main goal in this area is to ensure the appropriate protection of every person, the society 


and the country against internal and external information security threats. 


The Bank of Russia is the connecting link on information security issues between credit and 


financial institutions and the competent information security authorities (the Federal Security 


Service of Russia and the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control of Russia) and takes 


part in the implementation of the Information Security federal project in the following domains: 


 development of important payment systems and ensuring their information security and 


cyber resilience (including through using Russian cryptographic tools); 


 elaboration of approaches to ensuring information security and cyber resilience of 


innovative technologies (artificial intelligence, Big Data, cyber physical systems, distributed 


ledgers, the Internet of Things, etc.); 


 training of competent information security and cyber resilience specialists for credit and 


financial institutions. 


The use of Russian cryptographic technologies within the development of important 


payment systems and ensuring their information security and cyber resilience are a priority for 


the Bank of Russia.9  


For this purpose, the Bank of Russia, with the engagement of the Federal Security Service 


of Russia, credit institutions and national payment system participants, plans to: 


 address legal and administrative barriers hindering the wide use of cryptographic tools in 


the Russian financial market; 


 create money transfer process charts describing cryptographic algorithms, specifying 


cryptographic primitives, with account for the functioning of international payment systems; 


 develop cryptographic algorithms;  


 develop certified software and hardware according to the roadmap that enable the 


application of data encryption tools (DETs); 


 carry out certification of software and hardware for the compliance with the requirements 


of international payment systems; 


 establish a hardware and software testing centre. 


The Bank of Russia intends to improve the mechanisms of legal regulation of information 


security and cyber resilience of advanced technologies that were developed as part of the 


Information Security federal project within the Legal Regulation of the Digital Environment 


federal project of the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation national programme.  


 


 


                                           
9 In furtherance of Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4793-U, dated 7 May 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 


382-P, Dated 9 June 2012, ‘On the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers and on the Procedures 


for the Bank of Russia to Control the Compliance with the Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers’. 
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COMPETENCE CENTRE FOR INFORMATION SECURITY AND COUNTERING 


CYBER ATTACKS IN CREDIT AND FINANCE  


 


Pursuant to Resolution of the Security Council of the Russian Federation No. PR-73, dated 


15 January 2015, the Bank of Russia established its Financial Sector Computer Emergency 


Response Team – FinCERT of the Bank of Russia’s Information Security Department. 


The Bank of Russia’s FinCERT develops information security and cyber resilience as 


follows: 


1) Performs the functions of a sectoral segment of the State System for Detecting, Preventing 


and Eliminating Consequences of Computer Attacks on Information Resources of the Russian 


Federation (GosSOPKA). 


2) Organises and coordinates credit and financial institutions’ activities as the Competence 


Centre for Countering Cyber Attacks: 


 automated collection of information on all incidents in supervised entities; 


 efficient technical analysis and expert assessment, including computer inspections and 


reviews of malware; 


 prompt dissemination of information on incidents and incident response rules. 


3) Performs the functions of the Coordination Centre for Blocking Unauthorised Funds 


Transfers in the Bank of Russia payment system and in other payment systems. 


4) Blocks phishing resources and resources distributing malware, telephone numbers and 


SMS mailing lists used for fraudulent purposes. 


5) Collaborates with foreign central (national) banks (including of the EAEU member states) 


on cyber attack monitoring and response issues. 


6) Cooperates with global cyber attack response centres. 


7) Promotes financial literacy and cyber hygiene. 


8) Interacts with operators conducting transfers of digital financial assets. 


The target indicators are as follows: 


 


Target indicator 2018 2020 


Level of confidence10 60% 80% 


Ratio (percentage) of 


unauthorised financial 


transactions11 


0.005


% 


0.005


% 


                                           
10 To evaluate the level of client confidence, in December 2018, the FinCERT carried out a survey of credit institutions and 


their clients (hereinafter, the Survey). 


Credit institutions and their clients filled in questionnaires.  


Each credit institution filled in the questionnaire based on the data of at least 100 of its clients of the following categories:  


at least 20 questionnaires from legal entities;  


at least 20 questionnaires from individuals of all age groups (by age group: under 25 years old, 25–40 years old, 40–60 years 


old, and 60+ years old).  


The questionnaire for clients also contained the following question: ‘How confident are you (as a client of a credit institution) 


in the security of financial services you receive?’  


As long as clients were polled directly by credit institutions, the level of client confidence was calculated using an adjustment 


factor. 


The level of confidence in 2018 was 68.53%, which demonstrates a fairly high awareness of the security of applied electronic 


technologies and services and exceeds the target value for the indicator.  
11 The ratio (percentage) of unauthorised financial operations (transactions) is calculated as the ratio of unauthorised payment 


card transactions in the total amount of payment card transactions. 
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SUPERVISION 


 


The Bank of Russia exercises its control and supervision powers with account for the best 


world experience accumulated by international organisations, including the Financial Stability 


Board (FSB).12 


The general principles for control and supervision in the information security and cyber 


resilience area are as follows: 


1) Obtaining objective data (metrics, indicators) characterising the level of information 


security risk (cyber risk) for managing information security risk (cyber risk) in every credit and 


financial institution: 


 implementation of a compliance assessment system (independent assessment of supervised 


institutions for their compliance with the state standards: information protection, business 


continuity, risk management and outsourcing);  


 a system for assessing the quality of fulfilment of the software security requirements. This 


assessment is to be based on the analysis of vulnerabilities in software where vulnerabilities are 


critical (certification of client applications and front-end applications); 


 organising the collection of primary data characterising the level of financial transaction 


risk within the data collection technology and the application of the Big Data technology to 


proactively detect risk concentration points; 


 developing the methodology for and subsequent stipulation in laws and regulations of 


stress testing (cyber training) practices for credit and financial institutions. 


2) Developing the methodology for calculating minimum provisions for potential losses that 


might be caused by cyber risk incidents (e.g., additional requirements for credit institutions’ 


capital, independent guarantees and insurance). 


3) Obtaining objective data (metrics, indicators) on financial service consumers’ financial 


losses and elaboration, on the basis of those data, of a strategy for financial consumer rights 


protection. 


4) Assessing the financial stability of the Russian financial market in general based on the 


data on information security risks (cyber risks). 


Another role of the Bank of Russia is the global promotion of advanced techniques and 


approaches to elaborating the control (supervision) methodology in the information security and 


cyber resilience area. 


The target indicator is the compilation by 2021 of objective information on: 


 risk levels of individual credit and financial institutions; 


 the preparedness of individual credit and financial institutions to counteract cyber attacks 


(as regards addressing information security risk (cyber risk) and its financial coverage); 


 the preparedness of the credit and financial sector to counteract cyber threats by 


aggregating the data on risk levels of individual credit and financial institutions and the 


preparedness of each of them to counteract cyber attacks. 


                                           
12 Clauses 9 and 9.1, Article 4 of Federal Law No. 86-FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation 


(Bank of Russia)’ (general banking supervision, control and supervision over non-bank financial institutions’ activities); Part 


11, Article 14.1 of Federal Law No. 149-FZ, dated 27 July 2006, ‘On Information, Information Technology and Information 


Protection’ (control and supervision over the implementation by banks of organisational and technical measures ensuring 


personal data security when using the unified biometric system). 
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RESOLUTION BCB 85 OF APRIL 26, 2021 
 


Provides for the cyber security policy and the 
requirements for contracting services of data 
processing, data storage and cloud computing to be 
observed by payment institutions licensed by the 
Central Bank of Brazil. 


The Board of Directors of Central Bank of Brazil, in a meeting held on April 8, 2021, based on 
art. 9, on art. 10, and on art. 15 of Law 12,865 of October 9, 2013, and in view of art. 14 of Resolution 4,282 
November 4, 2013, 


R E S O L V E S: 


CHAPTER I 
ON THE OBJECT AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION 


Art. 1. This Resolution provides for the cyber security policy and the requirements for 
contracting services of data processing, data storage and cloud computing to be observed by payment 
institutions licensed by The Central Bank of Brazil. 


CHAPTER II 


ON THE CYBER SECURITY POLICY 


Section I 
On the Cyber Security Policy Implementation 


Art. 2. The payment institutions must implement and maintain a cyber security policy 
formulated according to principles and guidelines that seek to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of data and information systems used. 


Paragraph 1. The policy mentioned in the heading must be commensurate with:  


I – the institution’s size, risk profile and business model; 


II – the nature of operations and the complexity of the institution’s products, services, 
activities and processes; and 


III – the sensitivity of the data and information under the responsibility of the institution. 


 Paragraph 2. The payment institutions that are members of a prudential conglomerate may 
adopt a single cyber security policy of the prudential conglomerate, under the terms of the regulation in 
force, provided that it is compatible with the provisions established in this chapter. 


Paragraph 3. The payment institutions that decide not to constitute their own cyber security 
policy because of the discretion on paragraph 2 must formalize the option in a board’s meeting or, in case 
the board is nonexistent, in a senior management’s meeting 


Art. 3. The cyber security policy must comprise, at a minimum: 


I – the payment institution´s cyber security objectives; 
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II – the procedures and controls adopted to reduce the payment institution’s vulnerability 
to incidents and to address other cyber security objectives; 


III – the specific controls, including those directed at information traceability, aiming to 
ensure the security of sensitive information; 


IV – the record of incidents relevant to the payment institution’s activities, as well as the 
analysis of their cause and impact and the control of their effects; 


V – the guidelines to: 


a) the development of scenarios that reflect incidents considered in continuity tests of the 
payment services provided; 


b) the definition of procedures and controls directed at the prevention and treatment of 
incidents to be adopted by third party providers that handle sensitive data or information, or that are 
relevant for the payment institution’s operational activities; 


c) the classification of data and information according to their relevance; and 


d) the definition of parameters to be used in the assessment of the relevance of incidents; 


VI – the mechanisms for dissemination of a cyber security culture within the payment 
institutions, including: 


a) the implementation of programs for training and periodic evaluation of employees; 


b) the provision of information to clients and users regarding precautions when using 
financial products and services; and 


c) the commitment of senior management with the continuous improvement of procedures 
related to cyber security; and 


VII – the initiatives for sharing information regarding the relevant incidents, mentioned in 
item IV, with payment institutions and other institutions licensed by Central Bank of Brazil. 


Paragraph 1. When defining the cyber security objectives mentioned in item I of the 
heading, the payment institution must consider its capacity to prevent, detect and reduce the vulnerability 
to cyber incidents. 


Paragraph 2. The procedures and controls mentioned in item II of the heading must 
comprise, at least, authentication, criptography, prevention and detection of intrusions, prevention of 
information leaking, performance of periodic tests and scanning to detect vulnerabilities, protection against 
malicious softwares, implementation of traceability mechanisms, control of access and segmentation of the 
computer network, as well as maintenance of data and information backups 


Paragraph 3. The procedures and controls mentioned in item II of the heading must also be 
applied to the development of secure information systems and to the adoption of new technologies 
employed by the payment institution. 


Paragraph 4. The incident recording, analysis of cause and impact and control of effects 
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mentioned in item IV must also comprise information received from third-party providers. 


Paragraph 5. The guidelines mentioned in item V, sub-item “b”, must comprise procedures 
and controls with a level of complexity, coverage and precision compatible with those employed by the 
payment institution itself. 


Section II 


        On Disclosure of Cyber Security Policy 


Art. 4. The cyber security policy must be disclosed to the payment institution’s employees 
and to third-party providers, in a clear and accessible language and in a level of detailing compatible with 
the functions developed and with the sensitivity of the information involved. 


Art. 5. The payment institutions must disclose to the public a summary containing an outline 
of the cyber security policy. 


Section III 


                                                      On Plan of Action and Response to Incidents 


Art. 6. The payment institutions must establish a plan of action and response to incidents, 
aiming at the implementation of the cyber security policy. 


Sole paragraph. The plan mentioned in the heading must cover, at least: 


I – the actions to be developed by the institution in order to adjust its organizational and 
operational structures to the principles and guidelines established by the cyber security policy; 


II – the routines, the procedures, the controls and the technologies to be employed in the 
prevention of incidents and response, in conformity with the cyber security policy guidelines; and 


III– the area responsible for recording and controlling the effects of relevant incidents. 


Art. 7. The payment institutions must appoint a director responsible for the cyber security 
policy and for the execution of the plan of action and response to incidents. 


Sole paragraph. The appointed director mentioned in the heading may perform other 
functions in the institution, except those that may result in a conflict of interest. 


Art. 8. The payment institutions must prepare an annual report regarding the 
implementation of the plan of action and response to incidents, mentioned in art. 6, with a reference date 
of December 31 of each year. 


Paragraph 1. The report mentioned in the heading must comprise, at a minimum: 


I – the effectiveness of the implementation of the actions mentioned in art. 6, sole 
paragraph, item I; 


II – the summary of results obtained in the implementation of routines, procedures, controls 
and technologies to be employed in the prevention of and response to incidents mentioned in art. 6, sole  
paragraph, item II; 
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III – the relevant cyber security incidents that occurred during the period; and 


IV – the results of the continuity tests of the payment services provided, considering 
scenarios of unavailability caused by incidents. 


Paragraph 2. The report mentioned in the heading must be reported to the board or, in case 
a board is nonexistent, to the senior management by March 31 of following year at reference date. 


Art. 9. The cyber security policy referred to in art. 2 and the plan of action and response to 
incidents mentioned on art. 6 must be approved by the board or, in case a board is nonexistent, by the 
senior management of payment institution.  


Art. 10. The cyber security policy and the plan of action and response to incidents must be 
documented and revised at least annually. 


                                                          CHAPTER III 


   ON THE CONTRACTING OF SERVICES OF DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND CLOUD COMPUTING 


Art. 11. The payment institutions must ensure that their policies, strategies and structures 
for risk management established in regulation in force, specifically regarding to the criteria for decision on 
the outsourcing of services, include the contracting of relevant data processing, data storage and cloud 
computing services, in the country or abroad. 


Art. 12. The payment institutions, previously to the contracting relevant services of data 
processing, data storage and cloud computing, must adopt procedures that comprise: 


I – the adoption of corporate governance and management practices proportional to the 
relevance of service to be contracted and to the risk they incur; and 


II – the verification of the capacity of the third-party provider to ensure: 


a) compliance with the laws and regulations in force; 


b) the institution’s access to data and information to be processed or stored by the third-
party provider; 


c) confidentiality, integrity, availability and recovery of data and information processed or 
stored by the third-party provider; 


d) its adherence to certifications required by the institution in order to perform the services 
to be contracted; 


e) the institution’s access to reports provided by the specialized independent auditor hired 
by the third-party provider, related to the procedures and the controls used in the services to be 
contracted; 


f) the provision of adequate information and management resources to monitor the 
services to be contracted; 


g) the identification and segregation of data pertaining to the institution’s final users 
through physical or logical controls; and 


h) the quality of access controls aimed at protecting the data and information of the 
institution's final users. 
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Paragraph 1. In the assessment of the relevance of the service to be contracted, mentioned 
in item I of the heading, the contracting institution must consider the criticality of the service and the 
sensitivity of the data and information to be processed, stored and managed by the third-party provider, 
considering the classification carried out in accordance to art. 3, item V, sub-item “c”. 


Paragraph 2. The procedures mentioned in the heading must be documented, including the 
information related to the verification mentioned in item II. 


Paragraph 3. In the case of applications run through the internet, referred to in item III of art. 
13, the institution must ensure that the potential third-party provider adopts controls that mitigate the 
effects of possible vulnerabilities in releasing new versions of the application. 


Paragraph 4. The institution must have the necessary resources and competencies for the 
adequate management of the services to be contracted, including the analysis of information and use of 
resources provided under the terms of sub-item “f”, item II from heading. 


 Art. 13. For the purposes of this Resolution, cloud computing services comprises the 
availability to a contracting payment institution, on demand and in a virtual form, of at least one of the 
following services: 


  I - data processing, data storage, network infrastructures and other computational 
resources that enable the contracting institution to deploy or run software, which may include operating 
systems and applications developed or acquired by the institution; 


 II - deployment or execution of applications developed or acquired by the contracting 
institution using a third-party provider's computing resources; or 


 III - execution, through the internet, of applications deployed or developed by a third-
party provider using its own computational resources. 


Art. 14. The payment institution contracting the services mentioned in art. 12 is responsible 
for the reliability, integrity, availability, security and confidentiality of the services contracted, as well as 
for compliance with the legislation and regulation in force. 


Art. 15 The contracting of relevant services of data processing, data storage and cloud 
computing must be previously communicated to the Central Bank of Brazil by the payment institutions. 


 


Paragraph 1. The communication mentioned in the heading must comprise the following 
information: 


I – the name of the third-party provider to be contracted; 


II – the relevant services to be contracted; and 


III – the designation of the countries and the regions in each country where the services can 
be provided and the data can be stored, processed and managed, as defined in item III, art. 16, in the case 
of contracting abroad. 


Paragraph 2. The communication mentioned in the heading must be made within ten days 
after contracting the services. 


Paragraph 3. The contractual changes that imply a modification of the information referred 
to in paragraph 1 must be communicated to the Central Bank of Brazil within ten days after the contractual 
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changes. 


Art. 16. The contracting of data processing, data storage and cloud computing relevant 
services provided abroad must fulfill the following requisites:  


I – the existence of an agreement for exchange of information between the Central Bank of 
Brazil and the supervisory authorities of the countries where the services may be provided; 


II – the contracting payment institution must ensure that the provision of the services 
mentioned in the heading do not cause damage to its own functioning neither do they deter the action of 
the Central Bank of Brazil; 


III – the contracting payment institution must define, previously to the contracting, the 
countries and the regions in each country where the services can be provided and the data can be stored, 
processed and managed; and 


IV – the contracting payment institution must anticipate alternatives for business continuity 
either in the case of impossibility of continuation of the contract or in the case of its termination. 


Paragraph 1. In the absence of an agreement under the terms of item I of the heading, the 
contracting payment institution must request an authorization from the Central Bank of Brazil for: 


I – the service contracting, within a minimum period of sixty days before the contracting, 
observing the terms of art. 15, paragraph 1; and 


II – the contractual changes that imply modifications of the information referred to in art 15, 
paragraph 1, observing the minimum period of sixty days before the contractual changes. 


Paragraph 2. In order to comply with clauses II and III of the heading, the contracting 
institutions must ensure that the laws and regulations in the countries and regions in each country where 
the services may be provided do not restrict or prevent either the institution or the Central Bank of Brazil 
from accessing the data and information. 


Paragraph 3. The proof of compliance with the requirements referred to on items I to IV of 
the heading and the fulfillment of the requirement mentioned in paragraph 2 must be documented. 


Art. 17. The contract of relevant services of data processing, data storage and cloud 
computing must comprise: 


I – an indication of the countries and the regions in each country where services may be 
provided and data may be stored, processed and managed; 


II – the adoption of security measures for transmission and storage of the data mentioned 
in item I; 


III - the maintenance, while the contract is in force, of the segregation of data and the access 
controls to protect the final user’s information; 


IV – the obligation of, in the case of contract termination: 


a) transfer of the data cited in item 1 to the new third-party provider or the contracting 
payment institution; and 


b) elimination of the data mentioned in item 1 by the substituted third-party provider, after 
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the data transfer mentioned in item ‘a’ and the confirmation of the integrity and availability of the received 
data. 


V – the access by the contracting payment institution’s to: 


a) information provided by the third-party provider, in order to verify the compliance with 
items I and III; 


b) information related to certifications and reports provided by the specialized independent 
audit mentioned in art. 12, item II, sub-items “d” and “e”; and 


c) proper information and management resources to monitor the services to be provided, 
mentioned in art. 12, item II, sub-item “f”; 


VI – the obligation of the third-party provider to notify the contracting institution in case of 
subcontracting services deemed relevant to the institution; 


VII – the permission of access by the Central Bank of Brazil to the contracts and terms 
related to the rendering of services, the documentation and information related to the services provided, 
data stored and information about its processing, backup of data and information, as well as access codes 
to the data and information; 


VIII – the adoption of measures by the contracting payment institution as a result of 
determinations from the Central Bank of Brazil; and 


IX – the obligation of the third-party provider to keep the contracting payment institution 
permanently informed about possible limitations that may affect the services provided or compliance with 
laws and regulations in force. 


Sole Paragraph. The contract mentioned in the heading must comprise, in case the 
contracting payment institution is submitted to a resolution regime by the Central Bank of Brazil: 


I – the obligation of the third-party provider to allow full access by the responsible for the 
resolution regime to contracts, terms, documentation and information related to the services provided, 
to the data stored and information about its processing, to the data and information backup, as well as to 
the access codes mentioned in item VII that are available to the third-party provider; and 


II - the obligation to previously inform the responsible for the resolution regime about the 
intention of the third-party provider to interrupt the rendering of services, at least thirty days before the 
date of the interruption, observed that: 


a) the third-party provider is obliged to accept an occasional request by the responsible for 
the resolution regime for an additional period of thirty days before the interruption of services; and 


b) the previous information also applies to an interruption motivated by a default of the 
contracting institution. 


Art. 18. The provisions of articles 11 to 17 do not apply to contracting of systems operated 
by clearing and settlement systems operators or trade repositories. 
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CHAPTER IV 


GENERAL PROVISIONS 


Art. 19. The payment institutions must ensure that their risk management policies 
implemented in conformity with the regulations in force comprise, with regard to the continuity of the 
payment services provided, on: 


I – the treatment of relevant cyber security incidents mentioned in art. 3, item IV; 


II – the procedures to be followed in case of an interruption of relevant data processing, 
data storage and outsource of cloud computing services, containing scenarios that consider a substitution 
of the third-party provider and the resumption of the normal operation of the institution; and 


III – the scenarios of incidents considered in the business continuity tests referred to on art. 
3, Item V, sub-item “a”. 


Art. 20. The procedures adopted by payment institutions for risk management in 
conformity with the regulation in force must comprise, relating to the continuity of the payment services 
provided: 


I – the treatment adopted to mitigate the effect of relevant incidents mentioned in item IV, 
art. 3 and the interruption of relevant data processing, data storage and cloud computing services 
contracted; 


II – the deadline stipulated for resumption or normalization of activities or relevant services 
interrupted, mentioned in item I; and 


III – the timely communication to the Central Bank of Brazil on the occurrence of relevant 
incidents and the interruption of relevant services, mentioned in item I, that configure a crisis situation to 
the financial institution, as well as procedures for restart of activities. 


Sole paragraph. The payment institutions must establish and document the criteria that 
configure the crisis situation referred to on item III of heading. 


Art. 21. The payment institutions must establish monitoring and controlling mechanisms to 
ensure the implementation and the effectiveness of the cybersecurity policy, the plan of action and 
response to incidents, and the requirements for contracting services of data processing, data storage and 
cloud computing, including: 


I – the definition of processes, tests and audit trails; 


II – the definition of adequate metrics and indicators; and 


III – the identification and correction of occasional deficiencies. 


Paragraph 1. The definition of mechanisms mentioned in the heading must consider the 
notifications received on the subcontracting of relevant services mentioned in art. 17, item VI. 


Paragraph 2. The mechanisms mentioned in the heading must be submitted to periodic 
tests by the internal audit, when applicable, in line with the internal controls of the institution. 


Art. 22. While safeguarding the duty of secrecy and free competition, the payment 
institutions must develop initiatives for sharing information on the relevant incidents mentioned in art. 3, 
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item IV. 


Paragraph 1. The information sharing mentioned in the heading must comprise information 
on relevant incidents received from third-party providers. 


Paragraph 2. The information shared must be made available to the Central Bank of Brazil. 


CHAPTER V 


FINAL PROVISIONS 


Art. 23. The documents relative to the following topics must be made available to the 
Central Bank of Brazil for five years: 


I – the cyber security policy mentioned in art. 2; 


II – the minute of the board’s meeting or, in case the board is nonexistent, the minute of 
the senior management’s meeting, in the case the option mentioned in the Art. 2, paragraph 2, is 
exercised; 


III – the plan of action and response to incidents mentioned in art. 6. 


IV – the annual report mentioned in art. 8; 


V – the procedures mentioned in art. 12, paragraph 2; 


VI – the documentation mentioned in art. 16, paragraph 3, in the case of services provided 
abroad; 


VII – the contracts mentioned in art. 17, the lapse mentioned in the heading being counted 
from the termination of the contract;  


VIII – the data, the records and information related to the mechanisms of monitoring and 
control mentioned in art. 21, the lapse mentioned in the heading being counted from the implementation 
of such mechanisms; and 


IX – the documentation with the criteria that configure the crisis situation mentioned in art. 
20, sole paragraph. 


Art. 24. The payment institutions that on September 1, 2019, had already contracted the 
provision of relevant data processing, data storage and cloud computing services must adjust the contract 
to provide such services: 


I – art. 16, items I, II, IV and paragraph 2, in the case of services provided abroad; and 


 II – art. 15, paragraph 1, and art. 17. 


Sole paragraph. The adjustment mentioned in the heading must occur until December 31, 
2021. 


Art. 25. The Central Bank of Brazil may reject or impose restrictions, at any time, to the 
contracting of services for data processing, data storage and cloud computing in case of a failure in 
compliance with the provisions established in this Resolution, establishing a deadline for adequacy of the 
services provided and corresponding contracts. 
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Art. 26. The following dispositions are hereby revoked: 


I – Art. 1 to Art. 26 of Circular 3,909, of August 16, 2018; and 


II – Circular 3,969 of November 13, 2019. 


Art. 27. This Resolution enters into force on August 1st, 2021. 


 


Otávio Ribeiro Damaso 


Deputy Governor for Regulation 





Administrator
File Attachment
A4 - Brazil - Resolution BCB 85.pdf
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RESOLUTION CMN 4,893 OF FEBRUARY 26, 2021 
 


Provides for the cyber security policy and the 
requirements for contracting services of data 
processing, data storage and cloud computing to be 
observed by financial institutions and other 
institutions licensed by the Central Bank of Brazil. 


The Central Bank of Brazil, in the form of art. 9 of Law 4,595 of December 31, 1964, announces 
that the National Monetary Council, in its meeting held on February 25, 2021 based on art. 4, item VIII of this 
Law, art. 9 of Law 4,728 of July 14, 1965, art. 7 and art. 23, sub-item “a” of Law 6,099 of September 12, 
1974,art. 1, item II of Law 10,194, of February 14, 2001, and art. 1, Paragraph 1, of Complementary Law 130 
of April 17, 2009, 


R E S O L V E D: 


CHAPTER I 
ON THE OBJECT AND SCOPE OF APPLICATION 


Art. 1. This Resolution provides for the cyber security policy and the requirements for con- 
tracting services of data processing, data storage and cloud computing to be observed by financial insti- 
tutions and other institutions licensed by the Central Bank of Brazil. 


Sole paragraph. The provisions established in this Resolution do not apply for payment 
institutions, that must comply with the regulation published by the Central Bank of Brazil, in the exercise 
of its legal attributions. 


CHAPTER II 


ON THE CYBER SECURITY POLICY 


Section I 
On the Cyber Security Policy Implementation 


Art. 2. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must implement and maintain a cyber security 
policy formulated according to principles and guidelines that seek to ensure the confidentiality, integrity 
and availability of data and information systems used. 


Paragraph 1. The policy mentioned in the heading must be commensurate with:  


I – the institution’s size, risk profile and business model; 


II – the nature of operations and the complexity of the institution’s products, services, ac- 
tivities and processes; and 


III – the sensitivity of the data and information under the responsibility of the institution.  


Paragraph 2. A single cyber security policy may be adopted by: 


I – a prudential conglomerate; and  
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II – a credit cooperative system. 


Paragraph 3. The institutions that decide not to constitute their own cyber security policy 
because of the discretion on paragraph 2 must formalize the option in a board’s meeting or, in case the 
board is nonexistent, in a senior management’s meeting. 


Art. 3. The cyber security policy must comprise, at a minimum: 


I – the institution’s cyber security objectives; 


II – the procedures and controls adopted to reduce the institution’s vulnerability to inci- 
dents and to address other cyber security objectives; 


III – the specific controls, including those directed at information traceability, aiming to 
ensure the security of sensitive information; 


IV – the record of incidents relevant to the institution’s activities, as well as the analysis of 
their cause and impact and the control of their effects; 


V - the guidelines to: 


a) the development of scenarios that reflect incidents considered in business continuity 
tests;  


b) the definition of procedures and controls directed at the prevention and treatment of 
incidents to be adopted by third party providers that handle sensitive data or information, or that are 
relevant for the institution’s operational activities;  


c) the classification of data and information according to their relevance; and 


d) the definition of parameters to be used in the assessment of the relevance of incidents; 


VI – the mechanisms for dissemination of a cyber security culture within the institution, 
including:  


a) the implementation of programs for training and periodic evaluation of employees; 


b) the provision of information to clients and users regarding precautions when using 
financial products and services; and 


c) the commitment of senior management with the continuous improvement of procedures 
related to cyber security; and 


VII – the initiatives for sharing information with other institutions mentioned in art. 1 
regarding the relevant incidents mentioned in item IV. 


Paragraph 1. When defining the cyber security objectives mentioned in item I, the institu- 
tion must consider its capacity to prevent, detect and reduce the vulnerability to cyber incidents. 


Paragraph 2. The procedures and controls mentioned in item II must comprise, at least, 
authentication, criptography, prevention and detection of intrusions, prevention of information leaking, 
performance of periodic tests and scanning to detect vulnerabilities, protection against malicious soft- 
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wares, implementation of traceability mechanisms, control of access and segmentation of the computer 
network, as well as maintenance of data and information backups. 


Paragraph 3. The procedures and controls mentioned in item II must also be applied to the 
development of secure information systems and to the adoption of new technologies employed by the 
institution. 


Paragraph 4. The incident recording, analysis of cause and impact and control of effects 
mentioned in item IV must also comprise information received from third-party providers 


Paragraph 5. The guidelines mentioned in item V, sub-item “b”, must comprise procedures 
and controls with a level of complexity, coverage and precision compatible with those employed by the 
institution itself. 


Section II 


        On Disclosure of Cyber Security Policy 


Art. 4. The cyber security policy must be disclosed to the institution’s employees and to 
third-party providers, in a clear and accessible language and in a level of detailing compatible with the 
functions developed and with the sensitivity of the information involved. 


Art. 5. The institutions must disclose to the public a summary containing an outline of the 
cyber security policy. 


Section III 


                                                      On Plan of Action and Response to Incidents 


Art. 6. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must establish a plan of action and response to 
incidents, aiming at the implementation of the cyber security policy. 


Sole paragraph. The plan mentioned in the heading must cover, at least: 


I – the actions to be developed by the institution in order to adjust its organizational and 
operational structures to the principles and guidelines established by the cyber security policy; 


II – the routines, the procedures, the controls and the technologies to be employed in the 
prevention of incidents and response, in conformity with the cyber security policy guidelines; and 


III– the area responsible for recording and controlling the effects of relevant incidents. 


Art. 7. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must appoint a director responsible for the cyber 
security policy and for the execution of the plan of action and response to incidents. 


Sole paragraph. The appointed director mentioned in the heading may perform other func- 
tions in the institution, except those that may result in a conflict of interest. 


Art. 8. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must prepare an annual report regarding the 
implementation of the plan of action and response to incidents, mentioned in art. 6, with a reference date 
of December 31 of each year. 
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Paragraph 1. The report mentioned in the heading must comprise, at a minimum: 


I – the effectiveness of the implementation of the actions mentioned in art. 6, sole para-
graph, item I; 


II – the summary of results obtained in the implementation of routines, procedures, controls 
and technologies to be employed in the prevention of and response to incidents mentioned in art. 6, sole 
paragraph, item II; 


III– the relevant cyber security incidents that occurred during the period; and 


IV- the results of the business continuity tests, considering scenarios of unavailability caused 
by incidents 


Paragraph 2. The report mentioned in the heading must be: 


I – submitted to the risk committee, if existent; and 


II – reported to the board or, in case a board is nonexistent, to the senior management by 
March 31 of the year following the reference date. 


Art. 9. The cyber security policy mentioned in art. 2 and the plan of action and response to 
incidents mentioned on art. 6 must be approved by the board or, in case a board is nonexistent, by the 
senior management. 


Art. 10. The cyber security policy and the plan of action and response to incidents must be 
documented and revised at least annually. 


                                                          CHAPTER III 


   ON THE CONTRACTING OF SERVICES OF DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND CLOUD COMPUTING 


Art. 11. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must ensure that their policies, strategies and 
structures for risk management established in regulation in force, specifically regarding to the criteria for 
decision on the outsourcing of services, include the contracting of relevant data processing, data storage 
and cloud computing services, in the country or abroad. 


Art. 12. The institutions mentioned in art. 1, previously to the contracting relevant services 
of data processing, data storage and cloud computing, must adopt procedures that comprise: 


I –the adoption of corporate governance and management practices proportional to the 
relevance of service to be contracted and to the risk they incur; and 


II – the verification of the capacity of the third-party provider to ensure: 


a) compliance with the laws and regulations in force; 


b) the institution’s access to data and information to be processed or stored by the third- 
party provider; 


c) confidentiality, integrity, availability and recovery of data and information processed or 
stored by the third-party provider; 
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d) its adherence to certifications required by the institution in order to perform the services 
to be contracted; 


e) the institution’s access to reports provided by the specialized independent auditor hired 
by the third-party provider, related to the procedures and the controls used in the services to be 
contracted; 


f) provision of adequate information and management resources to monitor the services to 
be contracted; 


g) the identification and segregation of data pertaining to the institution’s clients through 
physical or logical controls; and 


h) the quality of access controls aimed at protecting the data and information of the 
institution's clients. 


Paragraph 1. In the assessment of the relevance of the service to be contracted, mentioned 
in item I of the heading, the contracting institution must consider the criticality of the service and the 
sensitivity of the data and information to be processed, stored and managed by the third-party provider, 
considering the classification carried out in accordance to art. 3, item V, sub-item “c”. 


Paragraph 2. The procedures mentioned in the heading must be documented, including the 
information related to the verification mentioned in item II. 


Paragraph 3. In the case of applications run through the internet, referred to in item III of 
art. 13, the institution must ensure that the potential third-party provider adopts controls that mitigate 
the effects of possible vulnerabilities in releasing new versions of the application. 


Paragraph 4. The institution must have the necessary resources and competencies for the 
adequate management of the services to be contracted, including the analysis of information and use of 
resources provided under the terms of sub-item “f”, item II. 


Art. 13. For the purposes of this Resolution, cloud computing services comprises the avail- 
ability to a contracting institution, on demand and in a virtual form, of at least one of the following ser- 
vices: 


I – data processing, data storage, network infrastructures and other computational re- 
sources that enable the contracting institution to deploy or run softwares, which may include operating 
systems and applications developed or acquired by the institution; 


II - deployment or execution of applications developed or acquired by the contracting 
institution using a third-party provider's computing resources; or 


III - execution, through the internet, of applications deployed or developed by a third-party 
provider using its own computational resources. 


Art. 14. The institution contracting the services mentioned in art. 12 is responsible for the 
reliability, integrity, availability, security and confidentiality of the services contracted, as well as for com- 
pliance with the legislation and regulation in force. 


Art. 15 The contracting of relevant services of data processing, data storage and cloud 
computing must be previously communicated to the Central Bank of Brazil by the institutions mentioned 
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in art. 1.  


Paragraph 1. The communication mentioned in the heading must comprise the following 
information:  


I – the name of the third-party provider to be contracted; 


II – the relevant services to be contracted; and 


III – the designation of the countries and the regions in each country where the services 


can be provided and the data can be stored, processed and managed, as defined in item III, art. 16, in the 
case of contracting abroad. 


Paragraph 2. The communication mentioned in the heading must be made within ten days 
after contracting the services. 


Paragraph 3. The contractual changes that imply a modification of the information referred 
to in paragraph 1 must be communicated to the Central Bank of Brazil within ten days after the contractual 
changes.   


Art. 16. The contracting of data processing, data storage and cloud computing relevant ser- 
vices provided abroad must fulfill the following requisites: 


I - the existence of an agreement for  exchange of information between the Central Bank of 
Brazil and the supervisory authorities of the countries where the services may be provided; 


II – the contracting institution must ensure that the provision of the services mentioned in 
the heading do not cause damage to its own functioning neither do they deter the action of the Central 
Bank of Brazil; 


III – the contracting institution must define, previously to the contracting, the countries and 
the regions in each country where the services can be provided and the data can be stored, processed 
and managed; and 


IV – the contracting institution must anticipate alternatives for business continuity either 
in the case of impossibility of continuation of the contract or in the case of its termination. 


Paragraph 1. In the absence of an agreement under the terms of item I of the heading, the 
contracting institution must request an authorization from the Central Bank of Brazil for: 


I – the service contracting, within a minimum period of sixty days before the contracting, 
observing the terms of art. 15, paragraph 1 of this Resolution; and 


II – the contractual changes that imply modifications of the information referred to in art 
15, paragraph 1, observing the minimum period of sixty days before the contractual changes. 


Paragraph 2. In order to comply with clauses II and III of the heading, the contracting insti- 
tutions must ensure that the laws and regulations in the countries and regions in each country where the 
services may be provided do not restrict or prevent either the institution or the Central Bank of Brazil 
from accessing the data and information. 


Paragraph 3. The proof of compliance with the requirements referred to on items I to IV of 
the heading and the fulfillment of the requirement mentioned in paragraph 2 must be documented. 
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Art. 17. The contract of relevant services of data processing, data storage and cloud com- 
puting must comprise: 


I – an indication of the countries and the regions in each country where services may be 
provided and data may be stored, processed and managed; 


II – the adoption of security measures for transmission and storage of the data mentioned 
in item I from heading; 


III – the segregation of data and the access controls to protect the clients’ information while 
the contract is in force; 


IV – the obligation of, in the case of contract termination: 


a) transfer of the data cited in item 1 to the new third-party provider or the contracting 
institution; and 


b) elimination of the data mentioned in item 1 by the substituted third-party provider, after 
the data transfer mentioned in item ‘a’ and the confirmation of the integrity and availability of the re- 
ceived data. 


V – the access by the contracting institution’s to: 


a) information provided by the third-party provider, in order to verify the compliance with 
items I and III from heading; 


b) information related to certifications and reports provided by the specialized independent 
audit mentioned in art. 12, item II, sub-items “d” and “e”; and 


c) proper information and management resources to monitor the services to be provided, 
mentioned in art. 12, item II, sub-item “f”; 


VI – the obligation of the third-party provider to notify the contracting institution in case of 
subcontracting services deemed relevant to the institution; 


VII – the permission of access by the Central Bank of Brazil to the contracts and terms re- 
lated to the rendering of services, the documentation and information related to the services provided, 
data stored and information about its processing, backup of data and information, as well as access codes 
to the data and information; 


VIII – the adoption of measures by the contracting institution as a result of determinations 
from the Central Bank of Brazil; and 


IX – the obligation of the third-party provider to keep the contracting institution perma- 
nently informed about possible limitations that may affect the services provided or compliance with laws 
and regulations in force. 


Sole Paragraph. The contract mentioned in the heading must comprise, in case the con- 
tracting institution is submitted to a resolution regime by the Central Bank of Brazil: 


I – the obligation of the third-party provider to allow full access by the responsible for the 
resolution regime to contracts, terms, documentation and information related to the services provided, 
to the data stored and information about its processing, to the data and information backup, as well as to 
the access codes mentioned in item VII that are available to the third-party provider; and 
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II - the obligation to previously inform the responsible for the resolution regime about the 
intention of the third-party provider to interrupt the rendering of services, at least thirty days before the 
date of the interruption, observed that: 


a) the third-party provider  is obliged to accept an occasional request by the responsible for 
the resolution regime for an additional period of thirty days before the interruption of services; and 


b) the previous information also applies to an interruption motivated by a default of the 
contracting institution. 


Art. 18. The provisions of articles 11 to 17 do not apply to contracting of systems operated 
by clearing and settlement systems operators or trade repositories. 


CHAPTER IV 


GENERAL PROVISIONS 


Art. 19. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must ensure that their risk management poli- 
cies implemented in conformity with the regulation in force comprise, relating to business continuity: 


I – the treatment of relevant cyber security incidents mentioned in art. 3, item IV; 


II – the procedures to be followed in case of an interruption of relevant data processing, 
data storage and outsource of cloud computing services, containing scenarios that consider a substitution 
of the third-party provider and the resumption of the normal operation of the institution; and 


III – the scenarios of incidents considered in the business continuity tests referred to on art. 
3, Item V, sub-item “a”. 


Art. 20. The procedures adopted by institutions for risk management in conformity with the 
regulation in force must comprise, relating to business continuity: 


I – the treatment adopted to mitigate the effect of relevant incidents mentioned in item IV, 
art. 3 and the interruption of relevant data processing, data storage and cloud computing services con- 
tracted; 


II  – the deadline stipulated for resumption or normalization of activities or relevant services 
interrupted, mentioned in item I; and 


III – the timely communication to the Central Bank of Brazil on the occurrence of relevant 
incidents and the interruption of relevant services, mentioned in item I, that configure a crisis situation to 
the financial institution, as well as procedures for restart of activities. 


Sole paragraph. Institutions must establish and document the criteria that configure a crisis 
situation referred to on item III from heading. 


Art. 21. The institutions mentioned in art. 1 must establish monitoring and controlling 
mechanisms to ensure the implementation and the effectiveness of the cybersecurity policy, the plan of 
action and response to incidents, and the requirements for contracting services of data processing, data 
storage and cloud computing, including: 


I – the definition of processes, tests and audit trails; 


II – the definition of adequate metrics and indicators; and 
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III– the identification and correction of occasional deficiencies. 


Paragraph 1. The definition of mechanisms mentioned in the heading must consider the 
notifications received on the subcontracting of relevant services mentioned in art. 17, item VI. 


Paragraph 2. The mechanisms mentioned in the heading must be submitted to periodic 
tests by the internal audit, when applicable, in line with the internal controls of the institution. 


Art. 22. While safeguarding the duty of secrecy and free competition, the institutions men- 
tioned in art. 1 must develop initiatives for sharing information on the relevant incidents mentioned in 
art. 3, item IV. 


Paragraph 1. The information sharing mentioned in the heading must comprise information 
on relevant incidents received from third-party providers. 


Paragraph 2. The information shared must be made available to the Central Bank of Brazil. 


CHAPTER V 


FINAL PROVISIONS 


Art. 23.  The documents relative to the following topics must be made available to the Cen- 
tral Bank of Brazil for five years: 


I – the cyber security policy mentioned in art. 2; 


II –the minute of the board’s meeting or, in case the board is nonexistent, the minute of the 
senior management’s meeting, in the case the option mentioned in the Art. 2, paragraph 2, is exercised; 


III – the plan of action and response to incidents mentioned in art. 6; 


IV – the annual report mentioned in art. 8; 


V – the procedures mentioned in art. 12, paragraph 2; 


VI – the documentation mentioned in art. 16, paragraph 3, in the case of services provided 
abroad; 


VII – the contracts mentioned in art. 17, the lapse mentioned in the heading being counted  
from the termination of the contract;  


VIII – the data, the records and information related to the mechanisms of monitoring and 
control mentioned in art. 21, the lapse mentioned in the heading being counted from the implementation 
of such mechanisms; and 


IX – the documentation with the criteria that configure a crisis situation referred to on art. 
20, sole paragraph. 


Art. 24. The Central Bank of Brazil may adopt measures to enforce the provisions in this 
Resolution, as well as the establishment of: 


I – the requirements and procedures related to information sharing, in accordance with art. 
22; 


II – the requirement of certifications and other technical requisites to be demanded from 
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third-party providers by the contracting financial institution for rendering the services mentioned in art 
12; 


III – the maximum deadline, mentioned in art. 20, item II, for resumption or normalization 
of the financial institution’s relevant activities or services interrupted; and 


IV – the technical requirements and operational procedures to be observed by institutions 
in order to comply with the provisions established in this Resolution. 


Art. 25. The institutions referred to in art. 1 that, on April 26, 2018, had already contracted 
the provision of relevant data processing, data storage and cloud computing services must adjust the 
contract to provide such services: 


I – art. 16, items I, II, IV and paragraph 2, in the case of services provided abroad; and 


II – art. 15, paragraph 1, and art. 17. 


Sole paragraph. The deadline for compliance mentioned in the heading must not exceed 
December 31, 2021. 


Art. 26. The Central Bank of Brazil may reject or impose restrictions, at any time, to the 
contracting of services for data processing, data storage and cloud computing in case of a failure in 
compliance with the provisions established in this Resolution, establishing a deadline for adequacy of the 
services provided by the institution. 


 Art. 27. These following resolutions are hereby revoked: 


I - Resolution 4,658, of April 26, 2018; and 


II - Resolution 4,752, of September 26, 2019. 


Art. 28. This Resolution enters into force on July 1st, 2021. 


 


Roberto de Oliveira Campos Neto 


Governor of the Central Bank of Brazil 





Administrator
File Attachment
A3 - Brazil - Resolution CMN 4893.pdf
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